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HOME CARE: THE AGONY OF INDIFFERENCE
The Role of the Older Americans Act in Assuring
Access to Quality Home Care
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U.S. SENATE
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Washington, DC

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:03 a.m., in room

SD-628, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. John Melcher (chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Melcher, Bradley, Chafee, Reid, Heinz, Glenn,
Durenberger, and Burdick.
Staff present: Max Richtman, staff director; Stephen R. McConnell, minority staff director; Christine Drayton, chief clerk; James
Michie, chief investigator; David Schulke, Michael Werner, investigators; Holly Bode, Chris Jennings, Luis de Ortube, Dianna Porter,
Annabelle Richards, professional staff; William Ritz, communications director; Sarah Dodge, deputy communications clerk; Laura
Erbs, minority professional staff; Craig Obey, Jennifer Bonney, legislative correspondents; Dan Tuite, printing assistant.
OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN MELCHER, CHAIRMAN
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.

This morning we are going to have a hearing on a group of
people who are, generally speaking, out of sight and out of mind.
They are the people whom most of us have forgotten about, who
are bound to stay at home because their health isn't good enough
for them to leave home and they require home health care. No one
sees these forgotten Americans. Except for their families and an occasional visitor, they are seen by so few that they will gain more
prominence after death. If they have a tombstone in a cemetery,
more people will see their names in a week than people who saw
them in a year during the last years of their lives.
These people who need home care and can't leave home because
of their health vary in age from young, to middle-aged, to older
Americans. But of the 5 million Americans who need home health
care in order to live any kind of a life at all, almost all of them are
elderly.
Now, if they are shut-ins at home needing this extra care, even
for those with moderate incomes, it is a tremendous cost. It is a

monumental cost. This group of people really knows what catastrophic health coverage is all about. It is the most significant
group that needs catastrophic coverage.
(1)
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Well, what are we doing about them? What kind of attention are
we paying them? Well, through Medicare for the older Americans
we have a requirement in law, but Medicare has failed in its responsibility to meet those requirements.
In order to get the proper perspective, this hearing today will
provide us with insight from victims, from older Americans who
are victims of their health care needs because they are not getting
adequate care at home.
We will also hear from the Administration. The Administration
will provide some witnesses who are going to explain or excuse
themselves for why the law is not being met, why it is not being
carried out and why they are avoiding or failing to carry out the
requirements of Medicare.
The inspector general will give us some real background information and a lot of facts that are very significant and, frankly,
very disappointing. He will describe the failures of carrying out the
law and the failure of Medicare requirements to meet home care.
We know what we are going to find out from the inspector general is that there are provisions under the law and under Medicare
to set up the requirements and the regulations for how home
health care is to be carried out. The regulations required by Congress are not really in place and therefore the law is not being met.
We will find out that despite that, there is $2 billion spent on Medicare every year for health care businesses to provide the home
health care required.
We will find out that the health aides that are sent out to the
homes who are getting this $2 billion from Medicare are pretty proficient at bathing and combing the hair, the routine things that
people have to have. But we also will find out from the inspector
general, from the inspections that he has made, in 91 percent of
the cases, home aides failed to record extensions of skilled services
prescribed by a doctor. What does that mean? We will find out that
home health aides are not very well trained in many instances,
and some are incapable of reading a thermometer, measuring,
checking the food intake, or checking bowel movements.
Well, this is a pretty sad series of condemnations. These failures
are staggering. But what we expect out of this hearing today is to
establish an adequate foundation to correct these failures to see if
we cannot end some abuses.
At this point in the record, I would have placed in the record,
without objection, the prepared statements of Senators Dick Shelby
and Alan Simpson, along with my own prepared statement.
[The prepared statements of Senators Melcher, Shelby, and
Simpson follows:]
OPENING REMARKS OF SENATOR JOHN MELCHER, CHAIRMAN, SENATE SPECIAL
COMMITrEE ON AGING

Good morning. On behalf of my colleagues, I'd like to welcome everyone to today's
hearing by the Senate Special Committee on Aging.
I called today's hearing to explore one of the fastest-growing industries in the
United States today-the home-care industry. It is a multi-billion-dollar, virtually
unregulated industry that does pretty much as it pleases.
In this time of medical cost-containment pressure, we turn increasingly to this industry. We trust to these people our loved ones-both young and old-who only
e trust these people
want to recover in the friendly confines of their own homes.
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to bring professional dedication and competent skills into private residences to help
the sick recover.
In many cases, home care experts provide excellent and caring attention. And I
applaud their professionalism. But far too often, Americans are suffering and-and
in some cases-dying because of poor or fraudulent home care.
Today, we'll be hearing from several witnesses-victims and home-care providers
alike-who will outline in chilling detail the shocking problems with this uncontrolled industry.
We'll also have an-opportunity to examine the results of a study that shows that
many home-care aides can't read a thermometer. And, I suspect, many wouldn't
know the difference between a bedpan and a frying pan.
Even the Reagan administration acknowledges the far-reaching problems with the
home-care industry. The Inspector General of the Department of Health and
Human Services has found the quality of home-care severely lacking. And he detailed those problems in a previously unpublished, internal report that I obtained
and will release today.
But although it has known about these appalling problems for years, has the
Reagan administration done anything about them? The answer is no. Absolutely
not! But I guess that's understandable since this isn't another defense project.
Now, I think we all agree on one thing: it's our responsibility to help the elderly
and the sick. We have to offer reasonable alternatives to the high cost of hospitals
and nursing homes. And that means home care. But not the kind of home care in
which patients are ignored,. physically abused or robbed. No, I'm talking about a
type of home care that provides attentive care, nutrition, transportation, and a
number of.other services for those who depend on home care aides.
And I intend to find a way to rein in the industry and insure quality home care to
the millions of Americans who need it.
Another problem we need to study is how to find a cost-effective way to keep
people out of hospitals that cost hundreds of dollars a day and put them in their
homes in the care of dedicated home-care professionals. Is it cheaper for Americans
to recover in their own homes with a home-care aide? If so, can the Older Americans Act be used as a vehicle to expand both the quality and quantity of home care?
I'm looking forward to the testimony of today's witnesses. And I hope they will
give us a clearer picture of the current state of home care and what can be done to
give millions of Americans quality home care and peace of mind.
STATEMENT OF SENATOR RICHARD SHELBY, U.S. SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON
AGING

Mr. Chairman, I am sorry that my schedule prevents me from attending the hearing this morning. I commend you Mr. Chairman, and the committee staff for organizing this hearing. As I have recently returned from my own field hearing in Birminghamn, Alabama, I truly understand the great amount of work and effort that
are necessary to organize an effective exchange of ideas.
We are here today to evaluate the role of the Older Americans Act in assuring
access to quality home care for our nation's elderly. We will hear not only from victims, whose private stories told straight from the heart, will provide us with a
glimpse of the very personal and at times shocking side of home health care; we will
also hear from the Administration witnesses who will tell us what oversight currently is in place over medicare-certified home health care agencies and what quality problems they have identified with such care. Finally, we will hear from the providers, whose experience in the field will help. us see the many obstacles to insuring
consistent quality care.
Although my Birmingham hearing focused on the issue of Catastrophic Health
Care Coverage, I was privileged to learn a great deal about home health care. I have
found that like most things in life, home health care has its both good and bad
sides.
Let me state from the start, that I am a very strong supporter of home care. I
believe it is perhaps one of the most primary and at the same time effective health
care resources we have available to us. The roots of home health care are intertwined with the growth of our country. Long before there were major medical facilities, health agencies, research centers, or government interest or involvement in
health care, there were town doctors making house calls to their home bound patients.
As medical technology became more sophisticated and hospital treatment became
more widely available, the idea of the visting town doctor grew into something
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much larger, mo e comprehensive and even more effective. 1967 marked the beginnings of hospital-based home care programs and the concept of the out-patient recuperating at home seems to have just taken off. With the passage of Medicare and
Medicaid, and Titles XVIII and XIX of the Social Security Act in 1965, home health
care services became ingrained in our nation's health care network.
Today we begin work which is long overdue. We are facing a potential crisis situation if we are unable to develop a system of standards and quality assurances for
home health care services. Our goals are comprehensive, and yet, not unattainable.
To begin we must determine how extensive the problem is. We need to focus some
attention on what problems are associated with accessibility to these services on the
community level. We need to define exactly what standards of care must be met.
We need to assure that the health professionals providing care follow established
training guidelines before allowing their personnel out into the field. We need to
determine the scope of our quality assurance system and insure that its implementation is far reaching and effective. Finally, there must be some sort of accountability for improper care.
The time for acceptance and complacency is over. We need to respond to the cries
for greater control over the quality of care-for the good of our health care network
and more importantly, for the good of the home health care consumer.
I know we can not expect to have all the answers instantly, but we are moving in
the right direction. I feel confident that today my colleagues on the committee will
address these concerns and lay the groundwork for the task that lies ahead of us.
I am pleased that the Senate Aging Committee, under the thoughtful guidance of
Chairman Melcher, realizes the need to address this most pressing issue and I look
forward to reviewing the testimony from this hearing.
U.S. SPECIAL COMMrrrEE ON AGING
I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity to provide my comments on the
issue of the quality of home health care and the services provided under the Older
Americans Act. It is a distinct pleasure to be a member of this Special Committee
on Aging. Although I have not been as active as I would like, I have been reading,
learning and pondering these important issues. I wish to share some of my observations.
Since the inception of the Older Americans Act in 1965, we have seen an unprecedented growth in the elderly population and the services that are designed to assist
them. In that time period, the number of persons over the age of 65 has nearly doubled, from 18,451,000 to 29,173,000. In the same time period, amounts appropriated
by Congress for the Older Americans Act has increased nearly 100 times-to $724.7
million. The programs in the Act have certainly played an important role in coordinating and providing services to our senior citizens.
One of these services, home health care, is also funded through the Medicare and
Medicaid programs. These too have experienced unprecedented growth. In the last
six years, our nation's commitment to Medicare home health services has tripled to
over $2.5 billion. We certainly are a compassionate nation.
In spite of this growth, or perhaps because of it, the home care industry seems to
be experiencing severe "growing pains". From about two thousand agencies in 1966
to possibly over ten thousand today, home health agencies are sprouting up all over
the U.S. How do you assure quality in such a fast-moving industry?
There are always stories-sad, wretched, and frightening stories-about the
abuses faced by some of our elderly. We have heard witnesses here today relate
some of these stories. These kind of abuses should not be happening. How to prevent
them is a most vital question. Maybe we can find a starting point by looking carefully at some of the institutions in which our billions of dollars have already been
invested in order to assist the elderly.
The Administration on Aging has shown through its 30 years of experience that
the state and local area agencies on aging are perhaps the best means to helping
older persons. This has given the states a great deal of flexibility in determining the
appropriate kinds of care for their own citizens. They are also reacting to the issue
of quality. With their model programs and training assistance, they hope to build up
a knowledge base on quality of care in order that we can better address the issue in
an appropriate fashion.
HIFA too has taken steps to address the issue of quality of care. As we have
heard, their certification and survey process, medical review and review of coverage
compliance are designed to inquire into quality problems. Although there is certainly disappointment in finding that the training regulations mandated by the 1980
STATEMENT OF SENATOR ALAN SIMPSON, MEMBER,

Omnibus Reconciliation Act have not been released and we are startled at the revelation by HCFA that the quality of home care services is poor, at least they do tell
us of these things. We can see where the problems lie and we must then take steps
to address them responsibly.
How do we assure quality in a fast growing industry? I do not know that I have
the answer to that one-that is why we participate in these hearings. But I do know
that we must be very careful to assess all of the facts so that we can render a wellreasoned, responsible solution. All too often we are ready to respond automatically
and almost on reflex when the words "elderly" or "senior citizen" are brought to
the debate. This may be a popular political theme, but it may render us a solution
that is no better than the original problem.
We have much to do. Let us do it without high drama and an appeal only to emotion. I will work hard toward that end.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Heinz?
STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN HEINZ
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, I thank you, and I want to congratulate you for calling us here this morning to hear the testimony on an issue that touches the lives of a very large number of
Americans. I am talking, of course, about the special needs of millions of ill and aged Americans and their families for health services in their homes.
Last July this committee, which I then had the privilege to chair,
focused on this issue a little differently. We had a hearing in Philadelphia, where we found that backdoor budgeteering had resulted
in arbitrary, confusing, and even illegal decisions to deny thousands of older Americans access to home health services under the
Medicare program. We learned that since implementation of Medicare 's new payment system for hospitals, the DRG's, discharges to
home health care had increased by 37 percent, yet for the same
period the data from the Health Care Financing Administration
showed a staggering 133-percent increase in denials for home
health care.
The problem then was an overzealous Administration which,
armed with pruning shears, was clipping away benefits with an apparent disregard for our, Congress' intent. The problem today is an
unresponsive Administration with, I fear, eyes blind to abuses and
hands tied against mandated change.
Access to home health care may allow choice of independence
over institutionalization for seniors who live alone. For others,
lucky enough to have a family at hand, like the parents of Mrs.
Grudza, one of my constituents who will testify later, these services
provide breathing space. They can help lighten the tremendous financial and emotional strains of caring for loved ones.
But we might ask what good is independence when the price is
neglect, indignity and pain? What load is lightened by incompetent, unreliable, dishonest, or even physically damaging care? Mrs.
Grudza and our other witnesses this morning will depict all too
poignantly the current gap between a good idea-home health
care-and an often badly administered benefit.
Medicare's regulation of home health care providers is the bellwether for other programs, including the Older Americans Act and
the Veterans' Administration. But the 2.5 million seniors who took
advantage of the Medicare benefit last year did so at their own
risk. The fact is we have neither standards nor surveys, and thus
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no certainty that the caregivers participating in the program know
a bedsore from a bunion.
We see the chart to the chairman's right, and the very first item
is one that should shock everybody. The fact that some 44 percent
of the home health aides surveyed could not read this thermometer, which, when the mercury goes above the little line around 98.6,
is evidence of an infection. It means that many of our seniors who
get help are getting it at some risk.
Back in 1980 Congress mandated that all home health aides
should complete a training program to be developed by the Secretary of Health and Human Services. Here we are, it is 1987, seven
years later, and we have yet to see one single graduate of this program, much less a curriculum. What we do have are reports from
the Inspector General, as Chairman Melcher has indicated, from
the Visiting Nurses Association and from scores of individuals nationally, of poor-quality care.
That, among other reasons, was why last week I joined with Senator Bradley of New Jersey to introduce the Medicare Home
Health Care Services Improvement Act. One provision of this bill
requires the Department of Health and Human Services to set minimum proficiency standards for all persons delivering home care
services. We need other legislation to make the promise of quality
home care a reality.
Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working with you and the other
members of this committee to do just that.
Let me, if I may, Mr. Chairman, just note-and I know Senator
Chafee is in the same bind-there is a meeting that Senator Packwood has called for the minority to discuss the trade bill at 10:30,
so unfortunately I am going to have to absent myself. I hope it may
be possible to hear from the testimony of my constituents prior to
that time. But if not, I want to let Mrs. Grudza know why I may
have to leave.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Heinz.
Senator Bradley?
STATEMENT BY SENATOR BILL BRADLEY

Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. Mr.
Chairman, I too want to commend you for holding this hearing. I
think that it is an important health care issue, and I think that we
need to closely examine the problems of home care quality and
access, especially in light of the rapid expansion of home care in
the last several years and the even more rapid need for home care
services. We have a DRG system that continues to push people out
of the hospitals of this country quicker and sicker; we need an adequate home care program to care for them in their home environment. This means that we have to face up to issues of access to
home care and quality of home care.
The bill that Senator Heinz mentioned that several of us introduced last week expands the Medicare home health benefit dramatically, expanding access to 60 days of daily acute care. But it
also addresses the quality problem which I think is the focus of this
hearing. It addresses the quality problem in a number of ways.
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First, it requires nonlicensed home health aides to complete a
training program approved by the Secretary of HHS.
Second, it requires HCFA to look at patient outcomes when it
monitors home health quality; in other words, how the patient has
fared, not simply what the educational level is of the people who
run the agency.
Third, it establishes spot checks of home health agencies, and
those spot checks could lead to intermediate sanctions, civil sanctions,.and indeed loss of Medicare reimbursement.
Finally, it establishes a hotline and an ombudsman to look into
consumer complaints about home health care quality.
So I think that what we have tried to do is say, "Look, we want
to provide home care and expand access to home care to more
Americans in need, particularly those Americans who are being
pushed out of hospitals quicker and sicker; but, we also have an obligation to ensure that they receive quality health care."
I think these things-the hotline, the ombudsman, the spot
checks by HCFA, the civil penalties, the required training, and
looking at how the patient actually fares-will take one large step
toward ensuring quality for our seniors who are in need of home
care but in even greater need of quality home care.
So I think we will have a continued responsibility to look at this
thoroughly. This committee is the committee that should provide
oversight, and I look forward to working with the chairman and
other members as we try to bring to light those abuses and problems and neglected areas that sometimes crop up even given the
best of intentions.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit some questions for the
record if that would be possible.'
The CHAIRMAN. It certainly is. Just leave them here and we will
do that.
Senator Chafee?
STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN CHAFEE
Senator CHAFPE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Like several on this committee, I am a member of the Finance
Committee, where of course we have jurisdiction over Medicare
and Medicaid. One of our concerns obviously is not only the availability of health care but the quality of it.
As people know, over recent years, because of the changes in the
Medicare program, the discharges from the hospital are much
quicker than they were in former years, and there is an incentive,
in other words, to get people out of the hospital. This has created
what I believe to be a critical gap in the services available to Medicare beneficiaries. They come out of the hospital, but then what
happens? Individuals who receive care in their home following discharge from the hospital are vulnerable to the quality problems.
Now, the Federal Government's role is to assure that services are
there, but what the Federal Government has been doing is spending more time reviewing the capacity of the home health care
agencies rather than the quality of the services that are delivered.
I See appendix 11,p. 2:30
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So 1 feel strongly we have got to put much greater emphasis on
providing post-hospital care in the home and on providing a wider
spectrum of services and make sure that those are quality services.
So thus I have joined in cosponsoring Senator Bradley's bill S.
1076.
I also have legislation myself, S. 1010, which is called the Medicare Community Nursing and Ambulatory Care Act. Now, the purpose of that is to improve the delivery of home health care services
to Medicare beneficiaries. What it would do is it would allow Medicare to reimburse community nursing centers for Medicare beneficiaries who elect to enroll in those programs. These centers would
provide all ambulatory care services now offered under Part B of
the Medicare program except the physician services. The services
would be provided under the supervision of registered nurses, and
there would be safeguards to ensure high quality.
Now, in return for providing these services, the community nursing center will receive 95 percent of the total amount we are now
paying for those same services for each Medicare beneficiary.
These centers would work in much the same way as the HMO, the
health maintenance organizations do.
I think this, combined with the bill Senator Bradley was referring to, his bill, will help fill the gaps created by the Medicare prospective payment system.
So, Mr. Chairman, I would ask that my full statement be included in the record at this point, and I deeply regret this conflict with
the longstanding Finance Committee meeting that Senator Heinz
referred to.
The CHAIRMAN. It will be made a part of the record.
[The prepared statement of Senator Chafee follows:]
STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN H. CHAFEE

Mr. Chairman, todays's hearing will examine the quality of health care services
that individuals receive in their own homes. We will hear from individuals who
have experienced substantial problems with health care providers in their own
homes. We will hear also from two nurses who will describe the lack of preparation
given to professionals who provide home health care services. Finally, we will hear
testimony from representatives of the administration and provider organizations.
As a member of the Senate Finance Committee which has jurisdiction over the
Medicare and Medicaid Programs, I have become increasingly concerned about
whether we are spending our Federal health care dollars effectively and whether
the health care services we do provide are high quality and those most needed by
the elderly and disabled.
In recent years we have made a number of major changes in the Medicare Program. One of the most far reaching changes was development of the prospective
payment system which pays hospitals per episode of illness based on DRG's-diagnostic related groups. This system, which we are still refining and improving, has
removed the inflationary incentives inherent in the old, retrospective cost based reimbursement for hospital care.
However, because of the incentive built into this system to discharge Medicare patients more quickly, prospective payment has also created a critical gap in the services available to Medicare beneficiaries. When elderly beneficiaries are discharged
from the hospital, services designed to help them recover and return to their previous life style are sadly lacking.
As we will see today, individuals who receive services in the home are vulnerable
to quality problems, and unfortunately, the Federal Government's role in assuring
that these services are of high quality has been inadequate. The focus of federal efforts has been on monitoring the home health care agency's capacity to provide
services, rather than on the quality of those services.
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For these reasons, we must put a much greater emphasis on providing post-hospital care in the home and providing a wider spectrum of long-term care services. At
the same time we must assure that these services are quality services provided by
trained professionals.
To achieve these goals, I have introduced S. 1010, the Medicare Community Nursing and Ambulatory Care Act and I have cosponsored S. 1076, introduced by Senator
Bradley, the Medicare Home Health Services Development Act.
Both of these initiatives are designed to provide better and more comprehensive
home health care services.
The Community and Ambulatory Care Act of 1987, S. 1010, is legislation designed
to improve the delivery of health care services to Medicare beneficiaries outside of
institutional settings.
This proposal would allow Medicare to reimburse community nursing centers for
Medicare beneficiaries who elect to enroll in their programs. These centers would
provide all ambulatory care services now offered under part B of the Medicare Program-except physician services. The services would be provided under the supervision of registered nurses, and safeguards to ensure a high quality of care would be
provided through the existing peer review organizations.
In return for providing these services, the community nursing center will receive
95 percent of the total amount we are now paying for these same services per medicare beneficiary. These centers will work in much the same way as an health maintenance organization-an HMO.
The Community Nursing and Ambulatory Care Act will help fill the gaps created
by the Medicare prospective payment system by providing a pre-determined payment to community nursing organizations designed to provide the services medicare
beneficiaries need to fully recover. Community nursing organizations will also help
more Medicare beneficiaries live independently longer by providing in-home assistance to help prevent institutionalization.
The Medicare Home Health Services Improvement Act, S. 1076, attempts to
ensure the availability of high quality home health services to elderly and disabled
individuals in two ways. First, the bill prevents the health care financing administration from arbitrarily restricting home care services financed by Medicare by
clarifying and expanding the Medicare home health benefit. Second, the bill promotes the health and safety of those receiving home care services by upgrading
home health quality standards and accountability.
These two legislative proposals are a beginning, but we still have a long way to go
in assuring better, more appropriate health care services for the elderly. The witnesses at today's hearing can bring us a great deal of information on how in-home
services can be better monitored and have a higher quality of care.
I look forward to hearing today's testimony.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Reid?

STATEMENT BY SENATOR HARRY REID
Senator REID. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for providing the members of this committee an opportunity to assess the need for development of quality assurance standards for home health care services.

I would also like to extend my appreciation to our distinguished
witnesses who volunteered their time so that we may look critically
at this issue of increasing importance to our Nation's elderly.
I firmly believe that the availability and quality of home health
care services represent problems that require immediate attention.
New technologies and the tremendous strides made by our Nation's
medical professions have boosted the average life expectancy to
74.6 years of age, its highest level ever. The result is a rapidly expanding population of senior citizens, especially the group over 85
years of age. As the primary consumers of home care, these citizens require an increasing number of services provided by qualified
individuals that the industry is failing to provide.
This state of affairs has been aggravated in recent years by cuts
in Medicare and the institution of the DRG system, both of which
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have resulted in patients being discharged from hospitals, as we
have already heard, quicker and sicker and in need of comprehensive home health care services for longer periods of time.
During the time that I served as a Member of the House, I was
on the Select Committee on Aging. The committee conducted one
hearing that made me acutely aware of the lack of data on home
health care quality and the inadequacy of the current system of
standards and quality assurance. Agencies that provide home
health care services are experiencing diminished resources from
public sources, including Medicare and Medicaid, which has contributed to the hiring of underqualified personnel-as was very
well described by Senator Heinz-who will accept lower wages and
irregular work schedules.
Although this problem is not characteristic of all agencies, consumers of home health care services are seldom in a position to
choose knowledgeably among home care providers, and no easily
usable grievance procedures are available. Moreover, because these
services are rendered in private residences, many times the quality
of home care is difficult to measure. Those systems for monitoring
home care that do exist contain few sanctions for inadequate care
and few, if any, incentives for outstanding care. Legislation is badly
needed now to require the development of stronger, uniform standards of home care, the monitoring of service delivery, the establishment of a grievance mechanism, and enforcement.
It is also of primary importance that additional cuts in funding
of such services be prevented. I am hopeful that today's hearing
will raise new questions and bring to light additional information
that will help us formulate responsible policy to serve the home
care needs of older Americans.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Glenn?
STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN GLENN

Senator GLENN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't think anyone doubts we need a national commitment to
provide home health care to those who need help-help to which
they are entitled, and of the highest quality. We tend to think of
aid to the elderly, help to the elderly, nursing needs as being something that is the province of nursing homes or hospitals. And yet
statistics tell us that 80 percent of the health care needs of the elderly are met by family members. In other words, most of our elderly people are being taken care of in homes.
Now, that being the case, we are not giving the kind of help to
that home health care that we should. I don't think there are too
many of us on this committee that has long been involved in home
care, under Senator Heinz and Senator Melcher both, who would
disagree with that. We need to give much more support for home
care services, because that is where most of the help can be given,
and it could be given cheaper there. We can save money doing it
that way. We don't need to warehouse people in order to give them
help.
We should be expanding our support in this area, not lessening
it. Yet, as we see this additional need, we have seen less support
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out of this Administration to giving that kind of help. I find that
unconscionable. By restricting access to Medicare's home health
benefit, we increase the burden on other programs such as Medicaid, the social services block grant, Older Americans Act, Veterans'
Administration, State programs, private insurance, and patients.
We leave the patients too often without needed home health care.
That is what this is all about this morning. I am sure we will
hear horror stories this morning that will make us cringe because
we haven't done enough in the past here. We have heard some of
those before. These are the real people. These aren't academic
problems we dream up with staff here in Washington and decide
some big national solution inside the Beltway here in Washington.
These are real stories of hurt. So we need to do something in this
area.
I am proud to have joined Senator Bradley as a cosponsor of the
Medicare Home Health Care Services Improvement Act of 1987,
and I am pleased to be a sponsor of the legislation being considered
as part of this year's reauthorization of the Older Americans Act
which provides grants to State nursing home ombudsmen to demonstrate and evaluate the provision of ombudsman services to
home care clients. It requires a study of the State ombudsman programs also, particularly in the area of home care services and how
those are being rendered or not rendered.
Let me add this, too, before we get too critical. The majority of
home health care providers are honest and they are doing their
very best, quite often with very, very limited resources. I have been
in I don't know how many nursing homes. My wife Annie was
asked some years ago back home in Ohio to be the head of Nursing
Home Week, be the honorary chairman of Nursing Home Week.
She made visits to many nursing homes all over the State, actually
checked into some of those homes and stayed overnight so she
could see what it was really like.
Out of that came our interest in this and our dedication to doing
something about it. That was the main reason why I asked to go on
this committee. I wasn't assigned to this committee. I asked to go
on it when I got here.
So we need to realize that most nursing home and home health
providers are honest and dedicated people. They are doing excellent work, but too often they don't have the wherewithal to do it.
They don't have the support of their Government or of enough
local agencies to really accomplish what has to be done. So we need
very much to improve this.
It is a pleasure for me today to welcome one of our witnesses,
Ann Mootz, who is here from Ohio, from Cincinnati. She is representing the National Association for Home Care, and I look forward to hearing her testimony later. As with all of us, we have too
many things to do this morning and I have to be away from the
hearing for awhile. I hope to get back a little bit later, particularly
when Ms. Mootz is testiqfying.
Home health is an area we have let go too long, Mr. Chairman. I
would ask that my entire statement be included in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. It will be made part of the record.
[The prepared statement of Senator Glenn follows:]

I.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN GLENN

Mr. Chairman, we need a national commitment to provide elderly and disabled
Americans with the home health care they need and to which they are entitledand to ensure that this care is of the highest quality. Improving the provision of
home- and community-based services has been a priority issue of the Senate Special
Committee on Aging for many years, and I commend you for calling today's hearHome care services are very important in meeting the health-care needs of the
sick and the disabled; and this need is increasing due to our growing "old-old" population, "quicker and sicker" discharges of Medicare patients from hospitals, technologicai advances in health care delivery, and a preference for home care over institutional care. But at a time when the demand for home health care is increasing,
the Reagan Administration's policies are severely restricting access to Medicare s
home health benefit, thus increasing the burden on other funding sources for home
care-Medicaid, the Social Services Block Grant, the Older Americans Act, the Veterans' Administration, State programs, private insurance, and patients and their
families-and leaving patients without needed care.
In addition to the problem of access to home health services, we have all read and
heard horror stories about poor care and abuse of the elderly in their homes. Today
we will hear dramatic accounts from patients, their families and providers about
tragedies that occur due to lack of training, supervision and standards for home
health care.
In order to address these issues, I was pleased to join Senator Bradley as a cosponsor of the "Medicare Home Health Services Improvement Act of 1987". Enactment
of this legislation will go a long way toward ensuring the availability and improving
the quality of home health services provided under the Medicare program.
And I am pleased to be the sponsor of legislation, being considered as part of this
year's reauthorization of the Older Americans Act, that provides grants to State
nursing home ombudsman agencies to demonstrate and evaluate the provision of
ombudsman services to home care clients, and requires a study of current State ombudsman programs which are already investigating complaints concerning home
care services.
The majority of home health care providers are honest and do provide excellent
care. They are as concerned as we in the Congress about the need to improve the
quality of care and to eliminate any abuses. Therefore, it is a dual pleasure for me
to welcome one of today's witnesses, Ann Mootz-because she is from Cincinnati,
Ohio, and because she is representing the National Association for Home Care
(NAHC). I look forward to NAHCs recommendation for improving access and quality in home care, as well as to the testimony of all of today's witnesses. Your participation will help in our efforts to enact legislation to remedy problems regarding
home health care access and quality.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Durenberger?

STATEMENT BY SENATOR DAVE DURENBERGER
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I am not going to victimize Ms. Tolbert and Sharon with a long
speech, and I am going to stay here and I am going to listen to you.
I am glad John did make the comment about the fact that a lot
of caregivers in America are, besides being very capable, are also
very compassionate and that on a number of occasions we find the
unscrupulous coming into any opportunity that we can find in the
system.
Those of us on the Finance Committee who have tried to deal
with the revisions in Medicare and the social services block grant
cutbacks are extremely sensitive to the fact that as you cut back on
adequate finances, you Put a strain on the most compassionate
people out there. I think that is one of the difficulties that this
committee is going to find in the system. It isn't a lack of being
well-intentioned, it's the fact that if you don't put some resources
behind the best of people, they get out of the business or they
scrimp on the care or something like that.
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So with that I will yield whatever time I might have had for an
opening statement, and I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Will Mrs. Grudza approach the witness table at this time?
Senator Heinz?
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, in case Mrs. Grudza is wondering
why she has been called to the witness table, it is simply because,
as I said to Senator Melcher, I am going to have to absent myself
for what I hope to be a brief time but I do not know, and I just
wanted to introduce you to my colleagues.
May I say that I am delighted that you are here.
Mrs. Grudza, Mr. Chairman, is of course from my home State of
Pennsylvania, and she has come to tell us about the many problems she has had with aides assisting in caring for her parents.
I want to personally thank you, Mrs. Grudza, for coming down
here today. As I say, I hope I get back in time to hear your testimony. But in case I don't, I just wanted you to know why I have to
step out at least for a while. I wish you luck, if I am not here. But
the chairman is both kind and compassionate and understanding,
as well as being a good chairman. [Laughter.]
We are delighted you are here.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
You may stay right there, Mrs. Grudza. That would be fine.
Our first witness is Mrs. Pearl Tolbert, and Mrs. Tolbert is going
to tell us what her circumstances are.
Mrs. Tolbert, I hope we haven't created any mystification on
what we are all about here today. I don't think we have. I think
our central theme is our mission today in this hearing is to hear
from folks like you who are incapacitated, need some help but you
are still at home. We want to know how it is with you. We want to
know what has gone wrong and what the shortcomings are. We
would like to do a little bit better than we have by you, Mrs. Tolbert, and we are all here today to learn and to learn from where it
is really at, with folks like you.
Please proceed, Mrs. Tolbert.
STATEMENT OF PEARL TOLBERT, RESIDENT, STATE OF MINNESOTA, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. SHARON GLOVER, DAUGHTER

Mrs. TOLBERT. Well, one of the million things I had to happen to
me was I have an open trach, and whenever I am given a bath, it is
to be covered with tape. My attendants know this. I had an attendant put me in the shower and drew the water, and the hole got
water in there, and we had to call 911 because I was strangling.
Then I had an attendant who put me in the shower, pulled off
his clothes and got in the shower also.
I had an attendant take my credit card and buy a thousanddollar couch set, and then when the bill come in to me and I confronted her with it, she said, "Oh, well, I'll pay it." She didn't pay
it, and it ended up that I had to go to Sears' and they had to get
the police in on it.
Then I had an attendant who got in the bed with me and had
sex, and I went through it.
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Then I have had attendants steal my clothes and steal my pots
and pans. And it's just rough getting an attendant.
I think what happened, there is a place we call, and they send
them out. They just send anyone who applies instead of trying to
screen them and find out some of their characters, you know.
I also had two workers. A girl worked the evening and a boy that
worked lawns, and they started to going together, and then this
boy went home with her one night, and it looked like she was going
with the fellow upstairs, and he killed him.
You know, it's been one thing after another.
The CHAIRMAN. Mrs. Tolbert, you live in Minneapolis; is that correct?
Mrs. TOLBERT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Where is your home in Minneapolis?
Mrs. TOLBERT. Where in Minneapolis? Nicklett Street. It's downtown.
The CHAIRMAN. It's downtown. And are you in an apartment?
Mrs. TOLBERT. Yes, I'm in an apartment.
The CHAIRMAN. How long have you been in a wheelchair?
Mrs. TOLRERT. Oh, I've been in a wheelchair since 1980.
The CHAIRMAN. You've been in a wheelchair about 7 years then?
Mrs. TOLBERT. Yes. I can't use my hands and I can't, you know,
walk. I walk just a little with a walker.
The CHAIRMAN. With the walker.
Mrs. TOLBERT. I can walk a short distance with it.
The CHAIRMAN. You can walk a short distance with a walker.
Mrs. TOLBERT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And that is only in your home?
Mrs. TOLBERT. Yes. Only in my home. I can't use my hands. I
can't even go to the bathroom by myself.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, Mrs. Tolbert, would you mind telling us
how old you are?
Mrs. TOLIFERT. Yes, I'm 70 years old.
The CHAIRMAN. Seventy.
Mrs. TOLBERT. Yes. I was born in 1916.
The CHAIRMAN. And you have been incapacitated for the last 7
years.
Now, this is your daughter, Dr. Glover, seated beside you?
Mrs. TOLBERT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Glover, can you add anything to your mother's testimony that would help this committee?
Ms. GLOVER. Yes, I can.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you draw the microphone closer to you?
Ms. GLOVER. I routinely spend about 30 hours a week minimum
trying to supervise the attendants because of the situations that we
have had. We have had just many attendants, and I can say that
consistently I see the same thing: a lack of training, a lack of willingness on their part, and that additionally, even with these problems, there isn't very much that you can do.
The demand for attendants is so great that you can fire them,
and 30 minutes later they have another job. In fact, my mother's
nurse, the State nurse that comes to see her weekly, came to see
her, and there was an attendant abusing her badly, and the nurse
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fired the attendant on the spot. Within an hour that attendant had
another job.
We have tried with all of these situations to find someone that
we could talk to, someone that we could tell what was happening.
And it's almost like an impossible situation. The agency that we
get the attendants from has not been helpful at all. Our only other
choice is to go to the newspaper, put an ad in the paper, place ads
in the paper, read the paper, try to call other agencies.
One other agency that we have been somewhat successful in getting people from is church center. Now, they aren't an agency, but
from time to time people will call and say that they are interested
in doing this kind of work. But we have found just consistently
what you have on that board is absolutely true.
I really feel sorry for someone who is in this situation and who
doesn't have someone such as myself to advocate for them and to
spend some time, because I find that if you don't, then they abuse
them even worse, even to the point of striking these people.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Glover, your mother practically lives in
downtown Minneapolis. Where do you live?
Ms. GLOVER. I live in Golden Valley. I live approximately 7 to 8
minutes from my mother.
The CHAIRMAN. Seven to eight minutes.
Ms. GLOVER. Seven to eight minutes. And I am at her house approximately 3 to 4 evenings a week and once on the weekend, and I
drop in at different times to be sure of her situation. I find that is
the only way you can stay on top of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Glover, what is your profession?
Ms. GLOVER. I suppose I am an educator.
The CHAIRMAN. You are an educator. Have these circumstances
prevailed for the 7 years that your mother has been incapacitated
at home? Have all of those 7 years been about the same. Is the situation bad to begin with and still bad, or has it gotten worse?
Ms. GLOVER. My mother has been incapacitated at home for 5
years.
The CHAIRMAN. Five years.
Ms. GLOVER. Of those 7 years, she spent 2 years in the hospital.
The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Ms. GLOVER. Totally paralyzed. Then she has been home 5. And,
yes, I would say from day one it has been the same.
The CHAIRMAN. Been the same. No improvement?
Ms. GLOVER. No improvement. In fact, I think maybe it's worse. I
have noticed that the caliber of people that we are getting, that it's
worse, I have noticed that the selection is worse. We have, for instance, an attendant right now who can't read or write. It means
that if I call about a medicine prescription or something like that, I
had better be prepared to go over there myself and get the information. It means that that attendant can't give medicine and other
kinds of things, and so someone such as myself or a nurse will have
to go in at the beginning of the week and lay out these things.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Reid?
Senator REID. Do you think-and, Mr. Chairman, I am asking
this question because I don't know-do you think one of the reasons that the problems could be worse is because there is a greater
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demand for home health care than there was, and there are fewer
people to go around?
Ms. GLOVER. I don't know. But what I do know is that the quality
of the people I am seeing in home health care and their training,
et cetera, is not what it should be. The lack of training-people are
hired and sent out on a job without any training whatsoever.
Senator REID. Mr. Chairman, it is not only in this area that problems have developed but in other areas as well, such as the breakup of the telephone system. It has become so expensive for people
to have a telephone and it is impacting on older people more than
on any other sector of our population. In consideration of this situation and problems associated with home health care, for someone
who doesn t have a child-and principally it's a child who looks out
for the parents-the problems are really almost insurmountable.
What would your mother do but for you? I mean, who would
help? The answer is obvious: there is no one, is there?
Ms. GLOVER. I don't know. You know, you mentioned telephone.
We have had incidents where she has tried to call me because she
was being abused, and the attendant has ripped the telephone out
of her hands and refused to let her call me, put her against the
wall like she was a 3-year-old, put her in the corner.
The question, what would she do? I don't know. I really don't.
Senator REID. You see, Mr. Chairman, we are fortunate to have a
witness like Pearl Tolbert come before us. I think she is an example to us of the multitude of people that are not before us. Her situation is very bleak, but consider the fact that she has a bright, educated daughter to help her, and we have so many people who have
no children, no family, no friends to help them. They aren't before
us, and we can imagine what those situations must be.
I have no further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Durenberger?
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't know where to begin. If Sharon is 7 minutes away, I am
about 30 seconds away, Pearl, and I want to give you my telephone
number on weekends so you can call me.
I know there are a lot of people in home care and home health
back in Minnesota who, when they see this, are going to be cringing, because this is a very untypical Minnesota situation in terms
of the impression that the rest of the country has.
So I have to believe that to the degree that in a State like ours,
which is as sensitive as it is, Mrs. Tolbert, that you are having to
live these years with that kind of condition makes it a very, very
serious problem for a whole lot of people who aren't able to come
here and testify today.
But perhaps, Mrs. Tolbert, you won't mind if I ask Sharon a
couple of questions about the State in which we live and the community in which we live and the way in which they have been responsive to these same kinds of concerns.
Obviously, if the kind of behavior on the part of attendants has
been going on for some period of time, which I assume it has, that
officials in the City of Minneapolis, the County of Hennepin, and in
the State of Minnesota, which has a relatively sophisticated,
through the Department of Health, procedure-or thinks that they
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have a procedure at least-for ensuring the adequacy of professional care in some of these areas, should have taken some action. I
wonder if you wouldn't, Sharon, describe for us the efforts that you
have made at the local and the State level and what kinds of response are you getting from people back there?
Ms. GLOVER. When we have had problems, we have turned to a
State nurse, we have turned to Independent Crossroads, which formerly was the Comprehensive Services, we have turned to Human
Resources, the Medicare unit. No one either seems to be or wants
to be responsible. We are continually told that there is nothing
anyone can do.
When things have been stolen from her, when people have
threatened to hit her, when they have put her up against the wall,
we have been told by Independent Crossroads that they are only a
hiring service. The nurse has helped all she can. I mean, she will
try to get us other people. We just don't-we don't know where else
to turn.
What we have done, though, is I wanted to see if this was just
peculiar to my mother or was this a larger problem. I have talked
with a number of other people such as my mother, and we find
that it is a pervasive problem. It is not just what has happened to
her.
So I could tell you and give you the names of at least five other
people who, just like her, the same thing has happened, and some
of these people don't have anyone.
We finally reached the point of asking my husband to do something about it, and I can tell you, because of my frustration and my
mother's frustration and these other people's and our trying to
turn and get help but not being given help, that we asked him if he
could not begin to talk to some of the political people and do something about it. And I think he has made a couple of contacts and
there has been some talk there, and that's where we are with it.
Senator DURENBERGER. Now, as far as the financial assistance in
purchasing attendant services, is it in part your mother's own resources, in part medical assistance, in part Medicare? Can you
recall for us? What I am trying to get at is who really should be
responsible? Are there so many people in the act that nobody
wants to take responsibility?
Ms. GLOVER. The State of Minnesota pays for 6½/2-it's either 61/4
or 61/2 hours a day of attendant care, and they pay $6.08.
Senator DURENBERGER. They pay what?
Ms. GLOVER. $6.08 an hour.
Senator DURENBERGER. Per hour?
Ms. GLOVER. Per hour. What that means is that if you have
someone such as my mother who needs 24-hour care because she,
can't cook, she can't go to the bathroom, she can't do anything, she
has no use of her hands, she can't, even if someone rings the doorbell, she can't buzz the doorbell to let them in. And additionally,
because she has an open hole or the trach, she has breathing difficulties and often must be rushed to the hospital and must have
someone to assist her if that happens. She needs 24-hour care.
If the State pays for 61/2 hours at $6.08, it means a couple of
things. One is, you are getting people who can't compete in an open
market, because nobody is going to work for $36 and some change a
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day. In her situation, you can't get anyone to work around the
clock, because that's what it amounts to, and if you break the
shifts in half, you're talking about, let's say you bring two people
on, you're talking about $15, $18 a day.
So what we do is we supplement. Now, most of the people that I
know may not need as much care, but they certainly need more
than 6 hours a day. What ha ppens then is that you have people
who, I believe, on an open market could not compete, and therefore
they become attendants.
Senator DURENBERGER. Why is the State restricted to 6½/2 hours?
Have you been through that with the State?
Ms. GLOVER. I have been through that. I am working on that
right now with the Minnesota home health care advocacy program
to see if we can't increase the attendant hours. The State, case by
case, makes a decision about increasing. It has in some-I think
there are three or four people who have more than the 61/2 hours.
It is currently reviewing this policy, and I understand that as of
July will come out with a new policy that will be somewhat more
flexible to allow for situations like this.
Senator DURENBERGER. Now talk to me about your mother's
doctor, or maybe your mother wants to talk about the doctor. I
assume she has a physician who has been taking care of her for
some time and who is providing advice to the State of Minnesota or
to other people relative to your mother's needs. Can you describe
that for us?
Ms. GLOVER. Yes. She has a doctor at Abbott Northwestern, and
she goes there regularly. That was the last hospital she was in. It
was the hospital that taught her to stand and to talk and whatever
again, the rehab. The doctor has just given us a 24-hour care plan,
has written letters to Human Resources asking them also to increase the hours because she can't be left alone.
In fact, Abbott Northwestern has become involved with me with
this attendants program because they too have recognized the problem, the continual problems not only with my mother but with
other people. It was Abbott Northwestern that put me in touch
with the Minnesota home health care advocacy program led by
Susan Margolis, and we have been working with them, and the
hospital has been working with us too to get this taken care of.
Senator DURENBERGER. My impression is that even if for your
mother's circumstance the State were to acknowledge that the
medical advice is that your mother ought to have 24 hours of attendant care, your concern is that there aren't adequate attendants
in the State of Minnesota to provide this care because the State
doesn't supervise in any way the quality of the services.
Ms. GLOVER. No. My concern is about three-fold. It is that there
aren't enough attendants, that there aren't quality attendants, and
that it is an industry that is not regulated and anything can go on
in that industry.
We supplement, or we pay the people now, but that doesn't
matter. If something happens, there is nowhere to turn to because
it is an industry that they can do anything that they want because
the demand is so high and there is no one that you can turn to.
When they stole my mother's-my brother gave her a gold piece
from Africa-when they stole that, there was nothing we could do.
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And not only did we know who had taken it, one of her attendants,
the one that killed another man, took it, gave it to this girl, the
girl called and said she had it and, "It was too bad."
You call the police, and there is nothing they can do. You call
Independent Crossroads, there is nothing they can do.
I mean, that doesn't even begin to get it. I have been at her
house where an attendant has said, "I ought to slap you." I mean,
the kind of abuse I have seen is just ridiculous. And if I have seen
it, and I have put the kinds of time I do in, I just feel sorry for
other people.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Glover, in other words, the quality of-the attendants who come and who are paid to come is not very adequately checked. You had somebody, one of the aides who actually stole
from your mother. Your mother has mentioned the aides' lack of
training when she was put in the shower with her trachea tube
out?
Ms. GLOVER. Pardon me?
The CHAIRMAN. Did I understand your mother correctly, she was
actually put in the shower-Mrs. TOLBERT. They have to put tape on it so that no water gets
/

in it.

The CHAIRMAN. Her trachea open, without being closed, I guess
she could have drowned? Is that it?
Mrs. TOLBERT. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, regardless of who pays for it, you
can't find somebody who is adequately trained. Have you talked to
Medicare about this?
Ms. GLOVER. No. I haven't talked to Medicare. I talked to the
agency, the one agency we have in Minnesota-and we only have
one, Independent Crossroads-I have talked to them about it. I go
in and try to train the attendants myself because there is no one
else to train them. The agency does not train them.
The CHAIRMAN. The agency does not train them?
Ms. GIOVER. Does not train them.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Well, thank you very much, Mrs. Tolbert, and Dr. Glover, for coming here today and providing us with
these stark, sad facts. Thank you very much.
STATEMENT OF MARY SUMMERS, RESIDENT OF NORTHERN
VIRGINIA

The CHAIRMAN. Mary Summers is our next witness.
Mrs. Summers, will you take a seat right there in the middle. We
understand you are from northern Virginia, not too far away from
here, part of the metropolitan area, northern Virginia.
Mrs. SUMMERS. That's correct.
The CHAIRMAN. We understand that your husband has Lou Gehrig's disease?
Mrs. SUMMERS. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And requires constant attention at home.
Mrs. SUMMERS. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you tell us about it?
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Mrs. SUMMERS. All right. A comment that Senator Glenn made
really hit home with me when he commented on the home care
supposedly being cheaper. This has not been my experience at all. I
brought my husband home from the hospital 2 years ago after
spending 6 weeks in the intensive-care unit. He has Lou Gehrig's
disease. He has no use of his arms, very minimal use of his legs. He
is fed with a feeding tube directly into his stomach. He is on a respirator which breathes for him.
I brought him home, and I was provided with home health care.
At first, they told me they would charge $13.9;5 an hour. When
they found out that my insurance would pay the bill-we are very
fortunate to have excellent insurance that has the catastrophic
clause-they upped the price to $45 an hour. And my insurance
company paid them $100,000, until I finally dismissed them a year
later.
The CHAIRMAN. How long has your husband been in this condition, Mrs. Summers?
Mrs. SUMMERS. It will be 2 years-well, it is 2 years, 2 years
April 6.
The CHAIRMAN. Two years this month.
Mrs. SUMMERS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Now what care is your husband getting?
Mrs. SUMMERS. All right. This $100,000, I should elaborate on
that. I use nurses only when I am teaching school. I do all the rest
of his care myself. So this was just for those hours.
What I did when I dismissed the first agency, I tried another
agency, and as you heard from the previous testimony, I have been
very disillusioned with the kind of care that he had: a lot of incompetency. A lot of nurses were sent to our home who really did not
know how to handle a respirator patient. They were not skilled in
suctioning, which he needs several times a day in order to keep his
lungs clear. I had malfunction of the respirator from nurses opening it to check it and obviously didn't know what they were doing.
And the respirator malfunctioned several times.
Eventually, what I did was I dismissed all agencies and I have
hired nurses privately.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Now, you mention agencies.
Mrs. SUMMERS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, how do you get the names of agencies?
Mrs. SUMMERS. They solicited me in the hospital.
The CHAIRMAN. They solicited you?
Mrs. SUMMERS. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. And they said they could provide the necessary

skilled nursing care?

Mrs. SUMMERS. Yes. Representing themselves as being able to

provide the kind of nursing care that we needed. And it was quickly obvious that they did not have nurses to fill this kind of a requirement that he needs. He needs highly skilled care.
The CHAIRMAN. You are a teacher.
Mrs. SUMMERS. Yes, I am.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that in elementary or secondary?
Mrs. SUMMERS. I teach middle school, sixth, seventh, and eighth

grades.

The CHAIRMAN. So you are gone from home during the day?
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Mrs. SUMMERS. I leave the house at 7:30 in the morning and I am
usually home between 4 and 5 in the afternoon.

The CHAIRMAN. That is 5 days a week or whenever school is in
session?
Mrs. SUMMERS. Five days a week when school is in session, yes. I
try to complete everything in school before I come home because
when I come home I am a nurse the rest of the time.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, how long did it take you to decide that you
were going to hire the nurses yourselves, a year or 6 months?
Mrs. SUMMERS. All right. When I first got the first bill and found
that the price had been raised to $45 an hour, I called and registered a complaint. Their comment to me was, "Why are you so
huffy? Insurance is willing to pay it." I said, "Well, that is not
really the question." I said, "Ultimately, we are all paying for that
sort of thing."
But I was quite busy at that time. I was either teaching school or
taking care of my husband, and I really didn't have time to check
this out to see if they really were right. They kept telling me that
this was a reasonable rate.
Then, a year to the day from the time my husband came home
from the hospital, I was involved in a serious automobile accident
and I was brought up here to the shock trauma center. I had to
have extra nursing care for a while, and they had the audacity to
charge me overtime on top of the $45 an hour that they were collecting from the insurance company.
For the first time, I had time to-I couldn't do anything with
regard to care of my husband for a few weeks, so I had time to do
some checking into it. I called other agencies. I called the Muscular
Dystrophy Association that funds some of the ALS patients and
found that it was an unreasonable price. And that is when I made
my changes.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, do you have any difficulty since you are
hiring the nurses yourself personally? Do you have any difficulty?
Mrs. SUMMERS. It's been tough, yes, but I have three fine ones
now. It took a while.
The CHAIRMAN. Then you have worked it out?
Mrs. SUMMERS. I have worked it out, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you mind telling us what that costs?
Mrs. SUMMERS. I am paying them $20 an hour, which is more
than they would make some place else, but they have to do their
own billing, their own insurance and-The CHAIRMAN. How much?
Mrs. SUMMERS. $20 an hour, which is saving my insurance company $25 an hour.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, during the period since you made that decision, is your insurance going to keep on paying?
Mrs. SUMMERS. Yes. I was concerned about that, and I called
them. They said, yes, that they would continue to pay it. With the

catastrophic clause, I have to pay. the first $1,000 each year, and
they very graciously pick up the rest of it. I am very fortunate,
really, compared to a lot of people.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, you are.
Mrs. SUMMERS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a very fine policy.
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Mrs. SUMMERS. I .have tried very hard not to abuse it. As I say, I
do all of his care myself except for when I am actually teaching.
Our medical bills, total medical bills, the first year were, I think it
was, about $125,000. This year I have got it down to about $83,000.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a pretty good record.
Senator Reid?
Senator REID. Mr. Chairman, here we have a different situation.
We were talking previously about attendants whom you would
expect to have some training. But here we are talking about registered nurses who-Mrs. SUMMERS. That's correct.
Senator REID [continuing]. Simply didn't do what they were supposed to do. You had to get rid of them because they were incompetent. They couldn't do some of the basic things that your husband
needed. I think this is really a sad commentary.
Mrs. SUMMERS. Yes. It's been a very educational experience for
me. I came home from the hospital naive enough to think that he
would have good care.
Senator REID. One of them, for example-Mr. Chairman, I think
the record should make clear-ruined a very expensive respirator
that was required to keep your husband alive; is that right?
Mrs. SUMMERS. That's correct. This particular agency felt that it
was part of their duty to check the respirator each time they came
on shift, and the respirator that he uses is a small thing about the
sizes of a tool box and it's in the sealed container, and it's not
meant to be opened and shut. I tried to explain this to them, and
the respiratory therapy department that handles my husband's
case also were upset about this being opened and shut on each
shift.
I came out of the shower one night and the alarm was going off.
Luckily, it hadn't gone off until just as I got out of the shower, or
he would have been dead until I came out of the shower. I was able
to find what was loose.
Then, the second time, in the morning the respirator failed, I
think it was three or four times, and I found that the problem was
related to the opening and closing of the lid, which is what they
had been doing that I asked them not to do. So the respirator had
to be replaced.
Senator REID. Also, I think it's important here that we recognize
that you have attempted to get help from outside agencies, and this
has not been a successful journey for you either, has it?
Mrs. SUMMERS. No. No. I got the feeling that the main thing they
were interested in was sending somebody to my house. It didn't
make any difference if they had the necessary skills or not. I suggested in-service training for the nurses who were coming, and got
no response to that.
Senator REID. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions other
than to comment that the more we hear about this, the more complicated it becomes and the more distressing it becomes. First we
heard about problems with attendants, and now we are hearing
about problems with nurses.
Add to that the fact that we have all these outside agencies that
are also failing to provide good quality help. That brings us back
here, Mr. Chairman, with a woman who is educated, who under-
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stands what the world is all about, and still she can't find home
care service providers with which she is satisfied. And, you know,
these illnesses don't strike only husbands and wives with educated
spouses.
Mrs. SUMMERS. That's right. That's correct.
Senator REID. And I can't imagine what the other case might be.
Probably the person is dead; that's one reason we don't have them
here with us today. If we didn't have somebody like you helping
your husband, it would appear to me from the limited testimony
we have heard, that he would have expired.
Mrs. SUMMERS. That's correct. That's correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
Well, I think there is one thing, though, that the witnesses have
in common, and that is that an agency is supposed, but doesn't,
send a qualified person. In Mrs. Tolbert's case, all the agency had to
do was send somebody just to help with the routine things at home.
They just had to know how to care for an incapacitated person who
has very little use of her arms and very little use of her legs, in
fact, almost paralyzed. And now in Mrs. Summers' case, an agency
sends not just registered nurses but somebody presumably who
knows how to run the equipment that is necessary for Mr. Summers.
Mrs. SUMMERS. I came home one night, and the nurse that was
there that day told me, "I was scared to death when I had to suction him." Well, that gives you a real feeling of confidence, doesn't
it?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, it does. [Laughter.]
You know, I think what we are basically getting at, is finding out
if anybody is in charge of screening people who come in and take
over somebody's life. We feel that there should be. I think all of us
as citizens feel there should be. But I can assure you that those of
us on this committee know that there should be.
Mrs. SUMMERS. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. And we are going to hear from the Administration witnesses on why there isn't some means of establishing the
guidelines, and requirements that must be met before an agency
sends somebody into a home? In your case, you're not using Medicare.
Mrs. SUMMERS. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. In your case it's the insurance company.
Mrs. SUMMERS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. But, you know, the insurance company looks to
Government just like the rest of us do-Mrs. SUMMERS. That's right.
The CHAIRMAN [continuing]. And says, "Who is the referee?"
And we are going to find out who the referee is and why the referee isn't there to establish regulations for sending aides out to help
somebody who is helpless.
Mrs. SUMMERS. I called the insurance company over the excessive price to tell them what had happened, and they thanked me
very much and said, "If more people would be like you, we could
control this situation."
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The CHAIRMAN. All right. Well, you are helping. You are helping
very much, Mrs. Summers. Thank you very much for excellent testimony.
Mrs. SUMMERS. Thank you. I appreciate your concern.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
STATEMENT OF NILDA GRUDZA, RESIDENT OF THE STATE OF

PENNSYLVANIA
The CHAIRMAN. Our third witness is Mrs. Grudza.
You may sit right there, Mrs. Grudza. You have already been introduced to the committee by Senator Heinz. He said you are from
Pennsylvania. I don't know whether he mentioned Philadelphia or
not, but you are from Philadelphia, are you not?
Mrs. GRUDZA. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Will you tell us your circumstances?
Mrs. GRUDZA. OK.
The CHAIRMAN. And would you get close to that microphone so
everyone can hear you?
Mrs. GRUDZA. OK. Yes. My name is Nilda Grudza. I am an only
child. My parents are Jennie and Morris Buccello, and they have
been living with us about 2 years. When I say "we," I mean my
husband and two grown sons.
My mother is 75 years old, and she has Alzheimer's disease. She
is barely ambulatory and is incontinent, having been in diapers for
about 4 years. She will at times feed herself, but now she doesn't
always do that. Other than that, she has to have everything done
J
for her. She doesn't communicate.
My father is 84 years old, and he is a diabetic. He requires insulin shots. He is a heart patient. He has had two heart attacks. The
biggest problem now is that his heart is greatly enlarged and it
causes him to go into heart failure very often. It seems the episodes
of heart failure get closer and closer. He is partially blind. He has
glaucoma and cataracts. He has rheumatoid arthritis, and he is
also hard-of-hearing. He has needed skilled care and therapy at
various times after the different hospitalizations.
I am the primary caregiver, and we have been taking care of my
parents since my father's first heart attack 15 years ago. With the
passing of time, the responsibilities have greatly increased. I have
used home health aides at various times for a period of about 4
years, and some of the problems that I have experienced are as follows:
One time during the hottest week of that particular summermy mother ended up in the hospital due to a case of severe dehydration because the aide did not give her enough liquids and told
my father not to do so because it was too much of a mess for her to
clean up when she came back in the morning.
I didn't instigate any action or anything like that against the
agency, but I did inform them as to what had happened. I felt that
I should tell them this. And when my mother came home from the
hospital, I called the agency to resume service. I was told that my
mother had been dropped. They didn't bother to give me an explanation and they had not bothered to let me know during the period
that she was hospitalized that they were going to drop her.
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Another time, my mother was impacted-it was a bowel impaction-for at least 2 weeks. She had a lot of pain. The aide failed to
tell me that she hadn't had a bowel movement for quite a while. I
found out because I brought my mother home to be with me, and
during that time she moaned in pain for 5 nights.
Another aide pushed my mother around and would yell at her
for not doing what the aide said. My mother is incapable of following instructions, and screaming at her would really have no good
effect other than just to frighten her and confuse her. She has a
very docile, sweet nature. She has never become violent or aggressive, and my father did tell that aide at that time not to treat my
mother that way. When I found out about it, I had her services terminated.
A lot of times my mother would have bruises on her, particularly
her arms. Her skin often had sores and scratches on it. She has an
apron stomach, and the area under the stomach would become
slimey and have a foul odor due to improper washing. She also had
a skin condition which was diagnosed as pemhigus, and this would
occur frequently. I am not really certain that this was due to improper washing, but I do know that in the time that she has been
living with us she has only had this condition flare up one time,
and it was very minimal.
They didn't wash her feet or her hair. They didn't clean her fingernails or toenails. They wouldn't do things like these things. I
would have to do these things. I know they are not allowed to cut
nails. And one aide rarely, if ever, used soap to wash my mother. It
was my impression that she stood her in the tub and hosed her
down, and that was it. The basis for this is because the bar of soap
provided wasn't going down. The only time it seemed to be used
was when I washed my mom. So I assume she wasn't using the
soap.
There was another incident where an aide wasn't feeding my
mother. My mother became very weak, and upon questioning my
father, I realized that she wasn t getting fed the way she was instructed to.
There were other incidents as well. And I would be happy to
answer any questions. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mrs. Grudza, I want to put this in the
right perspective. The things you spoke about, the failures you
spoke about, of adequate care for your mother in particular, occurred before you brought them to our home 2 years ago. What
kind of timespan are you talking abut? Did the problems occur
just before you brought them home?
Mrs. GRUDZA. No. They had been going on-as far as my mother
is concerned, at least 7 years or so. That is approximately how long
she has needed custodial care.
The CHAIRMAN. At least 7 years?
Mrs. GRUDZA. Yes. And at the time, I was working, and I would
run back and forth to the house. I maintained my job. After I
brought my parents home to live with me, which was approximately 2 years ago, I quit my job with the intentions of staying home to
just take care of them. But then my circumstances changed, and I
am back at work again, so I do need to rely on help.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, you are now having help again?
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Mrs. GRUDZA. I am having help now. It is 4 hours a day. It's not
through an agency, though.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Now, your mother has Alzheimer's,
and she is now 75 years old and is really incapable of taking care
of herself.
Mrs. GRUDZA. Correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And needs attention all the time then?
Mrs. GRUDZA. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That is, constantly?
Mrs. GRUDZA. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And your father is 84 years old.
Mrs. GRUDZA. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You cannot give her much attention or much
help, I assume. He has a bad heart condition and he is diabetic; is
that true?
Mrs. GRUDZA. That's correct. And he is in the hospital now.
The CHAIRMAN. He is now in the hospital. When he is at home,
what can he do?
Mrs. GRUDZA. Really, nothing.
The CHAIRMAN. Nothing.
Mrs. GRUDZA. It was okay for a time because if something really
bad happened, my father could get to the phone and dial "operator." But it has been a tremendous concern of mine in the times
that I have left them because he is at the point where he needs
somebody to watch him.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. I see. I can understand that. During the
roughly 5 years when your mother and father were not at your
home, how much home care did they have? Was it for 8 hours, 10
hours a day, or how long?
Mrs. GRUDZA. My mother would have needed care around the
clock if it hadn't been for the fact that my father was there and he
was better then. It's hard to put in terms of hours. We had different situations occur. We had an aide that would come for a time in
the morning and then come back in the afternoon, in between I
would run back and forth and my sons and my husband helped. We
would take turns going back and forth. I am sorry I can't be exact
as far as the actual time.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did this cost?
Mrs. GRUDZA. The first aide that we had was after my mother's
hospitalization for the dehydration episode mentioned previously.
The social worker at the hospital called me and referred an agency
to me. At that time the State paid a percentage, and my father was
required to pay the rest. The State was paying two-something an
hour; my father was paying four-something an hour.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you had assistance? Did the State pay part
of the bill? Have you had any assistance out of Medicare?
Mrs. GRUDZA. No. The only assistance we have had as far as
Medicare is concerned are the times when my father came home
from a hospitalization and needed skilled nursing care. They would
come out, check his vital signs, and so forth, and leave. That was
for a temporary period of time.
I have not been able to get any kind of assistance at all as far as
my mother is concerned because she has Alzheimer's, and you
cannot get any benefits at all for her needs. If Alzheimer's is men-

1
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tioned, you can't get any hblp as far as the financial end of it goes.
I tried to get therap' for her one time. I felt that since I was working, it would be good to get a therapist to come out to perhaps
move her arms and1 legs to help the muscles, and perhaps keep
them from deteriorating, so I inquired about it, and they said,
"Well, sure, you can getV all the therapists you want, but you have
to pay for it. Medicare won't pay for anything as far as she goes
with regard to Alzheimers."
The CHAIRMAN. Now, who is paying all the bills? As I understand
it, you are working again.
Mrs. GRUDZA. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And you need somebody just for 4 hours a day?
Mrs. GRUDZA. Well, that is the way it has been up to now, but I
am not going to be able to continue that way because right now my
father is very ill. As a matter of fact, we almost weren't able to
come here.
The CHAIRMAN. You said he is in the hospital right now?
Mrs. GRUDZA. He is in a hospital and he took a turn for the
worse. I am not going to be able to continue that way. I am either
going to have to hire somebody for the entire time that I am away
or be there myself.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you paying the entire bill for the help at
home?
Mrs. GRUDZA. We are paying for all care.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you getting State assistance?
Mrs. GRUDZA. No. There is no assistance. Most of the money that
is going out now for this type of thing comes from my father's retirement funds. He is a retired railroader. And since they are
living in our house, we assume a lot of the expenses, but most of
his money goes for the payment of aides and so forth.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you tell us roughly what that costs per hour,
right now?
Mrs. GRUDZA. Minimally, it's $500 a month for what I have been
having done up to now.
The CHAIRMAN. Which is only about 4 or 5 hours a day, as I understand.
Mrs. GRUDZA. It's 4 hours a day.
The CHAIRMAN. Four hours a day.
Mrs. GRUDZA. That's correct. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And this is going to have to be increased?
Mrs. GRUDZA. Yes, it will.
The CHAIRMAN, And are you getting whoever is helping you at

home with your parents through an agency or not?
Mrs. GRUDZA. No. No.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there a reason for that?
Mrs. GRUDZA. Yes, there is. Because the worst experiences that I
have had have been the aides that were sent from agencies. And
one of the biggest things is they tell you that they will have a replacement if the person cannot come out to the house for weather
or whatever reasons, but I have never once had them send a replacement.
When I was working the "no-shows" occurred frequently. The
longest period of time where this happened, was about a 2i/2 week
period in which my father would call me at 12 or 1 p.m., each day.
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The aide was to have been there, at about 8 in the morning. He
would wait. No one would call him. No one would call me to say
that there was no one coming to the house.
My father would call me at work and say, "Nobody came to take
care of mom." And then I would punch out, go home, and take care
of my mother myself and do what I had to do, and then I could
either come back to the job or else just stay at home for the rest of
the day.
Now, the only reason that I could do that was because I worked
in a doctor's office and had the kind of job where as long as I got
the work done it was OK. I was responsible for certain things, but I
really had to put pressure on myself to get everything done. I had
to do my job and my responsibilities in a lesser amount of time to
make up for the time lost in caring for my mother.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mrs. Grudza. Your description of what is needed to take care of your parents is very
lucid and very understandable. I hope you are successful, and we
will try to be helpful on this end to ease the way so that people
like yourself and your parents and others throughout the country
might have a better shot, a better chance.
Mrs. GRUDZA. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
We are going to hear from providers of home health care now:
Mrs. Cathy Beard, registered nurse from Virginia; and Mrs. Barbara Lutton, a registered nurse from Michigan.
Ms. Beard, I believe you are first. Please proceed.
STATEMENT OF CATHY BEARD, REGISTERED NURSE, FROM THE
STATE OF VIRGINIA
Ms. BEARD. I am a registered nurse who, having moved from
California with experience only in the hospital setting, found employment with a home health agency and worked in two capacities,
initially as a visiting nurse. Having become very disillusioned by
that aspect, I then began working private duty with patients in the
homes. Subsequently, I went to work for a second home health
agency, hoping that the conditions would be somewhat improved,
and found out very quickly that that would not be the case.
There have been a number of incidents that occurred during the
total of 2 years that I have actually done private duty nursing. The
second agency for which I worked hired me with no interview. I
filled out an application in April, heard nothing from them until
August when, one day the telephone rang, and I was told that I
was needed immediately. They only had verification that I was a
registered nurse.
I was told by telephone to go to a certain address, meet a patient
who was being transported home by ambulance from the hospital
with terminal cancer and a gastrostomy tube requiring a pump, a
continuous feeding pump in order for him to get the required nutrition.
I had assumed that I would be met by a field supervisor who
would assist in setting up the patient equipment. This required setting up a hospital bed, a tremendous amount of supplies, not to
mention the feeding pump. The patient arrived home via ambu-
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lance with no one to assist. I arrived at the same time, and this,
keep in mind, was having been hired by an agency that never had
laid eyes on me.
I had no charts. I had no protocol for which to set up this case.
He arrived home with a tube feeding pump which was an engineering nightmare and I spent 2 hours of concentrated effort with
many mistakes in order to figure out its functioning. There were
many incidents with the tube feeding pump when the patient instead of receiving a controlled amount of tube feeding over a 24hour period, a whole liter of tube feeding dumped into his stomach
all at once, caused by inept nurses. He was dying of cancer of the
esophagus, which had since metastacized through his entire intestinal tract.
The CHAIRMAN. Was there family there?
Ms. BEARD. A wife.
The CHAIRMAN. A wife.
Ms. BEARD. A wife who at first had a great faith that the nurses
would come in and care for her husband. She became disillusioned,
which is always the case, and frightened. There were several additional incidents in this particular case, one in which the gastrostomy tube plugged. In order to unplug a gastrostomy tube, one uses
irrigation suction with a sterile syringe. The agency refused to
bring me an irrigation set, saying that it could wait until the next
day. Now, this patient was emaciated, and in my view could not
survive 24 hours without nutrition. So I was forced to improvise
with an oven roast baster and tap water, which fortunately was
successful. We were able to resume his tube feedings.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Beard, how long have you been a nurse?
Ms. BEARD. Six years.
The CHAIRMAN. Six years.
Ms. BEARD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. And you were hired by this agency over the tele-

phone? Do I understand your correctly?
Ms. BEARD. Basically, yes. I had been to the agency and filled out
an application and handed it to a receptionist.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh. Had you identified yourself as a registered

nurse by any documents, or was it just your word?
Ms. BEARD. They did see my valid Virginia registered nurse license.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Then you were called on the telephone

and engaged for this particular patient.
Ms. BEARD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You were only one nurse of several, I suppose?

Was this around-the-clock nursing?
Ms. BEARD. Yes, it was, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. So you were one of four or five that patient

would see in a week's time?
Ms. BEARD. It was far more than four or five.
The CHAIRMAN. It was more than that?

Ms. BEARD. Far more. A parade of strangers in and out of their
lives. Normally, in the run of a 7-day, 24-hour-a-day period, there
may be 15 different nurses sent on a case who know absolutely
nothing about the situation and depend entirely on the preceding
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nurse for a very brief and usually inadequate orientation to the
case.
One afternoon, I was relieved by a nurse who was clearly inebriated or under the influence of drugs. She was incoherent, could not
concentrate, and had a very glazed look on her face. I called the
agency and reported her. They did nothing about it, and she was
sent back the following day, and in my opinion would probably
have continued to be sent back except that the family called and
refused to have her back.
There were many incidents of nurses that did not show up, who
didn't call, didn't report that they would not be coming.
The CHAIRMAN. Is this all on this one patient?
Ms. BEARD. No.
The CHAIRMAN. This is your experience.
Ms. BEARD. This patient and many other patients. Yes. The same
scenario time and time again. One morning when I arrived for
work, I found out that the night nurse had left 2 hours previous to
my arrival.
The CHAIRMAN. Who paid you?

Ms. BEARD. The agency.
The CHAIRMAN. Just one agency?
Ms. BEARD. Two agencies for which I worked.
The CHAIRMAN.You had experience with two agencies?
Ms. BEARD. Absolutely.
The CHAIRMAN. Let's see, are you from Michigan?
Ms. BEARD. No. From Virginia.
The CHAIRMAN. You're from Virginia.
Ms. BEARD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. So in both instances they were Virginia agen-

cies?
Ms. BEARD. Yes, they were.

The CHAIRMAN. Who do you think should be in charge? Who

should correct the agency?
Ms. BEARD. Within the agency there has to be an organizational
restructuring, but I believe there should also be an independent
Government-appointed agency to assess situations.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know who paid the agencies? Where did
the money come from that paid them?
Ms. BEARD. Well, when I was there as a visiting nurse, the main
thrust of our patients was Medicare and a few Medicaid patients.
The private duty sector was paid primarily by private insurance.
The CHAIRMAN. By private insurance.
Ms. BEARD. I believe so, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, it's the same agency that handles a variety

of patients, and so the payments to cover all that comes from a variety of sources; is that right?
Ms. BEARD. A variety of sources, including the patients themselves when their insurance benefits expire. In fact, there was a situation in which the agency refused to provide care for a patient
with muscular dystrophy who had a tracheotomy and was on a
ventilator, until the wife arrived a week in advance with a check to
pay for the following week's care. If they did not arrive with the
check, they did not get the care.
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The CHAIRMAN. You worked for two different agencies, and neither one had a training program or an indoctrination type of program?
Ms. BEARD. Oh, absolutely not. No screening whatsoever.
The CHAIRMAN. No screening?
Ms. BEARD. No. One of my first cases with one of the agencies
was a ventilator patient who had Lou Gehrig's disease, also Alzheimer's disease, I had never had any ventilator training.
The CHAIRMAN, You were assigned to do that?
Ms. BEARD. In fact to this day I still had no formal ventilator
training and I have been taking care of-ventilator training and I
have been taking care of-The CHAIRMAN. Is there any preliminary to say to you, "Mrs.
Beard, we are going to send you out, and you're going to take care
of a patient who needs a respirator"? Isn't there any kind of-Ms. BEARD. Orientation?
The CHAIRMAN. Orientation or the simple question, "Are you up
to it? Have you had experience?"
Ms. BEARD. No.
The CHAIRMAN. There was none?
Ms. BEARD. No.
The CHAIRMAN. None at all?
Ms. BEARD. The only training that one would get would be the
training insisted on by the family because-I presume-the agency
would have to pay the nurse for the time that she is in training,
which is not cost effective. So they don't train the nurse. Insurance
companies do not reimburse the agencies for time in training and
care orientation.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you think that's it?
Ms. BEARD. I do.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, it's only for time on the job that
the agency receives some money?
Ms. BEARD. Precisely.
The CHAIRMAN. How much did you get per hour?
Ms. BEARD. $12.
The CHAIRMAN. $12?
Ms. BEARD. $10 if it were not a ventilator case; $11 if it were.
And in one case I was offered $12 an hour in the same case where
the insurance company was being billed $45 an hour.
The CHAIRMAN. $45?
Ms. BEARD. Yes, that's correct.
The CHAIRMAN. There is a little margin in there.
Ms. BEARD. Somewhat.
The CHAIRMAN. $12 to $45, $33 an hour.
Ms. BEARD. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
STATEMENT OF BARBARA LU'PION, REGISTERED NURSE, FROM
THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Lutton, have you had similar experience?
Ms. LuTrIoN. I have had some similar experiences.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you draw that microphone close to you?
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Ms. LUrrON. I am listed as an in-home health provider, and that
is a little off of what I really do. I am employed by the Area
Agency on Aging in southwestern Michigan, and I am a case management supervisor, in that I go into the homes of older people who
are at risk of nursing home placement, and do an assessment and
arrange services that would allow them to stay at home.
The services that are needed are a full range of services, and in
that we then broker those services from the different agencies in
our area and then monitor the care that is given by these agencies.
I have seen similar incidents as what you have already heard
about. We had one particular case where we had a client who had
a severe statis ulcer on her ankle, and after some weeks of having
the nurse in there on a daily basis to change dressings, the case
manager went out herself to look at the situation, and saw that the
ulcer, instead of getting better, had increased in size and was much
deeper than it had been previously.
In looking at what was done for the patient, the medication that
was being used was something that would actually have made the
ulcer worse because of the condition of it. The doctor had not been
fully notified of what was going on. At the insistence of the case
manager, the doctor was informed and a change in care was initiated.
We have seen similar different kinds of problems of what you
have already heard about. We were called into one particular case
where a home health agency had been involved for a period of 8
months, and when getting there, the home health agency had
gotten the Medicare denial the week before, and so even though
they had already received over $12,000 in payment for their nursing and nurse's aide visits, they had refused to even make one
more visit. And at that point the man had developed a respiratory
infection, but because Medicare had pulled out, they wouldn't continue even until we were able to get out there.
What they had been doing for all those months that they were
getting paid for was very difficult for us to see. The initial diagnosis that the patient was being treated under had been cleared up
many months before, but as long as these agencies can continue
documenting anything, they will stay in the cases.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Lutton, had you seen that patient prior to
the instigation or the hiring of that agency to provide the home
health care?
Ms. LUTTON. No, we hadn't.
The CHAIRMAN. Would that have been normal for you to have
seen that patient, though?
Ms. LUTTON. Well, in a lot of cases we do see the patient first.
You know, that's what the ideal situation is for us to set up the
services at home when the patient leaves the hospital and arrange
those services. We would go in and look at what was actually
needed for the patient and broker those services from the agency.
We would set up the frequency of the visits, and then we would
monitor those visits. Also, when it was appropriate for the nurse to
no longer be involved, we would cancel the services.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, in that case, you hadn't seen the patient.
But Medicare-was it Medicare?
Ms. LUTrON. Medicare.
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The CHAIRMAN. Medicare was involved. In other words, how
many Medicare patients like this, home health care patients, do
you actually see? What percentage in-did you say-southwestern
Michigan?
Ms. LUWrON. Southwestern Michigan. Yes. The clients we see are
all over the age of 60. The average age of our clients is between 80
and 82.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, but what percentage do you see before
something is established by an agency to take care of the need?
Ms. LUrrON. When we initially started the program, 70 percent
of our referrals were that type of referral. But the numbers have
decreased down to around 30 percent due to the fact that the local
hospital now has formed a home health agency and they refer direction to their home health agency, and the home health agency
then provides all the Medicare services to the full extent that they
can, and then they sometimes refer them to us at a later time.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, then you are really seeing only a very
small portion of them now, less than a third.
Ms. LUTTON. Yes. Yes. But even in the cases I have seen-and I
think I would be remiss in not mentioning the fact that all home
care is not a nightmare.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh, we understand. The cases we have seen
today, thank God, while occurring all too often, are not the run-ofthe-mill cases, are they?
Ms. LUrTON. No, they're not the run-of-the-mill. But they do
occur, you know, all too often.
One of the other problems that is very frequent is overserving
and inappropriate service. We see cases where home health agencies feel that what is needed in particular cases is what is available
in their agency and what is most profitable to them. I can think of
one particular case where I went in after the fact again and found
that a man had had a massive CDA that was very disabling, had
had no follow-up physical therapy in the home. I didn't understand
why. In fact, I thought perhaps his wife, who was elderly, might
even be confused about what they had received.
I called the home health agency and the home health agency informed me that they didn't have physical therapists that went to
that particular area, so they gave him occupational therapy instead.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you telling me, Ms. Lutton, that this occurs
very often, infrequently, or what?
Ms. LUTTON. As far as Medicare, serving for Medicare inappropriately, I would say that occurs very, very often, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Like half of the time?
Ms. LUTTON. I was talking to Cathy before this meeting and she
had a couple of stories that she was telling that would further illustrate what happens. But you know, I was told by an R.N. from
my area, you know, ideally what should happen in these cases is
the nurse goes to the home when the patient is discharged. She
looks at the situation and decides in consultation with the doctor
what the frequency of her visits should be there.
Well, she was telling me that before she ever visits the patient,
the administrative R.N. tells her how often she is going to be there
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by the maximum that Medicare will reimburse. This is the usual
operating procedure. It isn't something unusual.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the dollar comes first and the
dollar comes through Medicare.
Ms. LUrrON. That's right, they're gone.

The CHAIRMAN. And when the dollars run out, "To hell with the
patient"?
Ms. LUrrON. Yes. And in those cases, then sometimes they get
referred to us and we do have some money under the Older Americans Act that we can provide a certain amount of services. But the
ideal is for us to be able to look at the picture before the nurse
ever gets there and set up how often they should be going in.
We have two, we're down to two agencies in the area where we
are now, and those two agencies are both telling us now-well, one
particular case here a while back, I needed to have blood drawn
and there wasn't a mobile lab to draw blood in that area. So I had
to call the home health agency to come out to draw the blood.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, this is the agency that is run by the hospital?
Ms. LUTrON. This particular one was not, no.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. This is the separate one.
Ms. LUrrON. Yes.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Ms. LurrON. But all of the agencies will tell you they cannot
make a one-time visit. So if they come out to draw blood, they then
have to make multiple visits. And so to do that, some type of monitoring, teaching, something is fabricated to allow continued Medicare payments.
The CHAIRMAN. So you have got two agencies that you are talking about. One is a private agency; is that right?
Ms. LUTrON. We have two agencies in our area now. Previously
we had many. Our program has been in existence for 4 years, but
because of the fact that the hospital now has their own home
health agency, all of their cases are funneled to their own agency.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, is that a good agency?
Ms. LUrrON. It's just like all the other agencies. You know, I am
not here to say bad things about that agency.
The CHAIRMAN. What do you mean you re not here to say bad
things? You are telling us bad things about them. Now I am trying
to separate out which agency is bad. Are they both bad? Is the one
from the hospital a good agency or not?
Ms. LU1TON. The two agencies that are left in our area, I consider them both to be adequate agencies. They are typical agencies.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, is that good or bad?
Ms. LUrrON. All agencies have good and bad.
The CHAIRMAN. Good and bad.
Ms. LurrON. Right. You know, I have seen much very good professional care; I have also seen some incidences of poor-quality
care. I have seen nurse's aides that don't show up and don't bother
to call. You know, when you get one to two baths a week, your
nurse's aide not showing up is a big deal. You know, these family
members that you have heard talk about what they go through to
try to take care of their family, the family members depend upon
that homemaker. They depend upon that home health aide being
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there on specific days. There are supposed to be days when someone else is there when they don't have to.
The CHAIRMAN. Ms. Lutton, you only look at 30 percent of the
patients who need home care. That means the other 70 percent are
looked at by somebody else. Two agencies are involved. One is run
by a hospital. You are telling me that there is good and bad in both
of these agencies, including the one that is run by the hospital.
Who is in charge of all this? You are not in charge. You only see
30 percent of them. Is there anybody in charge?
Ms. LUTrrON. The monitoring of what is going on in these agencies is between the administrators of the agencies and their consciences.
The CHAIRMAN. And their consciences. In other words, the administrator of the home health care agency is in charge, and
nobody checks.
Ms. LUmoN. Not as far as I know.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Ms. LUtrON. I really don't know of any other.
The CHAIRMAN. There is no procedure where, in your area,
southwest Michigan, where you look at any home health care
agency after it is in place? You see 30 percent of them before they
are in place. Do you ever see any of them after it has been set up?
Ms. LUrrON. Sometimes yes. We go in after the fact many times.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, what triggers that?
Ms. LUTrON. Usually, when the Medicare money is gone.
The CHAIRMAN. Oh. The money has run out, and somebody has
to fill the gap.
Ms. LUrrON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Has to come in and provide the care.
Ms. LUrrON. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Can a patient, if they are capable, call somebody
to say, "I am just not getting along. I am not getting the right kind
of care. I am just not making it"? Is there anybody to call?
Ms. LUrrON. Not that I know of.
The CHAIRMAN. Could the family call somebody? Maybe they
have more time for the telephone or handle the telephone better.
Could the family call somebody?
Ms. LUTrON. There is no one that I know of.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. That is a sad situation.
Senator Burdick, do you have any questions?
Senator BURDICK. I have one or two, Mr. Chairman.
Welcome to the committee.
Ms. LUTrON. Thank you.
Senator BURDICK. I presume I will address this question to both
of you since you are together, or singly, whatever way you want.
We currently have a nursing shortage in many areas of North
Dakota, and primarily in acute-care settings. Are you finding that
adequate numbers of nurses are pursuing home health as an area
of practice?
Ms. BEARD. You said adequate numbers?
Senator BURDICK. Yes, that's the word, "adequate."
Ms. BEARD. I believe that a great many of the people who pursue
the home health aspect are nurses who have become disenchanted
by the profession, professional burnout, nurses who are transients,
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nurses whose first priority is family and homemaking, and who
choose to make a minimal commitment to health care.
Hospitals require tremendous dedication and a lot of time, not to
mention weekends, night shifts, and so forth. The appeal of home
health care is that nurses are recruited on the promise that they
can work whatever shift whatever day they want. They interpret
that as, in my view and from my experience, meaning that there is
an army of nurses standing in the wings ready to go in and take
the shift that they have decided they don't really want.
In other words, they make a commitment to work a shift, and for
whatever reason, they don't show up. There is an attitude/responsibility problem on the part of registered nurses, a serious lack of
commitment to giving good, adequate care. And I think that is why
nurses are deserting the ranks of the hospital, which have much
more stringent controls, to work in the homes, where they can do
their own thing without supervision.
There is no supervision. There is an occasional supervisor who
drops by, possibly once every 2 to 3 weeks, asking how it's going.
You say, "fine." The supervisor leaves some time slips, and is gone.
Senator BURDICK. Then, in answer to my question, there are adequate numbers?
Ms. BEARD. Yes.
Senator BURDICK. But not adequate in the way it's managed?
Ms. BEARD. Correct.
Senator BURDICK. Is that correct?
Ms. BEARD. Correct.
Ms. LUrTON. I have no answer for that. I really don't know if the
home health agencies in our area are having problems recruiting
enough nurses or not, Senator Burdick.
Senator BURDICK. There have been many major changes in the
health care system resulting in many elderly patients being discharged from the hospitals to their homes, "quicker and sicker."
What do you think are the major impediments to providing highquality care in the home setting? Either one or both of you may
respond.
Ms. LUWrON. Well, the only solution that I can possibly see is
some type of monitoring device that is put in place, and this has
got to be someone that is actually in the home, someone that has
no financial gain as far as what services are recommended and
what services are set up, and someone that has control over what
is reimbursed and what is not reimbursed.
It seems like a strange system to me right now that has a shopkeeper deciding what quantity and what quality of merchandise his
customer needs, and that is what is happening in the health care
system now.
Senator BURDICK. Well, you are really referring to the supervision, general management. Is that what you are saying?
Ms. LUrrON. Yes.
Senator BURDICK. It is lacking.
Ms. LUrrON. Yes. I am saying that someone has to go in and look
at those cases and tell the home health agencies what is needed.
Someone has to go back and monitor that what was ordered is in
place, and someone has to follow those cases as long as the home
ealth agencies are involved, and it needs to be someone independ-
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ent of the home health agencies, that has no financial gain in deciding that a nurse is needed every day or a nurse is needed only
once a week or a physical therapist is needed by this patient.
We had some cases in another county where we had opened
them to maintenance services with money under the Older Americans Act to homemakers and home health aides, but we purchased
those services through one of the agencies in that county. Repeatedly, they would call and say that they thought that they could put
a nurse in there for us. It wasn't that this patient has had something acute come up that needs a nurse, it's something, "We think
we can justify a nurse." Repeatedly, we were arguing with them
about adding services that really were not needed.
Senator BURDICK. Now, you testified that there should be someone to do these things. Who is that someone?
Ms. LUrrON. Well, the area agencies on aging now-not all of
them, but a large number of them-do have care management programs such as ours. This is what we have tried to do in the area in
our area. But we have worked on a cooperative basis, and sometimes if you try to limit the amount of service that a health care
provider is sending in there, the cooperation gets rather thin.
Then there are cases, too, when we need to be able to assure that
provider that you will, yes, get paid for this. In the case of a situation where the health care providers are all telling us they can't go
in because they are not going to get paid for just one visit, I have
to go for 2 weeks, three times a week. We need to have the right to
say, "You will get paid for this one visit. Come make the one visit.
That is all that is needed."
Senator BURDICK. Ms. Beard, do you have anything to say about
this subject?
Ms. BEARD. I also believe that there needs to be an independent
monitoring agency. We need to legislate for minimum standards
within the home health care industry, ongoing training, updating
of skills for nurses, matching nurses' skills with patient needs, case
orientation, and the basic screening of nurses, testing for skills,
with a full-time field supervisor whose primary function it would
be to monitor home cases.
Senator BUIDICK. Well, this full-time field supervisor, who would
they be responsible to and who would provide for them?
Ms. BEARD. I believe that it would be the responsibility of the
agency to employ the field supervisor who would be overseen, perhaps, by an independent agency in addition to his or her private,
for-profit agency. But there does need to be an independent overseer.
It is a large, profit-making industry, which hires nurses who
have "R.N." behind their names, that being all this industry is concerned with is profit.
Senator BURDICK. Well, the question I have asked both of you
witnesses this morning falls under one category. There seems to be
a lack of supervision.
Ms. BEARD. True.
Senator BURDICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator.
I am going to make an assumption, and if I am wrong, please
correct me. What you are saying is that somebody ought to be in
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charge, and it either has to be the Federal Government or the
State Government. We have heard from five different States today
that were not in charge-Ms. BEARD. Right.
The CHAIRMAN [continuing]. And obviously the Federal Government is not in charge. Now, can you just tell me yes or no: Do you
believe it ought to be State Government or Federal Government?
You can't say yes or no to that, but just say State or Federal. Do
you believe it ought to be State Government?
Ms. BEARD. I believe it should be-no.
The CHAIRMAN. What should it be?
Ms. BEARD. Federal.
The CHAIRMAN. Federal.
Ms. LUrrON. I believe that is the only way it would be uniform
for it to be-it has to be the same everywhere, the same type of
monitoring. So I guess I would have to say it would be Federal.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. I guess we can't shirk our duty here.
We are the Federal Government in this room and throughout all
this surrounding area here on Capitol Hill. I think you are right,
Ms. Lutton, it has got to be uniform between the States, and so I
guess the responsibility starts with the Federal Government.
I want to thank both of you for your testimony. We are going to
hear from the Administration, the Executive Branch of the Federal
Government, as our next witnesses.
Thank you both very much for providing us your own experience
and your own obviously professional opinion on these matters.
To testify for the Administration is the Deputy Commissioner on
Aging, Administration on Aging, Mr. Charles Wells; and the Associate Administrator for Operations in the Health Care Financing
Administration, Mr. Louis B. Hays.
Let's see, Mr. Wells, would you swing a little bit over to the
center? Good. Thank you.
I believe we will hear from you first, and please summarize as
rapidly as you can.
STATEMENT OF CHARLES WELLS, DEPUTY COMMISSIONER ON
AGING, ADMINISTRATION ON AGING
Mr. WELLS Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to have
the opportunity to discuss the Older Americans Act and the role
which the Administration on Aging is playing in providing home
care services to America's elderly citizens.
The Administration on Aging is proud of the contributions made
by the national network of State and area agencies on aging to improve the quality of life for all older Americans. The programs supported under the act are meeting a number of social, nutrition, and
health-related needs of older Americans. In particular, State and
area agencies on aging are addressing the needs of large numbers
of vulnerable older Americans who are in need of home care services. These agencies have made great strides in enabling older
Americans to remain independent as long as possible.
More than 149 million congregate meals were provided for older
persons and their spouses. Another 79.8 million meals were provided to homebound elderly. Supportive services were provided to
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more than 9 million older Americans in the broad categories of
access, in-home, and legal services. And finally, a wide range of
services, many of them in-home services, were also provided to elderly Indians under Title VI of the act.
The Administration on Aging has also provided support for a
range of research, demonstration, and training activities focused on
home care for the vulnerable elderly. This effort includes a large
number of projects designed to help families and other persons who
care for the frail and impaired elderly in their homes and communities. For example, 22 demonstration projects are developing
model Statewide and local dissemination campaigns to inform and
educate caregivers about the most effective way to carry out their
difficult tasks.
Eleven demonstration awards are now widely disseminating
knowledge about elder abuse and demonstrating Statewide efforts
to prevent and treat this problem. Fifteen demonstration awards
are drawing special attention to the needs of Alzheimer's patients
and their family members and caregivers, focusing on respite care
models, family support groups, caregiver training, and improved
family-based care.
Finally, we have devoted major resources and energies to developing responsive community systems for older persons. In 16 model
projects we are addressing such important topics as guardianship,
post-hospital care, mental health, and community-based care.
The Administration on Aging has also developed a generic caregiver booklet designed to provide information to informal caregivers to vulnerable older people, particularly caregivers and concerned relatives who may live in different parts of the country
than the older person. This tool enables them to access services in
geographically distant locations. We have been successful in working with a number of private-sector groups to reproduce and distribute this guide to their employees, their customers, and the
public at large.
The Administration on Aging is also very much committed to the
quality of services that are provided to older persons and their families. However, we do recognize that quality assurance for in-home
and supportive services involves many complex issues. Under our
programs, States are provided considerable flexibility in determining which services are to be made available, how service delivery
should be organized, to whom services should be provided, and how
quality should be maintained.
Given the wide range of social services and the variation among
States and communities and the availability, organization, and delivery of services, we feel that State and local entities are the most
important locus for setting standards and monitoring provider performance. We have demonstrated our commitment to the issue of
quality in home care by funding the American Bar Association
project which resulted in the report "The Black Box of Home Care
Quality." This report, widely disseminated to State agencies on
aging and others, has focused needed attention on this important
topic.
The Administration on Aging is helping build on this knowledge
base by working to assist State and area agencies to improve the
quality of home care for older persons funded under the Older
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Americans Act. In this regard, we are supporting a project with the
Ohio Department of Aging to design, implement, and evaluate a
model quality assurance program for in-home services for older
people. Under this effort, quality assurance standards will be designed for such services as homemaker, home health, personal care,
home meals, and case management, and will address quality in
terms of structure, process, and outcomes.
A second demonstration project being carried out for the Clackamas County, Oregon, area agency on aging will replicate and test a
local-State quality assessment program. Upon the completion of
these projects, the Administration on Aging will assure widespread
dissemination of these standards and encourage and assist State
agencies in their implementation.
Title IV education and training projects provide support for
career preparation of health and social service professionals as well
as continuing education, training, and staff development for professionals and paraprofessionals who work with the elderly. By increasing the competencies of these personnel, a higher degree of
quality care for the elderly can be provided in a variety of settings:
hospitals, nursing homes, boarding care facilities, and in their own
homes.
The Administration on Aging has provided support for a number
of training projects specifically focused on quality in-home services,
including paraprofessional training for providers of home care services in rural Virginia, training for rural service providers and
family caregivers of homebound elderly at Atlanta University, and
continuing education at New Mexico State University to increase
the knowledge and skills of home health aides as well as managers
and supervisors of home health agencies.
In addition, Mr. Chairman, the Administration draft bill for the
reauthorization of the Older Americans Act includes provisions
that we believe will strengthen the Act in helping to assure the
provision of quality care to those elderly in greatest need. These
provisions include increased emphasis on services for older persons
threatened with loss of independence who are residing at home, in
hospitals, or in long-term care facilities.
A second point is waivers for innovative community programming and fees for services to generate new resources and the opportunity to expand the transfer of supportive and nutrition services funds.
Through these and other activities, the Administration on Aging
is committed to continue to support State and area agencies on
aging in assisting vulnerable and frail older persons find appropriate help and maintain their independence. We will continue to
work toward developing and refining community service systems in
which all of the pieces support the whole, where all of the players
are aware of and support each other. These efforts will focus on
strengthening the roles of State and area agencies on aging as systems builders, catalysts, information referral centers, and brokers

services.

The Administration on Aging will continue to place emphasis on
activities such as in-home services and to support State and area
agencies on aging in building responsive systems of home-based
care. In this regard, we will also assist State and area agencies to
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become more involved in the development of in-home quality assurance standards. We believe such standards are important and
needed. In this regard, we believe that such standards must address the sensitivities of individual States and communities and
can best be determined by each State in addressing its own special
needs related to home care.
I want to thank you, Senator Melcher, for the opportunity to
share some of the important accomplishments of the Older Americans Act, especially concerning in-home care and services for the
vulnerable elderly. We thank you for your support of programs for
the Nation's elderly citizens and their families. This Administration is deeply committed to improving the quality of life with quality services for all older Americans.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wells follows:]
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SUCCESSFUL IN SERVING THIS NATOII S RAPIDLY GROWING
OLDERPODULATION.
$7.5 MILLION.

IN 1965, THE APPROPRIATION LEVEL WASONLY

IN FY 1987.

THEOLDERAMERICANS ACT

APPROPRIATIONS TOTAL S72'.7 MILLION.
THE ADMINISTRATION

ONAGING IS VERYPROUDOF TIlE CONTRIBUTIONS

MADEBY IHE NATIONAL NETWORK
OF STATE AND AREAAGENCIES ON
AGliNG TO IMPROVE
THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR OLDERAME1RICANS
WITH
BOTHTHF SUPPORTIVF AND NUTRITION SERVICES AUTHOR17ED BY THE
OLDERAlERICANS ACT.
w: BELIEVE

THATHELPING OLDERPERSONS
TO RE11AININDEPENDENT

CANRE ACHIEVED RESTTHROUGH
WORTIJO WITH STATE ANDAREA
AGENCIES TO BUILD LOCAL SYSTEMS WHICHARE HiGHLY VISIBLE.
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EASILY ACCESSIBLE i1 OLDERPERSONS. AND RESPONSIVE TO THENEEDS
OF OLDERAMERICANS. PARTICULARLY THL M051 VULNERABLE.
COMIUIlITY SYSTEMS
MUSTALSO BE TAILORED TO MEETTHE REEDSAND
SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES OF INDIVIDUAL COMMUNITIFS.
SYSTEMS. TO BE SUCCESSFUL.

THESE

HAVETO BE SUPPORTED
BY A WIDERANGE

OF PUBLIC. PRIVATE. VOLUNTARY. AND RELIGIOUS ORGANIZAIIONS AS
WELLAS BY DEDICATED INDIVIDJALS.
DEVELOPING AND REFINING
WEARECONTINUING TO WORK
TOWARD
THEWHOLE.WHERE
ALL
SYSTEMSIN WHICHALL OF THEPIECES SUPPORT
OF ANDSUPPORT
EACHOTHER.
oF TLiEPLAYERS ARE AWARE

THESE

EFFORTS WILL FOCUSON STRENGTHENING THE ROLESOF STATE AND AREA
AGENCIES ONAGING AS CATALYSTS. INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
OF SERVICES.
CENTERS. ANDAS BROKERS
INISEERING THE OAA. WEARE
AS ADA BE5GINS
THE THIRD DECADEOF ADM
UNDERTAKING A CRITICAL EXAMINATION OFFNOTONLYWHATHASBEEN
ACCOMPLISHED BUTALSO WlAT REMAINS TO BE DONE. WEMlUSTOPERATE
WITHIN THEFRAMEWORK
OV tHE CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS
OF THE
ELDERLY. WHILE STILL ENSURING THATTHE NATIONt'S NEEcDIEST
.OER.Y PERSONS
CO:TIINUE TO RECEIVE THEASSISTANCE THEYRE-UIRE
WITHtIN THEIR OWN
iO REIlAli SELF-SUFFICIENT AND INDEPENlDENiT
HiO;ES ANDCOMltlNITIES.
TWOCRITICAL ISSUES AREEMERGING
WHICHNECESSITATE AN INTENSIVE
EXAFiIhATiDII AND REASSESSMENT
OF ADAPROGRAI1;ATiC AND
DISCRETIONARY PRIORITIES NOWAND IN THE YEARSAHEAD.
CHALLENGE.

POPULATION.

Oi COURSE,

ONE

IS IHE RAPID GROWTH
OF THEELDERLY

BETWEEN
1980 - 2000. THEPOPULATION AGE6

AND

OVERIS EXPfCTED TO INCREASE APPROXIMATELY 27 PFRCFNT AND BY
OF THlETOTAL U.S.
THE YEAR2000 TO REPRESENT 17 PERCENT
PDPL'ATION.
AMERICANS.

WHILE CURRENTLY
THEELDERLY REPRESENT
1 IN EVERY3
BY THE
THIS FIGURE MAYCLIMB TO ONE IN FOURPERSONS

YTAR 2030 -- NEARLYB2 MILLION OLDERPERSONS,

ADDITIONALLY. IN

1085. ABOUTONE-THIRD OF THEELDERLY POPULATION WEREBEIWEEN
THEAGESOF G5 AND69: ANOTHER
27 PERCENT
WEREBETWEEN
70 AND
74: AND NEARLY 1 iN 10 WERE85 ANDOLDER.

THtIS 'GRAYiNG"

OF

AMERICAN SOCIETY WILL HAVEA SIGNIFICANT IMPACT UPONEVERY
MAJORSOCIAL INSTITUTION -- PARIICULARLY SOCIAL SERVICES -- IN
AHEAD.
THE DECADES
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A SECOND
MAJORCHALLENGE WILL BE TO FOCUSOURINCREASINGLY
SCARCE
PUBLIC RESOURCES
ON THOSEOLDERPERSONS
MOSI IN NEEDOF
ASSISTANCE,

FREQUENTLY. THESEPERSONS
-- THEMiOST
VULNERABLE

-- AREWOMEN.
MINORITIES. LOWlNCOMEPERSONS. AND THEVERYOLD.
THIETITLE III PROGRAM
HAS EVOLVED FROMI
A PROGRAM
OF RELATIVELY
SMALL COMMUNITY
SERVICE PROJECTS FOR OLDERPERSONS INTO A
COIPLEX ANDHIGHLY DIFFERENTIATED

'NATIONAL

NETWORK
ON AGINGS

CURRENTLY CONSISIING OF 57 STATE AGENCIES ANDAPPROXIMATELY G70
AREA AGENCIES ONAGING (AAA) ANDMORETHAN25,000 LOCAL
NUTRITION AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICE PROVIDERS.
THREE SEPARATE TITLE III ALLOCATIONS ARE MADETO THESTATES FOR
(1) SUPPORTIVE SERVICES ANDSENIOR CENTER
OPERATIONS: (2)
CONGREGATE
NUTRITION SERVICES: AND (3) HOME-DELIVERED MEALS.
EACHSTATE MAKESAWARDS
TO THEAREAAGENCIES,

BASED UPONIHEIR
APPROVED
AREAPLANS. TO PAY UP TO 85 PERCENT
OF THECOSTSOF
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES ANDSENIOR CENTERS
ANDFOR NUTRITION
SERVICES.
PUBLIC.

IN MlOST
CASES.AREAAGENCIES THENARRANGE
WITH
NONPROFIT.

AND/OR PROPRIETARY SERVICE PROVIDERS TO

DEIVER NUTRITION AND OTHERSERVICES DESCRIBED IN THEAREA
PLAN,

AREAAGENCIES MONITOR THESESERVICES. PLAN FOR FUTURE

NEEDSAND SERVEAS ADVOCATES
AND LEADERS ON BEHALF OF ALL OLDER
PERSONS IN THEIR PLANNING AND SERVICE AREA.
WEARECONVINCED THATTHE SERVICES AND PROGRAMS
SUPPORTED
UNDER
TITLE III ARE MfETING IMPORTANT SOCIAL.
HEALTH-RELATED NEEDS OF OLDERAMERICANS.

NUTRITION,

AND

IIN
PARTICULAR.

THERE

ARE ELDERLY PERSONS WHOHAVESPECIAL SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC
NEEDS
WHOBENEFIT SUBSTANTIALLY FROMOLDERAMERICANS ACT PROGRAMS.

IT IS TO THESEPEOPLE THATOURPROGRAMS
lrJST ALWAYS REACHOUT
TO HELP.
THIS 1-MAINDATE
IS AND HASBEENEMDHASIZED Ill
OURCOIMAIITMENT
TO
TARGETRESOURCES
TO THOSEOLDERPERSONS IN TIHEGREATEST SOCIAL
ANDECONOMIC
NEEDANIDTO THOSEMOSTIN DANGER
OFLOSING THEIR
INDEPENDENCE.
BOTHADA AND THEAGING NETWORK
RECOGNIZE ANDARE ADDRESSING -THROUGH
THE PROGRAMS, SERVICES, AND SPECIAL PROJECTS SUPPORTED
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UNDERTHEOAA -- THENEEDSOF LARGENUMBERS
OF ELDERLY
AMERICANS WHOARE IN NEEDOF HOMECARESERVICES.

ALTHOUGH
MOST
ELDERLY PERSONS
ARE IN GOODHEALTH ANDABLE TO LIVE
INDEPENDENTLY. A SIGNIFICANT NUPMER
ARE IN NEEDOF SUPPORTIVE
ANDLONG-TERM CARESERVICES,
THE NEEDFORHO1ECARESERVICES
THE 1982 NATIONAL LONG-TERM CARESURVEY
PROVIDES A BASIS FOR
ESTIMATING THATIN 1935 APPROXIMATELY 4.5 MILLION (OR 13.9
PERCENT) PERSONS AGE 65 ANDOLDERWHOWERELIVING IN THE
COMMUNITY
WEREALSO IN NEEDOf SOMt HELPWITH THEACTIVITIES OF
DAILY LIVING OR INSIRUMENTAL ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVINGo SUCHAS. MANAGING MONEY.MOVING ABOUTOUTDOORS.
SHOPPING, DOING
HEAVYHOUSEWORK.
PREPARINS MEALS,TAKING MEDICATION. ACCORDING
TO THESURVEY. ABOUT3.5 PERCENI Or THETOTAL ELDERLY
POPULATION LIVING IN THECOMiUNITY HADSEVERELIMITATIONS.
THE NEEDFOR ASSISTANCE ALSO WASFOUNDTO INCREASE WITH AGE.
THESURVEY
FOUND THAT12.5 PERCENT
OF PERSONS
AGED65 - 74
NIEDED ASSISTANCE WITH PERSONAL CAREACTIVITIES DUFTO CHRONIC
ILLNESS. WHEREAS
'S.8 PERCENT OF iNDIVIDUALS 85 OROLDERNEEDED
ASSISTANCE,
AS THECOMMITTEE
IS AWARE,THEMAJORPROGRAMS
PROVIDING
VULNERABLE PERSONS
WITH HOME-HEALTH CARF AREMEDICARE AND
f!EDICAID.
IN-HOM1E
SOCIAL AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES. INCLUDING
NUTRITION, ARE PROVIDED THROUGH
THE SOCIAL SERVICES BLOCKGRANT
(SS3G). THEO DER AMERICANS ACT, ANDUNDERTWOPROVISIONS OF
THEMEDICAID PROGRAM:
THEHOMEAND COLIIUNITY-BASED WAIVER AND
THEPERSONAL
CARESERVICES OPTION,
IN ADDITION. MANYPRIVATE
AND STATEANDLOCAL PROGRAMS
ALSOPROVIDE NEEDED
HOMESERVICES,
SERVICES PROVIDED UNDER TITLE III
THEAOA IS VERYPROUDOf THECONTRIBUTIONS THATTHE TITLE III
PROGRAM
HASMADETO IMPROVE
THEQUALITY OF LIFE FOR OLDER
AMERICANS ANDTO ENABLEOLDERPERSONS
TO REMAIN INDEPENDENT FOR
AS LONGJAS POSSIBLE.
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MEALS
Itl FY 1983.APPROXIMAILLY 149 MILLION CONGREGATE
(SFRViNG 2.9 MILLION ELDERLY)

ro

WEREPROVIDED

OLDER

PERSO.IS AND THEIR SPOUSES.

O

iN FY 1986. 79.8 MILLION HOME-DELIVERED MEALSWERE
ELDERLY.
671.000 HOMlEBOUND
PROVIDED TO APPROX111ATELY
MORENUTRITION SERVICES ARE BEING rARGETED TO HOME
BOUNDELDERLY FACHYEAR.

MOSTSTATES ARETRANSFERRING

MEALSAND
FUNDSOUTOF THEIR ALLOTMENTS FOR CONGREGATE
IiTO THEIR ALLOTMENTS FORHOME-DELIVERED MEALS AND
SUPPORTIVE SFRVICES.

IN FY 198G ALONE. $47 MILLION

THE
WASSHIFTED FORTHIS PURPOSE.FOR SOMEPERSONS.
MAYIMAKETHEDIFFERENCE
HOME-DELiVERED MEALS PROGRAM
IN THEIR BEING ABLE TO REMAIN IN THEIR OWN HOMES.

O

CATEGORIES
UNDERTITLE 111-B OF THEOAA. THREEBROAD
OF SUPPORTiVE SERVICES AREPROVIDED: (1) ACCESS
SERVICES (EO.G TRANSPORTATION AND OUTREACH);
SERVICES (E.G. HOUSEKEEPING.
(2) jji-HOME

PERSONAL

CARE. AND VISITING): AND (3) COMFUFNITY AND
NFIGHBORHOOD SERVICES (E.G..

LEGAL SERVICES.

RESIDENITIAL REPAIR. AND ESCORTSERVICES).

THE

IS CURRENTLY SERVING AN
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES PROGRAM
ESTIMATED 8.9 MILLION OR MORECITIZENS EACHYEAR. IN
FY 1983.

16.3 PERCENT OF ALL TiLE Ill-b PROGRAM

WERELOU
PARTICIPANTS WEREMINORITIES AND42.8 PERCENT
I NCDI
IE .
O

TITLE VI OF THEOAAALSO PROVIDES A WID- RANGEOF
SUPPORTIVE AND NUTRITION SERVICES TO ELDERLY MEMBERS
Of INDIAN TRIBAL ORGANIZATIONS.

OF THF Et IG!:. F

POPULATION OF ABOUI 28.S00 ELDERLY. APPROXIMATELY 90
PERCENT PARTICIPATED IN NUTRITION SERVICES (30 PERCENT
OF THESEAT HOME)AND GOPERCENTRECEIED ONEOR
SUPPORIlVE SERVICES.
FORA
UNDERTITLE IV OF THE OAA. AOA HASPROVIDED SUPPORT
AND DEMONSTRATIOiJ PROJECTS AIJD
OF RESEARCH
DIVERSE RANGE
TRAINING AND EDUCATION ACTIVITIt&FOCUSED

ON SUPPORTIVE AND

T
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HOMECARESERVICES. THESEINCLUDE A LARGE N1UM3BER
OF PROJECTS
DESIGNE1D
TO HFLP FAMILIES ANDOTHERPERSONS VIUOCARTFORTHE
FRAIL AND IIIAIRED ELDERLY IN THEIR HOMES
ANDCOMIrJITIES:
0

AS PART OF ADA'S STRATEGY TO TARGETSERVICES TO THE
VIMNFRABLE
ELDERLY.

THEAGENCY
HAS LAUNCHED AN
INITIATIVE ro IMPROVETIE CAPACITY OF CAREGIVERS WHO
PROVIDE CRITICAL ASSISTANCE TO FUNCTIONALLY IMPAIRED
OLDERPERSONS. THIS ASSISTANCE IS BASED ON THE
RECOGNITION THAT GROWING
NUMBERS
Of VULLNERABLE
OLDER
PERSONS
IN THIS COUNTRY
ARE CARED
FOR IN THEIR HOMES
BY FAMILY, FRIENDS, AND NEIGHBORS. AND THAT THESE
CAREGIVERS OFTENHAVEINSUFFICIENT INFORMATION,
TRAINING.

AND SUPPORT
TO PERFORM
THEIR ROLES IN A

ULLY FFFECTIVE MANNER. DURING FY 198G. ADA FUNDED
22
RESEARCH
AND DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS. REPRESENTING A
COMMITMENT
OF $2.'i MILLION. TO DEVELOP
MODELSTATEWIDE
AND LOCAL DISSFMINATIONI CAMPAIGNS TO INFORM AND
EDUCATE
CAREGIVERS ABU1 THEMOSTUSEFUL WAYSOF
CARRYING OUTTHEIR DIFFICULT TASKS.

THEPROJECTS WILL
IMPLEMENT STATEWIDE ANDLOCAL CAMPAIGNS USING

TELEVISION. FILM, VIDEOTAPES ANDTELECOMMJUNICATiONS
1NNOVATIVE

IN

WAYSTO REACHTHEBROADEST
POSSIBLE

AJDIENCE-.
O

A PROJECT FUNDEDBY ADA IN FY 1985 ANDCoNDUCTED BY
THE UNIVERSITY OF KANSASESTABLISHED A NATIONAL
N!WSLETTER FORCAREGIVERS CALLED PARENTCARE. THE
PROJECT EXPECTS TO BECOME
SCLF-SUFFICIENT DURING
FY i--P,7

O

AS PART OF THE CAREGIVER INITIATIVE AND AOA'S
LONG-TERM CAREACTIVITIES. ADA HIASDFVFIOPED A GENERIC
CAREGIVER BOOKLFT DESIGNED TO PROVIDE INFORMATION TO
INFORMAL CAREGIVERS OF VULNERABLE OLDERPEOPLE PARTICULARLY TO CAREGIVERS AND CONCERNED
RELATIVES WHO
MAYLiVE iN A DIFFERENT PARTOF THECOUNTRY
THANTIlE
01 DERPERSON.

WEHAVEBEENSUCCESSFUL

IN WORKING
WITH

A NUMBCR
Of PRIVAIE SECTOR
GROUPS
TO HAVETHEN
REPRODUCE
AND DISTRIBUTE THIS GUIDE. E.G.. LEVI
STRAUSS COMPANY
(KNOXVILLE, TN). BLUECROSS/BLUE
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SHIFLD (JACKSONVILLF.

FL). ANDUTAHLIGHT.AND POWER

(IN COLLABORATION WITH THE STATEAND AREAAGENCIES ON
AGING IN UTAH).

DUALITY OF SERVICES AND CARE
THE AOA IS CONCERNED
THAT THE MOSTFRAIL AND VULNERABLE OF THE
ELDERLY -- AND THEIR FAMILIES -- RECEIVE TIOSE IN-HOME AND
OTHERSERVICES WHICHWILL EiNABLLIHEM 10 REMAIN INDDEPENDENT
AND
IN THEIR COMllUNiTITES.

WEALSO ARE VERYMUCHCOMMITTED TO THE

PROVISION OF DUALITY SERVICES TO EVERYOLDERPERSON
AND HlS/HER
FAMIILY.

W

RECOGIZE

HOWEVER.
THAT QUALI
TY ASSURANCE
FOR IN-HOME

AND SUPPORTIVE SERVICES INVOLVES MANYCD1PLEX ISSUES.
STATES HAVECONSIDERABLE FLEXIBILITY IN DETERMINING WHICH
SERVICES ARE TO BE MADEAVAILABLE:

HOWSERVICE DELIVERY SHOULD

BE ORGANIZED: TO WHOM
SERVICES SHOULD
BE PROVIDED: ANDHOW
QUALITY SHOULD
BE MAINTAINED.

GIVEN THEWIDE RANGEOF SOCIAL

SERVICES -- FROMHOME-DELIVERED MEALSTO PERSONAL CARE-- AND
THEVARIATION AMiONJG
STATES AND COMMIUNITIES IN THEAVAILABILITY.
ORGANIZATION AND DELIVERY OF SERVICES. STATEANDLOCAL FNTITIES
ARE THEMOSTAPPROPRIATE LOCUSFORSETTING STANDARDS
AND
MONITORING PROVIDER PERFORMANCE.
THE TREMENDOUS
GROWTH
IN THEPOPULATION RECEIVING FORMAL
HOME
CARFSERVICES AS WELLAS THE INCREASING AMOUNT
oF FEDERAL AND
STATE TAX DOLLARS SPENTON THESEPROGRAMS
HAVERESULTED IN
EFFORTS BY THEDEPARTMENT.
MANYSTATES. PROFESSIONAL
ORGANIZATIOiJS ANDOTHFRS TO REVIEW ANDUPDATEINFORMATION ON
THE QUALITY OF CAREAND TO DEVELOP
NEWSTRAIEGIES FORASSURING
QUALITY IN-HOMTE
CARESERVICES TO VULNERABLE PERSONS.
HOWEVER.
THE DEVELOPMENT
OF NEWSTRATEGIES SHOULDNOTBE
LIMITED TO A REVICW AND REVISION OF FEDERALANDSTATE
STANDARDS.

THEREARE SEVERAL OTHERELEMENTS
WHICHARE IMPORTANT

IN INFLUENCING THE QUALITY OF FORMALHOME
CARFSERVICES.

THESE

INCLUDE STAFF TRAINING: SUPERVISIONi: INDUSTRY ACCREDITATION:
PROUcSSIOiNAL CERTIFICATIONl: AND CONSUMER
ADVISORY BODIES
(INCLUDING

FAMILIES).
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A RECENT
STUDYCOMPLETED
BY THEAMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION (ABA)
AND FUNDEDIN PARTBY AOA. -THE 'BLACKBOX, OF
HOMECARE
QUALITY., OUTLINED A NUMBER
OF LEGAL CONTROLS
AND ECONOMIC
REALITIES EWHICH
TRANSCEND
THEFORMALREGULATORY
FRAMEWORK
AND
INFLUENCE THE NATURE
AND QUALITY OF HO1DE
CAREIN SELECTIVE
WAYS. TWOOf THESEIMPORTANT CONTROLS
INCLUDE INDUSTRY
ACCREDITATION AlTDTHECERTIFICATE OF NEEDMECHANISM.
ALSO. THE
INSURANCE INDUSTRY IS GIVING SERIOUS CONSIDERATION
TO MORE
COMPREHENSIVE FORMSOF LONG-TERM CAREINSURANCL.,
INCLUDING THE
COVERAGE
OF HO91E
CARE.
AS A POTENTIAL PAYOROF HOMECARE,TIlE
INSURANCE ilDUSTRY COULDPLAY AN IMPORTANT ROIF
IN DEFINING THE
NATURE
AND QUALITY OF HOMECARESERVICES, TIlE AMERICAN
BAR
ASSOC
IATI ON STUDYALSO DEMONSTRATES
COLLABORAT ION UNDERWAY
BETWEEN
THEPUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS
IN EFFORTS TO IMPROVE
THE DUALITY OF HOMECARE.
A DISCUSSION OF HOMECARESERVICES MIUST
ALSO RECOGNIZE THE
ITIPORTANT ROLEOF THENON-AGENCY INDIVIDUAL CONTRACTOR."
THE
NATIONAL LONG-TERM CARE CHANINELING DEMONSTRATION.
A LANDMARK
TEN-STATF EXPERIMENT SUPPORTED
BY THE DEPARTMENT
-- iNCLUDIlNG
ADA -- CONFIRILED THATHIGH DUALITY PERSONAL
CARESERVICES CAN
BE GIVEN BY PERSONS CAREFULLY RECRUITED BY FAMILY
MEMBERS
THROUGH
NEWSPAPER ADS. NEIGHBORHOOD
CONTACTS. AND FRIENDS.
THEOLDERAMERICANS ACTREQUIRES THAT EACHSTATE
PLAN FOR
SERVICES ANDUNDERTAKE
ACTIVITIES WHICHWILL ASSURETHATTHE
PROVISIONS OF THEOAA ANDALL APPLICABLE STATE
ANDLOCAL LAWS
ARE MET. THUS.AREAAGENCIES ON AGING HAVEGENERAL
OVERSIGHT
OF SERVICES THATAREBEING RECEIVED BY OLDERPERSONS
IN THEIR
HOMES
WITH SPECIFIC MONITORING OF THEPERFORMANCE
OF ANY
PROVIDER BEITiG FUNDED
UNDERTHEACT.
UNiDERITS TITLE IV DISCRETIONARY PROGRAMS.
THE ADA IS HELPING
TO BUILD A KNOWLEDGE
BASETO ASSIST STATE AND AREA AGENCIES TO
ASSURETHE DUALITY OF HOMECAREFOR OLDERPERSONS.
RESEARCH
ATiDDEIMONSTRATI
ON EFFORTS INCLUDE TIlE SUPPORT
OF A PROJECT BY
THE OHIO DEPARTMENT
OF AGING, IN CONJUNCTION WITH MIAMI
UNIVERSITY. TO DESIGN. IMPLEMiENT
ANDEVALUATE A MODELQUALITY
ASSURANCE
PROGRAM
FORIN-HOME SERVICES FOR ELDERLY CARE
RECiPIFNTS. THEPROJECT WILL ALSO PROVIDE TRAINING
AND
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ANDPRACTICES
PROGRAM
STANDARDS
GUIDANCE ON QUALITY ASSURANCE
IN OHIO. THIS
A HANDBOOK
AND A REGIONAL CONFERENCE
THROUGH
PROJECT IS SCHEDULED FORCOMPLETiON IN LATE 1937.
A SECOND
DEMONSTRATION PROJECT, FUNDEDBY ADA IN 1986 AND
TARGETED FOR CONFLETION AT THEEND OF 1987. IS BEING CARRIED
ONAGING WHICH
(OREGON)
AREAAGENCY
OUTBY THE CLACKAIUS COUNiTY
WILL REPLICATE AND ILSI A LOCAL/STATE QUALITY ASSESSMENT
PROGRAM.
WIDESPREAD
THEADIIINISTRATION ON AGING WILL ASSURE
DISSEMINATION OF THERESULTS OF THESEPROJECTS ANDWILL
AS APPROPRIATE.
STATES TO ADOPTTHESTANDARDS.
ENCOURAGE
FOR
TITLE IV EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROJECTS PROVIDE SUPPORT
PREPARATION OF HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICE PROFESSIONALS

IN

AS WELLAS CONTINUING EDUCATION.
GERIATRICS AND GERONTOLOGY
FOR PROFESSIONALS AIND
TRAINING. ANDSTAFF DEVELOPMENT
WITH THEELDERLY.
PARAPROFESSIONALS 'W1O WORK

BY INCREASING THE

OF QUALITY
QUALIFICATIONS OF THESEPERSONNEL. A HIGHER DEGREE
SETTINGS OLDER
CAREFORTHE ELDERLY CANBE PROVIDED IN WHATEVER
PERSONS
ARE FOUND-- HOSPITALS.

AND CARE
NURSING HOMES.BOARD

FACILITIES. AND THEIR OWN HOMES.
FORA NUMBER OF PROJECTS
ADA ALSO HAS PROVIDED SUPPORT
IN HOMECAREFOR THE
ON QUALITY ASSURANCE
SPECIFICALLY FOCUSED
ELDERLY.
O

RECENTLY CO1PLETED PROJECTS INCLUDE:
PARAPROFESSIONAL TRAINING FORPROVIDERS OF HOMECARE
SERVICES TO RURAL,MINORITY ELDERLY BY THESOUTHSIDE
VIRGINIA COMMUNITY
COLLEGE: AND

O

FORRURALSERVICE PROVIDERS AND
A TRAINING PROGRAM
ELDERLY AT ATLANTA
FAMILY CAREGIVERS OF HOTIEBOUND
UNIVERSITY.

PROJECTS INCLUDE:
CURRENTLY FUNDED
O

AT THEUNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
AT
A TRAINING PROGRAM
AIDES TO
AND IN-HOME
BALTIMORE FORSOCIAL WORKERS
PHYSICIANS AND TlHE
FACILITATE COMMIJNICATION BETWEEN
DRUGUSE, AND
ELDERLY REGARDING PROPER
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A CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAM
AT NEW
\EXICO STATE
UNIVFRSITY THATINCREASES THE KNOWLEDGE
AND SKILLS OF
HOMEHEALTH AIDES AS WELLAS MANAGERS
ANDSUPERVISORS
OF HOM1E
HEALTH AGENCIES.

IN ADDITION. MR. CHAIRMAN, THEADMINISTRATION'S BILL FOR THE
REAUTHORIZATION OF THEQAA, WHICH HASBEENINTRODUCED IN THE
HOUSE
AS HR 2080. INCLUDES PROVISIONS THATWEBELIEVE WILL
STRENGTHEN
THF OAA IN HELPING TO ASSURETHE PROVISIONi OF
QUALITY CARETO THOSEELDERLY WITH GREATEST
NEED. THESE
PROVISIONS INCLUDE:
O

COORDINATION OF COM'UNITY-BASED SERVICES
THEBILL WOULD
REQUIRE STATE AGENCIES ONAGING TO
PROVIDE ASSURANCE
THAT AREAAGENCIES

WILL FACILITATE

THECOORDINATIONl OF COMSIUNITY-BASED SERVICES TOOLDER
INDIVIDUALS RESIDING AT HOME.IN HOSPITALS. OR
L Nr -TER' CAREFACILITIES. WHOAREAT RISK OF
INSTITUTIONALIZATION BUT WHOCOULDREMAIN AT HOMEIF A
FULL ARRAYOF COMMUNITY-BASED AND IN-HOME SERVICES
WEREAVAILABLE.
THIS WILL REAFFIRM THECRITICAL ROILE
OF EACHAREAAGENCY
ON AGING AS A
PLANNER/COORDINATOR/CATALYST

ON BEHALF OF ALL OLDER

AMERICANS.

COORDINATION OF HOMEANDCOMMUtIlTY-BASED SERVICES FOR
THEVULNERABLE ELDERLY HAS BECOME
AN INCREASINGLY
IMPORTANT SERVICE PRIORITY THATSHOULDBE A REQUIRED
ACTIVITY OF STATE AND AREA AGENCIES ONAGING.

AREA

AGENCIES ARE IN A UNIQUE POSITION TO PROVIDE
LEADERSHIP IN COORDINATING TIE WIDEARRAYOF HEALTH
AND SOCIAL SERVICES NEEDED
BY VULNERABLE

ELDERLY

PERSONS
TO REMAIN AT HOME.
0

WAIVERS FOR INNOVATIVE COMMUt
ITY PROGRAMMING
THEBILL WOLD1)
AUTHORIZE THECOMMISSIONER ON AGING TO
WAIVE COMPLIANCE WITH ANY REQUIREMENTS OF SPECIFIC
SECTIONS OF THEACT (RELATING

TO STATE PROGRAM

ORGANIZATION. AREAPLANS. ANDSTATE PLANS) IN THE CASE
OF DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS THATPROllOTE THlEOBJECTIVES
OF TITLE Ili.
THE OAACURRENTLY PROVIDES STATE
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AGENCIES WITH THEAUTHORITY TO CARRYOUTDEMONSTRATION
PROJFCTS OF STATEWIDE SIGNIFICANCE RELATING TO THE
OF SERVICES
INITIATION, EXPANSION. OR IMPROVEMENT
ASSISTED UNDERTITLE 111.

HOWEVER, STATE AGENCIES ARE

HAMPERED FROMUNDERTAKING EFFECTIVE DEMONSTRATIONS 0F
COlPREHElNSIVE ANDCOORDINATED SYSTEMS BECAUSE OF THE
VARIOUS RLOUIREMENTS IN THE CURRENT LAW. FURTHER.
VARIOUS PROVISIONS OF THE ACTPRECLUDE STATE AGENCIES
THAT DO
FROMDEVELOPING VIABLE DEMONSTRATiON MODELS
TO THE PLANNING ANDSERVICE ARFA/AREA
NOT CONFORM
CURRENTLY REQUIRED BY
AGENCYSERVICE DELIVERY MODEL
THE ACT. IF THE ACTPROVIDED THE COMMISSIONER WITH
THE AUTHORITY TO WAIVESEVERAL OF THE CURRENT
REQUIREMENTS THATARE ASSOCIATED WITH THE PLANNING AND
SERViCE AREA/AREA AGENCYSERVICE DELIVERY MODEL. STATE
ANDAREAAGENCIES COULD BEGIN TO DEVELOP AND
SERVICE SYSTEMS TO APPROPRIATELY
DEMONSTRATE COMMUNITY
SUSTAIN VULNERABLE OLDER PEOPLE IN THEIR COMMUNITIES
ANDIN THEIR HOMES.

PFEES FOR SERVICES TO GENERATE NEWRESOURCES

THF B1t.

WOULD
PERMIT STATES. AT THEIR OPTION.

TO

FEES. BASED ON ABILITY
PERMIT AREAAGENCIES TO CHARGE
TO PAY. FOR SUPPORTIVE SERVICES UNDERPARI B OF TITLE
ill.

BE REQUIRED TO ENSURE
THE STATE AGENCYWOULD

TO LOU
THATNOFEES FOR SUCHSERVICES WERECHARGED
INCOMEINDIVIDUALS.

BE LEFT TO STATE
IT WOULD

DISCRETION TO DETERMINE WHICHSUPPORTIVE SERVICES
WOUtD BE SUBJECT TO CHARGES.

AS UNDERCURRENT LAW.

FEES FOR
THERE WOULD
BE NOAUTHORITY TO CHARGE
NUTRITION SERVICES UNDERPART C OF TITLE

II,.

WOULD
HFLP TO ENSURE THE MOSTEFFECTIVE
THIS AMENDMENT
USE OF PROGRAM
FUNDS, AS FEES COLLECTED FROMTHOSF
ENABLE AREA AGENCIES 10 EXPAND
ABLE TO PAY WOULD
SERVICES AVAIlABLE.

REMAIN FREE
AREA AGENCIES WOULD

THE
CONTRIBUTIONS: HOWEVER.
TO SEEK ONLYVOLUNTARY
THATAUTIIORITY,
PROPOSAL WOULD
COMPLEMENT
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TRANSFER OF SUPPORTIVE AND NUTRITION SERVICES FUNDS
THEBILL WOULD
INCREASE THE PORTION OF ALLOTMFIITS THAT
STATES MAYTRANSFER
BETWEEN
THE SUPPORTIVE SERVICES
AND NUTRITION SERVICES PROGRAMS
FROM30 PERCENT
UNDER
CURRENT
LAw TO 50 PERCENT
FOR FY 1988. GOPERCENT FOR
FY 1989, AND /5 PERCENT
FOR FY 1993.

DURING THE REMAINDER OF FY 1987 AND INTO THENEXTSEVERAL
YEARS. THEADMINISTRATION Or! AGING IS EMBARKING UPONRENEWED
AND MOREAGGRESSIVE EFFORTS TO SUPPORT
STATEAND AREAAGENCIES
ON AGING IN ASSISTING VULNERARtE ANDFRAIL OLDERPERSONS AND
THEIR FAMILIES TO FIND APPROPRIAIE HELP TO MAINTAIN THEIR
INDEPENDENCE WITHIN THEIR OWNCOMMUNITIES FORAS LONGAS
POSSIBLE AND TO DELAYORPREVENT UNNECESSARY
INSTITUTIONALIZATION. THIS INCLUDES NOTONLYNUTRITION
SERVICES. BUT THEBROADRANGE
OF SUPPORTIVE SERVICES WHICH
THESEOLDERPERSONS
MAYREQUIRE.
THEAOA WILL CONTINUE TO PLACE EMPHASIS ONACTIVITIES SUCH
AS
IN-HOME SERVICES AlID TO SUPPORT
STATEANDAREAAGENCIES ON
AGING IN BUILDING A RESPONSIVE SYSTEMOF HOME-BASED CARE.
THIS REGARD,WEWILL ALSO ASSIST STATE ANDAREAAGENCIES

ItN
TO

BECOMFE
MTORE
INVOLVED IN ASSISTING IN THEDEVELOPltFNT OF QUALITY
ASSURANCE
STANDARDS
INNIHEIR STATES. WEBELIEVE SUCHSTANDARDS
ARE IMPORTANT ArlD NEEDED.
WHILE THEAOA BELIFVES THATQUALITY ASSURANCE
STANDARDS
ARE
IMPORTANT AND NEEDED. WE BELIEVE. HOWEVER.
THATSUCHSIANDARDS
MUSTADDRESS
THECIRCUMSTANCES OF INDIVIDUAL STATES AND
COMJURITIES AN;DCAN BESTBE DETERMINED BY EACHSTATE IN
ADDRESSING ITS SPECIAL NEEDSRELATED TO HOMIE
CARE,
THIS ADMINISTRATION IS DEEPLY COMMITTED TO IMPROVING THE
QUALITY or LIFE THROUGH
QUALITY SERVICES FORALL OF THIS
NATION'S OLEERCITIZENS.
I WANTTO THANKYOU. SENATOR
MELCHER.FOR THEOPPORTUNITY TO
SHARESOMEOF THEIMPORTANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE OLDER
AMERICANS ACTAND TO THANKYOUfOR YOURSUPPORT
OF PROGRAMS
FOR
OURNATION'S ELDERLY CITIZENS AND THEIR FAMILIES.
NOW.I WOULD
BE HAPPYTO ANSWER
YOURQUESTIONS.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Wells.
But I think you have heard this morning that the quality of life
isn't very good for a lot of older Americans who are at home and
need some health care. Do you think that you would recommend a
broader, intensive use of the Older Americans Act for establishing
some sort of mechanism, some sort of guideline, some sort of assurance that there is adequate home health care for older Americans?
Mr. WELLS. Well, Senator, we are already working to this end.
The CHAIRMAN. I have heard you say that. And since nothing
much has been accomplished, I am just asking you for your recommendations. I don't know whether we should talk to you or talk to
HCFA or talk to Secretary Bowen or talk to President Reagan or
who we should talk to to find out what should be done. I thought I
would start with you.
Mr. WELIS. Well, Senator, the State and area agencies on aging
and the Administration on Aging-The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Wells, I am going to have to interrupt here.
I really appreciate what the States do in conjunction with the
Older Americans Act. But we just don't have the time left today to
hear how you are "working with States." I just want to start somewhere. Now, you are not going to tell me that you are going to
start with 50 different States to establish who is in charge, are
you?
Mr. WELLS. Senator, we have let a grant to develop quality inhome standards for use by State agencies on.aging and area agencies on aging. The standards will be complete toward the end of
this year. We intend to widely disseminate them. We are going to
work with State agencies and help them implement them, at least
in terms of Older Americans Act programs.
The CHAIRMAN. Would the standards tell us how to train people,
or how to screen them or how to set up a system where you can
call somebody if you're not getting any results?
Mr. WELLS. Senator, I am not fully aware of all the details of the
proposal at this time. But my conversations with people who are
familiar with the project indicate that it will be a very comprehensive set of standards that will go directly to the quality of the services and the impact on individuals who are receiving those services.
Again, we feel very strongly that such standards are important,
and we are working to provide them.
The CHAIRMAN. And these standards would then lead to what?
Mr. WELLS. Well, we hope, Senator, that under the Older Americans Act, it will certainly result in improved in-home services provided by State and area agencies, and we hope that State agencies
in their leadership role with other State-The CHAIRMAN. Well, they say that your agency, it would be directly responsible to make sure that the people who provide the
home health care are trained, they know what they're doing, and
they're going out there to perform a service that is the proper,
needed service.
Mr. WELLS. Senator, many of our State agencies right now have
standards that they apply to activities delivered under the Older
Americans Act. Performance-based contracting is an effort that we
devoted some money to some years ago.
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The CHAIRMAN. I think these are all terms, take "performance"
for example-what was that?
Mr. WELLS. Performance-based contracting.
The CHAIRMAN. "Performance-based contracting."
Mr. WELLS. These are conditions that are-The CHAIRMAN. And these are the conditions?
Mr. WELLS. These are conditions that our agencies
providers of services under the Older Americans Act. place on the
The CHAIRMAN. Do you agree or disagree then with
Lutton,
who just testified, that for southwest Michigan there Ms.
wasn't
anybody in charge?
Mr. WELLS. Senator, I don't know about southwest Michigan.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know about Michigan?
Mr. WELLS. We have area agencies on aging currently
place
representing every community of the Nation. Of course, theinquality
of leadership varies amongst agencies and between States in the
Nation. But these agencies are certainly charged with overall leadership on behalf of all matters as it relates to the elderly in their
area.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you agree or disagree with Ms.

who
said that there are no standards, that nobody is directlyLutton,
in
charge?
Mr. WELLS. There may not be any standards in that community.
We are working to fill that gap.
The CHAIRMAN, So the situation in southwest Michigan might
be
Mr. WELLS. I couldn't say that, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know of any State where it's different,

typical of the State of Michigan then?

any specific State where somebody is in charge?

Mr. WELLS. Yes, Senator. The State of Massachusetts.
The CHAIRMAN. The State of Massachusetts. Any others?
Mr. WELLS. The State of Rhode Island.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, that is two on the East Coast. If
we
progress

from there, maybe we can get clear across the country.
Mr. WELLS. I know that the State of California sets very specific
standards for services, social services delivered under various State
programs.
The CHAIRMAN. Under various State programs.
Mr. WELLS. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN, But now we're talking about Federal programs.

Mr. WELLS. But again, the Older Americans Act,
which we are responsible, is a State responsibility. the program for
The CHAIRMAN. I don't think you are going to tell me,

Mr. Wells,
that the Administration on Aging is in charge of administering
Older Americans Act, unless we amended it or that you are the
in
charge of Medicare or Medicaid, are you?
Mr. WFLLS. Senator, neither the Administration on Aging nor
State and area agencies are regulatory agencies.
The CHAIRMAN. Not regulatory.

Mr. WELLS. They are not compliance agencies. To do so would cut
against the grain of the major leadership role and the
advocacy
role that State and area agencies must play across the board.

The CHAIRMAN. I understand that. So if we wait for your standards, I think what we are going to find is a broader view
the
problem, not necessarily a solution to the problem. From the of
outset
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when I started questioning you, Mr. Wells, I didn't think the Administration on Aging under the statute, under any practice that
you have had, has ever been the one to regulate, to force somebody
to do what they're supposed to do in order to get the job done. Isn't
that correct?
Mr. WELIS. If I understand you, Senator, you are saying that
State and area agencies are not meant to be regulatory agencies.
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me? What did you understand me to say?
Mr. WELLS. That State and area agencies are not meant to be
regulatory agencies, compliance agencies.
The CHAIRMAN. No; I said Administration on Aging.
Mr. WELLS. We also are not a regulatory agency.
The CHAIRMAN. That's right.
Mr. WEiLs. But we are undertaking very specific activities in
this area to fill an important gap that exists.
The CHAIRMAN. Shouldn't we look just a little bit to your left, to
HCFA, to give us some answers? Shouldn't we?
Mr. WELLS. Well, Senator, I can't speak for the Health Care Financing Administration.
The CHAIRMAN. We are going to let them speak for themselves.
Mr. Hays?
STATEMENT OF LOUIS B. HAYS, ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
FOR OPERATIONS, HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION
Mr. HAYS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportunity to appear here today to speak about home health quality assurance.
As our administrator, Dr. Roper, stated several weeks ago when
he appeared before this committee, we are committed to maintaining and enhancing a high level of quality throughout the Medicare
and Medicaid programs.
Let me begin by briefly describing the Medicare and Medicaid
home health benefits. To receive Medicare home health services, a
beneficiary must be under a physician's care, have a need for
skilled care, and be homebound. When these conditions are met,
patients can receive intermittent or part-time skilled nursing and
nursing aide services, physical, speech, and occupational therapy,
services of a medical social worker, and medical supplies and equipment. Medicare patients can also receive daily nursing care in
their home for up to 3 weeks, and beyond in unusual circumstances
if their physician certifies that the need for daily care will not continue indefinitely.
The home health benefit is one of the fastest-growing components of the Medicare program. Last year, almost 46 million home
health visits were made to about 1.5 million beneficiaries. The
number of home health agencies certified to provide care has
almost doubled since 1980 to about 6,000 today. Since 1980 Medicare home health spending has tripled, to over $2.5 billion in fiscal
year 1986.
The Medicaid home health benefit provides most of the same
services as Medicare. In addition, a State can opt to provide personal care services to recipients in their homes. Since 1981 the Medicaid program has also permitted States to design innovative pro-
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grams for providing home- and community-based services to targeted groups of recipients who would otherwise be in nursing homes.
In 1985, the latest year for which data are available, the Medicaid
program served over half a million recipients in their homes at a
cost of approximately $1.1 billion.
To qualify as a provider of care for Medicare and Medicaid patients, a home health agency must meet specific requirements or
conditions of participation to ensure the health and safety of individuals receiving services in their homes. The conditions cover personnel and administrative requirements and requirements addressing the provision of specific types of care.
Let me be more specific about the personnel qualifications, which
I know are of particular concern to this committee. Professional
personnel are required to meet specific educational, licensure, and
experience standards and are required to perform specific duties.
For example, a registered nurse must be a graduate of an approved
school of professional nursing and be licensed as a registered nurse
by the State. All home health nursing care must be provided under
the supervision of a registered nurse and must be in accord with a
plan of treatment developed for each patient and reviewed periodically.
Our regulations require that home health aides be trained and
closely supervised to assure their competence in providing care.
Let me note at this point that we are extremely concerned that a
provision of the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980 has not been
implemented. This provision calls for home health aide services to
be provided by aides who have successfully completed a training
program approved by the Secretary of Health and Human Services.
We have recently become aware of the situation and have taken
steps to publish a regulation as soon as possible.
We determine whether home health agencies meet our requirements on the basis of surveys performed by State agencies. These
surveys include visits to patients in their homes. We are working
to focus our home health surveys more on patients and less on paperwork, similar to what we have done for our skilled nursing facilities.

We are now developing a patient outcome-oriented survey instrument which will enable us to assess even more effectively the quality of care provided in the home. We will implement an outcomeor pted survey of home health agencies during fiscal year 1988.
Ape have increased our home health agency budget for fiscal year
1988 by 48 percent to significantly increase the frequency of surveys and home visits.
We also rely on other mechanisms to review care being provided
by home health agencies. The medical review program assures that
payment is made only for those services that were medically necessary and appropriate.
Under the coverage compliance review program, fiscal intermediaries visit all newly qualifying home health agencies and a
sample of patients' homes to assure that care is being provided in
accordance with Medicare program requirements. A concurrent authorization program which we will pilot test beginning in June will
reduce denials by paying for bills consistent with plans of treat-
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ment that have been previously approved by our fiscal intermediary.
Finally, we will be working with the Pennsylvania peer review
organization to pilot test the protocol for review of the quality of
care provided in home settings that will be required for all peer
review organizations. This review will be performed in conjunction
with review of readmissions to hospitals occurring within 31 days
of discharge.
Peer review organizations will also be implementing by August a
system to review and respond to beneficiaries' complaints about
quality.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, let me assure you that Dr. Roper
and the 3,800 men and women of the Health Care Financing Administration do care. Our existing mechanisms and those under development demonstrate that our care and concern are a reality, not
rhetoric.
Thank you very much, and I would be very pleased to answer
any questions that you might have.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Hays follows:]
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hays, you have sort of given us the framework of how you spend $3.5 billion for home health care, or perhaps a little bit more, maybe $4 billion per year through Medicare
and Medicaid. Is that correct?
Mr. HAYS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I assume that you have heard a lot of the testimony this morning, have you not?
Mr. HAYS. I have heard part of it, not all of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Not all of it. But the testimony has been of the
nature that people receiving home health care-and this is a broad
variety of payments through either Medicare, insurance or States
or private funds. But the one thing that has been uniform in the
testimony we have heard, is that whoever provides these nurses or
health aides for the patients at home doesn't have any process of
screening or skills assessment. It's obvious from the testimony, that
there should be a test to see if the aides can operate medical equipment or even do minimal things like checking temperature.
Why don't you have in place something that would require some
sort of a framework, some test, some-I hate to use the word
"guidelines" because it ought to be a lot stiffer than that-some requirements, that go beyond merely drawing up a regulation? Why
in fact don't you have a regulation drawn and in force and in effect
that would set up what type of training, what type of qualifications
these people should have before they go out to the home?
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, our existing regulations do require
that the staff of the home health agencies be trained.
The CHAIRMAN. I beg your pardon?
Mr. HAYS. Our conditions of participation, which the home
health agencies must meet in order to participate in Medicare and
against which we survey to make sure that those home health
agencies are in compliance do include the requirement that the
home health aide has been trained.
The CHAIRMAN. Trained for what? Now, you have used a word, a
general term. Trained for what?
Mr. HAYS. If I could finish that, Mr. Chairman. The regulation
that I mentioned which we are now putting into place would go
beyond that to require that the training be in accordance with
the-The CHAIRMAN. Now, wait a minute. Tell me what you have now.
Tell me what you have now. You used the term, I didn't. You said
the regulation required that they be trained. I am saying: trained
for what?
Mr. HAYS. I would like to ask Mr. Bob Wren, who is the director
of our office of coverage policy, and is more intimately familiar
with the existing-The CHAIRMAN. Oh, well, before-Mr. HAYS [continuing]. The existing regulations that are on the
books and that we do enforce to address that question, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, before I get through with you, Mr. Hays,
let me ask you what you know about it, because you have had
plenty of time to know about it. What was the bill you mentioned,
Reconciliation Act of 1980?
Mr. HAYS. Yes.
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The CHAIRMAN. Did it not require that regulations be drafted?
Mr. HAYS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. To cover specific regulations for training programs?
Mr. HAYS. It said that we were to have training standards prescribed by the Secretary for the home health-The CHAIRMAN. Training standards.
Mr. HAYS. The home health aide would have to have training in
accordance with standards specified by the Secretary. The statute
left discretion to us as to what those standards would be.
The CHAIRMAN. In other words, the law said, "Mr. Secretary,
draw up some standards to say what these aides should be able to
do." And that was in 1980, and you don't have them now, do you,
as of this moment in time?
Mr. HAYS. We were, shall we say, stunned to discover that those
regulations had not been implemented.
The CHAIRMAN. You were stunned to discover that they hadn't
been drafted, that you didn't have them in place?
Mr. HAYS. That's correct.
The CHAIRMAN. And $4 billion, not to mention what else goes
through, the insurance programs and private and State funds.
Mr. HAYS. Those standards would not address anything other
than Medicare and Medicaid, Mr. Chairman, as I understand it.
The CHAIRMAN. That would address only the $4.5 billion?
Mr. HAYS. I can assure you, as I testified, we have a vigorous program, of which we are very proud, that reviews through our survey
and certification agencies, our fiscal intermediaries, and increasingly through our peer review organizations, the quality of care provided by home health agencies.
The CHAIRMAN. You review it, and you haven't drafted the regu.lations to even tell them what they're supposed to do? What do you
review?
Mr. HAYS. We review against all of the conditions of participation. We look at the-The CHAIRMAN. Well, isn't that a review to see how they fill out
the paperwork and send it in so they can collect their money?
Mr. HAYS. Certainly that is part of it.
The CHAIRMAN. That's part of it.
Mr. HAYS. But that is not what I am referring to.
The CHAIRMAN. Is that a big part of it?
Mr. HAYS. It is a big part of it. For example-The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hays, I don't think that means much to the
patient.
Mr. HAYS. That is why we make thousands of home visits. That
is why the physician is required to sign a plan of treatment. That
is why this is all under the supervision of a physician and then
under the supervision of a registered nurse. This is not just a willynilly program in which anything can happen to people out there.
We realize, as has been brought out here this morning, abuses can
occur. Fortunately, those are a small number of cases. Obviously,
even one case of abuse is one case too many, but that is why we are
stepping up our budget for these surveys by 50 percent this year.
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The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Hays, I don't want to be unfair to you or any
one individual, but we have heard repeated testimony today that it
wasn't just one instance, that it was several instances.
One patient mentioned that over the same time frame that you
are talking about between 1980 and today, 7 years when regulations were supposed to be in place-we heard one witness testify
that they had bad experiences with over a half a dozen different
people sent by one agency. Every witness has told us that this happened repeatedly over a period of years.
The witness before you people said she had been working for different home care agencies and it wasn't just a regrettable incident
or two, it was a continuous, ongoing experience.
We have asked everybody, "Who should be in charge?" Who
should be in charge?
Mr. HAYS. The physician who approves the plan of treatment
and the registered nurse who supervises the provision of the treatment, and to the extent that Medicare is involved, the Health Care
Financing Administration through our survey and certification
agencies, through our fiscal intermediaries, and through the peer
review organizations.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am afraid those kinds of answers, Mr.

Hays, aren't acceptable. Who should be in charge? Now, is the Federal Government going to be in charge? Are you going to draft a
regulation that sets qualifications for Medicare and Medicaid payments for home health care, and what they have to do to meet the
patients' needs?
Mr. HAYS. Mr. Chairman, the regulation that you are referring
to goes to one narrow part of the entire home health picture. We
have in place-The CHAIRMAN. It happens to be that one so called "narrow

part" that we are very interested in today. We think it's a pretty
broad part that may affect as many as 5 million Americans. Now,
that is a pretty big problem.
Mr. HAYS. I don't want to intentionally give the erroneous impression, though, that we do not have regulations in place governing the home health benefit, because we do, and those regulations
in turn form the whole framework for inspecting home health and
the quality of home health care that is provided to our 1.5 million
Medicare beneficiaries who received home health services last year.
The CHAIRMAN. I am sure, Mr. Hays, that you want to set the

record straight here, make it less confusing and answer the questions honestly. You have already said you agree the 1980 Reconciliation Act required that regulations be drafted to set the standards
for home health care for patients. We are in synchronization that
far.
Mr. HAYS. The home health aide training, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Pardon me?

Mr. HAYS. Those regulations are directed at home health aides.
The CHAIRMAN. And nurses?

Mr. HAYS. It's my understanding that those are only with respect
to home health aides.
The CHAIRMAN. Not to nurses?
Mr. HAYS. That's correct.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have regulations on nurses?
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Mr. HAYS. Yes, as we do for all employees of home health agencies who provide any sort of care toThe CHAIRMAN. Do you have regulations on nurses that say that

when a nurse is sent out that has never operated essential equipment that that nurse shouldn't be sent out?
Mr. HAYS. It's my understanding that the-The CHAIRMAN. And therefore there shouldn't be any payment?

Mr. HAYS. It's my understanding that the regulations require
that the personnel be trained and are able to provide the type of
service that they in fact are providing.
The CHAIRMAN. You haven't identified what type of training that

is, though, have you, or what experience that is?
Mr. HAYS. As I recall, the regulations require that training be
provided and that it be appropriate training. The regulations do
not spell out the specific type of training that is to be provided.
The CHAIRMAN. I am sure, then, that you have read the inspector

general's report on this very topic?

Mr. HAYS, I have seen that, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. You have seen that. Do you agree with it?

Mr. HAYS. The report makes a number of observations and recommendations. As a general proposition, we certainly concur that
we need to do more with respect to home health aides and to make
sure that they are providing the right level of care, that they are
not trying to provide care that they shouldn't be providing, and
that we have appropriate training standards in place.
The CHAIRMAN. Which you do not have now.

Mr. HAYS. Not with respect to the specific requirements of the
statute that we referred to previously.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you agree with this paragraph directly

out of the inspector general's report:

Legislative changes in section 1861(mX4) of the Social Security Act in 1981 required home health aides to have successfully completed a training program approved by the Secretary. IICFA drafted a regulation which established a training
curriculum to meet the intent of the law, and that regulation was never finalized
and no training standard was established.

Do you agree with that?
Mr. HAYS. As I testified, that is the fact, and we are putting that
regulation in place.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a very specific regulation and you are

testifying that you were shocked to learn that it hadn't been implemented?

Mr. HAYS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Now, do you think this is a Federal re-

sponsibility and HCFA's responsibility not only to draft the regulation but to carry it out and enforce it?
Mr. HAYS. Certainly.
The CHAIRMAN. When could it be done?

Mr. HAYS. We will have a proposed regulation published as soon
as possible. That probably means within the next couple of months.

The CHAIRMAN. Within the couple of months, and it will start

through the Federal Register for--

Mr. HAYS. Public comment.
The CHAIRMAN. [continuing]. Public comment, and so therefore it

might be in place prior to the end of the year?
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Mr. HAYS. I would certainly hope so.
The CHAIRMAN. You would hope so.
All right. Now, is there anything else you would like to tell me
about this? Shouldn't this be a Federal responsibility. If it is a Federal responsibility will it sort of set standards for everybody else,
all of these agencies that use Medicare and Medicaid?
Mr. HAYS. Are you referring again specifically to the training
standards?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Mr. HAYS. I would assume, as a practical matter, that would ultimately be the result. To the extent that the home.health agency
wishes to participate in Medicare and Medicaid, they'would have to
follow those standards. I assume that the majority of home health
agencies want to participate in Medicare and Medicaid.
The CHAIRMAN. Isn't it true that more than 95 percent of them
participate in Medicare and Medicaid now?
Mr. HAYS. I don't know that statistic, but I wouldn't be at all surprised. That sounds right.
The CHAIRMAN. That statement is not an off-the-wall statement.
It is probably an accurate statement. So therefore, your standards
that are imposed by the regulations will probably cover at least
that many agencies.
Mr. HAYS. Well, that assumes that they all can comply with that
requirement and can continue to participate in Medicare and Medicaid.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it your purpose that these regulations be dominant, not just for the agencies? How are you going to enforce
them; by yourself or through the States?
Mr. HAYS. Yes, is the answer. We enforce them, but as is the
case with survey and certification in general, that is done primarily through the State agencies that we have working for us by statute under contract. Then we do a certain number of direct Federal
surveys using Federal staff to make sure that the State agencies
are complying with our requirements.
The bottom line is, yes, we do enforce them.
The CHAIRMAN. Who is going to recommend termination of an
agency that doesn't comply?
Mr. HAYS. The recommendation for termination is made by the
State survey and certification agency, and then we act on that recommendation.
The CHAIRMAN. Does it work?
Mr. HAYS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you terminated any?
Mr. HAYS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How many?
Mr. HAYS. Well, last year we had 12 involuntary terminations,
which were outright Federal terminations. We had several hundred
so-called voluntary terminations.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, 12, you called them "involuntary," meaning you told them they're out of business with Medicare and Medicaid.
Mr. HAYS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. How many were recommended?
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Mr. HAYS. I don't know the answer to that; if there is a difference between the two numbers-in any event, I will be happy to
supply that information for the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Does either one of your cohorts know how many
were recommended?
Mr. HAYS. No, I'm sorry, we don't know the answer to that question but I will provide that information.
[Subsequent to the hearing, the following was submitted by Mr.
Hays for the hearing record:]
We do not keep data on the number of those providers, in jeopardy of termination, which are working to correct deficiencies. Our first knowledge of a potential
termination is when it is recommended by the State agency, and we concur in virtually all State agency recommendations.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. But several hundred just disappeared
on their own?
Mr. HAYS. Well, several hundred so-called voluntary terminations, which could range from anything from a corporate merger of
two existing home health agencies to a situation where the agency
decided on its own that it couldn't meet our requirements and decided to get out of the program.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Then you would agree, I take it, Mr. Hays,
that regulations setting up the standards, regulations setting up
the requirements of training, must be in place and that it is
HCFA's responsibility to do so?
Mr. HAYS. It is certainly our responsibility to get the regulation
implemented that flows from that 1980 statute, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, I just want to be sure now. Your interpretation of what the 1980 law requires is that there will be, there
must be training standards and standards qualifications?
Mr. HAYS. Essentially, yes. Certainly, a training program that
meets the requirements of the Secretary, yes.
The CHAIRMAN. That meets the requirements of the Secretary?
Mr. HAYS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Thank you very much.
Mr. HAYS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. And you, too, Mr. Wells. Thank you all.
Mr. WELLS. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in recess until 2:15.
[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the committee was recessed, to reconvene at 2:15 p.m., this same day.]
AFrERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Our next witness will be Mr. Donald Nicholson, Assistant Inspector General.
Mr. Nicholson?
STATEMENT OF DONALD NICHOLSON, ASSISTANT INSPECTOR
GENERAL, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Mr. NICHOLSON. Thank you, Mr. CHAIRMAN. It is a pleasure to be
here this afternoon. As you pointed out, I am Assistant Inspector
General. My specific title is Assistant Inspector General for Analysis and Inspections in the Department of Health and Human Serv-
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ices, and I am here today at the request of the committee to
present to the members the findings of a draft report that we recently released entitled "Home Health Aide Services for Medicare
Patients." 2
The Office of the Inspector General produces many reports.
Many of these reports are investigative and audit type reports. We
also produce what we call inspection reports, which for lack of a
better word are evaluative studies. We do these studies after we do
literature search and talk to people that we consider to be professionals and experts in the field. And after having done that and
backing off and taking a look at the information that we have garnered, if we feel that there is a potential for a problem, then we
will conduct an inspection. We felt that there was a potential for a
problem in the area of home health aide services, thus our reason
for us having conducted that inspection.
I am going to skip over the first couple or three pages of my written testimony because it represents introductory remarks and discusses some of the same information that Mr. Hays has already
provided for the committee, and go immediately into the inspection
itself and why it was that we did it and what it was that we found.
Our inspection was designed to look at the type and number of
services provided to Medicare beneficiaries by home health aides
and the training and the supervision of the aides who are required
to perform these services. Our study included onsite visits in seven
States: California, Illinois, Connecticut, New York, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, and Texas. We went into 16 selected Medicare certified
home health care agencies. Visits were also made in 3 of those
States to 9 home health aide vendor agencies with whom 6 of the
16 home health agencies contracted for aide services. In other
words, these vendor agencies are in the business of providing home
health aide services to certified home health agencies, and we
wanted to look at that situation and exactly how it worked.
We had discussions with 194 people, respondents in these seven
States that I mentioned earlier, and in addition, five other States,
those five States being: Colorado, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, and
Ohio. So we had 12 States altogether involved in the study, and additionally we gathered some information from five additional
States-Florida, Iowa, Louisiana, Oregon, and Virginia.
The findings of our study raised concerns about the overall quality of care provided by home health aides. While aides perform
most of the assigned personal care services-that is, such things as
taking care of the hair, the teeth, bathing, homemaking services,
meal preparation, that sort of thing, they only provide half of what
we call supportive specialized services. These are services analogous to the services that you have on the board up there.
Our first finding highlights the fact that Medicare patients needs
for home health aide services are in fact not being met. We reviewed a total of 48 patient records, and that review revealed that
where the plans of care called for these specialized services which
supported skilled nursing services or physical therapy services,
that the aides failed to document and perform half of these tasks.
2

See p 81
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The nonperformance of these tasks deprives the Medicare patient
of the full benefit of the home care program and could result, in
our view, in a patient not realizing full rehabilitation potential or
in a patient's condition worsening to a point where hospitalization
may be required.
A review of the patient records also revealed that home health
aides always delivered the personal care services, such as, as I
mentioned earlier, baths, care of the mouth, skin, hair, assisting to
the bathroom, bedpans, and preparing meals. Consequently, the
aide is more or less viewed as a personal caregiver, and this perception contributes to the failure on the part of aides to provide these
specialized services.
Second, we found that Federal standards, in the view of many affected by those standards, are not as extensive or as specific as
they need to be. The Medicare condition of participation for home
health aides lacks standards for recruitment, hiring, and training.
Further, the standards for assignment of aides and supervision
do not provide sufficiently objective criteria. As a result, State
agencies responsible for surveying the home health agencies for
compliance with the conditions of participation find the survey
process difficult to perform effectively.
Many States provide standards with specific criteria for the
training of home health aides, although these standards vary with
regard to training curriculum, length, and content.
In addition, low priority is placed by States on home health surveys. This limits the size of the survey staff as well as the number
of surveys performed.
Finally, we noted problems with agency practices in employing
aides. Recruitment, hiring, and retention of home health aides are
major problems for many agencies, which offer low pay and few
fringe benefits. These factors preclude retention of reliable employees, and some agencies experience a very high turnover rate. Other
agencies that provide a fair wage and good fringe benefits, however, assure effective selection and retention of aides by offering
many incentives.
Poor supervision of aides is the main reason or a primary reason
for the failure to provide ordered care. Substantial weaknesses
were noted in the supervising nurse's orientation of aides to the
needs of patients. These weaknesses were directly related to the absence of clear and comprehensive Medicare standards for home
health aides. Improvements in Medicare standards are needed to
upgrade the quality of care provided by aides and to assure that
the estimated $650 million that Medicare will pay for aide services
in 1987 will not be wasted.
We have made a number of recommendations that play off of
these findings, to the Health Care Financing Administration, to
help overcome some of the problems that we have highlighted in
the report. These recommendations are being reviewed now by the
Health Care Financing Administration and, based on the back-andforth that we have with them, may necessarily need to be modified.
A list of the recommendations as we have made them, based on
our findings, is included in the draft report already submitted to
the committee, and of course we are happy to submit a copy of the
final report when it becomes finalized, to the committee.
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This concludes my statement, and I am available to try to
answer any questions that you may have, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nicholson follows:]
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AIDES WILL CONTINUE TO SPEND TRIPLE THE AMOUNT

HEALTH AIDES.

IN A PATIENT'S

HOME AS OTHER SKILLED PROFESSIONALS.

IN ORDER FOR A HOME HEALTH AGENCY TO PARTICIPATE
MEDICARE PROGRAM,
PARTICIPATION
REGULATIONS,

IT

THESE STANDARDS,

FINANCIAL

PLANNING

THE PROVISION

ARE TRAINED

AND BUDGETING,

OF HEALTH SERVICES AND QUALITY

ALSO

IDENTIFY TASKS WHICH HOME HEALTH AIDES

TO PERFORM AND DUTIES WHICH THEY MAY BE ASSIGNED

BY A REGISTERED NURSE.

HOfiEVER,

PERSONAL CARE ARE NOT CLEARLY

PERSONAL CARE SERVICES,

O

IN

ADMINISTRATIVE

PROCEDURES.

THE REGULATIONS

A.

OF

AS EMBODIED

COVER SUCH AREAS AS ORGANIZATION.

RECORDKEEPING.

IN THE

MUST MEET CERTAIN CONDITIONS

STANDARDS.

ACCOUNTABILITY,

ASSURANCE

2.2
AND AS

MILLION

OF TIME
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AT A COST OF APPROXIMATELY

REIMBURSED.

6,000 CERTIFIED HOME HEALTH AGENCIES

HELPING

TASKS AND DUTIES RELATED TO

DEFINED,

BUT MAY INCLUDE:

SUCH AS,

THE PATIENT

WITH BATH.

CARE OF MOUTH,

SKIN

AND HAIR:

O

HELPING

THE PATIENT TO THE BATHROOM OR IN USING BED

PANS AND CHANGING THE

O

PATIENT'S

ASSISTING WITH MEAL PREPARATION
SERVICES

ESSENTIAL TO HEALTH

MAINTAIN

A CLEAN.

ENV I RONMENT.

BED LINEN:

AND

AND HOUSEHOLD

CARE AT HOME TO

HEALTHFUL AND PLEASANT
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B.

SELECTED SKILLED NURSING

O

ASSISTANCE

SERVICES, SUCH AS,

WITH MEDICATIONS

THAT ARE ORDINARILY

SELF-ADMINISTERED;

C.

O

SIMPLE EXERCISES;

O

SPECIFIC TREATMENTS:

o

CLINICAL

O

COMPLETING

OBSERVATIONS AND NUTRITION:

APPROPRIATE RECORDS.

SELECTED REHABILITATION SERVICES,

O

ASSISTANCE

AND

WITH AMBULATION

SUCH AS:

AND EXERCISES AS AN

EXTENSTON OF SKILLED THERAPY SERVICES,

o

REPORTING CHANGES IN THE PATIENT'S
SUPERVISING

AND

CONDITION TO THE

NURSE OR THERAPIST.

THE SOCIAL SECURITY ACT. SPECIFICALLY

SECTION

18B1(M)(4),

REQUIRES HOME HEALTH AIDE SERVICES PROVIDED TO MEDICARE
PATIENTS TO BE 'PART-TIME
HEALTH

OR INTERMITTENT."

AIDES ARE REQUIRED TO HAVE

TRAINING

PROGRAM APPROVED

THE CERTIFICATION

SURVEY AGENCIES.

IS

CARRIED OUT BY THE HEALTH CARE

(HCFA)

THROUGH THE EFFORTS

HOME CARE AGENCIES

STATES WHICH REQUIRE

HOME

COMPLETED A

BY THE SECRETARY."

OF HHAS

FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

ALSO,

'SUCCESSFULLY

OF STATE

MUST BE LICENSED IN

SUCH LICENSURE.

OUR INSPECTION

OUR INSPECTION

WAS DESIGNED TO

SERVICES PROVIDED TO MEDICARE

LOOK AT THE TYPE AND NUMBER OF
BENEFICIARIES BY HOME HEALTH

AIDES AND THE TRAINING AND SUPERVISION OF THE AIDES WHO
REQUIRED TO PERFORM THE NECESSARY SERVICZS.
INCLUDED ONSITE
CONNECTICUT,

VISITS

NEW YORK.

IN SEVEN STATES
PENNSYLVANIA,

ARE

OUR STUDY

(CALIFORNIA,

ILLINOIS,

TENNESSEE AND TEXAS)

TO
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16 SELECTED

MEDICARE CERTIFIED nOmE HEALTH AGENCIES (HHA'S).

VISITS WERE ALSO

MADE IN THREE OF THOSE STATES TO NINE AID
16 RHA'S CONTRACT

FOR

VENDOR AGENCIES

WITH WHOM SIX OF THE

AIDE SERVICES.

DISCUSSIONS WERE HELD WITH 194 RESPONDENTS

THESE STATES
MICHIGAN.

AND IN FIVE OTHER STATES

(COLORADO,

IN

IOWA,

INFORMATION ON STATE

MINNESOTA AND OHIO).

LOUISIANA,

IOWA,

STANDARDS WAS ALSO PROVIDED BY FLORIDA,
OREGON AND VIRGINIA.

MAJOR FINDINGS

THE FINDINGS OF OUR STUDY RAISED CONCERNS
QUALITY OF CARE PROVIDED

BY HOME HEALTH

ABOUT THE OVERALL
WHILE AIDES

AIDES.

PERFORM MOST OF ASSIGNED PERSONAL CARE SERVICES,
HALF OF THE SUPPORTIVE

THEY PERFORM

SPECIALIZED SERVICES.

THE FACT THAT MEDICARE

OUR FIRST FINDING HIGHLIGHTS

PATIENT'S

NEEDS FOR KEY HOME HEALTH AIDE SERVICES ARE NOT BEING MET.

A REVIEW OF PATIENT RECORDS

REVEALED THAT WHERE THE PLANS OF

CARE CALLED FOR SPECIALIZED

SERVICES

OF SKILLED NURSES OR PHYSICAL
DOCUMENT.

AND PERFORM.

PERFORMANCE

or

HALF

IN SUPPORT OF THE DUTIES

THERAPISTS,

THE AIDES FAILED TO
THE NON-

THESE TASKS.

OF THESE TASKS DEPRIVES THE MEDICARE PATIENT OF

THE FULL BENEFIT OF THE HOME CARE PROGRAM,
IN A PATIENT NOT REALIZING

AND COULD RESULT

FULL REHABILITATION

POTENTIAL,

OR

IN A PATIENT'S CONDITION WORSENING TO THE POINT WHERE REHOSPITALIZATION

IS

REQUIRED.

THE REVIEW OF PATIENT RECORDS ALSO

REVEALED THAT HOME HEALTH

AIDES ALWAYS DELIVERED PRESCRIBED PERSONAL CARE SERVICES,
SUCH AS HELPING
HAIR,

PATIENTS WITH

BATHS,

CARE OF MOUTH,

SKIN AND

ASSISTING THEM TO THE BATHROOM OR IN USE OF BED PANS

AND PREPARING MEALS

FOR THEM.

CONSEQUENTLY,

THE AIDE

AS A PERSONAL CARE GIVER.

TO THE

FAILURE OF AIDES TO PROVIDED SPECIALIZED

SECONDLY, WE FOUND THAT

IS

THIS PERCEPTION CONTRIBUTES

VIEWED

SERVICES.

FEDERAL STANDARDS WERE NOT BEING

PROVIDED.

THE MEDICARE

CONDITION OF PARTICIPATION

LACKS STANDARDS FOR RECRUITMENT,

FOR ROME HEALTH AIDES

HIRING AND TRAINING.
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FURTHER,

THE STANDARDS FOR ASSIGNMENT

SUPERVISION DO NOT PROVIDE
AS A RESULT,

STATE AGENCIES RESPONSIBLE

HEALTH AGENCIES FOR COMPLIANCE

FIND THE SURVEY PROCESS

EFFECTIVELY.

MANY STATES

CRITERIA FOR THE

AND CONTEHT.

OF

DIFFICULT TO PERFORM

PROVIDE STANDARDS

WITH SPECIFIC

TRAINING OF HOME HEALTH AIDES.

THESE STANDARDS VARY WITH

ALTHOUGH

REGARD TO TRAININIG CURRICULUM

IN ADDITION.

STATES ON HOME HEALTH SURVEYS.
SURVEY STAFFS AS WELL AS THE

FINALLY,

FOR SURVEYING ROME

WITH THE CONDITIONS

PARTICIPATION

LENGTH

OF AIDES AND

SUFFICIENTLY OBJECTIVE CRITERIA.

LOW PRIORITY

IS

PLACED BY

THIS LIMITS THE SIER

OF

NUMBER OF SURVEYS PERFORMED.

WE NOTED PROBLEMS WITH

AGENCY PRACTICES

IN EMPLOYING

AIDES.

RECRUITMENT,

HIRING AND RETENTION

MAJOR PROBLEMS

RELIABLE EMPLOYEES
OTHER AGENCIES,

POOR

ASSURE EFFECTIVE SELECTION
MANY INCENTIVES,

BENEFITS AND PARAPROFESSIONAL

SUPERVISION OF AIDES IS

TO PROVIDE ORDERED CARE.
IN

WHICH OFFER LOW PAY AND

AND EXPERIENCE A VERY HIGH TURNOVER RATE.

HOWEVER.

RETENTION OF AIDES BY OFFERING
GOOD PAY,

OF HOME HRAI,TH AIDES ARE

FOR MANY AGENCIES

THE SUPERVISING

OF PATIENTS.

STATUS.

THE MAIN REASON FOR THE FAILURE

SUBSTANTIAL WEAKNESSES WERE NOTED

NURSES'

ORIENTATION OF AIDES TO THE NEEDS

THESE WEAKNESSES WERE DIRECTLY RELATED TO THE

ABSENCE OF CLEAR AND COMPREHENSIVE
HOME HEALTH

AND

INCLUDING

AIDES.

IMPROVEMENTS

MEDICARE STANDARDS FOR

IN MEDICARE

NEEDED TO UPGRADE THE QUALITY OF CARE
TO ASSURE THAT THE ESTIMATED
FOR AID SERVICES

IN

1957 WILL

STANDARDS ARE

PROVIDED BY AIDES AND

$650 MILLION MEDICARE WILL PAY
NOT BE WASTED.

CONCLUSION:

wE HAVE MADE A NUMBER OF

RECOMMENDATIONS

OVERCOME SOME OF THE PROBLEMS HIGHL.IGHTED
THESE RECOMMENDATIONS

ARE BEING REVIEWED

ANY COMMENTS WE RECEIVE,

MAY BE MODIFIED.

TO HCFA TO HELP
IN OUR REPORT.
BY HCFA AND BASED ON
A LIST OF THESE

RECOMMENDATIOSS ARE INCLUDED IN OUR DRAFT REPORT

FOR YOUR

REVIEW.

THIS CONCLUDES MY STATEMENT.

I AM AVAILABLE TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH &HUMAN SERVICES

sa:
reitsae.hR
WSl.

S

C 70201

APRZ a 1987

The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman, Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Mr.

Chairman:

This is in response to your letter of April 2, 1987
concerning an Office of Inspector General report on Home
Health Agencies (HHAs).
Our office hbe recently conducted a study in order to help
the Department of Health and Human Services and other
interested parties obtain a picture of home health aide
services provided to Medicare patients.
Our study findings
are based upon discussions with HHA and vendor administrative
personnel, State surveyors, physicians, nurses, Medicare
patients and others in the home care industry of 16 selected
Medicare certified 4i.As in seven States.
We are pleased to
share with you our draft report entitled "Hose Health Aide
Services For Medicare Patients."
The findings of our study raised concern about the overall
quality of care provided by home health aides.
While aides
performed most of the assigned personal care services, they
failed to perform supportive specialized medical services.
We believe the non-performance of these tasks deprives the
Medicare patient of the full benefit of the home care
program, and could result in a patient not realizing full
rehabilitation potential, or in a patient's condition
worsening to the point where re-hospitalization is required.
Since the Medicare program is already paying for visits of
sufficient length to accommodate more specialired services of
aides,
the Medicare program is paying for aide services not
rendered.
We are recommending that the Department take
various steps to tighten the provision of hose health aide
services.
This report is currently circulating within the
Department for review and comment.
The study was directed by Tom Tully our Regi nl Inspector
General in the New York Office of Analysis and Inspections.
Inquiries concerning the study report and findings say be
directed to him at (212) 264-5295.
<_yyoulcre y

ou

Richard P. KUsserow
Inspector General
Enclosure
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Office:-oflInispector :General
The mission 'of the Officei of 'Inspector General (OIG) is. to
promote the efficiency,;effectiveness and'integrity of programs
in the United States Department ofHealth and Human Services
(HHS). It does this by developing'methods 'to'detect and prevent
fraud, waste'and abuse. Created by~statute in 1976, the
Inspector General keeps both the Secretary and the Congress
fully and currently informed about, programs. or management
problems and recommends corrective action. :'The OIG performs its
mission by conducting audits, investigations and inspections
with approximately 1,200:staff strategically located around the
country.
:Office of Analysis and Inspections
This report is produced by the Office of Analysis and
Inspections (OAI), one of the three major offices within the
OIG. The other two are the Office of Audit and the Office of
Investigations. OAI conducts inspections which are typically
short-term studies designed to determine program effectiveness,
efficiency and vulnerability to fraud or abuse.

ZThs Report
The report is entitled, "Home Health. Aide Services For Medicare
It was prepared following a review conducted to help
Patients.
the Health Care Financing Administration and other interested
parties gain a 'current overview of the role:'of the home health
aide in meeting-Medicare patients':needs for home health care,
and-the standards and-process by which home health aide services
are..evaluated.
,The studywas' prepared'bythec-Regional Inspector General,' Office
of Analysis'and:.Inspections,.Region JII. -Participating inthe
project were the following. people:
Chicago Recion

New York Reqion
Joseph J.`Corso.'7Jr.
Lucill

Alan Levine'
.Renee-Schlesingeri,

(Pro'ject Leader)
fa.r)

Cea

`
iHeadquarters Offii'
Penni St; uilai'r'e

Margaret§Shell
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FOR MEDICARE PATTENTS

RICHARD P.

KUSSEROW

APRIL

INSPECTOR GENERAL
Control
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NOTICE - THIS DRAFT RESTRICTED TO OFFICIAL USE

This document is a draft report of the Office of Inspector
General and is subject to revision; therefore, recipients
of this draft should not disclose its contents for purposes
other than for official review and comment under any
circumstances.
This draft and all copies thereof remain the
property of, and must be returned on demand to, the Office of
inspector General.
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EXECUTIVE SUNMARY
The findings of our study raised concerns about the overall
While aides perquality of care provided by home health aides.
form most of assigned personal care services they perform half of
the supportive specialized services.
MAJOR

I.

PINDINGS

NEEDS FOR KEY
MEDICARE PATIENTS'
SERVICES ARE NOT REING MET

HOME HEALTH AIDE

A review of patient records revealed that where the plans
of care called for specialized services in support of the
duties of skilled nurses or physical therapists, the
aides failed to document, and perform, half of these
tasks. The non-performance of these tasks deprives the
Medicare patient of the full benefit of the. home care
program, and could result in a patient not realizing
full rehabilitation potential, or in a patient's
condition worsening to the point where re-hospitalization is required.
Since the Medicare program is already paying for visits
of sufficient length to accommodate more specialized services of aides, the Medicare program is paying for aide
services not rendered.
iWe found that poor supervision of aides is the main
reason for the failure to provide ordered care.
Substantial weaknesses were noted in the orientation
of aides to the needs of patients by supervisory
nurses and in the supervision given to the aides in the
patients' homes.
* The review of patient records also revealed that home
health aides always delivered prescribed personal care
services, such as helping patients with baths, care of
mouth, skin and hair, assisting them to the bathroom or
in use of bed pans and preparing meals for them.
This
* The aide is viewed as a personal care giver.
perception contributes to the failure of aides to provide specialized services.
Serious problems were noted with agencies' use of home
These include: Medicare
health aides under contract.
patient vulnerability to substandard practices and
services which are unnecessarily time consuming,
frequent and costly.
II.

STANDARDS

HOT PROVIDFP

The Medicare Condition of Participation for home
health aides lacks standards for recruitment, hiring
The standards for assignment of aides
and training.
and supervision do not provide sufficiently objective
As a result, State agencies responsible for
criteria.
surveying home health agencies for compliance with the
Condition of Participation find the survey process
Many States provide
difficult to perform effectively.
standards with specific criteria for the training of
home health aides. although these standards vary with
regard to training curriculum length and content.
*

Improvements in Medicare standards are needed to upgrade
the quality of care provided by aides, and to assure that
the estimated I650 million Medicare will pay for aides
services in 1987 will not be wasted.

* Low priority is placed by States on home health surThis limits the site of survey staffs as well
veys.
as the number of surveys performed.
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111.

PROBLEMS NOTED WITH AGENCY PRACTICES IN ENPLOYING AIDES
Recruitment, hiring and retention of home health
aides are major problems for many agencies which
offer low pay and linited benefits.
These agencies
do not attract the most reliable employees and
experience a very high turnover rate.
Other agencies, however, assure effective selection
and retention of aides by offering many incentives,
including good pay, benefits and paraprofessional
status.
MAJOR RECOMHENDATIONS

I.

11.

111.

The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) should
direct State survey agencies, through training programs
and written instructions, to review selected plans of care
and the corresponding patient nedic-l records to assure
that all prescribed tasks are performed and documented by
home health aides.
Training and instruction of State
surveyors is essential to assure that the Condition of
Participation for aides is satisfied.
HCFA should provide State survey agencies with administrative guidelines for assisting home health agencies in the
selection, training, assignment and supervision of aides.
This will prepare surveyors to help home health agencies
correct deficiencies found during the survey process.
NCFA should encourage,
States without specific State regulations on the training
of home health aides to develop a curriculum for training
home health aides, or adopt an existing curriculum.
Completion of an established training program should be a
prerequisite of a home health aide ocaition.
Organizations such as the National Homecaring council,
National Association For Home Care and the Joint
Comnission on the Accreditation of Hospitals to work with
their members to improve home health aide services
through more effective training and supervision.

IV.

V.

VI.

HCFA should revise those sections in the Health Insurance
Manual for home health agencies and fiscal intermediaries
(PIns) which deal with services provided by home health
aides.
The revisions should distinguish between personal
care services and those services representing extensions of
skilled care, indicating that all tasks in the plans of
care are expected to be performed by aides during each
visit,
HCFA should revise the home Health Agency Coverage
Compliance Rcview instructions to FI's.
Revised instructions should expand the points to be addressed by the Ft's
during onsite reviews to include comparison of aide tasks
specified in plans of care with aide tasks performed, to
assure that plans of care tasks for aides are fully imple.ented.
HCFA should review home health aide services provided
under a contract to determine whether a limitation on
such services would be appropriate, in view of the findings
that aides under contract:
* did not perform the majority of extensions of skilled care
tasks assigned to them;
* subjected Medicare patients to substandard practices;
* made
isits which were unnecessarily
quent and costly.

iii

time consuming,

and
fre-
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INTRODUCTION
Covered health and personal care services provided to eligible
These serpatients at home are reimbursed under Medicare.
vices include skilled nursing, physical, speech and occupational therapy, medical social services and services provided
They must be
by home health aides, including personal care.
ordered by a physician and provided through a MedicareCoverage by Medicare is also
certified home health agency.
dependent upon a homebound patient's need for the part-time or
intermittent services of nurses and other skilled proThe coverage of home health aide services is confessionals.
tingent upon the need for skilled professiosal services.
Medicare reimbursement to nearly 0,000 certified home health
agencies IHHA's) for all services in 1985 is estimated to be
By 1990, as many as 2.2 million patients will
about $2 billion.
be receiving home health visits, and as many as 30 percent of
those visits will be made by home health aides at a cost of about
Aides will continue to spend triple the amount
$750,000,000.
of time in a patient's home as skilled professionals.
In order for an HHA to participate in the Medicare Program, it
These standards, set
must meet the Conditions of Participation.
forth in 42 ChR 405.12Olff, cover such areas as organization,
administrative accountability, financial planning and budgeting,
recordkeeping, the provision of health services and quality
assurance procedures.
42 CFR 405.1227 outlines the single Medicare Condition of
Participation and two standards that home care agencies must
Outlined in summeet concerning home health aide services.
mary form below, they include the following requirements:
hiring - aides are able to read. write, and carry out
TFdiction, and are mature and capable enough to deal with
sick patients.
Training - aides are carefully trained in assisting
patients to achieve maximum self-reliance.
Assiunment of Duties - aides are assigned
by a registered nurse.

specific duties

Supervision - aides are closely supervised by a
registered nurse or other professional staff every two
weeks.
The regulation also identifies tasks which home health aides
are trained to perform and duties which they may be assigned
The regulation does not always define
by a registered nurse.
tasks and duties, such as 'personal care', but they may be
grouped into three categories and include the following:
1.

ith bath, care
Helping patient
Personal Care Services.
Helping patient to bathroom or
of mouth, skin and hair.
Changing patient's bed linen.
in using bed pan.
Assisting with meal preparation and household services
essential to health care at hone to maintain a clean,
Completing
healthful and pleasant environment.
appropriate records.

2.

Assistance with
Extension of Skilled Nursinq Services.
medications that are ord narily self-administered, simple
exercises, specific treatments, clinical observations and
Reporting changes in the patient's condition to
nutrition.
Completing appropriate records.
the supervising nurse.

3.

Assistance with
Extension of Rehabilitation Services.
ambulation and exercises as an extension of skilled
Reporting changes in the patient's contherapy services.
Completing
dition to the supervising nurse or therapist.
appropriate records.

section 1861(m)(4) of the Social Security Act requires home
health aide services provided to Medicare patients to be
'part-time or intermittent' and also requires home health
aides to have 'successfully completed a training program
approved by the Secretary.The certification of HHA's is carried out by the Health Care
Financing Administration CRHCFA)through the efforts of State surHome care agencies must be licensed in States
vey agencies.
which require such licensure.

3-
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FINDINGS
MEDICARE PATIENTS'
NEEDS FOR SOME KEY
ROMt HEALTH AIDE SERVICES ARE NOT
MET
MEINO
l

Plans of Care Not Being Followed
All 62 patient records reviewed contained plans of care
which called for aides to perform tasks representing personal care services; 85 percent of the plans also called
for aides to perform tasks which represented an extension
of nursing or rehabilitation services.
Examples of the
tasks found in plans of care in support of nursing services included the following:
assisting with dialysis;
diabetic monitoring (urine testing); catheter care; foot
soaks; special skin care; observation and notation of
changes in respiratory condition; encouraging intake of
fluids; recording intake and output of fluids; taking of
temperature, pulse and respiration with readings noted.
For rehabilitation, it was noted that aides were often
asked to help with exercises, transfers to and from bed
and ambulation training as taught by the physical therapist, and recording progress in activities of daily
1 iving.

A coeparison of the 62 aide plans of care with
corresponding aide activity sheets revealed that
prescribed personal care tasks were always documented as
having been performed.
Nowever, in 48, or 91 percent, of
the 53 cases where extensions of skilled services were
prescribed, one or more tasks were net 4dcumented by the
aides as having been performed.
In half of these cases,
one or more of those tasks were never documented; in the
other half, one or more of those tasks were only occasionally documented.
Overall, nearly half of the
prescribed extension tasks expected to have been performed during more than 1,600 aide visits were not
documented.
Responses from both patients and aides support the conclusion that all personal care tasks were actually performed.
Responses also support the conclusion that a lack of
documentation indicates that the extension tasks were not
performed by the aides.
Since the services provided by home health aides as an
extension of nursing or rehabilition services are intended
to be a continuum of skilled care, failure to provide the
services deprives the patient of the full benefit of the
home care program.
A patient who has a therapy treatment
twice a week without any aide-assisted 'practice
between
skilled visits may not achieve her/his full rehabilitation
potential as quickly, if at all.
when key observations
are not made by an aide or are not noted for the nurse,
the patient's condition may worsen, and skilled treatment essential to the patient's recovery might not be
ratted
r
Special treatments assigned to aides, such as foot soaks
or special skin care, if not performed, could lead to
serious skin deterioration.
In cases of this kind,
patients may require re-hospitalization.
To gain an insight as to why so many aide tasks were not
documented and apparently not performed, the inspection
team made follow-up contacts with supervising nurses and
administrative personnel of a number of HNA's which had
been previously visited.
The consensus of these respondents was that the primary and continuing cause of the
problem was the lack of orientation of aides by supervising nurses to patient cases and tasks as well as the lack
of ongoing onsite supervision of aides by professionals.
One respondent said:
The start-up visit is essential in every single
case to introduce the aide give the case plan
and demonstration of tasks.
The supervision
every two weeks must be onsite with the aide.
Another respondent indicated that extension tasks were
not performed by aides because they are usually alone
with patients and lack confidence without the proper support of skilled professionals.
She said:
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The aide may be fearful of doing a procedure if
they are not shown it specifically.
They are
aware they might hurt a patient and get into
trouble if they do it wrong ... The therapist
or nurse must meet with the aide in the home
and show them what should be done.
One respondent said that the assignment of multiple aides
to the same patient precluded supervision.
Nurses cannot
orient and supervise multiple aides effectively, nor
assure uniformly effective performance of tasks.
She
also said that it was a good practice to have aides present at patient conferences with skilled professionals,
but that practice was discontinued at her agency.
Other causes cited by respondents included deficiencies
in aide training, especially in thc area of documenting
tasks performed.
It was noted that since many aides lack
language skills to articulate tasks performed, many
agencies frequently have aides use a checklist to identify those tasks.
2.

Majority Of Undocumented

Tasks Were Ass ined To Vendor

Aides

Medicare requires HHA's to mleet all standards for home
health aide services, whether or not the services are
provided directly or under contract.
RMA's must assure
that vendors they contract with also meet the Medicare
standards for aide services.
Among the 44 home health aides providing services to the
62 patients, 15 were employees of vendors contracting with
siX of the 16 HHA's, and three were under direct contract
to a seventh HSA. Over one-half of the aides were
employees of 12 HHA's (three also contracted for some aide
services and fall into both groups).
The chart below summarizes the documentation of extension tasks by both
groups of aides for the 48 patients visited.
Aides

Patients

Visits

Assigned
Tasks

18
Contract

18

939

2,022
(tasks per
patient X

26
Staff

30

663

1,760

44

48

1,602

3.782

Undocumented
Tasks
1,070

visitsl)

3.

771
-

1,841 (49t)

Vendor Aide Visits Tend To Be t.onq, Frequent And Costly
The average length of visit for the first
group of 18
aides was 2.6 hours, while the second group of 26 aides
spent an average of 1.8 hours on each visit. Three (HNA's
in one Eastern State, where contracting for aide services
is prevalent, allow vendor aides to spend as much as four
hours on each hone visit.
Staff aides of the other HHA's
spend under two hours per visit.
Vendor aides also
average more visits per week than staff aides.
Because of
high turnover among aide staff, vendors try to place aides
on cases for longer periods of tite with minimal travel.
in addition, labor union agreements affecting many vendor
aides make it costlier per hour to place those aides in a
patient's home for less than three hours.
For example,
one union agreement with a vendor stipulates that aides
will be paid $1 more per hour on visits of under three
hours.

4.

Lack Of Control Over Vendor Aides Makes HHA Patients
Vulnerable To Substandard Practices
In 1985, six of the 16 sample HHA's in three Eastern States
contracted with 18 vendors for all or part of the nearly
150,000 home health aide visits provided to Medicare
patients.
Of those total visits, 72 percent were made by
vendor aides the aix HHA's did not recruit, hire, train or
assign to patient cases.
These HHA's assured vendor aides
complied with standards in various and often effective
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ways In addition, it was found that vendors
deficiencies
discovered by some HHA's were not reported to Medicare
authorities and were not always corrected.
One HHA conducted 1984 and 1985 annual audits of one of its vendors.
Out of 165 aide personnel files audited, 211 deficiencies
were found.
Areas of deficiency included physical
health tests and immunie-tions, references, and In- eas
service training.
Out of a small sample of 15 Medicare patients and vendor
aides visited by the inspection team in three Eastern States, there was one case where the aide did not arrive at
the patient's home when expected: the patient was a
wheelchair-bound amputee on dialysis who lived alone.
Another problem case involved a vendor aide who did not
show up at the patient's home as scheduled for four days.
Neither the vendor nor the HNA was aware
f it, until the
patient complained.
Sone State surveyors and supervisory
nurses said this occurs frequently.
5.

supervision of Home Health Aides Is Pound to be
inconsistent And Inefective, Especially when multiple
Aides Visit The Same Patient
The previously noted comments on poor. supervision were
supported by the inspection team's observations during
the
study.
Weaknesses were noted in the areas of aide orientation and on-the-job training for individual patients by
supervisory nurses,
How supervision is to be carried out
is not specified by Medicare regulations, although
registered nurses must make supervisory visits every two
weeks, with or without the aide's presence.
Many supervising nurse and agency respondents believe that aide
orientation and on-the-job training for specific patients,
when conducted by supervising nurses, is the only effective way to assure that all prescribed tasks are properly
performed.
There was evidence that aides were given an orientation by
the supervising nurse on the first
aide visit in only 22
percent of cases reviewed.
This orientation introduces
the aide to the patient and family, and allows for
discussing the home environment and reviewing the plan
of
care.
Demonstrations of tasks are given by the nurse
followed by return demonstrations by the aide.
orientation is considered more important when prescribed
aide tasks include extensions of skilled services.
When HHA's and vendors substitute aides on patient cases,
the supervising nurse visits do not effectively serve the
purpose intended.
Orientation to the patient and on-the-job
training should be repeated for each aide, but often are not.
One nurse supervising vendor aides said:
Ideally we will be there at the aides' first
visit to orient her to the tasks.
If not
possible, I could rake a telephone call.
I
always make an ettort to be onsite the first
time to teach the aide, but the aide changes
and I can t always go il, every time.
It is a
frustrat onol
A senior agency official of one of the IHIHA's advised that
"rotation of aides" was based on assigning the more experienced aides to new problem cases.
'owever,
a vendor
official with more direct involvement in assignment of
aide staff to the 1IIA's patients advised that part-time
vendor aides paid an hourly rate are usually taken off
cases to give work to vendor full-time aides who are
salaried.
A common complaint from eu-patients of this
agency is "too many different aides."
DOcumentstion in two-thirds of the patient cases indicates
supervising nurse visits were not made when the aide was
present.
Medicare regulations do not specify that the
aide must be present.
One nurse emphasized the importance
of coordinating supervisory visits with aides when she
said:
At least once a month there should be onsite
supervision while the aide is in the home.
Personally, I wouldn't want to be responsible
for am aide if I didn't see her performance.
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Although some nurses expressed difficulty coordinating
their visits with the aide in the home, many felt it was
essential to good care
6.

Aides Are Perceived As Primarily Personal Care workers
We learned from our discussions with patients, aides and
supervising nurses, that home health aides are generally
perceived as "caring companions" whose most important
functions are to keep patients clean, lend emotional support to patients and family and provide some housekeeping
services.
Expectations for aiders seldom encompass duties
to assist patients in achieving maximum self-reliance.
Eighty percent of all patient, aide and nurse respondents
identified personal care, especially bathing, as the most
important service aides provide.
Emotional support of
patients and families ranked as the second most important
service provided by aides.
Where family members lived
with patients, aide visits were seen as providing a needed
respite from looking after the patient.
While the thirdranking service according to patients and aides was housekeeping, the third-ranking service in the view of nurses
was the extension of either nursing or rehabilitation services.

One agency utilized aides primarily tor providing
limited personal care services, regardless of the need of
its patients for other services aides are normally
expected to provide.
All four patients.fzom this agency
had plans of care calling for "personal care and bath"
only; two of the four patients had received physical
therapy, but the aides' plans of care in those cases did
not call for any tasks in support of the rehabilitation
services.
The R.P.T member of the inspection team felt
that an extension of rehabilitation services by the aides
in these cases was appropriate and would have been benef icial to the patients.
Aides indicated that this agency
also does not allow them to do housekeeping, meal-preparation or shopping.
Such services may be covered by
Medicare and appropriate for specific patients.
Where aides did not carry out the tasks considered extensions of skilled services, the length of visits did not
appear to be a major factor.
In those cases, aide visits
were as brief as 45 minutes and as long as four hours,
averaging about two hours per visit, usually a sufficient
time to complete assigned tasks.
Medicare fiscal intermediaries routinely reimburse agencies for aide visits
assuming all tasks were Performed as prescribed in plans
of care.
STANDARDS NOT PROVIDED
1.

Medicare Regulations
Adequate

Fer Home Health Aides Are Not

Surveyors in 11 of the 12 states contacted view Medicare
regulations as barely adequate, or even inadequate, in
helping them do their job.
A typical complaint was that
Medicare regulations "have too many gaps and are open to
too much interpretation."
Others cited the lack of
training standards as a major weakness.
'there's a real
void in the Medicare regulations there!" said a surveyor
in a Western State.
Another deficiency noted was the lack
of a standard for the selection of aides.
A review of the Medicare Condition of Participation for
home health aides and its two specific standards indicates
very few criteria.
There are no specific standards for the
selection and training of home health aides.
For e.ample,
the Condition states that aides should be "carefully
trained", but it does not specify curriculum content or
length, or required classroom and clinical hours, or the need
for continuing lin--srvicel education or on-the-job training.
In one of the two areas where the Condition does establish
a standard, which requires assignment of aides to cases to
he made only by a registered nurse, there are no criteria
which provide a basis for the assignment such as patient
needs and the abilities of specific aides.
The other
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Medicare standard deals with aide supervision.
While it
requires that a registered nurse or other appropriate professional supervise the aide, it does not specify that the
aide must be present during supervision.
2.

Application Of Medicare Regulations Is Subjective,
Guidelines Offer Limited HelpThe decision by state surveyors as to whether agencies
meet the overall Condition of Participation is largely
left to the surveyor's subjective judgment.
Consequently,
while elements of the Condition (selection or training of
aides) or standards (assignment of duties and supervision
of aides) may be out of compliance, surveyors may still
determine that the Condition is met.
The only enforcement
power to assure correction of specific deficiencies by
non-compliant agencies is an involved decertification
process which is rarely used.

Several surveyors indicated that HCFA'S interpretive
guidelines for survey agencies offered them little
help in
applying Medicare regulations during the survey process.
Some criteria are provided for the assignment of aides
to patients and there is a reference to 'continuing staff
education' being provided to aides.
But HCPA guidelines
say nothing about how many failures to comply with elements or standards are permitted before the Condition of
Participation is judged 'Not met.'
One surveyor indicated
that failure to meet either or both standards would always
be cited as deficiencies but would rarely be enough to
find the Condition not met.
3.
Most States Contacted Have Their Own Regulations; Thon
Contain More Specific Criteria For Training Aides Than
Medicare Requlations
Of the 16 States queried, 11 said they had their own regulations.- Mont said that their regulations give surveyors
some specific and objective criteria, primarily in the
area of training, to determine an agency's compliance with
Medicare regulations.
(See Appendis SI for listing).
The following elements are significant:
Course Curricula
Training course length is specif ied in nearly all the
States which have their own regulations, with the length
ranging from 42 to 230 total hours.
Fine of the States
with regulations require supervised clinical training of
from 11 to 30 hours as a prerequisite to successful completion. Prior approval of home health aide training curricula is required by seven States.
One State requires
training through a uniform curriculum offered statewide by
vocational-technical schools and regional co--unity
colleges.
Another State requires training programs to be
equivalent in content and depth to the Rational Homecaring
Council's 'Model Curriculum.'
Continuing Education
Of the 11 States with their own regulations, the general
need for continuing education is cited in five States
while three other States specify that aides receive at
least 12 hours of in-service training a year.
Certification Of Successful Completion
A certificate attesting to successful completion of aide
training is required in six of the 11 States with regulations, with three States' certificates reflecting State
seals and approval of the training.
In one State, certificates are issued by the licensing agency directly to
the aide with a certificate number kept on permanent
registry. The application for the certificate must come
from the trainer and attest to the aide's successful
completion of a course approved by the State.
Supervision
With regard to supervision, most of the State regulations
are the same as Medicare's.
Only one State requires that
a registered nurse provide direct supervision, i.e., while
the aide is present, to the home health aide in the
patient's home at least enery two weeks.
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Since Federal regulations offer few specific criteria,
surveyors in the five States which do not have any State
regulations experience difficulty when agencies contest
findings of non-compliance.
These States have developed
internal procedures to compensate, e.g., recommending a
particular training curriculum as one which meets the
Medicare regulations.
However, such recommendations do
not carry the force of regulations and agencies are not
compelled to comply with them.
These surveyors indicated
they must also spend more time and resources to assure
compliance without the benefit of objective criteria.
It
is much harder to assure that an aide is 'carefully
trained' where States have no specific criteria mandating
a curriculum, or where State regulations do not require
prior approval of curricula.
One surveyor in the East
stated 'It
would make our job easier if we could simply
verify that an agency uses aides that have been
certified as passing a training program that is
approved. '
Respondents want more Specific Medicare Standards
R.
Virtually all the respondents queried, including all surveyors, agreed that having a nationally mandated training
standard for home health aides would be useful.
Several
recommended wider use of the National Humecaring Council's
'Model Curriculum' developed in 1978 and used extensively
around the country as the basis for many home health aide
training programs.
One survey nursing consultant said "it
would make my Job easier.
It would improve the quality
of work produced, and assure more uniform practices from
state to state.'
The Chief of another State's Home Health Survey Section
recomnended "Revisions to include specific criteria for
training, :.e., number of hours, curriculum content, composition of faculty and credential requirements.'
She also suggested modifying the current Medicare standards for assignment and supervision of aides by the:
... addition of the requirement for orientation
of all none Health Aides to the patient, family
and the written instructions of duties.
Verification of Home Health Aides' competency to carry
out instructions should be clearly documented in
the patient's clinical record ...
This individual further recommended that "...
orientation
be added to the responsibilities of the registered nurse
(RN) in the Conditions of Participation."
A State surveyor from a State without regulations indicated that former Medicare regulations are still
used in
that State as a guideline for compliance.
These former
regulations established four Conditions of Participation,
including one each for home health aide services, selection of home health aides, assignment of duties and supervision.
All the Conditions contained some specific
criteria to be net for compliance.
S.

Effective Apolication Of Medicare And State Reqolatlons Are
Limited Sy Other Problems:

A.

tow priority for home health surveys limits survey staff
and number of surveys performed.
We found that certified home health agencies are not usually
resurveyed annually.
Among the 16 home health agencies
visited by the inspection team in 1986, one was last resurveyed in early 1986, five in 1985, seven in 1984, one in
1983 and two in 1981.
In fact, in most sample States,
resurveys are backlogged one to four years.
The reasons for
the lack of resurveys are:
Federal/statc budget restrictions limit survey resources
allocated for home health agencies.
Most agencies are
surveyed by one or two registered nurses, without other
disciplines represented.
One State survey agency had
only three nurses available in 1985 to cover a growing
number of certified agencies, now nearly 300. One State
agency official indicated:
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The principal probiem is adaptation of the
Federal budgetary process to State Agency
practices.
In recent years, budget cuts
and time lag in approval of Federal funding
for the program has all but eliminated any
national planning for maintaining necessary
staff and resources to carry cut certification
activities.
Home health agency recertifications are given the lowest
survey priority by State agencies.
The survey staff
does give priority to agencies seeking Medicare ccrtification since they get no Medicare reimbursement
prior to certification.
The dramatic increase in agencies seeking certification over the last five years has
heavily taxed State survey resources.
B.

Surveys performed are limited by logistical factors.
Certified agencies' branch offices are not usually visited
on resurveys, although a sample of some branch office
patients may be reviewed as part of a survey.
This
circumstance is due primarily to two factors:
* The large size of some agencies.
Some have as many as
20 branch offices.
These branch offices sometimes fall
within the survey jurisdiction of more than one of the
State s regional survey offices.
Branch offices are sometimes located hundreds of miles
from the parent office, making it impractical and
costly for a surveyor to visit them.
These branch
offices might be sub-units and, as such, subject to
independent certification, if criteria for designating
an office as a sub-unit were stringently applied.

C.

Training for State surveyors has not emphasized hone
health care.
HCFA training for new and experienced State surveyors has
traditionally been built around institutional activity, i.e.,
hospitals, skilled nursing facilities.
Since the fall of
1985, HCFA training has been geared more specifically to home
health care.
Several survey agencies complained about
training and suggested remedial action.
One survey agency
representative said:
Basic Training sessions for surveyors do not
address the Home Health agency survey process.
Training sessions for newly hired surveyors,
to Accommodate changes in State Agency personnel, are not readily available.
Advanced
training for Home Health agency surveyors is
limited or non-existent.
Another surveyor said:
I recommend specific training in home health by
HCFA centrally and through regional offices.
There has not been enough emphasis en home care
in past training.
There are currently 200
certified hose health agencies in this state and
the number is growing.
We need more staff and
training.

D.

Mandated home visits

during surveys are not being made.

Home visits during State surveys, required by a recent
HCFA directive (November 19851.
are not routinely made to
Medicare patients in 11 of the 12 States contacted.
Some
limited experimentation has been tried in several States,
but generally implementation is lagging because:
•

HCFA has not provided any additional
activity.

*

HCFA criteria for implementation are extensive and
scheduling visits could add more than a day to the survey process.
For example, patient consent for the
visit is required, and surveyor sample patients served
by branch offices may be located far froe the parent
office of the agency.
M
Many
States are skeptical
visits.

74-987 0 - 87 - 4

funding for this

about the efficacy of home
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PROBLEMS AND BEST PRACTICES IN PROVIDING
HOME HEALTH AIDE SERVICES

AgenciesTo
of Aides Is Costly _any
Competition for Desirable Workers Is Keen And Emplo
Turnover Is High

1.

Recruitment

Forty percent of the home health agencies and aide vendor
agencies contacted durino the inspection have had major
The 10
problems recruiting, hiring and retaining aides.
agencies serve primarily urban and suburban areas in three
10
of
the
Six
Eastern States and one Southern State.
agencies train the aides they recruit and hire, while four
aides
agencies recruit aides already trained or utilize
provided by vendors under contract.
All 10 agencies recruit aides through the use of daily
and/or weekly newspaper advertising, flyers distributed in
local communities, church and merchant bulletin boards and
Several agencies offer cash bonuses to,
word-of-mouth.
The cost of adveraide staff for referring candidates.
tising is high and the number of respondents screened is
much higher than those actually interviewed, trained or
One agency administrator's statement is typical:
hired.
'We have suspended recruiting because it was too expenToo many people didn't show up for employment
sive.
one in twenty came. It was too costly to do
interviews.
Nonetheless, this agency has since returned to
screening.'
recruiting aides for its staff because of great dissatisfaction with the performance of the aides provided by vendors.
One vendor, which recruits and trains aides in a suburban
area, screened nearly 1,000 applicants over the last three
After an extensive and costly interviewing proyears.
cess, only 411 people were selected for training; of that
The major
number, 324 aides were graduated end hired.
concern expressed by respondents about aides trained under
these circumstances was the pressure agencies are often
under to assign aides to patients when the aide's ability
and reliability are questionable.
An agency administrator summarized the predominant view of
'if
respondents about the hiring and training of aides:
the future will continue to see paraprofessionals doing
more and mare for patients, there must be higher standards
for training and pay."
One phenomenon affecting many of the agencies is the movement of a segment of the workforce, made up of mature
Many
women, to local employers such as fast food chains.
of these women are filling jobs previously held by teenHany of the people responding to agency recruitment
agers.
One
efforts tend to be looking for transient employment.
vendor indicated that half the aides they train and hire
are single parents, some on public assistance, whose
reliability is affected by day care and school schedules.
Aide turnover rates of from 20 percent to S5 percent
annually have perpetuated the recruitment problems of the
10 agencies, .aking recruitment a constant and costly process.

2.

Problems Offer Few Incentives
Agencies With Staffiot
Assure Effective Selection And Retention Of Aides

to

Eleven agencies reported problems retaining aides,
One
including the 10 agencies with recruiting problems.
major characteristic of these agencies is that they offer
prospective aides the lowest wages and benefits among all
Agency administrators agreed
the 25 agencies contacted.
this was the major reason for hiring and turnover
A typical response was 'Its hard to keep good
problems.
In
aides because of poor pay and lack of benefits.'
suburban and rural areas, the aides must provide their own
transportation, usually a car, because public transporIn these cases, a valid
tation is poor or nonexistent.
One
license and fully-insured car is also required.
for transportation
aides
its
vendor does not reimburse
costs, while others provide reimbursement for mileage
between patients' homes only.
Other disincentives,

include:
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generally no pay during classroom training which may
last up to four weeks.
up to six months work for the agency or vendor before a
certificate attesting to the aide's successful completion of the required training is Awarded.
no upward mobility opportunities and extremely limited
hourly wage increases.
work assignments in some urban areas which are considered dangerous with no additional compensation made
for these assignments.
little

or no allowance

for uniforms.

agency treatment of aides as 'second-class' employees
rather than paraprofessional members of a home care
team.
3.

Other Agencies Assure Effective Selection
Aides Through Beat Practices

And Retention of

The practices of most of the remaining 14 agencies in the
sample group have resulted in effective hiring and retention of aides.
Incentives offered to prospective
employees have assured stable individuals and low or no
Consequently, recruitment has rarely been a
turnover.
problem.
Several agencies have waiting lists
of prospective employees.
Most of the agencies can afford to be
selective in filling occasional vacancies.
The practices of these agencies include:
*

hiring aides, already trained,
of patient care experience.

who have up to two years

*

offering wages or salaries which provide annual earnings of from $12,000 to $18,000.
providing extensive health insurance and sick and vacation leave benefits.
reimbursing travel expenses at rates of $0.18 to $0.28
per mile, or the full cost of public transportation
used.
providing advancement opportunity through significant
incremental wage increases for both length of service
and effective performance.
providing opportunities for positions of greater
responsibility within the agency, and offering other
incentives, such as tuition assistance programs to
encourage continuing education in related health
careers.
acknowledging aides as important members of the interdisciplinary home health care team.

4.

Agency Practices Limit Ffficient Use Of Aide Staff
Agency and vendor administrators agreed that many factors
Although
influence the assignment of aides to patients.
a patient's condition was frequently cited as a main consideration, in practice most assignments appear to have
been made based on the availability of the aide, the
patient's location and the aide's access to transportation.
This was particularly true where vendors provided aides under contract.
Most of the 25 agencies and vendors indicate they try to
assign the same aide to a-patient for the duration of the
plan of care.
However, a review of medical records showed
42 percent of the patients had three or more aides assigned
to them over a period from one to six months.
Vendors
frequently substitute aides on cases because of turnover and
unreliability of their aide staff.

S.

Agency Policies and Practices Influence Length of Aide
visits
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Aides in six agencies indicated that the amount of time
spent with each patient was influenced by the agencies'
A proprietary agency in one Western State
policies.
requires all home health aide visits to Medicare patients
to be two hours, regardless of whether the needs of indiOne aide from
vidual patients require more or less time.
this agency said "Two hours is not enough for certain
patients.A proprietary agency in another Western State contracts
directly with individual aides and pays them on a perThe aides stated that they spend about 30 to
visit basis.
45 minutes with each patient and see sir to eight patients
Although they provided personal care services to
per day.
their patients, including bathing, the taking of temperature, pulse and respiration readings and transferring
the patient from bed, one aide said that an hour was
needed just to properly bathe patients.
6.

Medicare Fiscal
Practices .

Inten.ediary Policies

Affect Agency

Although HCFA policy directives are used by all fiscal
intermediaries (Fr), respondents in seven States indicated
that FP application of policies varied both within States
These policies, which have
and from State to State.
become more restrictive in recent years, have influenced
the length and frequency of aide visits provided by most
Respondents indicated that services which
of the 16 agencies.
Aide services
will be reimbursed will always be provided.
based on experience with FI
denied,
that are frequently
decisions, will be limited or not provided at all.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The Health Care financing Administration (HCFA) should
direct State survey agencies, through training programs
and written instructions, to review selected plans of care
and corresponding patient medical records to assure that
all prescribed tasks are performed and documented by home
Training and instruction of State surveyors
health aides.
is essential to assure that the Condition of Participation
for aides is satisfied.

I.

HCFA should provide State survey agencies with administrative guidelines for assisting home health agencies in the
selection, training, assignment and supervision of aides.
This will prepare surveyors to help home health agencies
correct deficiencies found during the survey process.

II.

HCFA should assure that required home visits are made by
The criteria for conducting the home
State surveyors.
visit program should be reevaluated to assure that the
program can be effectively carried out within existing
budget limitations.

III.

HCFA should encourage!

IV.

* States without specific State regulations on the training
of home health aides to develop a curriculum for training
home health aides, or adopt an existing curriculum.
Completion of an established training program should be a
prerequisite for a home health aide position.
* Organizations such as the National Homecaring Council,
National Association For Home Care and the Joint
Commission on the Accreditation of Hospitals to work with
their members to improve home health aide services
through more effective training and supervision.
V.

VI.

HCFA should revise those sections in the Health Insurance
Manual for home health agencies and fiscal intermediaries
fIx's) which deal with services provided by home health
The revisions should distinguish between personal
aides.
care services and those services representing extensions of
skilled care, indicating that all tasks in the plans of
care are expected to be performed by aides during each
visit.
HCFA should revise the Home Health Agency Coverage
Compliance Review instructions to P.'s.. Revised instructions should expand the points to be addressed by PI's
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during onsite reviews to include comparison of aide tasks
specified in plans of care with aide tasks performed, to
assure that plans of care tasks for aides are fully implemented.
VII.

HCFA should review home health aide services provided
under a contract to determine whether a limitation on
such services would be appropriate, in view of the findings
that aides under contract:
did not perform the majority of extensions of skilled care
tasks assigned to them;
subjected Medicare patients to substandard practices;
made visits which were unnec ssarily time consuming,
quent and costly.

fre-

APPENDIX I
HIGHLICHTED HISTORY OF EARLIER

INTEREST IN HOME HEALTH ISSUES

In 1981,

studies
of iome health services under Medicare by GAO
and HCFA included findings and recommendations related to home
health aide services.
GAO found that the use of aide services
to assist beneficiaries with personal care could be reduced
because either the beneficiary or family and friends often
could and would have provided the care required.
HCFA identified overutilization of home health aide services resulting
from Medicare fiscal intermediary misinterpretation of utilization policy.

Legislative changes in Section 1861mi)(4) of the Social
Security Act in 1981 required hose health aides to have
successfully completed a training program approved by the
Secretary.'
UCRA drafted a regulation which established a
training curriculum to meet the intent of law.
That regulation was never finalized and no training standard was
established.
On October 19, 1981, the Senate Permanent Subcommittee of
Investigations, chaired by Senator William Roth, followed an
investigation into home health services with a report.
Responding to concerns about hose health agencies' practices
in providing many services under contractual arrangements the
Subcommittee recommended that nursing services and one other
service be provided only by employees of the agencies.
This
recommendation was made to alleviate questionable circumstances under which many agencies, characterized as 'brokerage
houses- by the Subcommittee, had been providing services.
In 1982, HCFA advised the Subcommittee that its recommendation
would be reviewed.
At the request of then HCFA Administrator
Davis, regulations were drafted addressing the Subcommittee's
concerns as well as others HCPA had about the Conditions of
Participation for home health agencies.
Those regulations
were never finalized, and home health agencies are still
permitted to provide many skilled and home health aide services
under contract.
At recent hearings on 'Home Care Quality' held by the House
Select Committee on Aging, testimony was presented which highlighted a number of issues addressed in this report.
The
Committee also released a report prepared by the American Bar
Association, entitled The Black Box of Home Care Quality',
which addresses quality standards and systems for monitoring
the quality of care provided under Federal and State Programs.
The Chairman of the House Select Committee on Aging,
Representative Edward R. Roybal, sponsored a bill to address home
care quality problems the Committee has identified.
Among the
reforms in the bill are -administrative and judicial sanetions'
for quality assurance violations: the establishment by DHHS of
'training requirements for all individuals delivering home care
services"; and the development of 'certification requirements for
homemakers, home health aides and personal care attendants.'
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APPENDIX II
PROFILE OF REVIEW AND METHODOLOGY

The inspection included onsite visits in seven States
(California, Connecticut, Illinois, New York, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee and Texas) to 16 selected Medicare certified home
Visits were also made in three of
health agencies (HHA's).
those States to nine aide vendor agencies with whom six of the
16 HHA's contract for aide services. Discussions were held
with 194 respondents in these States and in five other States
(Colorado, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota and Ohio). Information
on State standards was also provided by Florida, Iowa,
Louisiana, Oregon and Virginia.
The 16 HHA's consisted of 12 voluntary agencies, including
three hospital-based, and four proprietary organizations.
Three agencies primarily serve urban areas, while two serve
suburban areas; seven serve urban/suburban areas; three serve
The nine
urban/suburban/rural areas; and one a rural area.
vendors are primarily located in urban/suburban areas of
three Eastern States and one Southern State.
Respondents included HHA and vendor administrative personnel,
State surveyors and licensure personnel, supervisory visiting
nurses, home health aides, Medicare patients, physicians, and
representatives of labor unions, educational institutions and
A total of 62 Medicare patients
home care industry agencies.
and 44 home health aides were visited in the patients' homes.
Medical records from each HHA were obtained and reviewed by
The
skilled medical professionals on the inspection team.
records corresponded to active and discharged Medicare cases
Three active patients per agency were
selected onsite.
selected for a home visit at a time when their home health
A discharged patient from each agency was
aide was present.
also visited at home, where possible.
The remaining data included agency policies and procedures
concerning home health aides; personnel records of aides
interviewed; contracts with vendors providing aide services;
labor union agreements; State laws and regulations and other
standards concerning aides; and training curricula from State
agencies and public and private educational institutions.
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APPENDIX
EFFECTIVE

III

STATE STANDARDS

The following State standards are drawn from the 11 States in
the inspection sample which have regulations for home health
aide services. These standards are recognized by the inspection team as being effective in helping to assure that home
health aides are capable of providing the highest quality services to Medicare patients.
Recruitment and Hiring
Trainees receive pay
The State-of Connecticut requires agencies to hire prospective
home health aides before classroom training begins.
The agencies must provide aides with 10 hours of orientation to the
agency.
During the orientation and 60 hours of classroom
training, agencies must pay the prospective aides minimum
wage.
Training
Priorapproval of training programs
Seven States require prior approval of training programs for
home health aides:
California, Connecticut, Illinois, Iowa,
New York, Oregon and Texas.
-Clinical experience required in training programs
Five States' training standards require a minimum of from 15
to. 30 hours clinical experience before training is considered
complete: California, Iowa, New York, Texas and Virginia.
In
New York, a graduate of classroom training is not deemed
qualified to practice as a home health aide until clinical
experience is completed. In California, home health aides do
not qualify for State certification (attesting to successful
completion of training) until all training requirements,
including clinical experience, have been met.
Uniform statewide system for training
The State of Connecticut requires that all approved training
programs for home health aides are conducted by the State
Department of Education, Bureau of Vocational Technical
Schools or the Regional Community College program coordinated
by the Matatuck Community-College.
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The CHAIRMAN. Well, Mr. Nicholson, I think your draft report is
a rather startling report, and one that perhaps does a great public
service in showing to the committee, the Congress, the public, and
indeed HCFA itself, what is necessary to correct the circumstances
where abuses at home where lack of care endanger patients lives
and overall where the situation is intolerable.
Now, as I understand your draft report, you make no bones
about it that HCFA should have drafted some regulations and had
them in effect since about 1980 or 1981 on training, requirements,
and standards for home health care aides.
Mr. NICHOLSON. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Did you find out who deliberately or under what
circumstances they neglected to do this?
Mr. NICHOLSON. Quite honestly, Senator Melcher, I am not clear
on that. I understand though, on the basis of information obtained
by my staff in the course of doing the study, that these regulations
were in draft form as early as 1982-83.
The CHAIRMAN. And somehow were withdrawn?
Mr. NICHOLSON. Somehow never made it through the process to
be published in the Federal Register, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. They just disappeared, as if they had been shredded? [Laughter.]
Mr. NICHOLSON. I guess, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. You know, it seems most peculiar that we can't
get an answer on that, and I think we are going to pursue it a little
bit further to find out exactly why they started to follow the law
and draft the regulations and then just dropped them as if they
had evaporated.
Did you hear Mr. Hays say this morning that the regulations
were in place in regard to nurses, registered nurses?
Mr. NICHOLSON. Yes, sir, I did.
The CHAIRMAN. Did anything in your investigation explain why
the regulations, if they are in place, are of such nature that a
nurse can be told to meet an ambulance but not told what equipment would be necessary, what the procedures would be? Are the
regulations that bad?
Mr. NICHOLSON. I think the regulations are probably fairly general, even with regard to the kinds of requirements set out for registered nurses or physical therapists or occupational therapists or
other kinds of skills that are rendered in services through home
health agencies.
It seemed to me that what happened in that particular instance
with regard to that story as it was being told was obviously totally
inappropriate, but I'll bet you that the regulations as they are laid
out probably wouldn't cover anything as detailed as that. I mean, I
imagine that the regulations underlying the law kind of contemplate that if the home health agency is being competently administered, that those kinds of situations could not or should not occur.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I get the impression from all of our witnesses this morning that you find out it's all wrong, it's all haywire, nothing is set up, nothing would work unless you improvised,
or reformed the system.
But in all this testimony, the point that is so discouraging is that
nobody is in charge. There is nobody actually responsible to set reg-
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ulations, that would force aides and nurses to know how to operate
the equipment they might have to operate, and to use even whatever it is, whether it's a thermometer or a catheter or a pulmonary
machine or a resuscitation machine, whatever.
In this morning's testimony, there wasn't anybody that shed a
light on who would be in charge. And indeed the only conclusion
we could reach was that nobody was in charge. Now, isn't that the
most important thing that the regulations must set? How do you
have regulations unless you have somebody on top that says,
"Here's who is in charge. They are responsible. This outfit is responsible, this person, or whatever," and then go down below that?
Shouldn't the regulations start that way?
Mr. NICHOLSON. It seems to me they probably should. I wouldn't
claim to have the same level of expertise as the people that work
in the Health Care Financing Administration probably do with
regard to that issue. But as I understand it, yes, the regulationswhich another name for those are "the conditions of participation"-represent the policies that need to be articulated by the
Health Care Financing Administration and then the State survey
agencies under contract with the Health Care Financing Administration have the responsibility to ensure that these regulations are
in force.
I think perhaps a product of some of the problems might be
money. I thought I heard Mr. Hays say that something like 50 percent more than had been provided previously would be added to
the certification process. But in my judgment, at least, with regard
to the Medicare home health agencies, that seems to be the key.
We did find, for example, even though home health agencies are
supposed to be recertified once a year, that some had been backlogged for as long as 4 years, 3 years. It was not at all uncommon
for the home health agencies to be surveyed only every other year
as opposed to once a year.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, Congress wrote a law in 1980 and followed
up in 1981, and I think the intent of the law was clear, and should
have been carried out by having somebody in charge, some regulations in place to try to avoid all of the uncertainties, all the mismanagement and all the abuse that the witnesses exemplified this
morning. So maybe Congress did the right thing.
Now, we also have a responsibility of oversight, and what we
should have been doing since 1980 and 1981 is holding somebody
accountable, because this testimony I judge was truthful-and
fairly representative, too, by the way. I mean some of the patients
were extreme cases, but I think the testimony was representative
of what happens over and over and over with home health care.
I think maybe just talking about mid-level authorities here at
HCFA, what we are sort of skirting around is: Who was responsible
for writing that regulation? It's the Secretary. The Secretary is responsible. There has been dereliction of duty here, and it is something the Secretary cannot duck. Now, whether he knows it or not
is beside the question. Whether he has people under him -that
should have been telling him that he doesn't have a regulation,
that is beside the question. He is responsible to carry out, as Congress directs, in writing the regulations. He failed. Dr. Bowen, I
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know, wasn't the Secretary in 1980. I am not sure, when was Dr.
Bowen appointed, in 1981?
Mr. NICHOLSON. About a year and a half ago.
The CHAIRMAN. About in 1983. So it is not that he personally is
responsible, except when he was sworn in. So somebody ahead of
him didn't do the right thing at the right time, but he is still responsible now.
This dereliction of duty has to be ended. That is only part of the
problem in getting the regulations drafted and in place. The real
problem is going to be making them work.
I think you have done a great job here in your investigation. I
commend you for that. I think you have stirred up not just HCFA
and maybe Secretary Bowen, but you also have stirred up this committee and Congress to do something to assure the problem is
solved.
I recognize regulations are just paper, just words on paper. It is
the will and the spirit that will make this work, and I think that
it's part of our oversight responsibility on this committee to assure
that the will and spirit is there. I think you have given us a guideline on where to start and what to do, and I appreciate that very
much.
Mr. NICHOISON. Thank you.
Senator Burdick is here.
Did you want to ask questions of this inspector general, Senator?
STATEMENT OF SENATOR QUENTIN BURDICK
Senator BURDICK. No questions, Mr. Chairman. But I will read
your interrogations very carefully.
The CHAIRMAN. He declines to ask you any questions now, Mr.
Nicholson, but thank you very much.
Mr. NICHOISON. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Now Senator Burdick is going to replace me for
a while here while I catch up on some of my other duties, and the
committee will now hear from Ms. Jane Anderson. Jane Anderson
is from Montana. She is a second part of this team of witnesses,
and you will find that Jane, who has worked over in western Montana for a number of years, really knows her stuff.
Senator BURDICK. Is she close to the North Dakota border?
[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN. No. She is a long ways from the North Dakota
border. But you are going to find that she really lays it out as it is,
and she has done marvelous work for years in Anaconda and the
aging district over in southwestern Montana.
Senator BURDICK [presiding]. Will Ann Mootz and Jane Anderson
please approach the witness table?
You may proceed in any manner you wish.
STATEMENT OF ANN MOOTZ, FORMER DIRECTOR, HOME AIDE
SERVICE AND UNITED HOME CARE, CINCINNATI, OH; TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF HOME CARE
Ms. Moorz. Senator Burdick, I guess if I had Senator Glenn here
to stick up for our people in Ohio, that would be a help. I am sorry
he can't be here.
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At any rate, I am here today representing the National Association of Home Care, NAHC. I come from a background of 20 years
of being the director of one of the good home care agencies in Cincinnati and also from a 15-year background working with standards committees, accreditation committees, and quality assurance
committees both in the National Home Caring Council and at
NAHC.
I must say that 15 years ago, when some of us were working
hard to get people interested in standards and quality care, it was
a very lonely business. So it is very comforting to be here today
and see so much interest in the subject and to see real leaders in
the Senate committed to that purpose.
NAHC, as you perhaps know, is the largest professional organization representing the interests of home health agencies, homemaker-health aide organizations, and hospices. It has approximately
5,000 members. We in the home care field are very pleased to participate in this effort to focus on the issues of quality care.
Now, many of the concerns that we have have already been expressed this morning, and you do have our detailed testimony. So I
would, if it's all right with you, like to mention the concerns briefly
and then concentrate perhaps on our recommendations for dealing
with some of the problems.
There, of course, has been a growing demand for home care services. Some of that relates to the easing of Medicare eligibility requirements, to the impact of the hospital DRG's and to just the demographic factors. When we were preparing for this testimony, it's
pretty common knowledge that we expect 20 percent of our population perhaps in the year 2030 to be 65 or older, but I was very surprised to see that in 1900 only 4 percent of our population was 65
or older. So it has just been a tremendous growth in older people,
who usually require care.
Unfortunately, we haven't used those very obvious demographic
facts to prepare for the problems that we have and we are going to
have in a much larger degree very, very soon.
Some of our concerns, relate to the administrative reductions in
Medicare benefits. The interpretation of intermittent care, the interpretation of homebound has been done in such a way by the intermediaries and with the support of HCFA that many people who
have previously been eligible are no longer eligible.
One of the key concerns about the Medicare program that we
wanted to talk about was the lack of requirements for training of
home health aides in that program. Now, I don't know if Mr. Hays
has solved that problem this morning or not, but it is the first time
that I had ever heard that this might be required under the Medicare Act. There are no requirements at the present time for training of the home health aides under either Medicare or Medicaid.
This sort of diminishing of the benefits in Medicare has increased the pressures on the social services block grants on Title
III of the Older Americans Act to pick up the needs of this older
population and a lot of younger disabled people. These programs,
unfortunately, are plagued with fragmentation of service eligibility,
coverage reimbursement, and standards.
I could just tell you that in our agency, United Home Care in
Cincinnati, we had 30 different kinds of funding for home care.
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With that many people monitoring us each year, with about six different financial auditors coming in each year, and still people fell
through the cracks. We were taking care of 2,500 people a week,
and yet there were always 300 or 400 hundred people on our waiting list for whom there were no funds available or who just simply
didn't fit the eligibility requirements of all these programs.
So really I don't think we can talk about a home health system.
We don't have one in this country. What we have is a bunch of
fragmented, very, very different kinds of programs, and many,
many people, very needy people of all ages-infants, injured, paraplegic kids trying to go through college, young adults, and the older
people-just simply fall through the cracks, for many reasons.
What is the current status then of our Federal program? I guess
the most uniform quality control program we have at this point is
Medicare. The standards under the Medicare conditions of participation are the minimum, which Medicare certify that the home
care agencies must meet. The Medicare standards are generally appropriate. I think they have held up well over the years: But they
do not, as we have said before, specify specific training or supervision of the health aides.
The other federally funded programs-social service block grant
and the Older Americans Act-have no standards written in at all
and they do not have conditions of participation which contain uniform standards. Instead, they just utilize many, many different
State requirements and State levels of standards. And in fact, some
States have almost none.
Many States-perhaps I shouldn't say that, because I can't give
you the exact number-but some States rely on low bidders to be
awarded the contracts. And others have written standards but have
inadequate staff to monitor them. About 4 years ago, for instance,
in Ohio we had two nurses in the whole State of Ohio to monitor
certified home health agencies.
Particular problems I think that we have discussed many, many
times today are with the use of paraprofessionals in all these programs, in the Medicare or the Medicaid, the social service and the
aging programs. The fundamental problem, of course, is the lack of
consistent standards for these paraprofessionals in all of them, and
the fact that there are no requirements for training and for supervision.
Another problem is, of course, that we call these people all sorts
of different things, so that it's very hard to write standards for
them. We call them "home health aides" in the Medicare program.
We call them "attendants" in the aging program often. Individual
providers-Europe is pretty smart, they just call them "home
helps," and we know what they're talking about. But in our country we have many names, and it makes it really additionally difficult to monitor them.
We are particularly concerned, as we said, about the training
and supervision of these paraprofessionals. To deal with that problem, you may know that the National Home Caring Council has
promulgated national standards for homemaker/home health aide
services, and it has administered an accreditation program since
1962.
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The National League of Nursing and the Joint Commission of
Accreditation of Hospitals also accredit home health care programs
in some community agencies and hospitals. Such accreditation or
approval is entirely voluntary and affects only a minority of home
care agencies. For instance, I think one of those national groups
has 135 agencies accredited and the other one has about 110. So
you can see, of whatever it is, 6,000, 7,000 home care agencies in
this country, that is a very, very small group. However, the standards that are written for those groups are very valuable, I think, as
models for some possible Federal legislation.
The National Homecaring Council also developed under contract
with the U.S. Public Health Service in 1978 model curriculum and
teaching guide for the instructions of homemaker/home health
aides.
Thus there are already certain basic standards written and curricula for training already established, and I think it might be interesting if Mr. Hays looked at some of that.
In June 1985 the Rensselaer County, NY, long-term care coordinating committee issued a report which recommended increased
use of home health aides and personal care aide services. That
report noted there are several reasons why personal care is not a
highly desirable career path: Wages are low, the work environment
is variable and often undesirable; work hours are not generally
guaranteed; transportation costs are generally not covered for the
worker; and consumers are often unclear about the worker's role
and what they can ask someone to do.
Public recognition of the value of such a position is nonexistent.
Homemaker and personal care service is a low-status, low-prestige,
low-ceiling occupation. Keeping this in mind then, why should
anyone want to perform those services well?
Clearly, much needs to be done to attract and retain paraprofessionals, but the quality of paraprofessionals could be enhanced by
more adequate reimbursement for their services.
We would propose some of these standards for paraprofessional
people in the home health services. We would suggest that home
care services offered in federally funded programs have uniform
conditions of participation and that paraprofessional salaries and
fringe benefits should be increased. The conditions of participation
which we propose would apply to all the programs, including Medicare and Medicaid, social service block grants, and Older Americans Act and so on.
Under such conditions, these Federal programs would be required to have, first of all, a consistent job title for the paraprofessional; two, basic training requirements, and you could then upon
the basis of the original training develop specialties, special training in caring, for instance, for Alzheimer's patients, for caring for
infants who need special care and using high-tech equipment;
three, basic common supervision and monitoring requirements with
the States required to fix the responsibility for this and to accept
the responsibility for it; and last, basic benefits, wage policies, and
safeguards for the person who provides this vitally important service.
Until there are federally mandated standards, State licensure
programs are the only means for ensuring standards. Present State
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licensure laws, however, present a crazy-quilt of who is regulated,
who is protected, and from what. I think currently there are about
36 States that have a form of licensure law. Some are effective and
some are not. Perhaps then the Federal Government might want to
develop a model licensure law which could be used by the States to
make their programs more effective.
One of the big problems with the use of paraprofessionals, I
think, while many of them were very obvious this morning in the
testimony-Mrs. Tolbert, for instance, talked about her attendants-we call them sometimes "self-providers." Using individuals
as providers who are not employed by agencies is a very, very serious problem.
Some States subcontract directly with individuals to provide
nursing and homemaker/health aide services instead of obtaining
these services through an agency. Some area agencies on aging or
States through Medicaid or the social service block grants are currently hiring case managers who, while they are not providing
direct patient care, are brokering the provision of home care and
supportive services.
The problem is that some case managers are hiring or contracting with individuals directly to provide services instead of dealing
through agencies, meeting recognized standards in the home care
field. In some cases, the result has been a lack of training, poor, if
any, supervision, and some examples of poor care and abuse, which
we certainly did hear about this morning.
A related problem is the method by which some area agencies on
aging in the States contract out for home care services under the
social service block grant or Title III. Contracts are placed out for
bid, and the lowest-cost provider is chosen. Accredited and certified
agencies, which have the cost of training and supervision, simply
cannot then compete with those who don't. The result is that underqualified and undersupervised individuals are being chosen to
render care under these titles. We would hope that that could also
be stopped by federally mandated standards.
In conclusion, while we are very proud of most of the home care
services that are being given, we certainly wish to suggest some
ways in which the quality of care could be improved. We would
then recommend that uniform conditions of participation, particularly training and supervision standards, be mandated for all Federally funded programs utilizing paraprofessionals, or that training
requirements based on the model curriculum should be included in
the OAA and social service block grant legislation.
We would recommend increased reimbursement for paraprofessional services, common definitions that would make the programs
easier for the public to understand and for the Government to
monitor; and development of a model licensure law that might help
the States be more effective.
Last, the prohibition of independent employment of paraprofessionals using Federal funds would greatly improve the quality of
care that is being given now.
We certainly support-would hope the Congress would enact
really-S. 1076, the Medicare Home Health Care Services Improvement Act of 1987. This would greatly clarify the home health care
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benefits so that beneficiaries would receive the service they need,
and it would increase the general quality of care.
I would be glad to try to respond to any of your questions.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Mootz follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Committee Members:
I am Ann Mootz, here representing the National Association for Home Care
(NAHC). For the past 20.years, t was Director of Home Aide Serwce and United
Home Care in Cincinnati until retiring this past January. I sat on the Board of
Directors of the National Homecaring Councif for 15 years and chaired their
Accreditation Committee for 5 years. I have served as a member of the NAHC
Ouality Assurance Committee and currently serve on the National Homecaring
Council Advisory Board.
NAHC is the largest professional organization representing the interests of
home health agencies, homemaker-home health aide organizations and hospices
with approximately 5.000 members. NAHC is committed to assuring the availability
of humane, cost-effective, high quality home care services to an who require them.
We in the home care field are pleased to participate in this effort to focus on
the issue of quality of services and problems with the delivery of home care. The
issue of quality is Critical to what we do and what we are all about. Home care
services are provided behind closed doors in private homes, to millions of people
who by definition are the vulnerable members of our society due to their inability to
care for themselves. The care is rendered in a setting which is not subject to public
scrutiny. The very nature of the services places unique responsibilities on providers
of care.
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OVERVIEW OF QUALITY OF HOME CARE
We are proud of a record of outstanding service to the ill, elderly, and disabled
in this country. Home care in the U.S. traces its origins back to 1885, with Visiting
Nurse Associations across the country springing up to provide heatth care to an
influx of immigrants. Home health was accepted as part of the Medicare program in
1965. and became more available to millions of elderly and disabled Americans. In
its 101 year history, home care has enjoyed ever growing support. and a largety
unblemished reputation. The vast majority of patients have been very pleased with
the services they received. and the quality of those services. In the entire history of
Medicare and Medicaid since their enactment in 1965. there have been less then a
dozen convictions of home care providers for fraud. This is too many. but is an
enviable record compared to the Sterally thousands of other providers in various
categories of health care who have been convicted.
Home care has been free of quality problems for mrrany
reasons, one of which
is that the field was comparatively small. Now, however, there is a growing
appreciation and demand for home care. The rapid growth of the industry can be
traced to an easing of eligibility requirements under the Medicare law and to the
impact of hospital prospective payment system as well 'as to demographic factors.
This increased demand has come at a time when amases
to the home health
benefit under Medicare is being limited.
ADMtINSTRAT1VE

REDUCTION

IN

THE MEDICARE

HOME HEALTH

BENEFAI

Recent policies of the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) to
restrain beneficiary protections, combined with vague and confusing guidelines for
providers, result in reduced access to home health care for Otder Americans',
according to a July, 1986, report by your own Committee.
The report noted that although hospital discharges to home health have
increased 37 percent since prospective paynrtil for hospitals was implemented, the
growth in home health services since then has slowed. A 1987 General Accounting
Office survey of hospital discharge planners revealed that 88 percent reported
problems with home heatth care placements for Medicare beneficiaries. 52 percent
of those surveyed cited Medicare program rules and ragulations' as 'the most
important barrier to these placements. It is no coincidence that HCFA's own
statistics show that the percentage of home health claims denied under the Medicare
program rose from 1.2 percent in 1983 to over 8.0 percent in 1988. And this figure
does not include the many patients who are effectively denied Medicare coverage
because home health agencies, incapable of assuming the costs Of non-covered
caro, avoid Medicare claims submissions.
The present HCFA guidelines ailow for daily visits for a two to three week
period, and thereafter, visits may be continued upon a showing of exceptional
circumstances. This level of services is often inadequate to care for more acutely ill
patients who are being discharged from hospitals.
In addition, definitions of what constitutes intermittent care' vary
tremendously, depending on the fiscal intermediary's (Flts) interpretation. As a
result. Medicare, which is supposed to be a national program, Is not enforced
unitormly, and what is covered for one benefciary in one state is not covered in other
state.
A related practice, known as 'selective billing,- has served to further restrict
homnecare coverage for Medicare beneficiaries, If patients are receiving coverage
under Medicare, in many cases they cannot receive additional coverage from
Medicaid or any other payment source (private insurance, self-pay, Social Services
Block Grant, etc.). For example, if patient A is receiving 3 hours of nursing care and 2
hours of aide care for 3days a week paid for by Medicare, and he or his family wants
an additional 2 hours of nursing care on the other 2 days which will be paid by
concerned relatives, Medicare intermediaries will deny the Medicare coverage.
claiming that the patient is exceeding the 'intermittent care requirement. This either
will result in no care, limited care. or the forced institutionalizatIon of an individual
whose family cannot sustain him at home it Medicare refuses to pay its fair share.
The Medicare homebound guideline allows the patient to be considered
homebound it he has infrequent or short duration absences from the home primarily
for medical treatment or occasional non-medical purposes (e.g., trip to barber, a
drive, walk anrund the block).
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The current definition in the guidelines is interpretad in an inconsistent and
varying manner by fiscal intermediarIes. This is especially so in cases where
beneficiaries era leaving their homes to go out for periodic dltl day care, outpatlent
kidney dalysis. chemotherapy and other similar treatment Even though the current
guideline allows beneficiaries to go out for medical reasons, some Fls severely limit
frequency and others do not honor the medical reason exception at alL in situations
where individuals leave their homes for either medical or non-medical reasons.
or
individual Fis have their own Interpretations as to what they consider frequent
infrequent, or whether they consider the patient homebound if he or sha leaves
home with the aid of an ambulance or other extrnardinary assistance.
This ratcheting down ot the Medicare home health benefit has increased the
(the Older
demand for services under Social Services Blockr Grant and Title Iii
Americans Act). These programs are plagued writh fragmentation of services
with the
combined
when
which,
standards,
and
reimbursement,
eligibility, coverage,
burgeoning demand, fosters the potential for decreased quality in home care
services.
The home care community has no more vital interest at the present time than
you
to ensure the high quality of service. That Is why I am delighted to be here with
I
today, to discuss with you a few areas In which problems occur and will escalate.
areas.
those
in
also plan to make recommendations for improvements
CURRENf STATUS

OF FEDERAL

PROGRAMS

The most important uniform quality controls for home health agencies are the
federal Medicare Conditions of Participation'. These standards, which apply to
some 5.000 home health agencies certified for participation in the Medicare
program, set forth basic standards for organization. services, administration,
prolessional personnel, acceptance of patients, plans of treatment, medical
supervision, skilled nursing services, therapy services. medical social services.
home heaath aide services, clinical records, and evaluation. These standards are the
minimum with which.Medicare-certified home health agencies must comply: several
states require higher standards In some areas. The Medicare standards are
generally appropriete and reasonable. but they do not specify a particular method for
meeting training and supervision requirements for home health aides.
The other federally financed programs (Medicaid. Social Services Block
Grants to states, and the Oldar Americans Act), do not have conditions of
participation which contain uniform standards for home care services. Instead, the
programs utilize standards devised-by various state or local govemments. some of
rely on
which are extremely minimal or absent. Others have no standards, but simply
the lowest unit price bidder to provide these services. Others have wrftten standards.
but have inadequate staff to monitor and enforce them.
PRrOBLEU AREAS

MA
PARAPROiESSIONiL

SERVICES

As you can imagine, a fundamental problem In these federal programs is a
side of
lack of oonsistent basi standards for paraprofessionals. The home health
of the
the Medicare program is essentially doing the same tasks as the homemaker
side of
care
personal
the
Social Services Block Grant program. the same tasks as
for
programs
some
In
aide
home
the
as
tasks
same
and-the
the Medicaid program.
the aging, those with mental Illness, or people who are developmentally disabled.
fundin
various
reflect
workter
care
home
the
The various titles -used to designate
-*I
The paraprofetSlonal function Is the same: to provide
i
sources_ not - task
proper
appropriate suppotive services to persons In their homes under the
in accordance with a plan of care. But the programs
and
professional supervision
lack mInimum mandatory supervision and training requirements for homemakerhome health aides.
We are panicufarty concemed about training and supervision requirements for
homemaker-home health aides end other paraprofessionals. The issue of standards
the
for paraprofessionals in home care is not new. To deal with the problem,
National Homacaring Council has promulgated national standards for homemakerapproval
and
accrediation
an
administered
has
and
home health aide services,
visit.
program based on those standards since 1962. (Accrditation requires a site
white approval requires only a self-study and other written materials). The standards
cover agency structure, statfing, training, supervision. service, and community
The National League for Nursing and the Joint Commission on
relations.
through
Accreditation of Hospitals also accredit home health programs provided
some community agencies and hospitals. Such accreditation or approval is entirely
are
country
the
in
agencies
care
voluntary. however.and only a minority of home
accredited or approved.
The National Homecaring Council also-developed, under contract to the U.S.
of
Public Health Service, a model curriculum and teaching guide for the instruction Is
the homemaker-home health aide In 1978. This curriculum has been updated and
the
in
to
retferred
is
program
traIning
60-hour
This
(t194).
printing
now.in is third

ill
Federal home heahth agency expansion and training grants administered by the
Public Heatth Service. Thus. certain basic standards and curicuta already exist, but
are simply not used in many federal and state programs.
It is ironic that standards and training curricuta are established for individuals
who are professionally trained and licensed. such as physicians and nurses, while
there are no uniform standards for paraprotessionals, often have less formal
education.
The individuals providing these paraprofessional services are, in large
majority, sincere, dedicated and hardworking people who are underpaid in relation
to the value of the work they do. Few have paid vacations or holidays, and even
fewer have paid heatth insurance coverage. We have not given adequate attention
or recognition to the persons who provide this vital service in fact, in many respects
we have exploited them. We have sown seeds for a potential scandal. We have
ignored the escalating human needs of paraprotessionals while we have continued
to delegate more care to them, and to place more demands on them.
In June, 1985, the Rensselaer County (New York) ling-term care coordinating
committee, a group composed of representatives of home care providarrs, hospitals,
nursing homes, health planners, and county government issued a report which
recommended increased use of home health aides and personal care aides
services, based on enhancement of the labor pool. The report noted that
'homemaker/personal care has been a difficult service to staff and maintain with a
stable personnel pool over time. Within the last five years, this labor pool appears to
have diminished even more. In light of demographic trends which indicate a growing
need for this type of service, it is essential that the pool of workers be expanded and
stabilized.'
'Clearly, marketing is important in tackling this task. There are several
reasons why personal care is not a highly desirable career path. Wages are low, the
work environment variable, and often undesirable.
Work hours are not
generallyiguaranteed. Transportation from case to case is generally the workers
responsibility. Consumers are often unclear atrout the worker's role and
responsibilities. Clients oten demand inappropnrate care. The collegiat atmosphere
in a contained work unit is absent, as caregiving is outstationed, resulting in lack of
regular peer support. Public recognition of the value of such a position is nonexistent. Homemaker/personal care service is a low status, low prestige, low ceiling
occupation.'
Keeping this in mind, why would anyone want to perforn this function?'
(Enhancino Aide Service in the Home, Recommendations for Action, report of tre
Long Term Care Coordinating Committee. Rensselaer County. New York, 1985).
[he report then went on to call for expansion of the personnel base by
vigorous marketing and recruitment efforts, structured career paths, basic benefit
packages, in-service training, and other actions which not only would attract and
retain workers, but also give them a feeling of self worth and adequate pay for the
work performed.
Clearly, much needs to be done to attract and retain paraprofessionals. but
the quality of paraprofessionals could be enhanced by more adequate
reimbursement for their services.
PROPOSED STANDARDS FOR PARAPROFESSIONAL SERVICES

In short, to improve the home care services offered in federalty-funded
programs, uniform conditions of participation should be developed and
implemented, and paraprofessional salaries and fringe benefits should be
increased.
The conditions of participation I propose would apply to all lederally
reimbursed programs providing paraprofessional home care services (Medicare.
Medicaid, Social Services Block Grant, Older Americans Act, etc.). Under the
Conditions, these federal programs would be required to have:
1.
Consistent job itles,
2.
Basic training requirements, on which could be built additional training
needed for specific programs or client groups,
3.
Basic common supervision and monitoring requirements with states required
to fix the locus of these and accept responsibitity for them, and
4.
Basic benefits, wage policies, and safeguards for the persons who provide
this vitally important service.
In addition. reimbursement for services in the home should be allowed to
increase in order ic more adequately compensate for the value of the services these
paraproTessionals are providing.
STrATE LICENSURE AND R -QULATION Ff HOUE CARE[
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licensure programs are
Until there are Federalty-mandated standards, state
licensure laws, however.
our only means for ensunog standards. Present state and from what.
present a crazy quilt of who is regulated, who is protected,
covering home health
Currently, 36 states have some form of ficansure laws
(and their implementing
agencies. There is no uniformity among these laws regulations) to look to for
(or
law
licensure,
model
regulations). There is also no
law (and in many states with a
guidance. Thus, in the slates without a licensure
to ensure that home care
licensure law) there is inadequate state regulation
so as to ensure quality care.
agencies are fiscally stable and staffed and organized
solution to assure quality
Certificate of Need (CON) laws do not provide a regulatory
and fiscal stability in lieu of ficensure.
in developing a
There should be a model law to provide states with guidance
and to ensure or enforce
home care agency licensure law and regulations,
aide services. We would
standards for persons providing homemaker-home health
ticensure provisions to fill this
be happy to work with Congress to develop model
gap.

USE

OF INIVIDUALS

AS PRVIER

with individuals to
There is a serious problem when states subcontract directly
services instead of obtaining
provide nursing and homemaker-home health aide
using individuals as providers
these services through an agency. The approach of training or supervision of the
has created problems where there has been insufficient
poor. Worse than that, there
caregivers. with the result that the quality of care is often
clients by caregivers. A recent
have been numerous examples of outright abuse o0
can be. There, an
abuse
such
serious
how
incident in California illustrates
with arson, attempted
independent contractor aide was arrested and charged her client to cover up
murder
to
murder, and fraud after she allegedly attempted
cared for him. We want to
steating nearly S5,000 fnom him during the year she had
avert such dreadful incidents in the future.
providers Is that the
The primary impediment to the states use of independent
providers (and property so) as
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) views these invkfidual
law, the states and counties
employees of the state. This means that under present
compensation as well as
are required to pay FICA, unemployment and worker's
In some instances,
withhold federal income tax on behalf of these individuals. not made unless a
are
however, these payments on behalf of the employees
challenge is brought against the state.
the states through
In addition, some Area Agencies on Aging (AAAs) and
are currently hiring case
Medicaid or the Social Services Block Grant program
are brokering the
care,
managers who, while they are not providing direct patient
problem is that some case
provision of home care and supportive services The
directly to provide services
managers are hiring or contracting with individuals
standards in the home care
instead of dealing through agencies meeting recognized The National Homecaring
field, such as those established by Medicare certification.
Commission on Accreditation
Council, the National League for Nursing, or the Joint
lack of training; poor, it any,
of Hospitals. In some cases, the result has been a
Again in these cases the
supervision; and some examples of poor care and abuse.
responsible for adequate
be
should
agency brokering or assigning the worker
training and supervision. as well as for employee benefits.
Agencies on Aging and
A related problem is the method by which some Area
the Social Services Block Grant
the states contract out for home care services under
provider is chosen.
cost
lowest
the
and Title Ill. Contracts are placed out for bid and
roads, but is unsuitable and
This method may be appropriate for bridges and
certified agencies
and
dangerous for home care and supportive services. Accredited
is that under-qualified and
cannot complete on a straight cost basis, The result
render care under these titles.
under- supervised individuals are being chosen to
based not only on cost but also
Contracts under block grants and Title Ill should be
should be specified in the
on required levels o1 training and supervision which
contract.

provide to iit. disabled,
In conclusion, white we are proud of the services we
we would like to suggest
and elderly Americans to maintain them in their homes,
recommend:
We
improved.
some ways in which the quality of care could be
and supervision
Uniform conditions of participation or uniform training
*
funded programs
standards based on level of care need for all lederally
based on the model
utilizing paraprofessionals: or training requirements
Services Block Grant
curriculum should be included in OAA and Social
legislation;
*

Increased reimbursement for paraprofessional services;
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*

Common definitions which would make these programs easier for the public
to understand and for the government to monitor;
Development of a model law and regulations for home care licensure: and

*

Prohibition of indepedent Ormp.rjynent of paraprofessionals using federal
funds.

In addition. Congress should enact S.1076, the Medicare Home Health
Services Improvement Act of 1987. which would clarify the Metdcar home health
beneftt so that beneficiaries receive the services they need. This bill, introduced by
Senators Bradley and Mitchell, would:
*

Clarity the definition of intermittent care to indude one or more visits per day
on a daily basis for up to 60 days and thereafter under exceptional
arc-Jmstances. Daily care whould be clarified to mean seven days per week;

*

Codioy the current homabound guideline and ofaify that an individual need
not be totally dependent and bedridden to be considered homebound.

*

Improve the quality of care in a number of ways, including creating standards
or training of paraprofessionals and a patient bill of rights for home care
consumers.

Thank you for the opportunity to be here today to discuss these important
issues with you. I will be happy to respond to any questions you may have.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Ms. Mootz, you have stated that the home care industry has experienced relatively few quality problems.
Ms. MooTz. I said that?
Senator BURDICK. In your written testimony?
Ms. MooTz. Oh, in detail. All right. After listening this morning,
I would think that was a crazy thing to say.
Senator BURDICK. Well, I have to finish the sentence. While I
would agree that most people are pleased with the care that they
receive, I believe that the lack of reported problems could be attributed, at least in part, to the fact that these patients have no one to
complain to. Do you agree with me? And how do you think we can
give the consumers of these services a greater say in the care they
receive?
Ms. MooTz. Well, many of the programs do not, for instance, give
a role to the consumer in the first place. They do not ask for their
opinions. They do not give them the right of appeal, and they certainly have no one person in the State to whom they can make
their complaints. That would be a more effective way of doing it,
and I think it's part of the quality assurance process that should be
written into the use of Federal funds for all the programs. The consumer aspect of it is certainly very, very important.
Most good agencies send questionnaires to their consumers at
least once a year. They certainly send a more detailed questionnaire to every case that is closed, because then the person isn't dependent on them any longer and can be more honest about the
service. And they make a real effort to use consumer opinion to improve themselves. But it needs to be done in much more volume
and by many more agencies.
Senator BURDICK. Despite your comments that most quality problems are generally confined to non-Medicare certified agencies, in
1986 a AARP report states that, "Consumers cannot assume that a
Medicare-certified agency in fact operates up to the standards or
that it provides high-quality care.' How do you respond to this
finding?
Ms. Moorz. Well, I think that that is true, for several reasons.
One, that the States have not had the staff and the funds to monitor Medicare agencies adequately in the past. Secondly, of course,
as we have said many times today, there is no requirement for
training and supervision of health aides. Third, there are no detailed instructions about orienting and training nurses for new
techniques and keeping them up to date, so that it is possible for
an agency to be not giving top service even though they meet the
standards as they are now written. I think that is one reason that
the voluntary accreditation programs of NLN and the National
Homecaring Council have been so valuable because they do require
a higher standard of care.
Senator BURDICK. Well, what do we do when we find an institution that doesn't have an operation up to standards? What can we
do?
MS. MOOTZ. Well, I would hope that they would no longer be
funded through any Federal program and that it would be enforced
and that some civi penalties would also be used. We have been too
easy on the home care people in the past.
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Senator BURDICK. That would require greater supervision than
we have had today then?
Ms. Moorz. Yes.
Senator BURDICK. We discussed the quality problems associated
with some home care aides, the lack of proper training and supervision, low wages and little or no benefits and so forth. I am sure
that everyone here would agree that these problems need to be addressed, but also that it will be expensive to implement.
Ms. MooTz. Right.
Senator BURDICK. How can we be sure that the bulk of these
costs will not be passed on to home care patients?
Ms. Moo'rz. Well, I think the bulk of costs is paid for by third
parties. The costs will be passed on to the taxpayers. In our agency
we estimated that training our home health aides-and we trained
all of them-costs about 2 cents an hour, added 2 cents an hour to
our cost of service. It was well worth it. You know, any kind of
training, whether it's nurses or physicians, is costly. But it's a
matter of whether it's desirable and important. And this seems to

be.
Senator BURDICK. In other words, we have to pay for everything
in some way.
Ms. MooTz. We have to pay for it. But it might be possible, by
simplifying all these programs into one, to cut down a lot of administrative cost and to use some of that savings to help.
This morning we heard a lot about increase in home care, but
it's still only 3 percent of the Medicare Program. So it isn't that we
are overwhelming everyone.
Senator BURDICK. Thank you very much.
Ms. Jane Anderson, you are next.

STATEMENT OF JANE ANDERSON, DIRECTOR, AREA V AREA
AGENCY ON AGING, ANACONDA, MT; TESTIFYING ON BEHALF
OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF AREA AGENCIES ON AGING
Ms. ANDERSON. Senator Burdick, I am an area agency director in
Anaconda, MT, and a member of the board of directors of the National Association of Area Agencies on Aging. The association represents the boards, advisory councils, service providers, and staff of
over 670 area agencies on aging nationwide.
Area agencies on aging allocate approximately one-quarter of
their funds nationwide to various types of home services, including
homemaker, chore, personal care, respite, home-delivered meals,
and nursing care. We are mandated to monitor and evaluate all
programs and do so through a contractual relationship with community providers. To release funds, definitions of services and
standards of performance are included to enable us to monitor
their programs adequately. Thus, the area agencies on aging have
been standardizing the Older Americans Act-funded programs but
have no impact on home care programs not managed by the area

agencies.

Most of our agencies have adopted our association's taxonomy of
services, a common definition of services nationwide. We do not at
this time have a nationwide system of standards for the numerous
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programs under the Older Americans Act, let alone the many
other sources of funding supporting home care.
We commend the committee for conducting the hearing on this
topic, standardization of in-home care. Standards for in-home care
are necessary in the management of comprehensive local systems
of care, providing community-based long-term care to the dependent elderly. The growth of in-home care services and providers, facilitated by recent changes in Medicare, is rapidly intensifying, and
we can expect future demands for ever-increasing services driven
by the population of the very old growing four times faster than
the general older population.
New research conducted by the University of Texas Health Science Center in Dallas shows that the elderly's needs for home care
and personal care service is two to three times the actual use of
such services.
I would like to make two points during my testimony: Number
one, NAAAA supports the call to develop standards for in-home
services, keeping in mind the tenet that standards should not
result in limiting needed care; two, the development of standards
must result in home care being fully integrated into the local
system of providing community-based long-term care.
My first point, NAAAA supports with qualifications the development and implementation of standards or community-based home
care. Research has shown that as a result of the recently enacted
DRG system, demand for Older Americans Act-supported in-home
skilled nursing care has increased 196 percent, and the demand for
housekeeping and personal care has increased over 60 percent, as
the elderly are discharged from hospitals in a more frail condition.
The demand and need for in-home care will continue to increase
as a result of the DRG's current pent-up need and the growth of
the frail population. In this growing market, national standards or,
to phrase it another way, standardized products, are required by all
concerned. No matter where a client or a caregiver lives, they have
a right to know exactly what they are buying and receiving. Providers need a common language for planning, marketing, and delivery of services. Area agencies on aging need standardized assurances of quality and unit costs. Third-party payers need a standardized rationale for the actuarials necessary for the development of
new products.
In this regard, policymakers have more or less surrendered the
field of assuring community-based long-term care to the private
sector. Insurance companies are interested in developing products
for the long-term care market, but are wary of entering these uncharted waters. Comprehensive standards tied in with managed
care would encourage the private sector to take on this new role.
Makers of public policy will have to come to the aid of the private sector if they want to address long-term care in a meaningful
way. Standards, however, should not result in restricted access to
care because of unavailability or costliness occasioned by the standards. Many area agencies on aging in rural areas, for example,
have had to deal with a lack of providers and created ways to see
that the frail elderly could remain in their own homes. In some instance, area agencies have had to create nonprofit providers to fill
gaps in services.
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This hasbeen the case in my own hometown. There was no provider of home care services, so the area agency developed one to
provide home health services. We are concerned that too-stringent
standards, dealing perhaps only with criteria for personnel, may
result in restricted access to needed care.
For instance, we do not believe that it is necessary for homemakers or chore service workers providing no physical care to be supervised by an R.N.
We at NAAAA have data which proves that in-home care can be
more cost effective than institutional care, but in order for efficiencies to result, we believe that care where possible is best planned,
coordinated, and managed by an agency which has no monetary interest in the services provided.
This leads me to my second point. NAAAA recommends that
standards for in-home care integrate services with a system for
comprehensive community-based long-term care established by the
Older Americans Act. The outcome of standards should be quality,
efficiency, and appropriate care. I don't think anyone will disagree
with these goals. To achieve these ends, however, we must integrate home care within the total package of community-based longterm care. If standards focus only on quality, then cost savings to
both public and private payers and appropriateness are likely to
suffer, both at the expense of the client as well as the home care
industry.
Area agencies on aging regularly monitor their contracts with
providers. The emphasis, however, of this effort is on contractual
compliance. The contract is the focus of attention. This is the one
result of the area agency fulfilling its mandate to monitor programs of the Older Americans Act.
I
Contractual monitoring, however, is not what the client needs.
Clients need a quality package of care that can be brokered on
their behalf. Clients need a managerial approach to care that focuses on them. Case and care management is this approach. Care
managers working with the client in both the informal and formal
support networks plan appropriate care, mixing and matching various resources for efficiency, see that the care is provided, and
follow up to see if quality care has been rendered. Care management saves money.
Most people will not argue about the effect of care management
on the quality of life of dependent persons. Certainly, remaining at
home in the community is to be preferred, if at all possible, to residing in a nursing home. Some, however, may object to the care
management and the provision of the continuum of care of community-based long-term care has not been proven to be cost effective.
These people point to the evaluation of. the long-term channeling
projects funded by the Administration on Aging and the Health
Care Financing Administration.
Research by our membership proves otherwise. In Maine, case
management under the auspices of the area agency on aging, in addition to helping frail older persons remain in their own homes,
has saved the taxpayer 54 percent of the cost of institutional living.
Similar results are reported for Michigan and Oregon.
To summarize then, NAAAA supports the development of national standards for in-home care, emphasizing the guiding princi-
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ples that such standards ultimately cannot be so stringent as to
result in limited access.
In addition, to ensure the goals of quality, efficiency, and appropriateness, NAAAA strongly recommends that the standards require the meaningful linkage of in-home care with area agencies on
aging and care management, a care management system provided
by an entity separate from the home care providing, thus avoiding
possible conflict of interest. NAAAA offers to work with the committee on this task.
Thank you.
Senator BURDICK. Thank you.
As we have heard in testimony presented here today, there are
serious difficulties in monitoring the quality of home care services.
Among the roles mandated for area agencies by the Older Americans Act, as you mentioned, is the monitoring of services provided
within their area of jurisdiction.
Do you believe area agencies should expand their monitoring
beyond that which is contractual?
Ms. ANDERSON. Yes, I believe so.
Senator BURDICK. You mentioned in your testimony that clients
need case managers. What kind of training do case managers receive?
Ms. ANDERSON. What kind of training do they receive?
Case managers are usually professional social workers or R.N.'s
with a background of client care. And in our area we have an informal case management system. The case managers are the R.N.'s
within the different counties, within the different hometowns and
counties. They make themselves aware of the -different programs
that are offered within their area and see that their patient is referred to the proper referral source.
Senator BURDICK. Do you believe that this management assures
home quality-care is effective in providing it?
Ms. ANDERSON. Yes, I do.
Senator BURDICK. And much better care than if you didn't have
them?
Ms. ANDERSON. Yes. I think that it provides for more monitoring
of the different programs.
Senator BURDICK. What training do these managers receive? Do
they have any medical training, or is it all business training?
Ms. ANDERSON. Within our area and within the State of Montana, most of the case managers are either social workers with a
degree in social work or they are R.N.'s.
Senator BURDICK. Do you ever have any contact with Williston,
ND?
-Ms. ANDERSON. No, I did not.
Senator BURDICK. Too bad. [Laughter.]
That's my hometown.
Thank you very much.
Ms. ANDERSON. Thank you.
Senator BURDICK. The record will remain open for 10 days for
such comments you care to file.
Until then, we will be in recess.
The committee is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 3:12 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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I wish to commend the Senate Special Committee on Aging and you, Chairman
Mecher, for holding this hearing on the issue of home care quality and the role of the
Older Americans Act in assuring access to quality home care. The Home Committee on
Aging, which I chair, has drawn attention over the past year and a half to the
inadequacies of oir current system of quality assurance when It comes to home care.

Concern over the quality of home care is compounded by the rapid growth in the
use of home crwe services by older persons, by the numbers and varieties of providers
entering the home care market, by growing public and private investment In home erae,
and by the impact of recent ccst containment measures on beneficiary access and home
care quality.
The Congress' first extensive look at this issue was Last July at the House Aging
Committeet hearing, 'The Black Box of Home Care Quality.' At this hearing, we
released the findinigs of the American Bar Associations (ABA) study of home care quality
that outlines the lack of knowledge about the quality of care provided in the home
setting and the inadequacy of our current quality amsurance system.
As a result of the Committee's findings, I introduced H.R. 5680 in the 99th
Congress and have reintroduced this session 'The Homecare Quality Assuranne Act of
1987" (HCCQA),
i.R. 1700. This legislative proposal compreheisively addrcsses many of
the deficiencies in our current home care quality assurance system. The Act covers all
'home health' and 'home help" services provided to persons of all ages under Medicare
Medicaid, the Older Americans Act, and the Social Services Rlio& Grant. I request, Mr.
Chairman, that a summary of H.R. 1700 be included with my statement in the hearing
record
H.R. 1700 provides a starting point for debate on a number of home care quality
issues - from consumer protection; to quality assurance standards, monitoring and
enforcement, to research and training; to improved wages and benefits for home care
workers. The Act would also create a new ombudsman service for home care consumers
wider the Older Americans Act, which is tihe focus of this hearing.
I aim pleased to acknowledge the attention that has already bees given to H.R.
1700 in several other legislative tracics. First, Senator Barbara Milkulski will shortly
introduce a Senate companion bill to H.S. 1700. Furthermore, many of the Medicare
provisions of H.R. t700 are also included in and supported by companion legislation to De
shortly introduced by Senator John Bhradley and by Congressman Henry Wesman.
Of particular relevance to this hearing is the reauthorliztion of the Older
American's Act this year. This provides the opportunity to strengthen the role of the
state ombudsman program to include advocacy on behalf of home erwe consumers as well
as residents of nursing home and board and care facilities.
The Administration's interest in home cam quality is also evident in their
consideration of home care quality demonstration projects, improved survey procedures
and deemed status for acceedited home health providers.
I encourage and remain personally committed to continued Congressional support
and legislative action to ensure that all care provided in the home is of the highest
quality possible and delivered in the best interests of consumers and their families. I
therefore appreciate this opportunity to address this Committee and look forward to our
continued, cooperative efforts in the future.
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'Fl-E HOMECARE QUALITY ASSURANCE ACT OF 1987 (1-ICQA)?
tHt 1700
"The Homnecore Quality Ass-rce Act of l97" (HCOA) is designed to promote
PURPOSE:
the health, safety and well-being of persons receiving health ond s-pportive services in their
home under Medicare, Medicaid, the Social Services Block Grant, and the Older Americans
Act. HCOA offers a comprehensive approach to ensuring the quality of horecare services by
improving consrme, prolections, by addressing the serious deficiencies oa our current quolity
assurance system when it comes to core provided in the home, and by increasing research and
training in home care quality.
With the rcpid increase in the number of older perso-s ond need tor health and
TI-E ISStE:
support sernices, the number of homecare providers and proprietary agencies, in particulor,
have mushroomed over tire post two decades with vrtoilly no provisions to ensure the quality
of care delivered. Little is known obout the qurtivly of core provided in the home, who is
providing services, how many peopte are being served, and whet public and private dollars are
being eapended. Most importantly, the in-horne location of services makes tihe octool delivery
virtually invisible oad, thereforer, largely beyond the reach of public or professional scrutiny.
BILL PROVlSIDO1b
Estoblishes a federal biil of rights for homeccre consuners -'rder Mediare, Medicaid,
the Social Services Black Grant, and the Older Americans Act.
standards and reqoires agency
ossurance
help" quality
Sets "home heolth" od"home
compliance os a co-rition of participation under Medicare, Medicaid, the Social
Services block Grant, and the Older Americans Act.
*

Requires that homecore agencies have plan of care policies that identify services to he
provided, have a means for identifying additional client needs, and coordinate with
other service agencies.

*

Requires that homecare agencies hove uppropriote odministrative policies including
governance structures, fiscal and personnel management, and client records.

0

Reprires thot PROs conduct quality assurance monitoring of oll home health agencies
funded under Medicare or Medicaid. Requires thot states have a quality assurance
monitoring mechanism for home help services funded vnder the Social Services Block
Grant, the Older Americans Act, and the Medicaid Home and Community Based
Services Waiver Program.

*

Amends the Older Americans Act to Include and provide separate funding for homecare
ombudsman activities for the purpose of investigating and resolving homecore os well as
nursing home and board and care complaints.

o

Requires federal survey of homecore agencies with allowances for "deemed status" for
agencies accredited by organizatiorrs or certified by stoaes having standards at least as
stringent as the federal conditions of participation.

*

Encourages states to estoblish comparable quality standards cnd survey procedures for
hoarecore ogencies under State pr-groas serving consumers of oll ages.

*

Requires that states establish Consumer Boards tocandrr oversight actinities, provide
input into the award and evaluation of the PRO andhome help monitoring mechtarisms,
engage in consumer education, and receive input from homecare beneficiaries.
Reqoires that PROs, state homecore monitoring mechanisms and ombudsman programs
have toll-free hot-lines to receive questiors and complaints from beneficiaries,
providers and others concerning homecore quality issues.
Requires thot sanctions, including intermediate sonctions and civil penalties, be
ovailoble to ensure cornplirnce with quality ossurance standards.

*

Requires thot DH-HS set minimum proficiency standards for alt persons delivering
homecare services ornd fund training programs for personnel and cwregivers. Encourages
states to develop licensing requirements for home health providers.
Requires that DIlltS establish guidelines and provide funding for homecare training
grants, for haomecaredemorrstraior, projects, and for homnecarequality assurance
studies, including research on training end wage levels.

*

Requires that iDHHS implement and administer all provisions of the Act in conjunction
with a Notional I ame-are Quality Assurance Council of providers, consumers, states,
accrediting badies, fiNcal irtermediories, PROs, researchers, and others.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The demand for home health care
reasons:

is growing rapidly for two

the size of the frail, chronically

population is

ill.

and disabled

increasing and Medicare beneficiaries

are leaving

hospitals quicker and sicker under Medicare's prospective pricing
needing transition care at bome.

system still

A.

Medicare does cover post-acute care,

but beneficiarins are

experiencing significant problems in satisfying stringent
eligibility criteria.

And,

the scope of covered benefits is

being reduced through regulatory

initiatives intended to

curtail growth in the use of the hose health benefit under
Medicare.

B.

The need for home health care by older.

chronically

ill

Americans and their families poses the greatest threat of
catastrophic costs.

To obtain long term care services for

chronic conditions,

older Americans must spend down in order

to satisfy Medicaid eligibility rules.
reimbursement favors

institutional,

And,

Medicaid

rather than home care.

Insurance against the high out of pocket costs for long term
care is generally

C.

unavailable.

Besides high costs, consumers face the lack of uniform and
effective regulation of the quality of care offered by home
care agencies.

Consumer protections are generally weak or

nonexistent.

The American Association of Retired Persons recommends the
following

1.

responses to these problems!

existing regulatory efforts by HCFA and its intermediaries
arbitrarily

to

and capriciously deny Medicare beneficiaries

access to home health benefits must be stopped.

Eligibility

standards and scope of services should be broadened and
clarified

to meet the growing needs of beneficiaries

post-acute care.

for

Patient eligibility for post acute care

services should be determined prior to hospital discharge and
should be binding on Medicare's fiscal intcrmediaries.
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2.

Chronically

Ill, disabled,

need access

to a broad range of coordinated and affordable

long term care services.

frail and mentally Ill persons

A prospectively

paid case managed

system could provide these essential linkages between medical
and social services in

3.

a variety of settings.

American families need protection from the catastrophic
associated with lonq term home health care services.

costs

Some

combination of private and public long term care insurance
must be developed to end the forced pauperiZarion of American
families needing chronic care services.

In sum, Medicare beneficiaries

need protection against premature

hospital discharge into a no-care or inadequate care none.

They

need improved access

to hone based care for post-acute and

chronic conditions.

They need insurance protection against the

financial cost of long term care.

And,

they need protection

against substandard home health care.

To that end,

AARP endorses S.1076 'The Medicare Home Health

Services Improvement Act of 1987' and recommends its prompt
adoption.

The American Association

of Retired Persons (AARPI welcomes the

opportunity to submit for the record testimony on home care
the elderly.

With its 25 million members,

for

AARP can speak

confidently about the growing and unmet need for high quality
home care for the acutely ill

and frail elderly with multiple

chronic conditions.

Improved access to comprehensive home health services is
desperately needed for both post acute care by persons recently
discharged from hospital and by those suffering from chronic
illness and disability.

Those who need post-hospital

transition care are being denied

access to their Medicare benefits through a series of regulatory
actions by HCFA and its fiscal intermediaries.

This constitutes

regulatory denial of a statutory benefit.

Chronically

ill and disabled

people and their families face

catastrophic costs for long term care at home and

in
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The price of care is pauperization.

institutions.
for then is

The answer

and the
improved coordination of a range of services

care Insurance.
financial protection afforded by long term
pressing needs of
Any hone health care policy must address the
disabled.
and
frail
the
and
ill
acutely
the
both

eed

for

HosmeHealth

Because Medicare expenditures
than 3t of total outlays,

for home health care comprise less
Congressional

until recently little

benefit.
attention has been focused on this vital Medicare
Part A
Medicare
in
changes
and
trends
fat, demographic

In

hose health services
reimburs ment methods have combined to make
and older.
sixty-five
age
to-people
increasingly important

Specifically,

the size of the frail,

disabled population

and

chronically ill,

is rapidly growing.

According

to the 1982

National Long Term Care Survey,

19% of those sigty-five and older

have some degree of disability,

while 4t of non-institutionalized

older persons are severely disabled.
markedly with age.

Disability rates

increase

so that those who are age 85 and older are

younger Medicare
four times more likely to be disabled than
growing segment of
fastest
the
is
group
age
this
And,
enrollees.
Consequently, the societal need for assistance
will increase
in activities of daily living by disabled persons

our population.

rapidly.

As a result of this fact,

the demand for home health services

is

grow in coming years.
growing rapidly today and will continue to
the Pride Institute
According to Bishop and Stassen's study In
of persons served
Journal of Winter, 1986. growth in the number
expenditures
is the largest contributor to home health care
1982.
and
1974
between
tripled
rate of utilization
Another contributing factor
services is

the pressure

in the growing

The

need for hore health

for early hospital discharge under the

prospective payment system (PPS)

Van Gelder and Rernstein report
Journal that in fiscal year 1984,

inaugurated in 1983.

in the same Pride
discharges

Institute

from PPS hospitals

than the rate of
to home health care were 3 1/2 times higher
The authors
hospitals.
non-PPS
from
care
home
to
discharge
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report that all of the studies by the U.S.

Department of Health

and Human Services find that the rate of discharge to home care
rose sharply after PPS was implemented; that older patients are
being discharged earlier and sicker;

and that home health care

providers are giving more skilled and intensive care to clients
now than they were before PPS began.

These formal
providers,

findings are corroborated by Informal surveys of

by testimony submitted to Congress,

and by letters we

have received from distraught and angry members who need and
cannot obtain home care.

Our members write heart-wrenching

letters about being forcibly discharged from hospitals while
still

needing extensive care.

Unmarried older persons are being

sent hone from hospitals despite
to care for themselves.

the fact that they are too ill

Many of our letters are from the spouses

and children of recently hospitalized people whose need for
physical and medical care exceeds the time,

strength, and skill

of family members into whose care they are discharged.
the demand for home health care services
the growing numbers of acutely ill
poit-acute transition

In sum,

is being stimulated by

people who are being denied

care in hospitals.

Inadequate Benefits

While the need for home health care is growing for both
chronically and acutely

ill

persons,

the Medicare home health

benefit is both inadequate and often unavailahle.

Current problems in the scope and structure of Medicare's home
health benefit can be attributed
of eligibility,

to several causes: determination

scope and duration of services,

and lack of

protection for consumers.

Eligibility: Although the requirement of prior hospitalization
was eliminated in 1981,

eligibility for home health benefits

under Medicare is still

linked to acute,

than the need for chronic care.
benefit,

temporary

illness rather

To be eligible for this Medicare

individuals must be certified by a physician to need

part-time or intermittent skilled nursing care.

In an effort to curtail use of this benefit,
formally and informally adopting

74-987 0 - 87 - 5

HCFA has been

increasingly stringent
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and
-part-time"
"intermittent"

definitions of

care.

"home bound" - another

Additionally, the definition of being

eligibility criterion - has also been subject to varying and
arbitrary interpretations.

For example,

3

HCFA's Health Insurance Manuli-1 , section

in 1975,

or part-time care to average 20 hours

3119.6 defined intermittent

Health Agency Manual Transmittal No.
hours a day,

127 limited

care to 1-2

Providers had to justify any

2-3 tines a week.

ACFA permitted

For the very ill,

additional levels of care.

HCFA's Horne

By 1981,

Or less a week for up to 100 hours a month.

medically reasonable and necessary" aide services on a daily
basis for no more than 2-3 weeks.
Trasnsittal No.

A year later. HCFA's

137 provided a guideline of nine hours a week.

Several problems have been identified by providers and
Fiscal

beneficiaries.

intermediaries vary in

their

interpretation of "part-time" care and retroactive denials of
In some states,

coverage are not uncormnon.

receipt of 1-5 care

days a week is considered to be daily care and thus ineligible.
In other states.
day,

even if

clients may not receive more than one visit a

the purpose of the visits differs.

Variations in the interpretation of "home bound" have
resulted

also

in denials of eligibility to those in need of care.

Under current guidance

(Health

insurance Manual-li,

Section

208.4), a person must be normally unable to leave hone except
infrequent periods of relatively short duration.

for

The imprecision

of these words has led to absurd situations where people have
been denied coverage because

they left home to receive

chemotherapy.

The GAO has repeatedly criticized the homebound requirement as
unduly restrictive,

yet it

people who can't dress,
care.

Additionally.

Is retained.

Consequently,

ambulatory

bathe or prepare meals can be denied

improvenent

in mobility - a goal of home

health services - colJd jeopardize receipt of needed home
services.
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all one needs initially

if

Finally,

eligibility will be denied.

Yet,

is occupational therapy,
to receive

one can continue

such therapy after skilled nursing care

is no longer needed.

Because of these and other arbitrary and capricious
interpretations of eligibility criteria,
Americans may be denied access

untold millions of older
HCFA data show

to necessary care.

that rates of denial for home health care claims are increasing.
denials of Part A hone health bills

Between FY 1979 and 1983,
rose fro.

Between PY 1982 and 1983, the number of

2.88 to 3.78.

these denial notices sent to beneficiaries

Yet,

By

increased 8.9%.

68 of all such claims were denied.

fiscal year 1997,

this may only be the tip of the iceberg of unmet or denied

care.

Since providers are now liable for the cost of care
later determined to be ineligible, home care

provided to persons

We have no

agencies may be refusing service to doubtful cases.

but

data on the extent of unmet need for post acute care service,
present conditions lead one to assume that the problem

is

serious.

we don't know the extent to which beneficiaries

Furthermore,

and

their families are directly paying for needed services to
sopplement the benefits provided under Medicare.

There is

anecdotal evidence that when families do supplement the home care

for example,

Connecticut,

Medicare Patients)
people

In

they may thereby lose eligibility for services.

benefit,

the LAMP program (Legal Assistance to

reports that if

family nembers provide care to

receiving home health services,

need mor

than

part-timee

the client may be found to

or 'intermlttent

care and then be

denied all home health care servicesl

Another weakness of current eligibility standards is that the
social circumstances of patients are not considered.
comonplace

for weak,

when there is

It

is now

ill people to be sent home from hospitals

no family member to care

need skilled nursing care,

for

them.

Unless they

they cannot receive home health

services despite their obvious

inability to care for themselves.
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Scone of Services

As we noted,
little

the Medicare home care benefit offers both too
unduly geared to

volume of care for many people and is

meet an acute medical

and

The growing cohort of frail

need.

mentally disabled people with long term needs for care -- both
skilled and personal -- is not being addressed by Medicare.
lack a long term care system encompassing medical,

social.,

We
and

personal care services provided in a variety of community,
and institutional

home-based,

settings.

Medicare

For example,

does nothing for the Alzheimers patient whose family is
struggling valiantly to avoid

institutionalization.

The primr y source today of home-based long term services for the
is family members.

elderly

These free services are supplemented

eligibility standards vary enormously,

Medicaid

Yet,

by the Older Americans Act and Medicaid.

as does the range of

Only eight states offer personal care

provided services.

services to the categorically needy;

sixteen states offer this

service to both the medically and categorically
states offer unlimited service.

The fourteen

needy.

Only two

states which

require prior authorization for part-time nursing care account
for R3h of Medicaid expenditures for that service.
states

The thirteen

requiring prior authorivation for aide services account

for 83R of these expenditures.

Five states do not provide

services.

homenaker

This patchwork of rules and coverage
And,

inconsistent.

it

is confusing and

is too soon to tell whether HCPA's recent

consolidation of intermediaries

for home care bills

responsible

will produce more uniform application of the rules.

The unavailability of requisite home-based services forces untold
numbers of older Americans
out-of-pocket

to jeopardize their health;

pay

for needed but uncovered services: and finally

to

enter an institution.

Chronically

ill,

frail,

and/or disabled people cannot obtain home

health benefits under Medicare.
Medicaid,

To obtain

these services under

older Americans must spend down in

order to meet
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eligibility criteria.

We know the financial catastrophe

those who enter nursing homes.

faced by

Most private paying residents are

pauperized within a short time from entry.

A Congressional

study found that nearly half of unmarried residents age 75 and
over are pauperized within thirteen weeks of entry.
Three-fourths of these residents are impoverished within a year.
Older Americans desperately need financial protection against the
catastrophic costs of long tern care.

Yet,

long term care

insurance is not readily available from private insurers and
public policy has failed to remedy this problem.

Some estimate that as many as

205 of nursing hone residents could

live at home with community-based services.
are unavailable,

institutions where they face immediate
present,

When needed services

frail elderly persons are forced into

about half of all

and crushing costs.

At

nursing home costs are paid directly

by consumers

Provider Oualifications

Another problem in

the area of home health is the absence of

quality standards for providers.
is

This essential service sector

largely unregulated and opportunities for abuse and

substandard care abound.

Consumers who do obtain hose health

services are generally at the mercy of strangers who may be
untrained for their duties, unsupervised,
dishonest.

The home care field

between 1981 and

i985,

there was a 74% increase in the number of

Medicare certified hose health agencies.
been among proprietary agencies,
to the 1980 Omnibus Reconciliation
certification

incompetent and/or

is growing and changing rapidly;

of proprietary

The greatest growth has

largely in

response

Act which permitted Medicare

agencies

in states without

licensing

laws.

Licensing and certification
states.

While HCFA is

hardly anyone
quality of

is

care.

standards vary greatly among our

primarily concerned about reimbursements,

formally charged with assuring access to and
There are few avenues of recourse open to

persons inappropriately

denied care or given substandard care.
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in some instances there may not be a standard of care.

Indeed,

Caveat Emptor is an irresponsible guide to our nost vulnerable
Consumer protection must be built

citizens.

into our hone health

care prograns.

NEEDED SOLUTIONS:

AARP believes this situation represents a failure of public
policy.

in care confronts Americans

A crisis

with serious health,

American families desperately
comprehensive,

today -- a crisis

social, and financial costs.
need accessible,

high quality,

coordinated post acute and long term care home
Ultimately,

health benefits.

home health services should combine

the following features:

shouId cover both acute and chronic conditions:

-

it

-

provide a full array of well trained and supervised
skilled,

personal,

-

and homemaker services in

the

in an institution;

home as well as

when appropriate be linked to a hospital discharge
planning process;

-

encourage participation by family members,
and

-

om-munity

cap out of pocket expenditures so that people are
not pauperized

-

friends,

uolunteers

by their need for long-term care;

be based on the insurance principle of shared risk
and predictable individual costs;

-

provide for data collection and evaluation to
measure both access to care and quality of services
delivered;

-

meet reasonable and uniform quality standards; and

include consumer protection and participation.
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To achieve these goals, we support prompt enactment of 5.1076,
the Medicare Home health Services tmprovem.ent Act of 1987.

The

bill will ensure improved access to home health benefits under
Medicare Part A.
intersittent

and

The bill clarifies the definitions of
homebound'; expands the frequency and

duration of daily visits that are initially authorized; mandates
minimum training and certification of home health caregivers;
requires HCFA to publish for comment all guidelines and
interpretive rules; mandates frequent unannounced provider
surveys including outcome oriented patient evaluation;

authorizes

HCFA to Impose fines and civil penalties for noncompliance with
required standards and timetables for corrective
requires HCFA to publish provider directories

action; and

listing the current

compliance status of .Medicare-certified providers.
provisions could measurably improve consumer

These

protections and the

quality of care provided.

In addition, affordable

and adequate

must become more readily available.

long term care insurance
AARP is open to the notion

of an increased Medicare premium in exchange for true stop loss
protection against the costs of long term care.

We are also

exploring the possibility of private sector long term care
insurance.

We further recommend prospective payment for a case managed
system of long term care.

Community based care will require a

continuing combination of public and private sector funding.
AARP supports the Medicaid

2176 waiver program and deplores

restrictive regulations which serve to hamper its operation.
We recognise that we have a long -ay
services meet these criteria.
great.

to go before existing

The task

is large;

the need is

We cannot afford to wait in developing the solutions.

AARP welcomes the opportunity to work with this Committee
solving these problems in home care.

toward
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STATEMENT 0Y
JOHN H. PICKERING

ON BEHALF OF",
THE
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION
COMMISSION ON LEGAL PROBLEM4SOF THE ELDZPHY

The Commission on Legal Problems of the Elderly
of the American Bat Association appreciates the
opportunity to address the important issue of -The
Role of the Older Americans Act in
Quality Home Care."

Assuring Access to

The Commission, established

in

1978 by the ABA Board of Governors to address the
law-related

needs of the elderly,

interdisciplinary
attorneys,

is an

group that includes practicing

legal educators,

gerontologists,

elderly

law specialists. government officials and eenior
citizen advocates.

The testisony which ve are presenting is the
view of the Commission s and has not been approved by
the ABA Board of Governors or House of Delegates.

As chairman of the Commission. I have had the
privilege and challenge of overseeing our
Commission's efforts in examining

the status of home

care quality assurance mechanisms at both the federal
and state level.
publication

These efforts led to the

of a report entitled 'The Black Box of

Home Care Quality.' released in August 1986 in
conjunction with a hearing on the topic convened by
Representative

Roybal,

Chairman of the House Select

Committee on Aging.

Since this committee is already familiar with
that report and its recommendations,
repeat its contents here.

Instead,

I will not
let me suggest
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five fundamental

questions, derived from the report,

that ought to be asked in creating any proposed
quality assurance system:

1.

Is

the system as comprehensive and uniform
the scope of agencies

as pocsible in
covered,

services covered.

and data

collected?

2.

Does the system focus on the quality of
care actually provided,

or instead,

only on

the providers capacity to nender care?

3.

Does the system effectively empower
consumers by means such as:

a.

providing consumers with clear and
consistent information about
providers,
consumer

b.

services,

costs, and

rights?

involving consumers as a primary
participant in evaluation and
monitoring?

c.

providing consumers with simple and
effective

means of redress when

problems or deficiencies in care arise?

4.

Does the system ensure that care is
provided by well-trained and supervised
care givers?

s.

Does

the system ensure the effective

monitoring of the services delivered to
consumers

and the use of a strong,

flexible.

range of sanctions?

but

We believe these questions help elucidate the
basic consumer-oriented assumptions that ought to be
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Yet,

fundamental to a quality assurance system.
beyond those basic assumptions,

there is a threshold

that has not beon squarely faced

regulatory question

by the witnesses before this Committee:

what is

the

proper federal

role in creating home care quality?

The very title

of this hearing begs that question in

the context of the Older Americans Act.

The Federal government sets the basic mold for
in home care services at all levels --

what happens
federal,

state local.

public or private.

One need

only look at the Medicare program for an example.
Since its inception.

Medicare's home health care

Pcondttlona of participation" have been the benchmark
for home care regulation,

even though the scope of
really quite

Medicare's home health benefit is
limited.

laws and regulations -- the

Licensure

state regulation over home care

predominant form of

-- have largely mimicked the language of the
conditions of participation,

at least until recently.

The other major federal funding sources for home
care--Medicaid,

Social Services Block Grants and the

Older Americans Act--arose to serve discretely
identified needs and tar;et populations.

Despite the

best of intentions, the combination of these programs
did not provide an integrated continuum of services,
but rather a fragmented and

incomplete care system

with inadequate and uncoordinated

quality assurance

mechanisms.

For the last several years.
desperately

have

many states

tried to impose some order and

coordination among these federal and various
state-funded programs.

To accomplish this,

states

have variously tried case management strategies,
channeling initiatives,

state supplements,

cash-outs

and other bridging mechanisms.

Many of these

initiatives have been supported

by the federal

government.

Yet,

the basic structure of federal

funding still fosters fragmented care and.
consequently,

fragmented quality assurance.
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This is

not to suggest that all federal funding

sources be combined

into one sega-program,

There are

valid reasons for the distinct identities of these
programs.

At the same time. the goal of quality of

care perhaps demands

that these programs start

talking the sane language
standards,

enforcement,

in terms of definitions.

and data collection.

This

goal perhaps also demands that these programs throw
out some of the entrenched

medical model versus

social services model conceptualizations and,
instead,

pay their fair share of a coordinated case

assessment,

case management,

and quality assurance

system.

This cannot happen unless the Federal government
begins to break some of the legal/structural

barriers

among its own programs and set the basic parameters
for such a system.

Without the structural

bridges.

new quality assurance mechanisms may still emerge,
but they may more closely resemble the many-headed
Hydra of mythology than a system of accountability.
For example.

consider the need for the training and

supervision of home health aides and other supportive
personnel.

We may all finally agree that minimum

federal standards are needed;

but, are we better off

with common definitions and standards
and supervision--or

depending upon whether these personnel
Medicare,

Medicaid,

for training

with differing standards
are funded by

Social Service Block Grants or

the Older Americans Act?

This is one of many

possible areas in which the Hydra can be slain.

Case management
a dollar saver is

still

is another.
debated.

while its value as
its value as a

quality enhancer has gained wide-spread acceptance.
Yet.

under present structures,

strangely

its growth could prove

ironic, for instead of a case manager,

say witness many case managers--the

we

home care agency
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social worker.
physician,
company,

the hospital discharge planner.

the area agency on aging,
the private caee manager,

the

the Insurance

and more.

Those illustrations only highlight the need for
Congress to rethink the aims and approache6 of the
key authosiing acts.

While this Committee

is

specifically examining the role of the Older
Americans Act.

its vision needs to be much greater

than that Act itself.
states will need little

If the example is

set.

the

prodding to follow suit.
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AMEICAN FEDERATION OF HOME HEALTH AGENCES, INC
1320Fewick Lane a Suite 'iOO*Shn SpngM Md. 20910 *(301) 581454
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kerican Federatin of Iba hPAlth Agrenies appreciates the opportunity
A1r
to addres thm vital issue of quality of care in hm
the S-te

Special

-ittee

an

health services before

Aging.

We wish to addres this crrn

in two

rys:

first, within the

..tet

of

the current asmn-4stratim of the Modilne hose health LaWtfit and the i-plicatians
therein for quality of care, are] secod, by re
cncenr

datras

to adress specific

that ray arise regardirg prmviano of quality care in the haee.

Tv begin with the currnt clvate of the Medicare In
look forsard to the day than han

health pera-

an provision of the highest quality tee health sevis
a load of utsacesary pperk

health b-fit,

w.

l can conntrate tiwir eatrgies
instead of an dmffling

and playing a guessing

with the imaith Care

Financing Administration and its fiscal inteziaries as to whettler services
will be covered, even though a patient clearly qpears to reat every arvera
crterias.
Hae health age ries are already reeling uner the impact of rasive deniala
fror intermediaries, which in turn are
least five dollars in denials for every
review and utilizatico

review.

we have

over the last year to eighteen rmnths.

n

r press-re from IA

e

a asignificant increase in denials

And if 37A persists in its clain that

ans third of here health services now being provide
the current disruption would pale in
Quality of care alon
victims ee

with

-am

to prtduce at

me dollar they receive for nedlal

snld

in fact be deni,

iasparin to the upheaval that

mld result.

of heneficiaries to services wold be the

ajain.

Denial of services, in tole or part, to the very sikesst aid vast dcbilitated patients is now cacrxnn.

wa shlder to think Wtat the

the level of denials ever reaches thirty-thrs ,e

t.

tce

will be if
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One type of Irvice sith particular bearing on quality of care is that of
sedical socia

oarker.

Social workers are trained to hcal with the psychoLogical

and social dirensicns of a pataent s situation, to -ae oserall assessments of
the efficacy of care being prev1dI, and
develosp.

o alert an aWeony to any problems that

WithIt dealyng with the psydco-socia

disabed beneficiaries, many of whoa are

(O)

aspects of care of clderly and

nfused and alcnm,

a hmhealth aecy

carnot provid the service. that A patient's situation reqires.
Inirbanately, lme-dical

--ial services are scarcely available frir

current

dictates of haA and its intermdiaries, which rarely aliow more than one or tWo
sich visits to a patient.

In addition, application of cost limits by disciplie,

rather than in the aggregate nakes it difficult, if not impossible, for many
hose health aencies to prcvide nRical social services.

'hre is no profit

in the Medicare home health benefit and no way to offset loses in highost
lio-utilizing disciplines; without thei ability to offset os-lisit

disciplines

with those unsr the limits, Hi%. are discontinuing provision of

Dical social

services and other rehabilitative services rash as physical therapy and

pee

therapy .
Another prsrlem within thes corrent system with ispiloatitans for quality of
care is the impcsition of crsem

regulatory and paperwork hr

agrries to have to divert their resrrores away frr
care.

=nathat cause

the provision of patient

Not a dire's worth of the aesed expense associated with these burdens

goes to beneficiary services or measuraeent of quality of care.

Th

intent is

pure and simple restriction of reiartearnt.
A case in point is IKTA's Cinia- data element series, Forms 485-488.
Itese fors-a are proving to be enormously rostly in tens of tire and diversion
of the energies of highly skilled prrscrmi.

Nurss sould rather

5nce~ntrate on

patient care for wRich they have tens trained, but rAny have been reduexd to
paper pushers in an attecpt to forestall fovastatIng denials cnnatig from
forms which give them so sony o04jortutities to trip up.
dial

we r

rd

with-

of the 485 series.
Vhssive denial of asrvics ia KPA's preferred method of curbinq utilization

and the growth of the hare health benefit.

Ier-sad utilization and catlays for

hame
Wealth are inevitable with the ilaentation of prospective payment for
hsspitals anS the agils of the populatirn.
growth, heaver, that has not

WIner is an ement of pre

een adressed.

able

7he proliferation of hale health

agencies in states without certificate of need requirements is a prime factor
in increased outlays

deserthe benefit.

A greater Mnuer of asecies per se

does not lead to a rediction in the cost of services through crtecition.
fact the appoaite is true.

In

Where Hoas are aIlomd to proliferate without control,

the result is an increased Her of agencies seeking to serve a finite

olrdrt
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New a:nies will hare higer than ar

of patients.

ct

in the statusp

years, ttale reunmd utilizatin will drive up the per visit csts of established
auicies, s6se set
patients.

aid
-snstrstcw
o
ad cnsts are then spread over fewer

ibre fueds thus serve the same basic pti-nt pplatkns.

a mntional certificate of rred rernurarot or a

We urge

ratorium, on the issuance of

eters to fecU to &ir-sse the costs of priding services aid redirect

prnvioer

,;sicare feels towaids patient care and may fros msinitratise osts.
in turn woald sern

T11his

to mntrnol outlays and rectun the pressure to deny reded

searvies to heneficiarias.

Possein of a provider

closely witl, quality assurance;

an agency

ti4dh iis

mrer soauld be tied in
eAt satisfy quality stan-

dards woald forfeit its participatin in the nsdicare prors.

States are in

a hetter position to assess quality with a stable rmter of hnie health agencies
than they are when absenc

t.

ed has led to e

of certificate of

tric irses

of H9sa an a short period of tise.

in the rer

size here that factors driving hfe health agoeies to reach

wish to

or exaced their cost lirits-eassive denjals, izrplatation of oners require=ners siih as Fm
to take

485-488, prnliferation of agerces-

forcing a-itirnstrat-s

Tn a systse as lrr-intnsive a

-sasus
to avert debilitating losse.

ine health care, this ceans that racy agencies eust euploy less-experienced,
crtnel with lacr salary dsmnds, and must discintirua over-c

less-skilled p

Policies stidh have ruo

rehabilitative services.

access to care are shoi-t-sigited fi-ancially ai

imp]lfations for quality and
oxflIetely fail to take into

caisinration the welfare of beneficiaries for whom,the Mdicare progran exists.
iuality is a difficult cacrept to defiar and assess; and it is .c.
difficult to

-a-sire in t-c h-ma than in an instituti-n.

is wry practical to snd indeperemnt asseswsr

,Wndot.
,

.nore

Ielieve it

into patients' hines to Judge

the quality of came received by elderly and debilitated beneficiaries.

Such

beneficiarias are not very reliable sources for evaluating services they say
bar

received a numbr of

s}ald also be costly.

anks in the pt.

Ihis type of munitoring systen

(Visits to patients row andated by HIFA utfortcrstely

are not geared toward quality assessrent;

they are but another tcol to ferret out

de&Žias.) Quality ultierately has to <me fixes hoie health al-cies tiemselves and
fran beneficiaries and their faintly nrrs

as acns

of home health services.

We believe it wauld be sore effetive to imploit smchanits sarh as the
follouing, sane of wlich require dages in PedAral law, H3A re.ulatlcsc, or
i-annents to state action:
o

reiry beneficiary aid/or re.qacspible faily rter

sinald be proided with

~adsian to the services

a patient bill of riqhts upm

of a hie health

141
agency.

This dournt sholld

xism

and the nan

the mtrb- of Lt

Eiclwe a descriptiaon of the t'is

grarse

ad rkuiber of the age-rey's patient idvocate (and

-ate review trd

noted in the follouing aiggestirn)

Any orwplaints regarding care should be taenn straight to the agpr-y'.
absi-4strator by the designated advocate.
their families find tlelves

Sihec rny heficiaries and

baffled by the ?eicare bureaucracy and

by &rniai of servires, basic irforztin on eligibility, benefits, and
payments should alm be provided at adsiissiom
our testissny a serPle of a patient bil

(I

are submitting with

of rights, this one required to

he proided to all bemficiaries by Florida hbae health agencies.)
o An indepencent review heard shtxld be set

ap in each state, cansisting of

consucmrs, bencficiaries and thier families, iR
and other a-propriate represantatixes
cates can hrinq carplaints pertainin
ah

almis-traters, physiciana,

to wh patients and their alsto care given or possible abuse.

a board shcaLd be given autharity to investigate allegJations of infer-

iMr care aid abuse and to taku appropriate acton.
o Tflax in with the previevs srvgpser

., the review bohad or another entity

in each state stald keep racords rn IDI) persaval fired for provision of
inferior care nr shire of patienILs, aid ja-ioLically sand alerts to all
WeUsope-sting in the state, listing arens
missal.

Mrpiled and reatnrs for dis-

(We realize that there are legal irplicatiars

icdh -uld have to

be cxesined pertaLning to the disre-ination of such infonrt

.)

o ln minimize the chancr of iew and to insure amxastability, states sintld
he given

notives to licenrr all agencies, registries, and individsal

who povid
hres.

hcalth-related care or .mnaker sarviAes in heneficiaries'

Training re-qirenents slx>mid he deveiled for all nr-professianal

caregivers.

(Obe -inl

for suzh a reqvvnust rent into effect in

Florida this past July 1.

A copy is pruvifde

with this testirory.)

icensing and trasinng are espacia ly krgent as eYnial of services usier
the .tdicare bernmfit is
umbe7

aIsing families to ture to other sources, of

rliability ard professionalims,

to prrvidc sarvioes to patients

in desperate naed of camz.
o All hare health caregiaers,

including employees of Hdicaru certified

agencies, 0,uld be required to receive a tpecified nrur
aont=nsing edcatian per year i

of htrs ot

their field.

o A basic patient right--freedom of shoine in selecticn of the careqig
is in-reasingly being violated with iumprity by the closystram shtce are proliferating armnd the natiorn.
that the referring entity, including physicins

-

referral

ILUA should require

and hrspital, divalge in

writing any financial interet or cbzymnrate relatiramahip, no satter hay
sall, in an agncy to whieh it directs a patient.

At the smne te,

in
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n

nities with nrre thUan a sole hm health agncy, every lcneficiary

referred for Ieav

health verviosa thOUPh a disct

plannr or
-

cial

wrker should be provided with thc nae of least two aqncies frCM which
thay might receive care.

real and

aeS uicial coapetitzsn will flow frn

the prvision of a choire to pati-Lts.

Finally, beneficiaries vold be

told of their absolute right to receive services fron the agvemy of their
choice.

W have heard of patients who feel thrnateamd with. loss of health

services when they requst an agency not of the referring entity's choing.
On a cautionary note, we do not kbrhcen or even whether they are.
question, and then prooned to

haw badly quality assuranc

syety

are

Iw believe that we nset fi st assess Lhis

evise the root effective solutions to any problem

identified.
The retmnt rep-rt on hlne health ai
npoctor
a n,

services by Richard Russerow,

ccr==al of the IDnartzant of Health and a=n Services, has raised

r of anerns.

We

caution that this report cnuld distort disausin

of the quality of servicesvprovided by both hae health aides and skilled
persnnel wcr Micare.
include

in his

The nbebr. of hneficaries the Lnstar General

-seple is quite limited.

He revieed only sixteen

e

health

agencies in sim states and 66 patients, while oationide there are approximately 5s8O Medicare certified hce health agencies serving over 1.5 million
beneficiarias each year.

Rut rather than get sidetraced over aetlology

and the Sirs of the

we urge that the Agirg Ctaittee look towards
wse,

specific recszatiurn

ressirg quality a

rns,

as:h
a those we

suggest above, and caitiame to urge HFA to issue at last the training standards
for hare health aides mandated by Ojngress.
We loo

foarwrd to working together with the Senate Special CQittee an

Aging to ensurn

that ou

nation's eldrly and disabld citiazns have ccr

essential hlie health services of the highest quality possible.

Zlectfully rm~itted,
Pres
t
i B. Milis
Psesident

.

AS

to
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BILL OF RIGHTS
FOR
HOME
HEALTH CAREPATIENTS
DEVELOPED BY THE
FLORIDA ASSOCIATION OF HOME
HEALTH AGENCIES, INC.
The patients and/or responsible parties have the right to expect . . .
The highest quality of care in their place of residence.
A home health agency of their choice, including full knowledge of all services provided, alternatives available, or the option to refuse care.
That the chosen life style, spiritual and emotional being will be treated
with the utmost dignity and respect by all agency representatives.
That the home health agency complies with all applicable state and federal
rules and regulations.
Continuation of the care initiated in the physician's office, clinic,
hospital or nursing home.
That the care will be provided by experienced and qualified personnel
under the direction of the patient's physician.
The entire health team including the patient will develop an individualized plan of care.
Education regarding their disease, health needs, safety and emergency
measures.
Confidentiality of and access to medical records according to the Florida
Statutes.
Rehabilitation to the maximum level of independence.
That acceptance of health responsibilities will be promoted and encouraged
by all health team members.
An explanation, upon request, of the charge for home health care.
Co-operation of the patient and/or family is necessary in order to achieve
the goals of this B111 of Rights.
This Bill of Rights Is an ethical declaration for patients accepted for care in
conformance with published policies of the home health agency and does not imply
or constitute obligation for payment of services by the insurance carrier.

The Quality Assurance Committee wrote and presented this Bill of Rights for
Home Health patients to the membership for ratification In October 1979.
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HOME HEALTH SERVICES ACT
AND

MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR
HOME HEALTH AGENCIES

HEALTH PROGRAM OFFICE
April, 1986
.C.
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RULES OF THE
STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT Of HEALTH
HEALTH

AND REMABILITATIVE
PROGRAM

FLORIDA

CHAPTER 100-68,

Purpose.

l0D-68.002

Definitions.

lOD-68.001

License

Required.

100-68.004 Licensure
.100-68.05

ADMINISTRATIVE CODE

FOR HOME HEALTH AGENCIES

MINIMOM STANDARDS
LOD-68.001

SERVICES

OrtICt

Procedure.

Prohibited

Acts.

Repealed)

10D-68.06

Right of Inspection.

100-68.07

Etistinq

(Repealed)

Home Health Agenies.

10D-68.00B Scope of

(Repealed)

Services.

10D-68.009 Personnel

Policies,

10D-68.010 Adminietrt ion,
100-68.011 Nursing

Director

100-68.012 Registered
100-6B.013

Licensed

Nursee

Prertical Nurse

10D-68.014 Rome Health Aide.
Therapist and Physical

10D-68.015 Physical

Therapist

Assistant
10D-68.0l6 Speech Pathologist.
10D-68.017

Therapist and Occupational

occupational
Assistant

l0D-68,018 Social

Worker.

100-68.019 Homemaker.
100-68,020 Acceptance

Patients.

of

10D-68.021

Patient

100-68.022

Client Ser-ice,

100-68. 23

Care

tiliz-tion

Plan.

Reiew.

100-68.024 Administration
10D-61.025 Companion
10D-68.026 Penalties.

(tapsaled)

of Drugs

Sitter.

*ad Biologicals

Thera; 'Y
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RULES
STATE

or

DEPARTMENT

Or THE

CT FLORIDA

REALTH &NO RtE BBTZATFVE

SERVICES

WEALTH PROGRAM 077ICE
CKAPTER

lOD-68, FLORIDA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
STANDARDS

MIN14UM

AMENDINC

(11

this

HOME

Definitions.
la. *hall

Approved school

The follo-ing tere.

ashlab.eeetea
graduate
Social

approved

by the Florida State

therapy approved by the

Association, *r the

.f
ith

%th Ae...w.n
the As-**e..

Hedisil
PhycteeS

eeoedti en

Aesescition in
Yh*wmvy As-eeistion,

a

school of social .ork accredited by the Council on

Work Education, a school

offering en occupational therapy

curriculuo accredited jointly by the Council
of

Geoneii OR Meiesi

Xe. AReercan Wedie*6 A.ee..etten7 or the

Mediael Ed-eaiosf

in the

- a school of nursing or a school for

a school of physical

American Physical Therapy
B4seatio. ef

ARCGCI:S

Sea-n

the education of practical nurse,
Board of Nursing,

HEALTH

SECTIONS 100-68.002 tHROUGH 100-68.022

100-68.002
context of

FOR

on Medical Education

the AmerIcan Medical Association and the AOarican Occupational

TSherapy Association.
(2)

Branch office - a location or sit.

health agency provides
agency

hich shares

services.

s-rvices

ithin

fro. ohich a home

the county of the parent

administration and supervision and other

The branch office is

Included in the

license.

-2-

parent agency

148
..
tt

el -it6e4

Companion or

(3)

(41

Department

(5)

Ho.. Health

(6)

others
in

a

SO

sith

of

or

include on.

shall

as

used

residence

and

by

a

home health
on

agency,

the

to

agency ox

a visiting

individual's home,

an

of bet are see lite*sd

more

is

medical

basis,

Such
a.

folloming;
-

nursing

intermittent

Part-tise

or

(b)

Physical,

occupational, or

(c)

wedical

(a)

health

aide

(d)
prescribed

the

orovided on

referred

services

medical

Individual

an

arrangements

under

services

to

furnished

place

and

health

means

services,suppliec

to

amount

actualyv

cealth Services - hereinafter

Hom*

(7)

services

5laceoent.

of

first dcv

costs

the

of

less

-ercont or

of

time,

not on.
which

es

me

trrsqglar

or

intermittent

as rtcsetries

k-own

a:.

fees

such

zrovtded

brhksrs

and

of

render:ic

for the

or. eaid

Oes

Y.S.

400.505.

and

450.462(3)

Includinc aaenctas

organioatioa,
home health

ohich provides

not,

the

private

or

alency

agency or

*n

such

of

Sections

to vhich

siqncv

services

hone health

or

profit
in

defined

*-v

irlCudtnc

.aents

subdivision

a

or

the H-oart-tn

public

agency.

as

referred to

by

i-censed

aot

cars

health

licensed

I
Zn

!-re

or contrcteor uith the

- hereinafter

Agency

Carson

operated for
as

a

of

hto

person

patiant

a

for

geoulation.
Regfesulonat

organta:ion, or

services

Realth and

of

ses-P#pwefese.*n

employee of

an

of

Oeoar:ment

desxqnstsd

supervtsfon

agency

services

supervision

any

mean.

a

care

Realth

gome

.hather

under

Department

hica

t.

yho

profess.onal

agency,

by uk.

i.ihee

provtdes

person who

home

- the

under the

hoe,

the

Of

eeeeet

pe.tssen

*tere

carol dated and

- a

health

personal

provides

5

i57.5

Servtc*s.

ive

Rfhablitat

as

Sitter

the

in

services

support

setj

.59!

e-r

prstf.fdimy

its*#

.stney

*

..e id
p*

a.

s.eesery

smfoe-tteee

so

* *-esene

p-e.4.d

seyjtt*9

.....

d - Sa

social

services,

Medical
by

a

and

homemaker services,

services.

nutritional

supplies,

other

physician, and

care;

speech therapy;

the

- 3-

than
use

guidance;
drugs
of

home

and

and

sedical

biologicals
appliances.

the

by

149
(a)
the otte¶

t-

(i

th
a~r--d
earutres

tefa-ct

under

(§)

nAs

AA r

e,

--

the hOn-.

Roemaker - a

a..eteeeRt
choras

other ha

An-

fee

e-erefessesej
a ccsf-

person who ey-etdes

fsi

554

he.e

prfor=2s houseo.

4oenco bsurvnnon.

Licqsed -orsettcsl

nurse - a

cerson -ho

:s current:l

to orsActis nurs:nr under the direction of a ot-s:Thar

I~censed

Or regqst-srd nurse oursuant to

Chater 464 Of the ?lorida

Statutes.
(10) 464

Medical

Social Worker - a pretehsioael

ha. a degree in social work and
families

person who

ho counsels patients

so tant they may adjust

to social

and

and amotional

factors

related to the patient's health probleas.
(11)

494 Occupational Therapist - a prafassiese

s licansed

to oractic- ocfunettonal therawc

463. ?Prt V p
o *e!e

eWe. sees end

s

eh-eacesed

a.

trset.,

af ictsiq

aitb the tess.

isp-ierd by

nae

isdisidteit

4eeuiyvetes ef

rassnota

deajy ilass4

are

dere.ersane±i detieans7 the eqisc

Pcssst.7 physseei sefrv or aii,6ete

(12)

person wno

'ursuant to sect:to

ar ptvehalayeei

ano

sre-si

4ii4 Occupational Therapy Asststant - a person licensed

to assist

in the practice of occupatIonal therapy

pro-isions

nuruAnt t) the

in Chaoter 468. Psrt V, ?.S.

(13)

Part-t:ne or ioterninnsnntusuing

care orovided on a visitation b-sit

for -s

core - sty nursing

-uriodof

less than

21

hours .
(14) 414- Patient Care Plan - a coordinated and cochined
care

plan prepared by

collabora lon
patient

and

t15)
licensed
P.S.

ai,

14j4 Physical

Therapist

- a

to orarthoc ohosical therao
dtsesaiissyn

istarn

by ethe se af physseskn

s-ad

and

in

each discipline providing servoce

for the

fasily.

teasesIs

heaIlh

with

case -nanacer

the nurs

baeea

tisease

ehete*ai

eieerti-est7 seerejse7

elee...Aad7 wets, af

prcfsssioaai
oursuant to

eqcisaset-4-

cad

person

orether

eesd~

.ethe

messgee 7

ho

is

Chaoter 486,

.ed^.a.

a

.s ed
af
oefernes

eOeasy-

150

in

de fned

48 6,

Caotar

the d4iect:on

.ndar

dentistzy or

surgery,

ths eattndinq physician
a liceneed

by

occuvational or soeech

*valuating the

nurse. or by

a licensed phvsical

theraolse to a poatient

4i9t rrefe*tena.i
ki8s'0ed in
ene*

science.

;

+*44

in

-

er. af th*e i*&,
preventien

a.

isensed

eseatmne

of

infism,

,iineee of eahes,

.4

pnyseca*

btioyte-in

the nersing

p.eeeeo,

adueseae

and

madivet*ens7

so

in

%he

hesheft end
*afnvenanee
of

the

andes

af

seeee
ee. .,d

nuesnq¶ .pesforminq

p.*i
saeeieai

injsed

,eqisiq

aedyen
*nd eersing skii

the app*isatien of

the admin-iaeseisn

ineiedin

as.s-whe is

ed

- * tsreqste

Hes-s

the 2eeem7 peefsmRinq any a*

Pv-hesoai Nviso - a *susneiy
ee

appv*sed

reviewing and

the psEtGpiee Of PeSTGOi*e9qSir7

based *evn

La the home.

.ffectiveness of pattent

specisistsd kne.iedqe-7

subesanstai

.....

and

soaropristenest

care or

5ree

correction of d.ficiencio-.

services and

and

instructions signed by

for the procision of heeith

QuVlitv Assurance - a system of

(19J

to Chapter

oodiatrv in the state pursuant

Plan of Treatment - written

(14)

trea:tent

medicine, osteopathy,

466, or 461 ?.S.

458. 459, or
(18)

therapist

authorized to practice medicine,

or oodiatv. lqally

dentistry

6Uffr0

- a doctor of

aaa

*tw-hpy pSwnio

phy*6t*ei

iicensed physical

Physician

(k4)

(17)

he

r.S.

of a

as

physical tharapy procedores

orictice appithe

liznsed to

:s

Aoistvat - a person who

(16) (l4)Physical Therapist

the direcetie of a

*e*sitered Msar.c
(20)

Speech Pathologist - a person licensed to practice

speech pathology or audiology pursuant to the-provisions of
Section 468,
(21)

Part It. r.S.

(1i)

Subdivision

-

a component of a multi-function

ageocy which independently, eets the minimum standards for
l±censore.

4ik+ Piehd Offset

-

unit within the ae.ney ed the

aqeney which shases adsnjistesreln and sepesvisien
..
wesaes.

tbe parsent aeney weuid h*e inehuded in

Xi--ss-

~~~~~-5-

pa..ne

and s*epe.c
the

*via}e

151
444p

S.e.a.t - a sess-eseseeee.

en a teens7 *tr*nee
()

fers

Yteeaee.e

r.dered

seais

d.se.aere

Iree
..

(221

aseee

he

egene7

- the eyss.eef

sa..l..
*
e

aaee. .heek s-cees Possen0

Je....

i-ei dteeeess.en

POPOV

sfense's

*at Ohe

e

ef

.tseo.

(441

Regiqtered Nurse

lIcensed to practlce

- a person woo Is currently

professoonal

nursing pursuant

to Chapter

464

of the Florid. Sttutets.
(223) (41

Onder arrsnge*ents - the provision of sern:,es

through a written agreement with other providers of
5*iiseeute,
a.

reene

da*eresee the

ren4ered

s

services

- a systezatie evesiseie, .4 eiinesi
anHewvrieteses
a
Siee
.esa
.
of

hehy reatoe

to she pian af e-eeeen

re.eede

-se..sees

end

the peresen

needs,
Spec:ifc Authority

40.

1a-

400.462, 400.497, ?.3.

!=blesented

History

New

497,

400.50S

4-;9-16

P.S.

Pt-etuslv rumbered 100-5492.

Amended
.05-68.003

l~cense Required.

shall either directly
urder Chatetr

400,

arpli caton for

Part I:: *f, F.S.,

and

Before any entity parses

or indirec'ly operate a home health

receive

a lrcense

ag-nc/

it he shall make
tha Departoent

rom

shall be bhsed upon coenliance wth all apoplcable laws,

vn:ch
rules,

regulations snd codes as evidenced by a signed application and
upon

the result of a survey conducted by Depart-*nt

reprsntati ves.
facility

A license shall not

tl)

The license

shnal be dlsplayed in a conspicuous

insede the agency and shall
applicant.

be valid only

Sale of a licensed

nw owner
(2)

tr-ssferee sew tweer
sffecti-i

the hands of

e6,

place
the

lease or other
by

the operation.

change of ownersbip of toe agency,

shall sub-n

F7S.

shall require relicansure

prior to taking over

in the *sent of

in

agency, assignment,

transfer, voluntary or involuntary,
the

be required for any

spec:!fcally exemptad in Chaptar 4Q0, Part t:I,

t

least 30 days

srtor to

the
the

date of the change enaoiicston for a ne- lcene.

If the a.en.c

is beino leased, s

copy of the leaseagreement

-6-

152

4

be sast'td 7 a Re.

a de
bseee

C

t

stat rqevsree

s*A

e*!

When an aq*neRy

404

iie*anefn¶ aq"e*y las a Raw
or

aqeeseent

held ,espeesible for teb

La-

400.505

She

ise.
be

te

is

sae"e.

of Ste

iseassuesa

7.s.

r.S.

400.477,

Previouslv numb-ed

Wev 4-19-76.

Rhstory

* seand

?treo

YheAh

and *rsasso"n

eVlanitaatia

400.467 and

X:plemented:

hev*n9

a

400.497,

Authority:

Specific

asses sa

A *aPT of She

ijaensne

application far

tih the

shssi he filed

and

party shall apply to

....
ease

*etffied

bh %h.

iisesse

said saend

ptaty far a!asations

as

services.

*tt.iainq

licensur. saendards.

vith

cospliance

saltaininq

to

see*

0?

ovroid* conmuleative

peossbis to agencies to as.is% in

feassil

sibmsit

Adn stask

let licens,

-ha DOspartent -ill

(3)

...
of She S Po SS

rseesa

a. aooL -ation

th
.-.

be fIid

i
ssha

l1D-58.033

Amanded
10D-68.004

Roma Ralcth Aqencies. -ill

Department to operate
the results of a

the requirements of
rulas.

?.S. and with these

1- it

Par3St

,ith

qranted to anyone under 1

years of

druos a 4.sq or aieehei
satisfactory character

addiet,

be based upon

Chapter

A licansa

ago, or on.

is 4zcaiced bv ercesss-e use of

dru:s or

issued by the

by Departzent representatil*s

surv.y conductad

compliance

to determine

Licenves.

Procedure.

Licansura

400,

shall not be
.ilecal

ho uses

slzohol or m-dec:.al

or to anyone who Cannot

furnish

references and eyidenea of financial

responsibility.
Initial licensure - new ooeration or

(1)

Anolicants

o-ara,,r.
h.-alth
Por.

635

.hicb is
.hich

shel.

qoene-

--95

Shell

in

duolicata.

for ticansur*.

bv referonc*,

s hone

to ocerste

an azoolicaton
Rome

orowidad

bv

Sealth

on

All of the

information

the Deoarmmet.

rcouir*d bv

Section

?.S.
tb) Bame

of

aaency,

address

-7-

BR"

Acencv,

include

(a)
400.471.

hoolication

ineoroorsted

I cense

for an initial

submit.

licensed

cisnoe of

and t*!.ahon* number.

153
1:I

of n-.f

MaNe

ttn-e,
i

or

aAd f.,

t .'A tO

*nd
-

number

licensur*
Lds

f!- S500.00.

Ceru.:cat.

Ce)

cer-:fica-tin

in

the

f

Medicare

II ed

fer

agencies

seekno

Drogram oniv.

(')

Ownershin control and tvo

(Cc

strs::!

(hl

Geso:bloh:c

rea sereed.

t:)

-he

thn 4aencv~'a adminstrator and the

name of

name and license number of
catecory.

Ind bS arrano-sent.

ozro"ided di:rcti,

currently vmoloved

licensed ohvsicians,

ncluding

licensed zractical nurses,

other

in office staff bv

recist*red

nurs.s.

licensed eolov~es and

the

number of aides, homemakers, comoanions or sitters and other
.arsonnel assioned
(f)

to home health services

the above which the tanartnoto act umon
t2)

ork.

Such additional in!2rmacion r*asonably

related to

datarmioe, is necessar- in

he- *nolicatlon.
soonet Ssoended or revoked, shall

A license, unleSs

automaticallv exoiro one veir from the date of issuance
be

and

shall

annualiv
aene-aSl
(2)

R-e-val

of license.

license to onera:, an agency
For:

order

635 --

wnich :s

es

Aioolicants

for rineual of a

shall submit an aoolication on tRS

Aoolicat:on for U-censurs.

:ncoroora.ed bv referanct

tome Health Xconcy,

orovided bv the o-oartmede

vhich shall include:
(a)

All of the :cforoat:on

reoulred bv naroorach (1)

above.
ftl

The &pvkiceeten

Detartment en
ap*ilattiem

hunadred dell.e.s

ehe ae-d
fte-ect-epe

ar

e he.. hce.tk
e.e.

eenietweiitie
P.O.7

o*iipatr

te--aide health

Vc ies en¶
*

eppAirinq for

to the
teheed

eVee-ent?

%*the Oeperteene in

i ii i

stataeee f e.. the

shall he

P-ieoae-d by * tiietse

b-

eoney order peyrhie

kiceese

Pa*.CWib-d by th-e

feact

shaik

fee

fee

The
in

cheek cc

the aent ofi ene

of chieh is

reeeswnaeie

e..senr sheti he
be
ieener,

ecsinedid h

eentiese

-a-

en,,

fees,

the

or

license *nder ehapter 4007

ere *xespe fre. payeent ci

A

pi ... ine eenkii ceeeecinj

Part tO7

e-

154
+j4
of

s.aeny shtai be

an

aso

at
*

seuebSee

ebhetts

the *qtso*y-

kenh....

the pafent *e..ey or

shoi *sepi onet

..
.stee

*aars%.oo

for

*tttst*,

etoaoaeO

444

4

etf Uhl seenty *o

*.crat*d*.etd*

coorate

*ad ft..

.eeino-e..

iteetqerq

SeperOte

freem the date *f

or

*

ieeosne*.

Np.reeta

444
an.e..ii7

at ied*t

the applicetion

+4+

ecetarptir

date-,

B.ertsai

- The

+b+

teo4eer*r

*ad

be

Pettit shoa

.eitag
oddre*07 itt

of the firm,

hethe

tr-t7

seereler7

vie. presidente

presedeat

ditgesters

pprefie or ten-

oh*-"

4.4

The too. *A& add.e*e

+44

The home of

aoe topiieatnt
ah-dmione
edeistireator and the

tseret of *ehtrTtiy

tace and iieesos

asei-csyod

iieensed phrsiasis.7 volttitsed tenete

,tecatod

preeteosi

to homoe hejh.s.er.iess

e..Ianed

ether peesoaeo

itotod staff,

ad the neeber oi aides,

ethel iseeneod empioyeees

attendants and

0-tots of
e

if a aerpeeoetion
anteeft?.?
atd

address of the

th- taco *.d

seuses7

*cct-od endaer

"Ad eddrese of the

ntee

.qreo,, if a

ieer

ShO14 b-

ioeftoe

foe

The ntae of the *qentey,

nd

loeceatin

tnd

date

eontain the *iietaq,
+0+

the

oupguatliet

on the everentiy hoid iiensoo.

Opteorinq

oath tnd

to the

prier

daer

4ft

be sueactted

Voiiv*RSvra Shall

e

werk,
+A+

eridenoe

as

A gtem*-e-n7 toeother

ecy be 2peeifieaily

eht O.aeetsh

posecso-see

aeeesdaee

it*h ghapter 404

i*th Seeh ether

required by

eeaen

feands

the 3.poeteeA7 that

to operaee

Paeert S7 PvS.

4d4itioaci

the

JOsoer

and *ii reje.

contained heaeise

{a)

(b
(4

(b)

A11 of

(e)

(d)

:'e Lnformation recuirid bv

(I). (c

464 A ceonditional

against ehoa denial,

(h)

and

(:i

norlotioys (II

above.

license cay be Issued to applicants

revocation or suspension acion Is pending

-9-

in

155
a: the

ttoe

of such

o:

L-cens- reneal

ef!ective

unt::

!inal

fi..o.S:ion

prOccedinaz by the Ocyartoent

s:ecl::c Authority

400.497.

Law

400.471, 400.477,

toplea-nted

Hiatory

New

400.505 P.S.

4-19-76.

F.S.

PevtiOuIv NuVbered 100-6 .04.

Amended

lGD-S8.05
Specific

Prohibitad Acts,

Authority

400.497 F.S.

Law toplecented

400.497 F.S.

is tory

New 4-19-76, ROeeled

i0:-68 .06
Sp-cific

RiSht of TDs...ction.

Authority

400.497 F.S.

L-w Implemen:ed

400.484 F S.

Ristory

New

I00-68 .07

4-19-76,

eoelad

fxistiAg Howe Health Aqencies.

Sbec:f;c Authority

400.497 P.s.

Law

400.461(2)

bwplemen:ed

History

p.S.

He- 4-19-76, Fetealed

lGD-6800G8

(lI

Scope of Services.

rn all heeh ceare cases,

the

provid, costnanaogeent bv a retiscered
aoorooriteeneae andadequacy of
a minimuman

initial howevi:

needsand desoonent of

qeoncy shall

directly

nurseto-dara

ina tyne,

reouested services includingat
forasse

tseent
of the o-t:ent:s

the zatlane caremist as

descrtbedin

SectIon 689.19 withIn 49 hours of the start of service.
prefeeeiwese
heeleh aide
di...till,

eeceisq *ad aR* *ahe.%herePeettie
eveeee1
The aeeeer7

*ettetivee*ehei

a. hbas

estte *eu*pieiei whae

2earices -ili be pre-ided directly ead what
pre.ided4

serwec

at heast a.e #a which shail be pwewidd

c.der errenqeferts.

-10-

se-ieee writ

be

156

stated in

Z5trvtces

002f

t2D-ie

The

(3l

p.

-ithin
tant
..

20

or

undSC *ranca-nts

shaii sbet

en annssi

(CI)

A.Mbol

q.tqs

fis;ai

.4

diiesety

setvioes

rssirnl

admissions &Rd disehares

of

otal sesboe

a)e

tinormatisoe

foilswifj

^es-he

I.)

rtsevt ts

*ie.. of the 21*aney

aishis 94 days after the

.hie%

the

days.

B-ah *i

9*patsse5

perso.

lovts

haesl Sl riceS

4ti Xny chanqe of servics shall b. repotted to

(dl

yenr

ch.*sr

cOtntO eA

crat

scot Itlv

s t

,hal

be orovided and des;,,.:.

at

1r3:eS
!

hGa:th s

ho0

7.

agencvys obheatits

are orodided directly bv
(4)

othnr

,av lro~v4A

gqnc-

The

12)

of

...
par.os

saSresOG

e.-inq

ditoije~ip.

d*r*etiT free ases i.Adividws

hole

inaladtin

hesee

&tdes and hese-ekers.
eteei

(el

nsa)er .4

vilite

pre.idad

iaieding home

ind'oiduai disepip**,

basi)th

dirsasby by *eeh
and

aid..

ho-ssafars.
9stai

(d
sane
r

.

serusaes under

raefa.ilq
(.)

arraneasents

neseor of edesesiens

WFesi Musmer

Irea

*asf

ei

*rrangesents.

Di persons

indiv-deai

and dt.ch.ry.

reeeivinq serse.

dieitpisne,

S-eet

in.id4ns

home

hveith aides and hesoaakers.
44')

otai nsum.br of visies prelided

by *-eh individuai
he...

under s .r..leefnes

disesbinseT inciedtn4 hn-e heeibo

sides *nd

keel.
(5) 404

through a

Services provided under arrangesents shall

rittan agraament uhich includes but

be

is not limited

to

the follotinq:

policiss

(Ca

Services

(b1

Provision for

and personnel
(c)

control ovsr
(d1

to be

prov ded.
adheranca to all applicable

agency

requirements.

Designation of
contracted
Procedur*,

responsibility

full

for agency

ser-ices.
for submitting

notes.

-1

-

clinical

and progress
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(e;

Charges

(f)

Evidence of

(q)

Period of

(h)

Datn

for

and

the contracted
liability and

signatures

400.497, 400.505
400.497 7.5.
New

4-19-76

author:ntes.

by appropriate

Law

ISt*Ory

insurance coveraqe.

nine in effect.

Specific Authority
:fplemented

ervie

r ..

Proviouslv numbered

hfl-49.5S

Amanded
100-68.009 Personnel Policie.s
shall have

AdTisste.

rittan personei aedieisterest.

practicas to Insure the provision of
the patient
(1)

end sheji

The

agency

policies and

safe and adsquane care of

shew e-idenee of

Personnel policies available

itahtijiv

ineerenee.

to all full and part-ti=e

employees shall include but not be limited to the follow:ng:
(a)

wale sesies 7

(b)

Requirement for a pre-esployment

Hours of work,

vacation and

sict

leave.

phvsician that

2 communiosble

ou-d leonardize the health of

novnweson unde-

condi:-on whmch

crs at th! faclit.
reactors

oreventive

inoun to he tuber--::

-elovees not

they have had m

skin test within the nost 5

to a tuberculin skin

PhysIeeki

*eatmess

Positive
tonhe.renctors

test shall nro.ide documentstion of adecuate

therany or the results of

the nest 6 months
*eaistee"

Those

shall orovide doc--entn-lon that

tuoercrlln

e..

a chest x-ra, taken

eeineese.e

a yese
ars.

acd a peeiedme

physteei

pert-eie psysseci *emistees at lease every
Cc)

statement from a

the emolovee show no evdence of

Plan for orientation of

the policies end objectives of the

exaeinessme

to

agency.

Job descriptIons for all employees.
Anoeei perfoeme.e

eeacsteet.

foe ali

ith requirements

esei7eys.,

of Title 7- of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
f) +t4
shall

include name

Personnel folders foi
and address of

number, date of birth,

74-987 0 - 87 - 6

all ereploy.es vhvch

e.ployee,

social security

name and address of next of
-1 2-

a

1 years.

(e)

Compliance

end

all health personnel

tdi

(a) *ft

itthin
physteti

kin or

158
quardian,

*-b dasartesta,

ieesbitay ieseee**,
contracts

evidence of

liconeur

from tha aqancy and

eed#or reqLItrarion

and dates

if applicable,

qualfieat;iono, taf se.ees

of employment

if

apulicabla,

and separotion

easeon fer sepoareee.

Specilfc Authority

400.497.

law

400.497 F.5.

=mplamentad

Slstory

400.50S ?.S.

Ne' 4-19-76

prevou slv nombiaed

:O7-Sd 09

Amended
lOD-6BOlO

Admlnistrarton.

The administrator of

followinq qualificationa
is a

(I)

pe...a..l

the aeqecv Persaee
.

1 vear of eunerojeorm

healt:

care
fi4

or ragis:rerd

or has

nurse,

service administration end at

or administretive eerience

in home

or related health orograms.

the

aseasuese diretomr sebai

be a fli-etime

iob ateiea** obere *44 years e!a-ternae
as attentive or sueperosery
responasbaiitias
(2) 4a4
the rule. of

esapeni

and

ae.steee

Setx a bea*tR ageney an
ahve ohe feiiawanq

ea a fvii-ejee basis.

'he adminisatrtor

di.e.eer shall

be familiar

the Department and maintain thee In the

(3) +b4 The administraror
faailiarizinq
Department and
.u.

shall have the

and responsibilitiesa

licensed ohysician:

training and exoerience in health
lI..t

eapiayed

aqency.

direcoen shall be responsible

the employees with the law and the
shall hav

vith

copies of the rules

rules

for

of the

available for their

.

t4)

f40 The administrator director shall be responaible

the total operation of the
(5)

444

The adminias:ntor dereeter shall be responsible

for the completion,

keeping and aubmission of such reports and

records as required by
(6)

i-t

author:ced
emp-ieee
(7)

The

the Department.

administrator direetor

rearesantative to

shall desgqnata An

serve during absences a professionai

tm be hbs.
ift -The admintsrator direete

organizational chart to
level .

for

agency.

shall maintain a currant

show lines of authority

to the pariant

159
4¶4 the
er-teee

irector
asaii

prevs'dsi

teese setoille

as

aed .shs P.i-ie

qee-vepN,. .rs.

in vses

aieie

tfh4 The dirsese.

))

sheerly ide..*fY

y the eqessy end *h-

adninistrstOr

factltty for the agency which is
I

shall

arI . snough

maxntain an office
for efficient sta."

eorX, adequately equipped, and uhich provides a safe wort:ng
envtronoent, letting local
(9)

ordin-nces end

4i4 The addirscrsnnr

ireegee

fire regulartons.
shall assure the provide

fer orienattion of new staff, and opportunities for continuing
asperience

educational

~eeevtiee

Sarvoae

pveqtsss

Spec 'ic Authority
La-

for the staff sevuieriy sohkdehad in-

400.497, 400.505 ?.0.

tmple.ented

400.461(2),

History

400.471,

Naw 4-19-16

400.497(2) Fr.s

Pr*viously numbered 100-6 .10

Amended
10D-6i3011
(1)

-he

Nursino Oir-ceor

ep*er-isisy

nursino director sspe-rw.4syq ees*

graduate of an approved school of nursing
registered in
nursing

the state with

is

a Isii-si.a

basis.

shall be an a

e

adninistrator

directse

service

and have

experience prsfsrauiy i

the following responsibilite-s

The nursinq director superCisinq
t

a

and currently be

at least 1 year of sat:sfactory

supervisory or administrative

eeasunevy heaieh
eresie;

atsee
shall be

ency and

.Rati

may also be the

in an agency with less than 10 health

personnel.
(a)

accountable for

The

nursino director sepervis.1s

porctical nurses and hose health
(bh
insure that

snure

shall be

s"eervise all roeostered nurses
.licensed

The nurstna

aides staff,

dir-ctor seper.isieq

the professional standards of

practice are maintalned by all nurses providing

-14-

nurse shall

cosmunity nursing
care.

160

pat~ant care policy
+44

af no mere

In the event

(2)

shall, in addition to
(a)

persona

stat.

94

seretes
of

epertssed

direecee

agency

the administrator

is not a

90*1

the above:
in

policies and procedures

Establish service

ith

of

nee

F.,

la,

health statutes and rules.

(b)

Employ and evaluate

tc)

Coordinate patient

(d)

Sat or adoot

nursinq personnel
care servtces.
for,

policies

and keep records of

service, coas assignments

for admission to

criteria

be

the ease

teed in

the nursing director sere-rl-n-

health professtonal

compliance

than Is fuik-tise nurstnq

aesai

ilhte-A

eseji neo queued

be reepensieie

nurse shaie

equivaients are

WenO fui-e
ersto"nei7 ehe

pert-*in

nurse Shell

isnq

manuals.

Yhe seseretsine

supervision

Per.snneis

.......

r

ninta&inhg and adhering to aqancy procedure and

responsible for

direse

dIm-e

Zhs nursino

(:1

end case

management.
4e4
be

+f+

(3)

fendeet

assurance

adeuate.

*

ci these eas. Ce

sehednin

and

ixsiesene

shall

eo ispr-.

piensv

establtsh and conduct

A

assures:

which

oroorso

Case assignment

end consistent

and

eveieese"ns

steeeeive preqres

nursino director

Th.

(a)

rmame,

end Mseanein

tervaess and deaeime

detizcene

quatitv

Prperre

9etivieantee reve. eomasitee,
to the

breesi

and management

with the

is

aoorocrtatt,

oatlent cars olan.

medical

natitnt needs.

(bl

comunity health
(c)

ore

Nursing servces
nursing

Nursing

consistent

vith

nrnfrssional

standards.

and

other

services

orovided

to the

outient

are coordinated.
(d)
leotolv

All servicss

documented,

dated

and outcomes

and anoned

record.

-IS-

in

are comnletelv

and

the clinical service

161

to

Ce)

Con! ien-:i

:-v of

(f

Vtndings of

th. ousltty assursnce zoroorim

:n ,a~r:n:.ed.
Ar

used

ioorove servtrss

Spsct:ic Author:yt
Law

netient de-e

400.497.

Implemented

400.505 r.5.

400.461(2),

400.452(3S(a(,

400.497(2)
History

400.497(4)

No. 4-19-76

400.497(L),

F.3.

Pr*viously number LOP-d8ll

Amended

Registered

10D-65.012
(1)

The

ag!rsved

Staff

reqist*red .%eE!

eersinq

*e-ie

Nurse

nurse shall be a jsdeete

and qernensty be

preferably with as lease

e*

nersing
s

responsibilities

the registered nurse is

sananement shall include ini-ia

*t en

en the seste

i4+ 7*yer .4 s-stseecsr

experisese and have the fQllowing
(C)

registered

the case

nerer.

Case

.ssesement of the naeten:

and

family for anoroortareness of end acceotence for hoem health
services, establishment and neriodic

revite

of the olan of

care*

isolem.r.a.tion of medical treatment orders, referral. follow-u
prostlson and suoervision of nurstna care,
serlsces cven bv other

coordination of

heal:h cars oroyiders, and documentaton

of a11 activities and find:nos.
444

i**

ebservasett,
health

tesekieg of

(b)
the

staff serse shill hve-. the reseer-l-eo

assesesent- esrsi.1 diegn*siss

eemntnsnnee

for

The

of
bi4

ehe

-II, istened cc

hkeaeh end prevenette
the renisorr-d seed!

e.e.sel-

infirm7

4.-

ears end

and ehe

ilintess of aeheres
nurse shall

be resoonsible

aseitain e clinical record for each petien: receiving

cars.
(c)
preide

4e4

The registered seet!

progress

abosesptients

.nder

her eare when the patients condition

changes or there are deviations
at Ieast

nurse shall assure that

reports are made to the atcenting physician

from the plan of treatnent.

every S} days.
444

ietiye.enRs

the see!! nurse

end sepervise

say sake hose health aid

the aste

-15-

in

the hos..

eV

162
th-

+44
5..ese....

a.

f-44 'he

(2i

^te*

St-##

^aetetbed by

e

..
e

:n such circumstances,

to the patient's

healt

%aintains

Suoervisory visits

shall

be

residence.

400.497,

La.

400.461(2),

400.50o

400.497(2)

?T..

gistory

ondi

the stae.,

selected port:ons

the registered nurse

Specific Authority
Implemented

*... a..

in

practical nurses and home

responsibility for the care given.
made

tne

registered nurse may Assign

of patient care to licensed
aides.

si

* physician Aiheesed

P.sS

400.462(3)He),
400.491(5)

4-19-16

400.49t(;),

P.S.

Pr.avousi. numabered

100-63.12

Amended
IOD-66.013
(I.)
nursini

Lic.nsed

Practical

The licensed practical

Nurse.

nurse shall

orzvide

assioned

care under the direction of a registered nurse be a

gjrduste of en apserted

af prsatiaak nersain

saheek

iceased is th. state

ae.1eneiy

af seisfeatory turnsl.

math

esexerence

(2) -he Ilcensad orsetial

&an be

I yeer peefl...ib

it least

and

nurse shall

have the

following

responsibilities:
(a)

The kie.nsed

prseti.ee

recording clinical notes for
(b)
changes

the iie*.s-d

p-eetee*i

seperfise

record
(c)

hoe clinical

treatments

acts,

Cure.

hall Reporting

nurse

ay Performing

including the administratton of

aod medications,

uehe.s7 *-der

any

manager

ates.

in the care of the patilnt.

ifn4red er i*i,-7 the maintenance of
ef

and

.ith the reports docmaented in the

The iieeneed4 preiesi

assigned seleeed

ill.ese

shall Preparing

record.

in the patient's condition to the rse

her immediate
clinical

eurse

the clinical

11i

health &Rd prevacesat oi

the direation af a registered

professienel tsems,
Specific

La.

Authority

Implemented

400.497,

400.S05

400.461(2), 400.462(3(a),
400.497(2)

Ristory

?.S.

400.497(t),

P.r.

e-Y 4-19-76

Previouslw

Amended 1-31-86.
-17-

nueberad

100-68.13

163
:;D-68.014 He..
The

(l)

4eaith Aide.

hone health aide shall have training

supportive services which are
bodily

and emotional comfort

independent living

required to provide and maintain
and to assist the

in a safe environment.

training through a vocational
health

agency, or hospital,

:: training

Is received

consist of
but

at least

sit 464

if the aide

receives

school, licensed eerteiisd

csi

fevey-eve 44i4 which shall

hoe.

464 hNews oi tsevedeeaton

include

to the hone

role of the aide, and differences

hewrs of imser-esiom

in

reastinq to nutrition,

food and household management, teonsy-feer 4444
iR5f*ee i..

roa.r

through the agency the curriculum shall

health services program,
familie.,

patient

the curriculum ehall be documented.

40 hours

not ha limited to,

:n those

hours

*f

reissisy e- personal care services. aoesvities end

*s- 464 'news ci insereuciew
rwisting to ethics and conduct,
personal hygiene,
Personal care
preifeciensi

agency policesz. and reports and records.

activities shall be
nutse.

When prior training is not equivalent to the

minimum herein described,
must

taught by a registered

the necessary supplementary training

be provided and documented.
(a)

Aoencies

shell have I w*ar froe the adootion of

this rule to meet the training
(b)

-euircaents.

Thos. aides who are emoloyed on the

date of the

adoction of this rule and who have had at least 1

year of

exmerience with a licensed soency shall be exempt

from the

training reouire.n.t.
(2) Responsibilities

of the home health aide

shall include

but not be limited to,
(a)

the home health aide shall perform only those

personal care activities contained in a written assignment by a
health professional

employee which include assisting

with personal hygiene, ambulation,
(b)

the bome

the patient

eating, dressing, and shaving.

health aide may perform other activities

as taught

by a health professional

patient.

These

employee for a specific

include end are limited

-18-

to:

- _

assisting with

the

164
change of

A coloeony

ass2s:tng

vith the use of

example, a other or

baqg shanoco,

devcese for

have been taught by a

atd to daily living,

the home health Aide and tbh

or Albumin. measuring

aceCon

intake

and output.
(c)

dressings,
colostomy

The home health

rang.

patint

urine tests for

and orenpaing special diets,

such as

a gastric

or wound, perform

simple

aide shall not change

irrigate body cavities

catheterize

for

health professional *eployer, assisting

prescribed ice cap or collar, doing

sugar

of dressinqg

whelchair, asslsting wIth prescrIbed

of not;on easracses "hich

with

reinforcement

an enema,

sterile
irrigating a

lavage or gavage,

a patient, administer medications, apply heat by any

method, care

for a tracheostomy

service which has not been
preoessionai

tube, nor

any personal health

included by the

registered

nurse in the patient care plan.

(d)

'he

home health aide shall keep records of

personal healtb care activities.
Ce)

'he homs

gross behavioral changes

health Aide shell obeerve appearance
in the patient

and report to

and

the

reoistered peofeseie.n.I nurse.
t1the home health Aide natient services

shall be

evaluated by A health orofeesional in the natients home as
frenuentiv As ,-s-eawnv to Assure safe,

adecuare care or at least

every 3 months
4f4

Yb. bees

terebt

aide peienet services shail be

vaeisased by a besith professesoni seaff at beast *evry 2 wamn-m
either

with the aide presenet
4g4

i hei.th

or

the aqesey shabi

prefeseenai eupicymes

professi.ese

asent7
saintain
s

isn the he.a,
ratie af af at lease

for to every

five f64

persons prelidinq heasth serviass whea

seqie-ienes are

nee-

feul-tihe

seed in the ease at part-tnee eae-prefaseitae-

persons presiding

heaeth serveees 7

the actued

e.se.ba Ae see

persena sPerevised shall sAO easeed }2.
Specific Authority

400.497,

400.505 ?-S.

LAw Implemented

400.462C3)(c),

Ristory

Naw

4-19-16.

400.497(1),

400.497(2) FS.

Previously numbered

Amended

- 9-

100-4a.14

165
0D0-66.015

Physical

:heracist

and Physical

Therapy

Assistant.
l1) -he

physical tneramist shall

anproved school,
with at least

be a graduate of an

currently licensed and registered

1 year of eaparionce

in physical

in the state

therapy and havi

the following responsibilities;
(a)

Yhe physse0ei thurssse ssaii

Providin! ohvs:cal

therso.
v srvice, as orescribed bv a ohvsician whIch can be safely
orovided in the home and assisting the physic:an

In s-aluatino

patients by applying

diagnostic and prognostic nusce,

joint and functional

abilities test.

(b)

Providino

Peetiens

to !eiieve poesr

sineesae

senea

eseresse 7

Cc)

raaction to

preseheetie

heee 7

esing physi4eA

wata.7 lilhe an4
R

record and reporting

end

*eees' such a'

eaeeis-

to the physician the patient's
the patient's condition.

Instructing the pattent and fainly in cace and use

thersay eheeiebasns- braces;

crutches7

end eriectie devices and treatments as
(e)

*ree-

Iseeiee.

Observing, recording activitien and findinqs in

treatment and any changes in

(d)
of ohysical

daevep a. ca.saa

peeforsesae* 7

massage
7

the clinical

ohystcal therapv serices

nerve

Instructing other

health team personnel

when appropriate, home health aides
phases of physical

eanes and
itdjeaced

and family members

including,
in certain

therapy with which they nay work with

the

patient.
(f)
physical

Instructing the family on the patient's total

therapy program.

(2)

Phys:cal

therapist assistant.

The

physical therapist

assistant shall be a graduate of an approved school Iisnrg a
oerse of

net less tean twe

44+ yes.. foe physieal

ese2seset and be currently licensed in the
year

tharspese

state with at least

of experience under the supervssion of a licensed

theraoist.
physical

ResponsibilIties

shall

therapist.

-20-

physical

be directed by a licensed

I
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Specific
La.

spl

Authorlty

400.497(2);

f.m..nt.d

400.461(2),
400.497(2)

Hi-story

r

s.
400.497(t).

F.S.

4-19-76

Se.

S05

00

400.461(3)(bI,

Pre,,ousilv

numbered 100-689.5

Amended
100-68.016
t

SpeecO Patholoqist

The speech pathologist shall be

approved

school,

currently

following

rasp.n.ibilities

physician

in evaluation

The sq.eeh

(a)

licensed in

peth.*-ist

of

a graduate

the state and

shei6

have the

Assisting the

the patient to determine

speech or language disorder and

of an

the appropriate

the type of

correcttyv

therapy.
(b)

Providing rehabilitative

services

for speech

and

language disorders
(c)
record

Recording activities

and reporting

treatment

to the

physician

and any changes in
td)

:nstructinq

members

in methods

correct

speech disabilities.

and findings
che

patiaotts reaction

the patient's

other health teem personnel end family
to at impeiee

Specific Authority

400.497(2),

400.505

La

400.461(2),

400.462(3)(b),

400.49712)
History

to

condition.

of assisting the patient

!mplm..nted
m

in the clinic.l

oenf

*.5.
400.497(t)

?.S.

H4e. 4-19-76

Previously numbered 100-68.16

Amended
100-69.017

Occupational

Therapist and Occupational

Therapy

Aes istant.
(I)

The occupational

therapist

approved school, currently licensed
of

expertence

in

occupational

shall be a graduate
in

therapy

the stat. with one
and have

of an
1

year

the following

responsibilities
(a)
occuoational

The

*eeaaeeiie

tharaov

services

can be safelv orovided
evaluating

in

the patient's

and prognosis

6

theh- pei.se

as orescribed

the h.om
level

-21-

by s

and assisting

of function

procedures.

shall Providing
phnsician which
the physician

in

by applying diagnostic

167
uidnq

b)1
I

oawtent

the

cre:tive and sel!-cze.

cc

viti.,

in

h.s ns

o! tferapeUtIC

for the purpose of

inmroving

f-nction
Orvinq
.

(

recording

the clinical r-cord

and

ac:tivitiai id

reporting to

reaction to treatm-nt and any changes
Instructing

(d)
health team

in

(2)

in

fam:lv mambers

in certain phases of occupational

Occupational therapy assistant.

The occupoational

therapy assistant shall be a graduate ot an

Association, shall hbae

have

approved program

therapy by the heerican Occupationa!

.ort experience,
year of

and other

hn appropriate, home heiath

say seek 56th ehe Pasiet*.

kisek lhey

occupational

:n

the pat:ents

the patient's condition.

5atient.

personnel inecldting

s*4ee end feamiy msabews
therapy

the

findincs

the physician

for

Therapy

a minimum of 2 months of student field

shall be currently licensed in

the state;

and

experience as an occupationsl therapy assistant

under the supervision of a licensed occupational therapist.
Responsibilities shall be

those of

occupational

an occupational

Soecific
L-a

therapist

Authority

imple..nted

in

therapy program.

r.s.

400.497(2).

400.505

400.461(2),

400.462(31(b),

400.497(2)
History

assisting the licensed

400.497(t)

F.S.

New 4-19-76

Proviouslv nuab-r-d

100-40.12

Amended
100D-8.018
{44

loedical Social

The medical social

approved school with
have

the foilowlnq
(11

physec:an

4.4

tha

be a graduate

I year of esperience in

social

of an

services and

responsihilities
-adieei

.ejei

and other members of

signlficant

'orker.

yorker shall

social and

serker sheal

Assisting the

the health team in

understanding

emotional factors related to the

patient's

health problems.
(2)!

b4

Assessing the social and emotional factors

order to estimate the
.ith

problems of

patient's

capacity

daily living.

-22-

in

and potential to cope

168
4

t )

e4

Helpinq the patient and his family

follow

accept and

to understand,

medical recosmendations and provide ssrvices

planned to restore

the patient to optimum social

and health

adjustment .ithin his capecity.
4d4

(41
personal

Assistino patiants

and their

And environmental difficulties

families with

which predispos-

Interfere with obtaining maximum benefits

illness or

to.ard

from medical

cars.
(5)

4{4
to

agencies

Utilizin%

resources, such an

family and community

assist the patient to rasume life in

the community

or to learn to live within his disability.
Spec-fic

Authority

Law implsmented

400.497(21,

400.505

400.461121,

400.462)131c),

400.49711)

7 ..

400.497(2)
Ristory

.S.

Nv 4-S19-76

Previously

numbered

100-658.19

Amended
100-68.019

Homemaker.

-he homemaker shell have at least

(1)

16 twenty +4,I

of training in topics related to human development

hours

and

interpersonal relationships, nutrition, marketing, food storage,
use of

equipment and suppliss,

planning

and organizing of

household tasks and principles of cleanliness and safety and have
the following responsibilities:
The homemaker *h-II Maintaining the home in an

(a)
optimum

state

of

cleanliness and

safety depending upon family

resources.
(h)

The

hs--O-e*e

the4 Performing the functions

generally undertaken by the natural homemaker, including such
duties as

preparation of seals,

laundry,

shopping and care of

children.
(c)

the huesmskew shail

Reporting to the appropriate

supervisor any incidents or problems related to her work or to
the fanily.
(d)

The

h*eeeakev shaki Maintaining

appropriate work

records.
12)

4.4

the appropriate

-,h

homema.ker shall

be supervised in

the home by

supervisor at least once every 3 x.nth. a wmemh.
-23-
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(31

%osnocis shall

ruls to moet the

trstni-

I ver

hav"

r:.ou:..

the edonrino

fn

en s

caset

I

of e-oerience under suncrvtsion

y*cr

the t-ranin
Specific

c

7one hoemakers

anoloved on the effacotis date of ti.s rule and uho

:s

of

e

h0

have had at

shall oc

axenot from

revirement,.

Authority

400.497,

400.505 ?.S.

Lau Implemented

400.46HZ2),

Ristory

4-19-?6

400.462(1)Zc)

400.497f21

.S.

Pre2-ouslv numoered l0n-58.19

Amended
'00-68.020

include

Acceptance

Acceptance of

(t)

but not be

color,

seax or

shall be a reasonable

2ro,!2ded persnSs esditae

Peusons

da4
sues a wyittes

tc)

te

A plan

esesbtashed

physicea

can b-

ct scatai

heeth semacae onity
by the atcendinc

or medIcations are

in the clinical

which ar*

sioned and

record.

When services are to be

which shall

of

eihe t*e4 days,

treatments

to be notifIed of

termination

because

his residence.

hymician's orders in writln

(d)
shall be is

4dietery7

be eceepeed fce

eresemece

shall be included

service

accepted for health service,

safely il

ritetsq wiehis

when medical

administered.

is

earsn1

sheji

pien e

physiaion redeed

for

7

be refused
origin.

expectation that the services

hbe ect adequately and

eeds
en

dated

shall

national

a4 Whoen a person

(b)
there

policies shall

limited to the folioyinoq

fb4 No person

(a)
age, race,

of Patients.

patient and dischar7e

tarmin-ted,

the

person

the date of termination and

be documented in

reason

the clinical

record.

shall be developed or a referral made for any continuing

care indicated.
Seqviees17

t+ed
sheia

b

phsmetect end

muteally ae.

e.e.c

h.am

teemiaceed ca*ci

seek

che.r the prfesetieRai
I7

or

.reeyemesents

specific Authority

400.497,

Law

400.461(2),

Implemented

are

400.505

neee es

espesiten

sime as eke petent-s

set'iees

pemson prewadamy care
cade ft

eseticcese

ea-re

Y.S

400.487(1),

400.491(4),400.497t5)

.5.
History

lew 4-19-76

Previously numbered 100-6i.20

Amended
2 4_

1

ftecky

170
lot-6B.B21
(11

A

Patient Car

'he

plan of

Plan. *OIe of *Vi..

reviewed by the aseepding physIcian
staff involved
tryatment, or

for a11

performed bv a

the

limited to the
(a)

the comfort. safetv,

for

oatients.
reviewed at such

the patient's illness requires, but

at least every 60 days and

shall

include but

not

follo.inq
Diagnoses.

(b)

reac

the

treatment shall be

-verity of

in any instance,

Murs:no

in this instance means technical activt:ies

The olan of

interarls as

ncin- cure o-

or smeech thernov.

licensed nurse to orovide

treatment and rehabilitation of
(2)

in consultation with agency

atiente rTc-inm

ohysical, ocrumattonal

care or treatment

te..

treatment shall be established and

+44 Activiti-s

permitted when indicated

(c)

4e4

Diet

where indicuted

(d)

+4

Medication, treatments,

Dated signature of physician.

end ecuimeent

red
(e)

t+q

+bi

Types

tc-t

Speetsfe frequency of visits seek e- awe

of sneetss and equipuent reqeiced.

vesan thres teees e week7
(3)4+4

sea.

-he registered eqeney nurse who is

other

health professional

shall

collaborate

in dev-lopinq one

included in the clinica!

provide

ana.er,

patient care plan for each

services.

end The plan a.& be

notes and shall

include, but not be

to tbe followinq:
(a)

Source of referral.

(bl

histing of Drugs and

treatments prescribed

bv the physician. if physisin *is diiferen
She pies

the c .

staff and ohysicin when soorronr:atr

patient receivinq home health

lisited

cites a

-sne ef

froes deeetr siqeset

of sweeteaee.
Cc)

Statement of patient or

family problems.

(d)

Statement of ability of

patient and family

interim health services.
(e)

Assessment of the patient needs.

-25-

to
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(f)

A list of

irplenentation

soecific srvice go-ls

iA

olon,

fr

includ:nc at a minimum,
.

L.v.l of cork-

2

Preousnev of hore flcit1 to orovile k:,ct

kho

ill orovtde

the cs:i.

care and case managemene,
3.

Pre.u. cy of tioertieorv win:s uh.,

lo0

orofesslonal orsonnrl 0rovid. direct care.
(q
al-,ey

Drate And signature of the nurse case manacer

staff

She pie".
taeepi,

(h)

Periodic remsst*nmtenes and revisions of

as the condition of

the patient changes,

case mana.cr oeoh p-mfessvensa
Specific

Authority

the plan

dated and siqned by

the

pre-vdinq ears.

400.497. 400SQS r.S.

Lay ;-plesented

400.497(i),

Ristory

Re. 4-19-76)

400.497(51

P.S.

Previouslv numbered

iOn-ia

2

Amended
100-68.022

Clinical Records.

The agency shall maintain a clinical record for ev"ry
person receiving home

health service.

sorooriate, but net be liited
(1ii44

address,

toe the

ahich

shall include,

identifieation sheet containing name,

telephone number, date of birth, sex,

if used, next

aqency case number

of %in or guardian.

(2)*b4
signed by patients,
13)40e
+4+

Permission

to release information dated and

family or guardian ahen applicable.
Plan of

treatment.

pe*ieCn

..
re p-ift-

(4)4d44e4 Clinical and service notes,
by the staff samber providing the service which
(a)4.
changes

as

folloyinq:

signed and dated
shall

nitital assessments and progres*

include,
notes cith

in the persoens condition.
(bli.

Patient Care Plan.

(c)i,

Services rendered.

(_W9,

obbervations.

(.)4.

Instructions to the

-26-

person and

family.
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(5) ),

4one

-.
i's

proflssicnal worsers
(6)

Ce)

tat:srs

nO

A*.e hea.th aide
Evidase.

5,

Retorts

+4,4

Ivid-e-

Pq.4

T.ratnarton

for subarvtsion
-hen

of non-

ppolIcable,

of ca..

cof'erencas.

ai 2acorts to physicians
eummary includin:

a)

4.

Date

(b)

4.

Total

(.E

*i

Reason for termination of

(d)

4.

Evaluation of

(e
(. )
Cf C

S.

Czndition of

6.

Disposition of

of first

and last visit.

number of visits or hours by

discipline

of

established goals at

ama

termination.

Sp-cific
La-

service.

Authority

400.497,

Implemented

the patient on discharge.
tha

patient.

497.505 t.8.

400.497)5) ?.S.
Cew

History

4-19-76.

Previously

numbered :00-58

22

Amended 2-2-77,
iOD-68.Z3

:tilization

Revtie.

Stsect:'c Authority

400.497(5) 7.S9

La- I=Planntad

400.487()

t sItory

,(2),

400.491,400.497(5) F.S.

New 4-19-76. Repealed.

lOD-68-.24

Adminis:trtion of

Drugs and siologicals.

(1C The agency shall have policies qoverning the
a dministering of druQgs and biologicals.
fC2
the

The nolicies

ehiet shall include but not be Limited to

following,

(a)

All orders

agency health professional

for medications
staff snanl

to be given by the

be dated and signed by the

attending physician.
(b)
of

All orders for medications

the drug, dosage, frequency, method or site of

p-rmission from the
be

shall contain the nane

taught to give
(c) +d4

medication

injection,

physictan if the patient eedfor

end

family are to

the medication.
All verbal orders for

orders shall be

eadiration or chanse

taken by a raoisterad nurse the

-27-

in
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heate

ueeser-eee

t:tle by

wttn

4.4
*.q.ftel

drum

physician

We....

tqet

*qee,7

Peetssetaai and

the

ineiins

ee

fer ts-

iA

nd sqgnd

464 days.

*.545

.
*1

4-e1.

Reedies,

S.m

to uritinq

p.

*Pt en

atewey

*e-sifteteer

VeA P*aient

he--

a

a*

s2vere

I.-.

(d)

+44

desensitizing

consent of

Zxpetriental

agents.

hazardous drug

drugs,

shall not be given

Itnout

the patient or family.
have an emergency

devices are

appropriate

Specific Authority
tmplemented

reversal

in

400.497,

tse

the fully

Informed

The nurse administering

such

plan and whatever drugs and/or
of drug reaction.

400.535 r7.5

400.487tU.

History

sera, allergenic

penicillin or any other potentially

drugs shall

La.

14

eAoeyd

*7rieye,

&p11... 4 dee
....

withtn

0.

reduced

400.497(3)

4-19-76

400.497(5)

Prvtously numbered

FS.
10O-68.24

Amended
100-68.02S
tl)

Th.

Companion

Companion or

resoonsibilities oerforoed
Profresional

patient to

enolovee of

shall have

the foleovinc

under the suoervtsicn of a

the acencv:

(a)

Providinaorooanionshi, for

(b)

Providing escort servicas

the oatient.

such as tskin

the

the doctor.
(c)

Providinc

of a

precaration

or Sitter.

sitter

=eal or

'liot

hotsekeeoinv tasks suc

laundering

tbe

ostients

as

nersonal

garments,
td)

Maintaining a

C-)

Reoorting

chronolovical written

record

of

-nyunusual incidents or chances

in

Services.

nat;ent's behavtor
(2)
psrsonal

The

comy-nion

hes1th cern

t3)
understand

to the registered

The aveno.

or sitter

the

nurse.

shall not oerform

any hands on

services.
shall insure

the needs of

that comanions or sitte

the oatienrs

-28-

to which th-e

s

ar assigned

174
and rscogn.za

those condttions

,htth need

to be roor-ed t,

th.

renistered nurs
S-acific huthority

400.497.

La-

400.462(1)

tIMe1er.ted

400.505 ?.S.
400.497t)))

400.497(2) F.S.

Rev

Histo"rv

06 Penalties
OD-68.2

400. Part

rules

chane-r or
to Chapter

S1S: Plorida 5tatutes

the amount

of th- fins

(a)

Th. oravitv of

that death or

Drobability
patient -ill

the

and

for a violation,

follo-ing factors:

the violation, including the

serious

ahsical or emotional harm to a

result or has resulted

ootential ha,

to be imoosed and in fixing

to be imoosed. if any,

the deoartment shall considsr

apvlicabl.

not to *aCe*d

Dromulgat.d pursuant

in deteroining if a fine is

(2)

lesv a tin.

and

each ytola:jon of the provisions of this

5500.00 for

of any minimum standards or

or

st

The de.arttent shall

(1)

the vea-eity

of

the actual

the etent to ohich the prooision- of

the

ere violated.

statutes or rules
tb)

Actions taken bv the agency to corr..t vtolationS.

(c)

Anv previous

(d)

The

violations.

financial benefit to the agency In committing

or continuing the violateon.
t3)

The failure

an admintstrative
SIC2.C0

to file a timely anolication shall

fine charged

to the

ocr dav, each day constituting

no event shall

such

400.497 P.S.

La.

400.474 P.5.

Tmolameote-d

a secarate

vlolat;on.

fine agorcoate more than S5O000 00.

Soecific &uthoritv

Ristorv

-29-

result

agency in tCe amount of
It
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Iten 5

Area Agency on Agng, Inc.
lt
000

ri

May 8.

e KELLOGG

AE.A

i:W

1987

The Ronorable John Matcher
Chair.an Special Cositt e on Aging
United States Senato
Waahtngtans
DC 20510-6400
Daar Senator XMacher:
Tbank YOU for according e at your rOcent bharing
the opportunity
tO share yith
you my enperlences
clii Federally
funded
and
privately funded hose care. I':
suhatting the foiiosing as pert
of
the record.
During the hearing you
heard teStimoty fins
severa1
people a testi.ony of the lack of .easores to .asure
the
qaelity
of in-hone care. Theoe prohlea
range from costly overutilization
end
inappropriate
Xedicare service provision
to
unepeahahie
physical and sentl
neglect and abcse. These problh=u
nra continual and the need for a solution in urgent.
It
in sy fear tIat ycur search for this eulution
eight create
forther paper docunentetlon or that standards ight be sees as an
annser
to
tbese prouhie.
There is no *pa.per review'
that
can
insure
frail
ill
people sill receive the care that is
intended
cith our
Medicare doilers
There
is no doconeetetnon tiat con
preonot user serving sod inappropriate service to these patienta
There suet be an independent n.etork of local agencies
wbich cae
nhjectiveiy
monitor
the care
on-site. Thi
network
uet be
renponitble for easasing tie esadod care and monitoring this care
in
the
hone aa long no the hose helth
agency
is
involedi
oetiork
which suet
hbe ahe to suthorise and control shat Thin
care
sill be renbhureed cst also be national and uniform no all older
imerirane hacs equal acesrs to quality ce.
Since the Aging Nateork - that ie
ihe nation's
Area
Ageecies on
Aging - do not deliver aervicen directly, they are in a singularly
advantageous position un behalf of the Federal govaresent
and the
nation's
elders 10 perfor
this nervice
If the Aging Net.or.
is
not chusen to Onitor in-hoes care for thi, it will he nec.asery
to duplicate
it to provide aelid quality nasurance.
Tha iethg
Networe is to place end vry ahl to accept the rapunoibility for
this so desperately needd funotton.
Care Menagement through Michigan's
Region IV AAAhoe heen serving
thie
purpoe
for four yearn
Ya heos learned a great deal abot
molioriog these
service.
during
thils
se, and s offer tile
perience
to annian
you in developiog such asystem
for this
anoitoring.
TSank you
again for your
persuns.
If l
can he of
hesitate to let me khot.
Beat wishes
enrbar.

Lu'tt..,

R4

Superviniug Nae
Cars Management Program
BL: J.

deep
concorn for olu.erabhe
older
any further aervicen
pleae do not
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STATEMENT OF ALBERT D. BUFORD,
111.
for the Public Interest, Los Angeles,
MR. BUFORD:

Executive Director,
California.

Center

I would like very much to thank this Committee,

particulary its Chairman.

for the invitation

to submit

and

testimony

at thi6 time of reauthortzation of the Older Americans Act.

Since
asocialted

the Model

Projcct days of

with the Center

for

the

mtid-1970's,

the Public

Interest

staff nov

have lebored

to equip non-lawyers with the knowledge and skills to advocate on
behalf

of

training

the

has

older

frail,

been

a

American.

concern

for

At

the

center

issues
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DEPARtIsENT OF HEALTII &HUMAN SERVICtS
er to: C

OiC

OI'01A1039

Hnoth Care-F.ans.n.
63zsovr
8ahsi-ne MD

Roolero

75707

4 i9%

Mr. Albert D. Bulord, III
Center for the Public Interest, Snc.
Suite 414
I800 North Highland
Los Angeles, California 90028
Dear Mr. Buford:
This is in response to your November IS, 1986, Freedom of Information Act request
lor inlormation concerning Medicare benefits.
It is our understanding that the Dallas Regional Office sent to you directly
information pertaining to Items one and three of your request. We were alto
informed that due to cuthacks in staff in the early 80's, Home Health Care
statistics are not maintained.
The fnlloeing is additional information relating to your request:
Question 2

TMe average number of Skilled Nursing Facility days reinbursed per
spell of illness: Based on 1981 figures, which are the most complete
SNF utilization measures available, the anerage number of days
reimbursed per stay is estimated at 30 days nationally. Regional
State data regarding this measure are unavailable.

Question 4

The amount of Medicare dollars expended for SNF care! For 19S4,
Medicare reimbursed over $21.6 million dollars for SNF care in the
Dallas Region. The breakout showsDallas
Arksarnsas
Louisiana
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Te.as

$2',6lS,000
1,011,000
5,645,000
989,000
2,373,000
i11,600,000

The following current statistics on appeals are based on Nationwide figures for

fiscal year 1985:

Part A Reconsiderations
Reversals (Full &Partial)
96 of Reversals

30,989
5,503
17.S

Part A (ALJ) Hearings
Reversals (Full &Partial)
96 of Reversals

1,238
S05
65.0

There is no charge for processing this request because the chargeable costs do not

exceed $3.00.

Sincerely yours,

e'D . C,2

Adwmmstaion

.'

Rosario Cirrincione
Chief, Freedom of Information $ranch
Of fice of Public Affairs
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CHWAT/WEIGEND ASSOCIATES
CONGRESSIONAL &GOOWERNMYNT RELATIONS
Ise k1RaT brESTY N.W. SUITE I16

D.C 2WWI
WASHINGTON,
2M/6394W
Hay 6, 1967
Senator John Neacher, Chairman
Senate Special Committee on Aging
U.S. Senate
Room SE 628
Washington. D.C. 20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
On behalf of our client, the National Association of
which
Companion Sitter Agencies and Referral Services (NACGARS),
is comprised of privately-owned, for profit referral services and
agencies that specialize in companion and home care services for
the elderly, long-termed infirmed and children, we would like to
submit theae comments to be included as a part of the April 27,
1987 Select Committee hearings entitled: 'Home Care: The Agency
of Indifference.'
Mr. Chairman, the Senate Special Committee on Aging cannot
review all aspects of the home care industry in these hearings
and claim to reach conclusions on regulations and quality control
without the input of privately-owned, for profit referral
In fact, this is the
services and agencies comprised in NACSARS.
second example within the past year in both House and Senate
committees of jurisdiction that NACSARS has been ignored in their
repeated requests to appear before a congressional committee.
NAC5ARS members are greatly concerned that the witnesses
appearing before the committee left the incorrect impression that
individuals as providers, working as Independent contractors, are
unqualified, and dispensed poor quality of services to the
Every indusNothing could be further from the truth.
clients.
try has its 'rotten apples', but to single out any part of the
home-health industry and point to that part as the culprit does a
disservice to the families who need a cost-effective means of
meeting home-health needs.
For example, the National Association For Home Care's
in her prepared testimony before your
witness. Ann Hoot,
committee's April i7. 1987 hearing, attacked Individuals as
providers and recommended the complete prohibition of
independent employment of paraprofessionals using federal funds,'
citing as reasons poor care, abuse, lack of training and cost
factors that result in the lowest cost provider being chosen
under social services block grants and Title III rather than
certified agencies who cannot compete on a straight cost basis.'
What is misleading to the Congress and the American people, is
the impression this witness left that all independent contractors
She cited
were somehow tainted with her example of abuse.
the example of an independent contractor aid who was arrested
and charged with arson, attempted murder, and fraud after she
allegedly attempted to murder her client to cover-up stealing
nearly $5,000 from him during the year she had cared for him.'
Those guilty of
NACSARS does not condone abuse in the industry.
crimes, whether they steal millions from Medicare and Medicaid
No one
funds or abuse their clients, should be punished.
disagrees with that. What upsets NACSARS members around the
country is the constant allegations by such groups as the NASC
that all Independent contractors are suspect as untrained, unproWe maintain that one of
fessional and abusive to their clients.
the real reasons for this antagonism is economic rather than
quality control.
NACSARS supports the statements of two witnesses appearing
Charles
before the committee at the April 27, 1987 hearing.
Wells, Deputy Commissioner on Aging, Administration on Aging,
said: 'A discussion of home care services must also recognize the
The
important role of the non-agency individual contractor.
national long-term care channeling demonstration, a landmark ten-
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-state experiment supported by the department -- including AOA
be given
confirmed that high quality personal care services can
newsby persons carefully recruited by family members through
paper ads, neighborhood contacts, and friends.
In addition, Jane Anderson, representing the National AnsoStandards, however,
ciation of Area Agencies on Aging said:
of
should not result In restricted access to care because
Many
unavailability or costliness occasioned by the standards.
had to
have
example,
for
areas,
rural
in
aging
area agencies on
the
that
see
deal with the lack of providers in creative ways to are
concerned
frail elderly could remain in their own homes. we with criteria
only
that too stringent standards, dealing perhaps
care.
for personnel, may result in restricted access to needed
both to
If standards focus only on quality, then cost savings
to
likely
are
appropriateness
and
payors,
private
public and
the home
suffer, both at the expense of the client as well as
care industry.'
NACSARS members are not Medicare-certified home health agendirect
cies, because Medicare regulations do not provide for are
referred
However, Independent contractors who
reimbursement.
with
by NACSARS-member referral services provide their clients
compared
cost,
reduced
much
a
at
services
quality, professional
For example, in Connecticut the
to other home health agencies.
price for hose
Medicare-certified agencies ranged last yearin
health
health aides from $9.95 to $11.50 per hour, with a 4-hour
byNACSAS
referred
contractors
minimuim, while the independent
These
a price of $6.20 per hour with no minimum.
membershad
cst-comparisons are similar throughout the country, and could
have a significant impact on aggregate home health costs in the
future.
NACSARS believes that the general public should be free to
particularly if the care needed is
choose home-care providers,
minimal. Nurses registries and companion sitter agencies
throughout the country can provide a such-needed service to the
but essentially stable, individual by referring
chronically ill,
Theiregisfully-screened personnel to work privately for them.
tries and companion sitter agencies can offer these services at
very reasonable prices. Why should independent senior citizens,
or families who care for the elderly at home, pay a higher price
for skilled services and supervision in cases where none are
required, much less wanted?
The more expensive skilled service agencies have the advantage of direct reimbursement of their fees by insurance or by
This type of reimbursement is
Medicare (in some limited cases).
not available at present, nor probably in the near future. for
private referral services and the independent contractors Cie:
nurses or sitters) who are referred by such referral services.
where
A gap in society is developing, called a 'no-care zone,
middle class Americans cannot afford the minimum services they
independent.
need to remain
Of critical importance is the need to keep the costs under
We are especially concerned with those patients and
control.
Of particutheir families who must pay for services themselves.
lar concern is the patient requiring long-term care who can still
be maintained at home provided he or she gets outside assistance.
Some of the NACSARS members have been referring independent
contractors, who provide much assistance, for over twenty years.
These problems will be magnified in the future by the sheer
number of elderly citizens requiring services and by the changes
in the regulations affecting health care.
With the growth of the total health-care industry, we have
seen the number of providers increase, particuarly franchised
agencies; and we have seen the inevitable fight for the healthOf major concern
care dollar as each agency adjusted to change.
is our fear that the privately-owned referred services will be
forced from the field despite the fact that they are successfully
providing the custodial care at much lower rates, and at no
government expense, than other agencies.
There is a need for long-term care to rel ieve the family of
care of their family members, and to permit
the 'constant
Intermittent care, such
workers to return to the market place.
as provided by Medicare-certified agencies, does not meet the
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need of the majority of our elderly cititens who most often may
need both custodial care and skilled nursing.
The referral-service industry has been subjected to much
Our critics indicate that the use of independent
cr iticism.
contractors, who are not supervised, leads to the possible abuse
However, most of the time both family and physiof the elderly.
cian supply supervision and instruction.
NACSARS submits that there Is no more abuse here than in any
other business, and that we are just as concerned about these
Nevertheless, we believe that it
issues as are other Americans.
is more likely that these criticisms arise from a concern on the
part of some to eliminate competition, regardless of the effect
this would have on those who can least afford to lose low-cost
services.
Questions have been raised during the hearing on quality of
Attached to these comments are a copy of the
care and standards.
While these
NACSARS Code of Ethics and Standards of Operation.
in a series of standards and ethics contemare merely the first
plated by NACSARS, they indicate a good faith effort to address
quality of care issues within the referral-service industry.
One of the largest barriers to the ability of referral
services to take affirmative action to improve or ensure the
quality of care provided by the service-providers who have been
referred, is the potential conversion of the status of such
services providers from that of independent contractors to that
If service-providers are considered employees.
of employees.
then the referral services would have to withhold income and
social security taxes, pay unemployment taxes, pay workers
compensation premiums, pay liability and malpractice premiums,
and pay for all the added administrative expenses associated with
Simply put, all referral services would have signifiemployees.
cant rate increases, and many would simply be put out of business.
The solution is to pass legislation that would permit
referral services to provide quality care education and supervislon of independent contractors without having the status of such
This would
independent contractors shift to that of employees.
be the best for both consumers (who would get quality care at
continued low rates) as well as referral services.
Accordingly,

we suggest that the Committee on Oversightt

1.

Hold a hearing on non Medicare-medical reimbursement of
private-sector home care providers, and focus at that
hearing on 1) the cost saving aspects for families, the
government and the insurance industry; and 2) protection
of the independent-contractor status even when quality
of care supervision is provided by referral services.
NACSARS would be pleased to assist the committee with
witnesses and information.

2.

Develop legislation to encourage the use of independent
contractors in the home-care area 1) through tax
credits, tax savings, and expense deductions for the
families, hospitals or other providers utilizing the
services of NACSARS-type members, and 2) through protection of the status of such independent contractors.

We would like to assist the committee on these most important
issues, and would welcome your action on our client's positions
relative to cost savings and independent contractors in the home

care area.
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C~omzx}-.orD S,-er Aa.-ncs cr^c 7<ef errol Sewices

CODE OF-

1.

2

c'HsCS

we w.!1 str;ve

to rn,:.ntain the integr-:v

control of our

zndustry/profes5.on.

and qualty

we W;'l support and protect the ;ndividua!
client s.

rights of our

W wil1 promote those activities which are primarIlv
We
consumer Oriented.
4.

We wil2

5,

we sha2l pursue those research and educational activities
that w22 increase the knowledoe of Ell NACSARS affi'lates
o a natlona2 level relating to chanoes and advances
ef'Fec.ng our prcession.

6.

We 'il! strive to educate and work i conjurtion wlth
in politics in order to assist tner in making eflectivethose
eec-sions coverninc our industr-y.

advocate guai;tv health care services with a
secondary ermphasis On cost effectiveness
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Comocnmi3 Se.r ;-a^_-es ant Refe rct SeR/ces

STANDARnS OF OPERA.TION

Members will obttsn and meintain licensure and/or cert;fication
Also,
accorcing to state and feceral guidelines established.
proper DDD bonding should be securec.
2.

Referrals w:ll be sent out in compliance with physician
In cases where such directives are not available.
c:rect:ves.
referrals will be ooverned by criterIa in each State's Nurse
When Nurses Aides are requestee in a home, an
Practice Act.
RN evaluation of patient status will be completed within 4S
hou-s of initiation of care to determine whether or not the
services being requested are appropriate.
and/or sne_-vised

a)

Placement of referrals will be determined
by a Registered Nurse.

b)

Companion/Sitter referrals will not be ner-mtted to perform
duties w:thin the scove of nursing and therefore. a
Reclstered Nurse suoervzsinc the referrals wi-l not be
However. these such acencies are encouraged to
necessary.
seek consultation arranoements with a licensed Registered
Nurse.

4.

Nurses Aides referred shall be reouired to have an accredited
Also, when state
Nurses Aide course in areas where available.
In
cert'fication is obtzineble, this shall be the criteria.
areas where neither of the above Is available, one year
experience under supervision in either a hospital or nursing
home shall be the cr:ter4a for olacement.
In addition, It is preferable even with those individuals who
have obtained state certificatior.. to have a minimum of at
least one year experience either in a hospital or nursing home
uLnoer superv sion.

5.

A13 nurses and/or nursing assistants referred shall be
currently licensed according to state regulation: also. CPR
certificates shell be required in the areas where available.
The agency shell be responsible for maintaining proper records
of such licenses and certification.

6.

References both work and character related should be actively
pursued an acquired before any applicant shall be referred
for services.

7. A working history shall be kept and maintained including
client names, location and medical problems alng wi th any
positive or neoetzve feedback relat:ng to the *ndividuals
performance.
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Federal Council On The Aging
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The Honorable John Melcher
United States Senate
Washing ton, D.C.
20510

JAN 2 7

Dear Senator Melcher:
The Federdl Council on the Aging is pleased to submit
its
recommendations for amending the Older Americans
Act during the 1987 reauthorization period.
A rapidly increasing aging population and limited
resources have presented us with unique challenges in
attempting to meet the needs of older Americans.
While most older persons are comparatively healthy
and active, a significant number require varying
degrees of supportive services in order to cope with
the demands of daily community living.
Families,
neighbors, and the State and Area Agencies on Aging,
as well as others involved with aging concerns and
services, have responded to this wide diversity of
need.
It is of paramount importance, however, that
the aging network continue to be supported and
strengthened in order that it may meet the challenges
of the future.
The Council's recommendations reflect
this support in calling for increased discretion for
the network.
The Council has long held a special concern for the
"frail elderly," those most vulnerable members of the
aging population.
Our current recommendations
continue to emphasize this concern by addressing the
issue of targeting resources to those in "greatest
economic or social need."
older Americans who are
minorities, low income, women, functionally impaired,
live alone or live in rural areas are most likely to
be or to become more vulnerable than other older
persons and, therefore, should be targeted at the
local level within the parameters of the
circumstances and resources of the community.
The Council appreciates the support and concern
provided to older Americans and presents these
recommendations for your consideration and response.
Si

rely.

boooy Ru.-IlI, EdD.
Rttree, D
Orr-eor
Edecarirt, S Trasoott
So', lose Stare fti vtrosiy

InVtid C. A'

Son Jose.CA

Chairman

Ab- to., Soab. Jt.
P. nr ard
ALtott,
B"'mnj~har AL

FWR
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FEDERAL COUNCIL ON THE AGING

RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE
1987 REAUTHORIZATION
OF THE OLDER AMERICANS ACT
S UfMARY
The Federal Council on the Aging (FCA) urges the extension and
reauthorization of the Older Americans Act (OAAI for a period
of five years.
While in complete support of the intent and
purposes of the OAA. the FCA recommends a number of changes
that will strengthen the purposes and objectives of this
legislation and enhance services to older Americans..
The great diversity present in the aging population dictates a
broad range of options in responding to and defining the
parameters of need of these individuals.
As individual
capacitles and vulnerabilities are considered,
t becomes
apparent that resources must he better targeted to approach
nost effectively the differences in level of need.
Resources
are not unim-ited and those with the greatest need must be of
greatest concern.
Needs of individuals are most appropriately determined within
the circumstances of the community in which they reside.
Although it is possible to identify generally characteristics
hat may indicate vulnerability of an older individual, these
separate characteristics will not apply In each and every
community.
Therefore
it is the responsibility of those in a
position to understand the capacities and constraints of a
community to define the needs to be addressed in that community.
The FCA encourages regular incremental increases of . percent
to assure adequate funding levels for all the Titles of the
bAA.
Each of the components of the bAA is a uital part of the
whole and none should be sacrificed if the needs ot older
Anericans are to be addressed in an effective and comprehensive
.lldnner .

The Federal Council believes that contributions based on
ability to pay should be an integral part of older Americans
Act prograns.
However, the Council feels strongly that means
testing should not be used to estaulish eIigib:lity or amount
of contribution.
The Council has learned that ;n several
regions of the country a voluntary sliding lee scale has worked
well for requested services.
The OAA was intended to stnnulate the developvent of a
comprehensive. coordina ed approach to the dinerse needs of the
older population.
The FCA believes that the coordination of
programs and services of both the public and private sector is
vital to improving the quality ot our country s response to the
concerns of our aging population.
To take lull advantage ot
all segments of the community, the Council has asked that some
restrictions on for-profit orjanizations be removed from OAA
language.
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BACKGROUND

Congress has charged tne Council with the responsibility to
review and evaluate
on a continuing basis, Federal policies
regarding tre aging and programs and other activities affecting
the aging. . .
It is, therefore. incuabent upon the FCA to
carefully ema.ine the current issues regarding the
reauthorization of the Older Americans Act.
Aware of tnis
responsibility, the Council has undertaken a review of the
issues raised by the Administration, the national aging network
and organizations, the private sector, other State and local
governmental entities, and the general public.
The OAA has been amended ten times since its inception.
Provisions of the original legislation were extended in 1967.
Tne 1969 amendments strengthened the Title III community
services programs and charged the State Agencies on Aging with
Statewide responsibilities for planning, coordination, and
evaluation of programs for older persons.
The 1972 amendments
created national nutrition programs and authorized grants to
public and nonprofit sponsors for the development ot congregate
meal services.
The creation of the Aiea Agencies on Aging was
mandated by the 1973 asendments in addition to the creation of
the National Information and Resource Clearinghouse for the
Aging and the Federal Council on the Aging.
Amendments made in
1974
1975, and 1977 primarily extended the authority for
continued program operation. and made a number of minor
adjustments to the Act. The 1978 aenedmests further
strengthened and expanded Title III of the Act by consolidating
the social services, multipurpose senior center, and nutrition
services portion of the Act.
A separate Title. Title VI,
authorizing grants for Indian tribes, was established.
In
addition, a separate authorization for home-deliverod meals was
made under Title III.
Since the 1981 and 1984 amendments
primarily extended the programs and Made only minor changes,
the 1987 reauthorization period is a time for careful review
and amending to update the Act.
The following pages detail the Council's ceco-vendations for
amending the CAA in 1987.
Sone of the recommendations contain
extenssive rewording and redirect ion wh ile other recom.tendations
seek to strengthen existing language or to emphasize areas that
the Council finds of particular importance.

Title I sets forth the objectives of the OAA. Ten broad goals
are outlined toward gining older persons opportunities for
participation in the full life of the community.
These goals
are! an adequate incomes: physical and mental health: suitable
housing; full restorative services for those wno require
institutional care; employment without age discrimination:
retirement in health, honor, and dignity; participation in
civic, cultural, and recreational activities: efficient
community services: benefit from research designed to sustain
and improve health and happiness: and freedom to plan and
manage their lives.
Recent emphasis on incrcasing the efficiency and effectiveness
of service provision dictates a systematic approach to the
above listed goals and the development of a continuum of care
concept.
Long-term care no longer refers just to the
institutional care of the chronically ill.
There ia now great
concern with the prevention of institutionalization and with
the provision of supportive services in the community to
maintain the individual in the hone for as long as is feasible.
1.

POLICY

The Council feels that one additional Title I objective should
be added to deal with elder abuse and exploitation.
language Change
Insert the following as
(I)1

:tem (11)

under section 101.

Freedom from souse, neglect and exploitation
in all asuectu of daily lining.
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2.

POLICY

Wi th longevity resulting in

Council feels that Title

1

Wore Muiti-generation famili es, the

should enumerate services to and

cons:deratson for the famiily caregiver.
L.anguaye Change
(12)

3.

Support to family members and others
providing voluntary care to those older
citizens needing long-tern services.

POLICY

Tne Council is aware toat a more concise definition of the term
rural
is necessary as this has been an ongoing troublesome
problem in the administration of the Older Americans Act.

Language Change
Insert the following as item (8)

under section 102.

should be determined in all
(8) The term
nrura
matters of the Act as defined by the Sureau
of the Census,

TITLC If
Title II establishes the Administration on Aging (AoA) within
the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) as the
Principal agency for carrying out the purposes of the OAA and
administration of the grant programs authorized under the Act.
It is the part of the Act which discusses the establishment of
the functional units necessary to implement the Act, including
the Federal Council on the Aging.
Organizationally, the AoA in located witnin the Office of Human
Development Services (OHDS) in DUlilS.
Congress intended that
the AoA was to serve as an effective advocate on all Federal
With
activities and matters related to the field of aging.
increasingly complex and enlarged programs impacting on the
elderly, more demands and pressures are placed on the AoA to
perform its advocacy, as well as program administration
functions.

4.

POLICY

The Council urges the Secretary of the DHHS, to provide the
maximum support possible to the Commissioner on Aging in
carrying out the mandates contained in the OAA. This includes
the strengthening ot the Com-issIoner's decision.aking
authority, flexibility, and visibility within the Federal
establishment and the aging nerwork wherever and whenever
possible and feasible.
Language Change
Delete from Section 201(a)
'the
S.

the words

in line 7 and line 9

Office of.'

POLICY

Extending the reauthorization period to five rather than the
customary three years reflects the refined state of this
legislation.
The Council feel; the longer authorization period
The Council
will allow for efficiency In program management.
also feels that a longer reauthorization period will allow tor
substantive changes without the trauma of total reauthorization.
To facilitate the five year muthorization, the Federal Council
recommends the following language change.

Language Change
Insert the phrase, *, and such sums as nay be necessary for the
fiscal years 1988 through 1992 at the foliowsng places
throughout the Act:
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In Sec. 204(g). between -1987- and the period:
In subsections (a) and )b) of Sec. 303. between "1987"
and
for:"
In Sec. 311(c) (1) (A). between "1h87" and "to carry out:
In Sec. 431(a). between '1987- and the pe iod:
In Sec. 508(a) (1) between 1?971 and the semicolon;
In Sec. 608(a). between "195) and to carry out.
Strike Sand
it,
"
1987

s9a7"
in

Sen. 706(a). and substitute for
1989, 1990, 199.1, and 1992."

1988

6. POLICY
The Council feels an important role in its responsibilities is
to nurture interagency cooperation among the various Federal
departments which oversee programs dealing with the elderly.
Language Change
Insert new paragraph under section 204(d).
(6)

7.

Act as coordinator to bring together and
improve working relationships between
all Federal Departments and agencies
that deliver services or programs to
older Americans.

POLICY

Given the demographics of aging, the Council feels that input
from its members serving on advisory boards of these Federal
agencies or departments listed in the Act's Sec. 203. could
provide valuable gerontological information and viewpoint to
such boards without infringing on their autonomy or the
agencies or departments they serve.
Language

Change

Insert new paragraph under section 204(d).
(7) provide membership on present or future boards
or councils created by those departments or
agencies listed under Section 203 of this Act.
rITLiE III

Title III authorizes grants to State Agencies on Aging for
developing a comprehensive and coordinated delivery system of
supportive social services, nutrition services, and
multipurpose senior centers. The Title III organizational
structure is intended to form a "network on aging' linking the
AoA. state and Area Agencies on Aging other public and private
agencies, and local service providers. This network is
intended to provide the focal point for a continuum of
community services as w1ll as social and economic opportunities
for older persons.
Research and program experience have provided a much more
diverse picture of older persons than the stereotype of
dependency and helplessness that has prevailed in the past.
Most older persons are healthy, active, and involved with
Presuming that these individuals are no
family and community.
longer capable of functioning in society when they reach age 60
or 65 denies their humanity and denies society an immeasurable
pool of capabilities and human resources.
For these
individuals with widely varied interests and concerns.
opportunities are needed to allow and encourage participation
in the mainstream of community life. During this period
eMphasis should be placed on education and implementation of
preventive measures which will retard and delay need for
intensive dependent care.
While the majority of older persons function adequately on a
day-to-day basis. there are individuals who have become frail
and, therefore, vulnerable to the stresses and demands of daily
living. The various elements which contribute to this
vulnerability differ widely from individual to individual and
For these diverse
from one geographic area to another.
reasons, the responsibility to define their needs should remain
as close to the individuals as possible.

74-987 0 - 87 - 7
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Underlying the diversity of older persons and the:r
circumstances, certain facto rs ave been identitied as
indicating possible vulnerability--income, race, education,
Recent research indicated that other factors,
health, and Pen.
such as living alone o the general mortality rate in the
Age, however,
geo;rapnic Area. =ay also reflect vulne rbility.
does not significantly correlate with vulnerability or
older
persons
and
the great
frailty.
The wide diversity among
range in their needs calls o an approach to service provision
that allows for maximum flexibility and rovides responsiveness
to Individul ci rcumstances.
It is virtually impossible for Federal legislation and
regulation to be sufficiently specific to efficiently target
resources and, concurrently, be adequately responsive to the
However, national
needs of individualsitn various comm-unities.
priorities can be set which local entities may tnen address
within the context of community needs and resources.
The 1978
amendments to the Older Amiericans Act began identifying these
national priorities by giving preferenee in the provision of
services under Title III to those 'with the greatest economic
or social need.'
The 1984 amendments began the process for
more flexib lity in the use of Title i11 funds by allowing much
sore discretion for appropriately responding to Ie individual
needs within the community.
FOR PRO~fT ORGANI2ATIONS
Ri4PiiA5IIING

8.

POLICY

of the Older
The Council feels that in all parts and titles
Americans Act for profit organilations shoulo be included in
the language where their partiopation nay be a possibility.
Language Chlange
Sec.

301(a)

add nonprofit and for profit organizetions.

. .

Sec. 302(1) (A) replace private with for profit or nonprofit
agency or organixalions.
Sec.
agency.

302t2)

replace private with for profit or nonprofit

AUTHORI}ATION oe APPROPRIATIONS
9.

POLICY

The Council teels
that because current demographics portend a
steady increase ln the numbers of senior Americans and that
Older Americans Act programs greatly benefit the socially and
economically needy members of this age cohort, the current
annual increment rate of funding should continue during the
The Council
proposed five year reauthorization period.
recommends appropriation figures in Sec. 303 to reflect an
annual incremental rate 01 at least 5 percent.
TARG8TING
10.

POLICY

The Council feels that some mew language is needed to provide
for hatte targeting of tie vulne able elderly and more
flexibility for the Ad inistration on Aging and Statc and Area
Agencies on Aging to deal with targeting services to the
vulnerable elde ly by amending the Act as follows:
language Change
Insert the following underlined languge in See.
t2) iE) and Sec. 306(a) (h5 (A):

305(a)

'provide assurances that preference will be given
to providing services to older individuals with the
greatest economic or social needs, with particular
attentlon to lou-Lncome minority individuals, femalee,
rural residents, those liing
alone, and functt8UtT7TEpTz

"3f 1 e-r5nan1t1tu1B

.d . '

5n
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Insert at the end of parajraph
followin j underlined language:

(1), Sec.

306(b)

the

'(1) Each State, in approving area agency plans under
tnis section, shall waive the requirement described in
clause (2) of subsection (a) for any category of services
described In such clause if the Area Agency on Aging
demonstrates to the State agency that services being
furnished for such category in the area are sufficient to
meet the need for such services in such area or say waive
the requirements if the AAA demonstrates thatFMal;WIMe1,

Flexibility
POLICY

11.

The Council feels that State and Area Agencies have matured to
the point where maximum flexibility in the transfer of funds
between parts 5 and C should be a part of the Act.
Language Change
Repeal paragraphs (4) and (5) of Sec. 308(b). and
substitute therefor a new paragraph (4) to read as follows:
(languge to be added is underlined; language to be stricken is
shown

LJK8/ffIA)

'(4) Notwithstanding any other provision of this title.
with respect to funds received under section 303JOyf11
4A^fAtT, a State may elect in its plan under section
to transfer a
portion or all of the funds appropriated for part C between
subpart 1-3fia-subpart 2 of part C. or for-sII-18P-Part a
supportive services, and may elect
ft581 5
ttS
or
ffe
lit
r8 Tg-ellSe poM~s~d??
5pYtopES~te-8o
1et the needs of
the area served subject to approval by the state Unit on
Aging..
The Commissioner shall approve any such transfer
unless the Commissioner determines that such transfer is
not consistent with the purposes of this Act.'
12.

POLICY

The Council feels that any increase in Federal dollars is
limited. therefore, it is necessary to facilitate the brokerinj
role of Area Agencies on Aging, to assure that they, as
community focal points in their respective communities, have
the primary role in coordination of all community and family
resources, and stimulation of the supplementary sources of
funding and services. by anending the Act as follows:
Language Change
Add the following subparagraph

to Sec.

306(a)(6):

'(L) serve as a broker in activating and coordinating
all existing and potential public. (emphasizing the
local offices of those agencies enumerated in section
203(b)). private, community, and family resources to
solve the problems of and take advantage of opportunities
of the area's older individuals, by stimulating
supplementary sources of funding and services for them
with technical assistance from State agency.13.

POLICY

The Council has aet with representative Native Americans tribal
organizations and received extensive testimony on the needs of
native American elders - evidence calls for relaxing
restrictions on Title IIf services for Native Americans who are
served by tribal organizations that apply for Title VI funds,
by amending paragraph (3). Sec. 602(a) to read as follows.
(language to be added is underlined)
'(3) individuals to be served by the tribal organization
will not receive for the year for which application under
this title
is made, services under Title 1II. unless the
application is unsuccessful or a Title VI servI-lTp-E-TeTETT ITST 5te
der
Indian
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14.

POLICY

The Council welcome.d the start made in the 1984 OAA amendments
in referencing the demographics of aging in America - 1987
reauthorization language should accent most current denography,
by amending the Act as follows:
Language Change
Repeal paragraph (2) of Sec. 304(a), which requires that
each State be allotted as much under Title III as it received
for fiscal year 1984.
15.

POLICY

The Council feels that because added responsibilities were
put on Area Agencies on Aging in past OAA Reauthorization and
because the 1987 reauthorization will continue this trend, it
is reasonable to increase the administrative cost of these
local agencies.
Language Change
Section 304(d) (1) (A) such amount as the State
agency determines but not more than 12.0 percent,
shall be available for paying such
therefore,
percentage as the agency determines, but not
core than 75 percent of the cost of administration
of area plans.
16.

POLICY

The Council is pleased with the active role presently being
The Council
played by State Long-Tern Care Ombudsmen.
recommends updating ombudsman language by amending the Act as
follows:
Language Change

Amend subparagraph (a) of Sec.
language underlined below:

304(d)(1) by adding the

^(8) such amount as the State agency determines to be
adequate for conducting an effective ombudsman program
under section 307(a) (12) shall be available for paying such
percentage as the agency determines, but not moregt iSM-85Redesignate clause (v) of Sec. 307(a) (12) (A) as clause
and insert a new clause (v), as follova:

(vi)

respect to
'Xv] to the extent tmasvtle, carry out, oith
older individuals who receive home health services.
activities of the type specified in clauses (i) through
(iv): and17.

POLICY

The Council understands that serious discussion is taking place
to create a new Section 30 in Title IIl which would deal with
The Council supports this
ombudsman services and duties.
initiative, however, feels that it added, such a section should
include a statement standardizing qualifications, duties, and
funding of the State Onbudsnan Program.
18.

POLICY

The Council feels that with the private sector playing an ever
larger role in providing services, funds and volunteers to this
country's seniors, in order to recognize intergenerational
dependency and direct that educational and community efforts
reinforce the bonding of the generations, the Act should:
Add to paragraph (6) of Sec. 306)a) a new subparagraph (L>.
as follows:
'L(L promote educational and community efforts
to reinforce the natural affinity and bonding
between each connunity's older individuals and its
children, youth and young adults.'
Inserting into Sec. 321(a) a new paragraph (l9)--and
changing the designation of the present paragraph (19) to
paragraph (20)--as follows:
'(lS( services to reinforce the bonding
generations: or'

of
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19.

POLICY

The Council feels to define the word 'adequate- as the Congress
has used it in the Older Americans Act will help to clarify and
bring meaning and effect to the word 'adequate'
as used in
paragraph (2) of Sec. 306(a), which paragraph requires that an
adequate proportion of supportive services funds alloted to a
planning and service area be used for named priority services.
by:
Adding to Sec.

306 a new subsection

(d), as follows,

'(d)(i)
Each State. in approving area agency plans under
this section, shall determine whether such plans provide
for spending an adequate proportion of funrs as required by
paragraph (2) of subsection (a).
'(2)
In determining adequacy for purposes of paragraph (2)
of subsection (a). each State shall take into consideration
the need for that type of service in planning and service
areas and the need for using such funds for other services
of greater benefit to the area's older individuals with the
greatest economic or social needs.
'i3)
In the absence of abuse of discretion, as determined
my the Commissiorier, subject to judicial review, the
State's determination under paragraph (1) shall be final."
20.

POLICY

The Council has learned in certain jurisdictional affiliations
the AAA director has been assigned duties other than those
dealing with the Older Americans Act.
Because of the
importance of continuity in the administration of OAA programs
the Council feels it is necessary to require the following
language change:
Redesignate paragraph (6) of Sec. 306(a) as paragraph (7).
and insert between paragraph (5) and the redesignated paragraph
(7) a new paragraph (6), as follows;
=(6) require that the director or other principal employee
of the Area Agency on Aging be a full-time employee,
devoting all his or her time and efforts as such employee
exclusively to the work of the Area Agency on Aging.'
TITLE

IV

Title IV provides the authority to AOA to support efforts in
training, education, research, demonstration, and evaluation
which adds knowledge to improve program effectiveness and
efficiency.
The major activities undertaken in each of the
Title IV program areas are designed to develop and disseminate
information to assist decisionmakers and service providers in
addressing issues concerning older persons.
Understanding the processes of aging and the changes to be
expected in an aging society are essential in the development
of efficient and effective services for older persons.
The
research, training. and education projects required so attain
this understanding are designed and implemented through the
policies and practices in business and industry, as well as the
various colleges and universities engaged in the study of aging.
21.

POLICY

The Council recommends strengthening language in order to
emphasize the importance of research, training, education
projects and demonstrations in both the academic and private
business sectors.
In addition, funding levels should be
maintained conmensurate with past appropriations, with specific
allocations to all States, and sufficient to fulfill
the charge
of Title IV.
There should be a continuing effort to analyze. coordinate
and
disseminate findings from completed and future research and
evaluation projects in order to better utilize these findings.
Language Change

Amending Secs. 421. 422. and 423. to assure that Title IV
grants, contracts, and cooperative agreements can be made under
those sections to or with for-profit organizations on the same
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basis as they are made to or ,ith public and private non-profit
organizations.

E.aeple:
Amend Sec. 421(a)
indicated LAge/ttlAt:

by striking

language

'SEC. 421. (a) The Comstssioner may make grants
to Aghy/ttS$400l!litttne.$tdfft/v
fl*i¢t1
ftt
tttb$At~tstiJi/tt/Jtfff0ft0$i; and nay enter into
contracts with any agency, organization, institution.
or individual to support research and development
related to the purposes of this Act, evaluation of
the results of such research and development
activities, . . .
-TITLE

V

Title V, Community Service Employment for Older Americans.
mandates the creation of
'usefu
part-time opportunities in
community service activities' targeted to those unemployed
Low-income persons who are fifty-five years of age or older and
who have poor employment prospects.'
These programs differ
from other Older Americans Act (OAA) programs in two
significant ways.
Title V programs are the only OAA programs
to include a means-tested eligibility determination, and the
administration of these progra ns falls under the auspices of
the Department of Labor (DOL) rather than the Administration on
Aging (AoA).
Although various Title V programs. differ with
regard to the characteristics of participants, types of job
placements, and geographic setting (rural or urban), each
project shares the same basic goals of providing income and
employment, offering training and opportunities for
unsubsidized employment, and supplying public services to the
commrunity .
Currently, funding for the Title V progr.ams is disbursed among
eight national organizations (National Center on Black Aged.
National Urban League, Asociacion Nacional Pro Personas
Mayores, National Council on the Aging, American Association of
Retired Persons, National Council of Senior Citizens. D.S.
Forest Service. and Green Thumb-National Farmers Union) and the
governors of the various States and territories.
22.

POLICY

The Council recommends rg changes

in this Title.

TITLE VI
23.

POLICY

The Council recommends one change in Title V; because the
recommended addition of Title III as well as Title VI services
to Native Americans appears to be the best way to broaden
services to this seg.ent of America's elderly cohort.
This decision was reached after numerous meetings between FCA
and tribal elders and studying written testimony all of which
indicates that tribal elders need the besetit of the advantages
of both Title III and Title VI programs.
The proposed FCA changes in OAA language will require careful
cooperation between AoA, AAAs and tribal councils representatives in the writing of regulations implementing such changes
should they become law in 1987.
Language Change
Relax restrictions on Title III services for Native Americans
who are served by tribal organizations that apply for Title VI
funds, by amending paragraph (3), Sec. 602(a) to read as
follows:
(language to be added is underlined).
Additional,
recommendations for services to Native Americans are referenced
under the Title III section in this document.
'(3) individuals to be served by the tribal organization
will not receive for the year for which application under
this title
is made, services under Title III. unless the
application is unsuccessful or a Title VI servte…1F----eo~pshs5hff5TeETrTE"TeTTT~sufSTS;"SEededad52-:Silder Indian
tins infcffrfast9xasN--T15-5
--- ---------------
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TITLE VII
24.

POLICY

However,
The Council supports the thrust of the new Title VII.
it has come to the Council's attention that in carrying out
programs mandated under this Title, States and Area Agencies
Council suggests that
have been forced to use Title III funds.
Congress appropriate funds as authorized for this Title or
increase Title III funds accordingly.
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Item 9

li-E UNVERSILY OF MARYLAND
CENTER ON AGING
TheNoMC1,MI
Center on Aging and DOibolt~es
6 April 1987
Senator John Melcher
Atto: Dianne Porter
Senate Aging Co_ ittee
620 [art
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Melcher:

I would like the following Information to become part of the hearing
record for April 27, 1987 on the reauthorization of the Older Americans Act.
I have purposefully made my written testimony short, and have included a
number of attachments which I hope will interest your staff, and which you nay
want to Include for the record.
My name is Dr. Thomas Rose.
I am a Research Associate at The National
Center on Aging and Disabilities, Center on Aging, University of Maryland,
College Park, Maryland 20742.
For the past two years we have concentrated our
efforts on understanding and planning for the needs of elderly persons with
developmental disabilities and mental retardation.
With my associates we have written a number of articles about Older
Developmentally Disabled Adults.
We have been especially concerned with the
plight of this underserved vulnerable minority. You will find useful
statistics and other information in the attached article,
and in an article
that I have written for the Spring 1987 issue of Aging published by the
Administration on Aging. In addition, with my associates, we have presented
papers about older developmentally disabled citizens at a number of national
and state conferences including: The Gerontological Society of America, The
Orthopsychiatric Society, The Association for Gerontology In Higher Education,
The Young Adult Institute, etc.
With funning from the Maryland State Planning CouncIl on Developmental
Disabilities, we have just completed an 18 month research and planning study
about aging and developmental disabilities In Maryland.
We have placed
emphasis on the policy and programmatic Implications as developmentally
disabled citizens grow older. Our final report will be available in late
April, 1987.
As part of the Maryland study, The National Center on Aging and
Disabilities at the Center on Aging has established a National Aging and
Developmental Disabilities Information Exchange which offers information on
demonstration and model projects, bibliographies, and other materials.
I have
attached somc of these materials with this testimony.

COUMfE PARKCAMPUS

Roon 1120. Frcncbts
Soof Koall
Coega Park,.MGOCnd 20742-7321 (301) 4.54-
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With the support of a number of foundations and organizations we have
organized a national conference on Aging and Life long Disabilities:
Partnership for the Twenty First Century in June, 1987 at the Wingspread
Conference Center In Racine, Wisconsin. The participants will include state
directors of aging and state directors of developmental diaabilities/mental
retardation, and representatives of a number of national aging and disability
organizations.
The cosponsors of this conference include, among others; The
National Association of State Units on Aging, The National Association of
State Mental Retardation Program Directors, The Joseph P. Kennedy Foundation,
and the National Institute on Aging.
The final report of this conference wiil
be practical and policy oriented, and distributed to more than 3000
organizations and individuals in the fields of aging and developmental
disabilities. I have attached an agenda and summary about the conference.
Finally, the Center on Aging has focused on education and training as more
aging developmentally disabled persons are served by the aging and
developmental disabilities networks.
We have developed a state-wide
conference, curriculum materials, two day work shops, bibliographies and
resource materials, and have submitted a major training proposal to the
Department of Health and Human Services.
If there is any way we can assist your committee, please call on us at
anytime.
Thank you for making this testimony part of the record.

Thomas Rose, Ph.D.
Research Associate
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center on ageg
GUEII OP MARYLAND
OftLECEPARE.10ARYLAMIU
30

*1/fl545

January 1987
ACING AND DEVZLOPMZMTAL DISABILITIES INFORMATION EXCHANCI
Dear Colleaguet
We have developed a nationol Aging Ind Developmental Disabilities
Information Exchange.
We can provide you witht
A Bibliography of Publications - Articles and Books
A Listing of Conferences and Meetings
A Liscligof Demonstratlon and Model Projects
A Listing of Other Sources of Information about Aging and Developmental
Disabilities
5. Consultants available
6. Audio and Videocassettes available
1.
2.
3.
4.

With the cooperation of the American Association of University Affiliated
Programs for Persons with Developmental Disabilities, most of this information
may be accessed by members of SCAN (Shared Comnunication and Assistancte
Network) on its Electronic Bulletin Board (Address: VZT.WORK). Members of
SCAN May send massages to our E-MAIL BOX (Addreass Aging.Proj).

We would appreciate any and all information you have on special projects
or demonstration programs, special services, Interagency agreements,
curricula, conferences and meetings, research projacts, and special
arrangenents related to the subject. Anything you send to our Scan Z-Mail
address or to the Center on Aging will be Integrated into our Information
system.
Sincerely,

Tbomse Rose, Pb. D.

Matthew P. Janlzik,
Co-Coordlnators

Pb. D.
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April 22. 19B7

Craig Obey
S. Senate Cm-itteet
on Aging
628 Hart Building
U.S. Semate
W-hnogton, DlC. 20510
Dear Mr. Obey,
At the requr: of Jobh O'Neill. Executive Director of SomervileCambridge Elder S-ri-ca. I
m forwordiog to yea background if-ormtion
oo the unique sysees for coordinating ong termr.are services that
coloto iS Mu~lsaorluoveiim.

0

.

5 0

The Corowealth of
.aasarhuaette
florl1 1987 to impleeont it
ho.s
home cure yr e,,.,
vbl(-h
neotly
45,000 senior citieens each month,
range of nuppontive serices. For

omemro

baa appropriated $114 millio0 is
care progra
f£or the elderly. Thio
in
-erniog o - -rge of ,r
0 -a
in reiqoe is its etn-ctone and
atomple:

*the 'cor cane rystes is isylemented throo-gh ro ire
with 27 non-profttonyonettons throoghoot the stte.

each of thexe rorporoe.ono
is elderly controlled. 51'
,,f th, gcoerning body of a ho-e rare norprtion., by
etatoto,
mst be people over the age of 60. 511 mst also
be reyresenttietes of municipal Cooneils on Aging. Thu
the system Is otrocily-rooted tn the local eot-ttiea
It o.r.... and I. in lact. cootrolled locally.

-me------

me-

-"

'.r.

n

-h. home nones are financially diinterested., i.e. bae no
ftnancial intredt In any of the servitce pronidee
wIth
whom t contracto.
The ageocifc
can advocate for the boot
service plan for their elderly ellenta. aed make impartal.
referrals without eoy fi.arcial roaflirts of isterest.

Oo

'the symem to case-managed. Elah alden Is helped by a
home rare camem.a.ager
There are meanly 7D1 mach workers
in thi Mas.arh.m.tto
home rare yetem. Theme ca.ema.agera
aomeas aod acehorice the supportivcc
-vIrem offered throagh
*tbe homa cares offer a range of services, fmo
homemaker.
chore. and hse del bored scala, to paroomal care and
acme lisilel hlome health
nernicee A miatore of siocial
and heailth servines aire noo aivailable throogh the home
caire nosemn ager.
e

-n

-0
- - -

in.,

,,,

I e-c i-c there
oI..Im b ...ce I
blobk they are ge-mise tn the i.s.e
of how to nationally ongeniee long term none services for the elderly
Uun eoy.eience alone 1973 wIth the hon.e ane delinery model has infomed
us to many ways abort what kind of a myat-s we dm'ot wot fon bo.g tee
care The features abovo are positive aspects of our system, bht ve aIso
koow what we want to avoid 1n Maa.rbhoetts:
(Over)

"independence and dignity for elders"
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M
t0

!-|
f

_s

tt.

HNoe Care Syost,

2

p.

~~~loog
tern core services should not become "medlcolSod", iSe.
oss dominated by a mdical, physicia -driven odel, because
LIC services are, to
great enteot.
collection of practical,
non-cochoicol services.
~~~~~~fam~Ily-lIke

j

|

shc. h ..

OF HOME CARE PROGRAMS/

f

a

-__

*

'LITC coordinating agencies should have trong governing tis
to
the eo-unities they serve; they should not be directed from
dIstant corporate board rora.
coordintiog LTC services doeo not require adnew odiofetr-ti-e
a11 the pieces are to place, the
bereaorasy. In asochusets.
K
need to be coordinated.
players J..t

_s

r
cure. I
Leer ap, we articulated s erie of 13 principle. o bog cern
h .. attached a copy of these principles as a vision of how we would like
_touse cocunSity care develop in our state. end beyond.

v

v

n,..an
-.

,

-

agauries are also Arcs Ag.enoIe

z
,_

--

e

_~ananna-n

ns~~

na-'

relies on a single entry point one-stop shopping approach to
._cuuity care. X would use a sisgi as.s.s..ct
tool for both institutional
end comunity care, sod coordiratc
the social aod health sides of services
by making "per
0
0esseet"
contracts eth health agencie
S.uch a system
doo not require mJaor reorgesiestiom or coolidotlon of service providers
The home care GATEKEEPER model channels csre note effertioly, but doe oct
oforce
home health agenciss to merge with larger entities or lose market
sh are
c.se
..
a gatekeeper eailts

-GCATEEERER

__v_-

n.

moe

.

me
.
-

-,
_

.-

GATEKEEPER is a practical blueprint
model cse becoe mre sophisticated
finoancig coordinatien. Unlike =ost
federal level, GATEKEEPER meintaina
system, and doee not turs cutodial

_ cu
,.us,

-

-- t.

.

"'.

m. nsn

towords b tter coordinated
rr. The
otce the federal govrnent improve
models we have seen discussed on the
strong c.. sumer control over the LTC
a
4edically-dominated syte=.
care ito

Maost of all, we think the home cars GATEKEEPER modl works. We base that on
the feet that our systen has successfully wrked with hadreds of thoveanda
years. Our system is now providing pernonal
of Masachusetts lders soar th
model.
care med ho helth
crre uing a csaneger
We would be pleasad at any poSnt to discuss the bone care system in the
Co-onwelth with the Comrittee as yOU proceed with your Invstigations
on bow to argsies long tern oars for the nation's elderly.

n..u.o_.in._.
nu.

on Aiing.

Our GATEKEEPER modei relies on lorally-controled. non-profit, financially
neutrsl assessing ad authoriaIng
aecies, which stead apart from the
direct service providers. The objective of GATEKEEPER is to coordinate
ho nore aiii
attainable when the
health end social services, a goal that
blending of funding streas (M.dicare. Medicaid hoe cars. etc.) is
arhi.-d
on th national levl.

_i_.

'

_

.oughlul
oprint
From these principies of Iotg term csre, we deoboped th.
of what -e have called the GATEEPFS model
b,
ich boilds on Ohs *tste
.assachuserts home care
hfot that twenty of the
hoh
care system

a_

_.Yours.
Al Norman
Executive Diractor.

Mess IoeHe Carc

"independence and dignity for elders"
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i

bers and
WAS HumE QRe
of D-rectors
Brd.

To.
/
From

Esee
Ca.

Al horn
as fto

Director

MODEL

-GATEKEEPER
Data

7/28I8h

~~~-

_-----

_

_-- _-- _--

_--

_

At the July 21st. metiog of the KASS HONE CARE A-folteiso. our
odel for oordinating
..
membership vote4 to support the att-ahed Seneric
for elders in need of lonS
co.-..ity-bhsed health .ad socal-a1.r1li
"CATELEEPE" modal.
'-called
s
tern csr--th.

_...v..
-

4CAFtE

--

aa,_

tern race that
TThis model atte.pta to diegran the principles of lo.
our A..oceitioo publishe4 io My. You .ill note that this odel has

~

,,i.o

i

..

by
..
controlled

' "5 private,
~ ~~ ~~~spt-

..

,_

Iong

a local

f-ec-ree

sigoficut

sn

local

ter
.ooter

care

agency

that:

citioe- a

coo-profit
....

p~i

' is "fit..ocally dilot-rotod'. that is. dons net profit
elivery, but is able to serve as the
frn direct eervicd
rnpartial edoocac for the elderly chieat bcea-s it it
not in the bustoeso rfdirect service provision

,_

bne
hy
ypet

s_.~

'.* '

of

coordioatea health and social services
aesoesooot coosractn with hone health agoocien.
~~~~~~~visit"

-

~

51?

~~~~P

d

for
pre-erbnong
.._lst

lnstitutloo l*rd

ooo-instlto

itti-._

r.,1

is resporaible
~~~providers.
o usac a single

for monioring and evaluating direct

esaseareot tool to condoot

earvic

saesasmeoto.
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GATEKEEPER MODEL

0ke.
this model the long ter care gtekeupr agaaY -uizd ioct ., Cotriate and oanitor
directaerwka p5zef.
ut. the gatekeeper revM f
nAa'ad
e
i
in its rferral patters B. Ceihppr wiold be a pivte.
it ay
with eldarl
of gaerin
boy.
x1 rKel an a
ge
tool,t
integrats
ity a
stitutal
intake into
lead axeny. sptiv
LTC aErvea Old be acntad by health
srvi.
trtw
aeasnt astrams with ha
health provider
uagec.
decer

I1

->iwf
n

iteLzarveas
fml

SoOnsIntake Referrals fcr
health assessat

SWIT

2
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Joint Assessment
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A Statement of Principles
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Community-Based Long-Term Care
Statement of Principles
1. Long-Term Care services, to a great extent. are a collection of practical, family-like, unspecialized, non-technical
services, and should not be viewed as predominantly health
care. See Channeling data on mix of social-health services:
80% social services, of which 64% was homemaker/personal care.
2. LTC services must be-mediated by a case management system
which is responsible for locating, coordinating and monitoring
a group of services. Each service area should have a- atekeeping agency which oversees case-finding, functional as~sessment, care planning, service authorization, reassessment, and
monitoring (programmatic and fiscal). See the 1983 Senate
Ways and Means Policy Report 117 which said "home-care corporaations are best suited to manage such a system'_
3. A LTC case management system must meet the following
criteria:
*
The case management system must be publicly accountable for cost and control over services.
*
The case management agency should be as financially
disinterested as possible, and separated from service
delivery, unless there is no other agency available
to provide a given service. (See 651 CMR 3.01(2)
state home care regulations--"Except for case management and I&R, a home care corporation may not provide
a direct service unless authorized"--and Older Americans Act regulations--1321.103: "An area agency must
use subgrants or contracts with service providers to
provide all services, unless.. .direct provision of a
service using its own employees is necessary to assure
an adequate supply of services.")
The goal of the case management system should be to
*
supplement family care, not to supplant it.
•

The case management agency must have greater control
over case-finding and its own intake, including the
institutional pre-screening function.
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4. LTC services should not be viewed as an extension of medical programs, or as an appendage to the health care system, but
as supportive human services addressing functional impairments.
"In Massachusetts, a health agency tied to Medicare would not
be an appropriate designated agency. While access to medical
services is important, experience with case management and
social services is vital." (Secretary Rowland 1/31/84 to
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Aging)
5. The LTC system should be consumer-oriented, community-controlled (elders controlling governing bodies), and non-profit.
Governing bodies of LTC agencies should include "to the extent
feasible, recipients of or having familiarity with" LTC services.(651 CMR 3.01(2).)
6. There should be a single LTC coordinating agency in each
service area. Entry points in any given community should be
simple to access, treat all who may need services in an equal
and consistent manner, and be available throughout the community. The intake system should permit local flexibility, i.e.,
an intake system could consist of one, or a series of casemanager/nurse screening teams, with the LTC agency providing
the health assessment component directly or through contracts
with affiliated home health agencies. See the LTC Work Group
proposal that "home care corporations would issue RFPs for the
selection of home health agencies to participate."
7. LTC entry points must be visible, and well-marketed.
8. The LTC system in Massachusetts should capitalize on the
fact that 20 of the 27 home care corporations currently in
existence are also designated Area Agencies on Aging, and have,
therefore, access to Older Americans Act funding in support of
a comprehensive and coordinated system of long-term care services. OAA resources should be more clearly marshalled in support of LTC programs in each service area. OAA funds exist to
develop "comprehensive and coordinated systems for the delivery
to older persons of supportive services."(45 CFR, Chapter XIII,
Subchapter C, Part 1321.1(b).)
9. The LTC case management system irnMassachusetts cannot
possibly carry out its mandate as listed above given current
caseloads of 65 cases per case manager. (Channeling had a
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50-to-1 ratio.) Caseloads need to be reduced, and salary
levels need to be upgraded beyond the current entry level for
a home care case manager.
10. The LTC financing system must become a "pooled" system.
LTC agencies could function with an overall cap on expenditures, using capitated per diem rates similar to those developed in the Lynn Channeling project.
11. Massachusetts has a well-developed direct service delivery system, and the LTC case management system need not
result in any significant restructuring of the provider network. (See LTC workgroup statement: "Problems of access may
not require substantial reorganization of local service
arrangements.")
12. The state should provide "development grants" to lead
agencies in each service area to put together local LTC
models, including funding for system marketing.
13. The LTC system should focus on those elders in Massachusetts who have two or more impairments in activities of
daily living, or in basic environmental tasks (instrumental
activities of daily living), especially those who are at risk
of institutionalization. See 651 CMR 3.03(3)(a)(1) Functional Impairment Levels.
Many of the principles needed to guide a Massachusetts longterm care case management system are currently in place.
The existing home care corporation network, as developed in
Chapter l9A, is the best suited system to oversee the service
area specific work needed to better coordinate entry into the
system. The service delivery system has some serious gaps,
to be sure, but the provider system is a mature system with a
strong track record of experience in serving the needs of
Massachusetts senior citizens.
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Written Testimony
Senate Special Comnittee on Aging
PRESENTER:Richard Ladd. Administrator. Oregon Senior Services Division
SUBJECT:

The Need for Development
In-Home Services

DATE:

April 24, 1987

of Quality Assurance

Standards

for

PHynameis Dick Ladd. I am the Administrator of the Oregon Senior
Services Division.
I welcome the opportunity to present written
test1iony on the subject:
The Need for Development of Quality
Assurance Standardsfor In-Home Services.
For reasons which I
will discuss, I wish to dtscouragt additional regulations and
quality assurance standards or 1n
t services.
The Oregon Senior Services Divisionhas a special interest in the
qualityand servicedelivery of in-home services. Social policy,
explicit in Oregon statutes, directs the State to prorote
independence of the State's seniors.
Specifically,the statute
says that the State will!

(2) Assure that older citizens retain the right of free choice
in plannIng and managing their lives; by increasing the
nuzber of options in life styles available to older
citizens;by aidingolder citizens to help theenselves; by
strengthening the natural
support system of family,
friends,
and neighbors
to
further
self-care
and
independent living;and by encouraging all programs that
seek to maxinize self-care and independent living within
the mainstream of life.
(3) Assure that health and socialservices be availablethat:
(a) Allow the older citizento live independently at home
or with others as long as the citizen desires without
requiring
inappropriate
or
premature
institutional ization.
AND
Id) Protect the older citizen from physical and nental
abuse and from fraudulent practices.
Oregon's Long-Term Care program is based on the concept that most
older citizens who require long-temn care need social services.
The long-term care clients need assistance with activities of
daily living because of chronic functional impairment.
Only a
small percentage of long-term care clients need acute medical
services or services provided by skilled medical providers.
The services that long-tern care clients need Include assistance
with shopping, meal preparation,and eating; housekeeping and
maintenance of the houe; supervision related to behavior problems,
including reminders and roney management;
assistance with
toileting,dressing and grooming,bathing, and personal hygiene;
and
assistance
with
problems
related
to
mobility
and
transportation.
These services can best be provided using a
social model, not a medical model.
For most long-tern care
clients these services can be delivered by home care providers
For clients with additional medical problems, home care services
can be supplemented with personal care or home health services.
The majority of Oregon's home care Is delivered by independent
homne
care providers who are hired by the client. The program is
called the Client Employed Program.
We find the program very
effective. The model is used when a client can direct his/her own
care. HomeCare is also provided by agencies when the client Is
unable to direct his/her own care or is unable to nake an
appropriate judgment about care.
thus requiring that the
supervision of the provider come from another person.
Roth home
care programs are social service programs.
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The key to assuring the effectiveness of homecare services is the
assessment end on-going monitoring of the clients impairment level
and need for services.
Oregon has a statewide casemanagement
systeo and a comprehensive assessment tool. The service need can
be accurately determined. planned, implenented. and monitored.
Not only Is it cost effective for the client to employ his/her own
provider and direct his/her own care. but the model prowtes
independence and interaction between the client, the provider. and
the case manager.
The effectiveness can be determined by the
outcome of the service: the client's needs being netWiebelieve that the additional aduinistrative costs of providing
the supervision and monitoring of providers to assure that the
provider meets quality assurnce standards, could price homecare
service out of the market. More important, however, we find that
increased regulation does not improve the outccme of the service.
Oregon has mandatory reporting laws for both Nursing Facility
Resident Abuse cnd Elderly Abuse.
Concern has been raised that
unregulated hone care providers may abuse vulnerable older
persons.
Oregon's reports Indicate that most reported abuse
occurs in Nursing Facilities and Adult Foster Hcaes, two of the
highly regulated programs.
The abuse reports for 1986 and
and first three months of 1987 indicate that In-Noe complaints
represent only 1. Spercent of total complaints of providers of
care.
Until more information is available that would Indicate a need for
increased regulation. Oregon opposes any regulation that promotes
dependence, moves home care in the direction of a medical model,
or Increases unnecessarily the adnintstrative and services costs
of delivering In-hone services.

AWSF COWtAINTS
JANIUARY
1986 - IIARCH1987

Nursing hoe

lNuber of
People

Numberof
Complaints

Coplaints
Per Person

14.963

1,919

0. 12

Adult Foster Care

5.747

539

0.094

In-home Care

6,397

37

0.006

*

Only Includes public clients (Nursing

both public and private clients).

ines and Adult Foster Care include

NOTE: In"-me Care coeplaints represent 1.61 of total complaints of providers
of care.

1864p

6674P/sb3
4/23/87
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Written Statement

Presented to the

Special Committe On Aging
U.S.
The Honorable

Senate

John Melcher.

Chairean

Home Care and the Reauthorization of the Older Americans Act

on behalf of
THE LEGISLATIVE COALITION FOR THESAPEUTIC RECREATION

National Therapeutic Recreation Society
American Therapeutic Recreation Am.ciation
on Phyacial Education and Recreation

National Coneortiu-

ftr

the Hmndic-pped

Document prepared by
Shank, Ed£D.
JohnH.
Charperson. LEGISLATIVE COALITION FOR T.R.
Temple Univeraity, Philedelphie, PA
EdD.
Sarbara- Yiilht
Southorn IlInole University. Crbondai-.

IL

THERAPEUTIC RECREATION AND NONE HEALTH CARSE:
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AMENDING THE OLDER AMERICANS ACT OF 1965

One of the fastest growing aepecte of servicee to older
Americans in home health car.

Yet, by many measuree thee

mervicee are unregulated and poorly defined,

The wisdom of the

Senate Special Committee on Aging is vident in its attempte to
study the home care industry,

and to consider maya In ehnch the

Older Acericane Act can serve asa

vehicle to oxpand and eneure

the quantity and quality of home cre.
The LEGISLATIVE COALITION FOR THERAPEUTIC RECREATION
weloose.

this opportunity to provide the Senate Special

on Aging cith background

Coemittee

information on therapeutin recreation

aeroloem ahich have been usad and can be further u..d to
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supple.ent the hore

care provided to our Nation's older

xndiuiduaia.

This Coalition

profeseson-ls

dediceted to the use of recreation me .

(sea attached) represents
a.n. for

rehabilitation, education and coemunity integration end
independent living

Recreation sod the Older Americana Act
The Older Aesricans Act-of 1965.

as amended hae a 22year

hIstory of recogniaing the leportence of recreation and leisure
in the live- of older individuals,
Objectives,

Title I,

includes among other objectiv-e

Deolaration-of

uranitkos

th

mea
l activity within the widest range of civic

d-fre

cultural

(07), end freedom. indendene.

and RECREATIONAL oforttunitis

exrcise of individual Initjative in

l-nnino aM

anoagino their own lives (10).
Title Sl:, P-rt B (S.c.
o
Include,
-rvices

among other .ervic

2;1)

uthorimes social service

(1) RECREATIONAL services

to

end (7)

designed to enabl older individuals to attain and

maintaln physical and

well-baJne throuhh oroorees of

x-ntal

REGULAR PPYSSCAL- ACtrVtY

AND EXECISE.

Authoriced social

servicem also include reader and letter writing services, health,
continuing education and Inforwetional services,

all of which can

be-directly related to the recreational and l-isur- Involvesent
of *ervice recipients, and era intendd to contribute to their
end prevent inetitutionalization.

dignity and independence,
Finally,

Title IV.

Pert E (5ec.

441) -tB) euthorizes

iultidieciplinary Centers of Gerontology to

condust kbaaStr

eniad, research on the LEISURE issues-- pertaining to older
adults.

This affirnetion of recreation's importance has -resulted

in extensive recreational

progreas

e-peci-lly through Senior centers
aging.

HoNonvr,

for our Nation's elderly,
ponsordby local councils on

with few *xceptions

this has not extended into

the hose care industry.
The Departent of--Halth and Ruson 8ervices Office of the
Inspector General recently coepleted a study of- he
and hose health sides.

health care

This study raieas serious concerns about

the quality of the care providd.
of-the personal care *service,

Although aids performed soat

it-macfound that they failed to
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perfore

supportive

compromises

specialized services

the full

benefits

persons from realizing

their

impact of this

The
quality
it

of life

easily

type of cars on

not in

conclude

can on y bh

it

that

the most basic

needs beyond

receiving

and sep.nsion

priority

attention

-uice is piced

mtaving off
value

Secondly,

the

on

personal

groupings,

in

care

services

care

of home-

and consumers

stays

perception

contribotem

to

coats,

basic questions

the

institution

trend In

life espectancy, the

living

alone at

older ages.,

ffecting

activity

support services.

condition,

The question

mental

alternatsves

of risk
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LEGISLATIVE COALITION FOR THERAPEUTIC RECREATION

LEGISLATIVE COALITION FOR THERAPEUTIC
The purpose of the
and regulatory matters
to monitor
legislative
RECREATION
is
pertaining to
therapeutic recreation and recreation for special
public affairs
The COALITION collaborates with
populations.
committees of its constituent
and legislative action
offices
membership education,
organizations on related public policy and
various
The
COALITION represents
action.
information and
professional organizations* committed to promoting and protecting
and
community
the role of recreation in the treatment, education
disabilities,
or other
with
illnesses,
living of individuals
to ensure a
conditions.
The COALITION strives
handicapping
with
to
working
consistent
approach
consolidated
and
and federal agencies on behalf of the
Congressional committees
interests and concerns of the member organizations and the public
it serves.

*

Recreation Society (NTRS) is the
The
National Therapeutic
Recreation and Park
professional branch of the National
and
expanding
to
improving
dedicated
Association
to
with
disabilities
for
individuals
opportunities
and
fulfillment and
development
experience
personal
functional improvement through recreation and leisure.
The American Therapeutic Recreation Association (ATRA) is a
non-profit professional
organization committed to advancing
effective and
the role of therapeutic
recreation as
an
habilitation,
of
rehabilitation,
efficient
component
in health care
of clients
medical treatment
education and
and human service settings.
The National Consortium on Physical Education and Recreation
for the Handicapped (NCPERH) cansiaits of professionals in
physical education and therapeutic
the
fields of adapted
promoting
and stimulating programs
recreation involved in
and
and conducting professional
training
-and services,
research and the dissemination of public information related
physical
education and
recreation needs
of our
to the
Nation's 4.3 million handicapped children and youth.
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ANSWERS

rhie of ;he Semeary
Ofl8e of the AsWsMtI- S-ctelary

torLegsfartusn
Wasfs1oo. DC 20201

The Honorahle John Melcher
Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Mr. Chairman:
Thank you for the opportunity for Charles Wells,
Deputy
Commissioner on Aging, to appear before the Senate
Special
Committee on Aging on April 27 to present testimony
on the suhject
of in-hone services provided under the Older Americans
Act.
The purpose of this letter is to provide responses
to six
additional questions related to the Older Americans
Act which you
addressed in your correspondence to Mr. Wells dated
May 13, 1987.
We have enclosed our responses to each of yours
and Senator
Heinz's questions.
I hope that these answers will be helpful to you
in the
Committee's activities related to reauthorization
of the Older
Americans Act.
A similar letter has been sent to Senator Heinz.
Sincerely,

Ronald F. Decksai
Assistant Secretary for Legislation
Enclosure
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Que
l:
estion
lHow much of Title III-B funding is dedicated to
n-home services such as respite and personal care?
How many
people are receiving in-home services? How does this break
down per individual served?
Answer;
In FY 1986, approximately $259.7 million was allotted to
State Agencies on Aging, after transfers, under Title Ill-a of
the Older Americans Act for supportive services.
(State
Agencies on Aging have the authority to transfer limited
amounts of funds among the three Title III allotments in order
to better reflect their local needs and priorities).
This
figure represented 42.8 percent of the $640 million available
during FY 1986 under Title III.
The Administration on Aging (AoA) does not require States
to report the distribution of funds used specifically for the
three types of supportive services provided under Title III-B.
i.e., access, in-home and legal assistance services.
Title III-B funds are used as the States themselves beat see
fit for a whole variety of services including in-home
services.
States do provide, however, estimates of the number
of client contacts and the type of supportive services provided
under Title Ill-B.
During FY 1986, these in-home services and
the estimated number of client contacts were:
Homemaker services
Home health aid services
Visiting/Telephone contacts
Chore maintenance
All other in-home services
Total

in-home client contacts:

736.342
149,850
998,601
253,981
335,388
2,473,162.

The 2.47 million client contacts for in-home services does
not represent an unduplicated count of elderly persons
receiving such services, since States frequently report clients
as receiving more than one type of Title III-a service.
Data
provided by States do not permit an estimate of the cost of an
in-home service per client contact, since clients may receive
multiple services under Title III-B.

Question *2:
How can you assert that [industry accreditation
and the certificate of need program] are the best approaches
for assuring quality care?
Answer:
In Mr. Wells' testimony on April 27 before the Special
Committee on Aging, he indicated that AoA is very much
committed to the provision of quality care in the services that
are provided to every older person - and their families - under
the Older Americans Act. Through a number of research and
demonstration efforts, AoA is continuing to help build a
knowledge base that will assist State and Area Agencies on
Aging to better assure the quality of home care for older
persons.
These efforts include a project with the Ohio Department of
Aging to design, Implement, and evaluate a model quality
assurance program for in-home services for elderly care
recipients.
A second project, being conducted by the Clackamus
County, Oregon Area Agency on Aging Is replicating and testing
a local/State quality assessment program.
We do recognize, however, that assuring quality for in-home
services is a challenging problem involving many complex
issues.
Quality assurance in services is made difficult for a
variety of reasons.
The.need for home care has increased
greatly in recent years.
Concurrently, the number and variety
of service providers providing such care also have increased.
Additionally, the number and types of services needed by
elderly persons in the home vary greatly in their complexity
and cost.
In sum, the home care industry is rapidly growing
and changing.
It must also be recognized that many home care
services are provided not only by professional service
organizations but by family members and friends.
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quality, in home care services is a
difficult and complex task, since the concept of 'quality' has
many dimensions and interpretations -- physical, social,
psychological.
In spite of these and other problems related to the issue
of quality home care services for older persons, AoA believes
that States and local entities, including the private sector,
remain the most appropriate locus of setting standards and
monitoring the quality of performance by those who provide home
care services.
In the testimony on April 27, Mr. Wells
provided some examples of quality control systems which have
been implemented to regulate home care services and to help
assure better quality in such services. At the Federal level,
the regulation of home care has been primarily Medicare
certification for home care agencies, while licensure is the
regulatory mechanism most frequently used by States.
Several other important approaches for helping to assure
quality home care services have emerged in recent years.
One
of these is industry accreditation. The National League for
Nursing (in conjunction with the American Public Health
Association), the National Home caring Council, and the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals are three major
accrediting organizations that have made important
contributions to home care quality services.
While no one approach can be necessarily identified as the
best system for assuring quality hone services, industry
accreditation coupled with existing State mechanisms of
licensure, Federal Medicare regulations, and other legal and
marketplace controls are, we teel, viable and effective
mechanisms for improving the quality of home care services.
depending on the needs of individual States, communities, and
consumers.
uuetiion
$3: Do you think the long-term care ombudsman should
have
a expanded responsibility, authority, and resources to
investigate home care complaints)
If so, what resources would
be necessary for ombudsmen to he effective in this area?
Answer:
The Administration on Aging believes that it would be
inappropriate for the Federal government to mandate that the
State long-term care ombudsman's responsibilities be expanded
to investigate home care complaints.
Even with significantly
increased resources, such additional responsibilities would not
be feasible in many States.
The long-term care ombudsman program is based on an
institutional model in which program specialists and volunteers
advocate for persons in institutional settings. Specifically,
the role of the ombudsman is to help individual residents and
their families negotiate with nursing homes and regulatory
agencies. Through their ombudsman programs, States address
such issues as nursing home regulations. abuse of residents'
personal funds, and restrictions on access to nursing homes.
The knowledge, training, and organizational approach that would
be necessary for monitoring home care services is different
from that currently utilized by the long-term care ombudsman in
institutional settings. Whereas the resolution of complaints
is the current principal role of the ombudsman, this
responsibility would only be one component necessary in
monitoring and assuring quality care for in-home services.
The ombudsman program also is highly reliant upon the use
of volunteers.
Data for the ombudsman program for FY 1986 have
been computerized and are currently being summarized.
During
FY 1985, however, paid full and part-time staff in the
ombudsman program totaled about 1,000 persons, while nearly
8,000 volunteers, whose efforts are critical to the success of
ombudsman activities, provided services in this program.
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Working with individuals, the focus of the ombudsman
program is primarily problem-solving in nature, not
regulatory. Ombudsmen have legitimate and important roles in
consumer protection, and because they are not regulators, they
can effectively mediate problems between consumers, service
providers, and regulators. In FY 1985, the number of
complaints reported to ombudsman programs totaled approximately
83,700 with 77 percent investigated and 62 percent resolved or
partially resolved. These numbers represent formidable
responsibilities and activities undertaken by ombudsmen. Only
in three States -- Maine, Virginia, and Wisconsin -- do State
ombudsman programs have a State mandate to monitor home health
care services.
it has been estimated in a recent publication of the Senate
Special Committee on Aging. Aging America: Trends and
Projections. that approximately 5.2 million-persons over age 65
need assistance with personal care. These figures will rapidly
increase in the decades ahead. The immense need for services
which these figures represent. in addition to the diversity of
services needed, would make effective monitoring and
investigation of complaints oZ in-home services by ombudsmen
extremely difficult.
States now have the authority to regulate home care
services through such mechanisms as licensure. AoA believes
that States, in conjunction with private sector and
professional organizations, are the most appropriate entities
for assuring quality home care services.

Question 44: You stated in your prepared testimony that
coordination of home and community based services should be
required activity of State and Area Agencies on Aging. How
could we make sure that the coordinated services are of
sufficient quality? Would you recommend that additional
resources be given to the area agencies on aging to oversee
these services?
Answer:
The Administration's proposed amendments to the Older
Americans Act, recently introduced as S. 1133, would require
State plans to assure that area agencies facilitate the
coordination of home and community-based services to vulnerable
elderly individuals. The bill would define vulnerable elderly
individuals as those who have attained 65 years of age and who
either: (1) reside at home and are at risk of
institutionalization because of limitations on their ability to
function independently: (2) are patients in hospitals at risk
of prolonged hospitalization, but could be returned to the
community if home and community based services were available:
or (3) are patients in skilled nursing facilities or
intermediate care facilities, but could be returned to the
community if home and community based services were available.
We believe that the coordination of home and community based
services for the vulnerable elderly is important enough that it
should be a state plan requirement and a mandated Area Agency
activity.
We believe that Area Agencies on Aging, in light of their
experience in developing and implementing service programs over
the past 22 years, are in a unique position to coordinate and
improve the quality of the wide range of health and social
services needed by vulnerable elderly persons to remain in the
community. It is the position of the Administration on Aging
that the administrative funds currently available to Area
Agencies on Aging are adequate to carry out their coordination
responsibilities.
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Question t5:
In light of the testimony we heard at the hearing
about quality problems, will you recommend to Secretary Dowen
that the Department support a mandatory aide training program,
with a national standardized set of criteria, for aide and
homemaker services funded under the Olde'r Americans Act and
other programs?
Answer:
We believe that the future of the prograL under the Act
clearly lies with State and Area Agencies on Aging.
States
themselves have the authority to train home care services
providers through State colleges and universities.
States also
have the authority to establish standards of criteria through
their own legislative and regulatory processes.
AoA believes
that States, therefore, in conjunction with private sector and
professional organizations, are the most appropriate entities
for training and regulating in the area of home care services.

Question 16:
With the reauthorization of the older Americans Act
this year, there has been a great deal of discussion about adding a
sliding fee scale to the provision of many OAA services.
Do you
think that a fee scale will create barriers to serving the elderly
who need OAA services the most, i.e. those with low incomes? Isn't
a fee scale contrary-to the intent of the OAA -- to provide services
to all older Americans?
Answer:
The Administration's proposed amendments to the Older Americans
Act, recently introduced as S. 1133, would permit States, at their
option, to permit Area Agencies to charge fees, based on ability to
pay, for supportive services under part a-of Title III. The State
Agency on Aging would be required to ensure that no fees for such
services were charged to low income individuals.
It would be left
to State discretion -to determine which supportive services would be
subject to fees.
As under current law, there would be no authority
to charge fees for nutrition services under part-C of Title III.
This amendment would help to ensure the most effective use of
limited program funds, as fees collected from those able to pay
would enable area agencies to expand services available to those
unable to do so. Area Agencies would remain free to seek only
voluntary contributions: however, the proposal would complement that
authority,.
We believe that a fee scale, rather than being contrary to the
intent of the Act, is a viable method for targeting resources to
those who are least able to pay for them.
Further, we believe that
this solution is an acceptable alternative to increases in
authorization levels during a time when'the Congress and the
Administration are working toward reducing the Federal deficit.
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ON AGING

WASHINGTON, DC 20510-43400

April 29, 1987

The Honorable Otis R. Bowen, N.D.
Secretary Of Health and
Human Services
Department Of Health and
Human Services
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
D.C. 20201
Aashington,

Dear Mr. Secretary:
As Chairman or the Specal Committee on Aging, I am
writing to request that you direct the Health Care Fdnancing
Administration (HCPA) to take Immediate action toward

promulgatingca regulation mandated by the Congress in 1980.

speciiically,
2aprovision
I am referring to
in the-Omnibus
Reconciliation Act of 1980, which amended Section 1861(m)(4) of
the Soctal Security Act to require that home health andes
"complete a training program approved by the Secretary [of
Health and Human Services]." The Committee was deeply disturbed
to learn on Monday in a Committee hearing on home health care
that the Department has yet to comply with this law, enacted
almost seven years ago.
I cannot emphasize too strongly the urgency in the need
for a mandatory home health aide training program. Testimony
during the Committee hearing included shocking and alarming
statements from recipients and providers of home health care
concerning caregivers who were Incompetent, negligent, and even
abusive to their patients. A recently completed report, "Home
Health Aide Services For Medicare Patients," by the Department's
-own Office of Inspector General further confirms the need for
adequate standards pertaining to training and supervision of
these caregivers. Moreover, a recent study conducted by the
National League for Nursing revealed that 44S% of hoe health
aides surveyed could not read a thermometer, and 31% did not
even know how to take a patient's pulse.
I am at a complete loss to understand HCFA's dereliction
in having failed to publish the required training regulation,
especially since that agency completed a draft of the regulation
some three to four years ago. Even more puzzling was the
testimony submitted by Louis B. Hays, HCFA's Aasociate
Administrator For Operations. Mr. Hays acknowledged HCPA's
failure in not having established the required regulation, but
then went on to state: "We have recently become aware of this
situation and have taken steps to publish a proposed regulation
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The Honorable Otis R. Bowen,
April 29, 1987
Page 2

M.D.

as soon as possible."
Mr. Hays estimated that the regulation
could be published in "a couple of months."
I find Mr.
Hays' timetable to be unacceptable, in light of the fact that a
draft of the regulation was completed several years ago.
Therefore, please let me know as soon as possible when
this regulation for home health aide training will be published.
In addttion, I would like a detailed account of why the
Department and HCFA failed during the past seven years to comply
with the Congressional mandate concerning the training program
for home health aides.
Should you or your staff have any questions regarding this
request, please have your staff contact Max Richtman, the
Committee Staff Director.
I am sure you appreciate the urgent need for quick action
on this statutory requirement, and I look forward to your
cooperation and assistance in this important matter.
Sincerely,

N MELCHER
Cairman
JM:Jfm
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The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman, Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20510-6400
Dear Mr. Chairman:
This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter of
April 29, 1987, urging that immediate action be taken to
publish a regulation for home health aide training.
A response will be provided to you as soon as possible.
Thank you for bringing this matter to my attention.
Sincerely,

Otis R. Bowen, M.D.
Secretary
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The Honorable John Melcher
Chairman, Special Committee on Aging
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6400
Dear Mr. Chairman:
I am responding to your letter concerning the requirement for training of home health
aides. I am sorry that my response has been delayed.
As Mr. Hays indicated at the hearing, which you mentioned, we were quite distressed
to discover that regulations had not been issued Implementing the statutory
requirement for training of home health aides. You asked us for a detailed account
of the reasons for the delay in issuing regulations. I believe that the best answer
is that regulations on this provision were overlooked because of the numerous
additional provisions enacted In subsequent Reconciliation Acts.
Regardless of what has gone before, I am committed to developing and Issuing
regulations to implement this requirement. Although you suggested that we need
only to publish the draft regulations developed several years ago, this is not the case.
We have thoroughly reviewed this draft In the light of events that have occurred
since it was written, Including the Inspector General's report. I have been advised
that the Health Care Financing Administration has made some alterations to the
draft and are preparing to submit it to the Department for review. Under the
established procedures, we believe we will have published the proposed regulation by
August. The speed with which a final regulation Is published relates In part to the
volume and content of the comments we receive on the proposal, and we will
establish a schedule for a final regulation once the comment period has closed.
I share your determination to see that this statutory requirement is implemented, but
I believe you will appreciate that the action we propose to take must be carefully
considered.
Sincerely,

Otis R. Bowen, M.D.
Secretary
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Item 3

INVESTIGATION

OF HOME CARE PATIENT COMPLAINTS

Q. Senator Bradley's bill
on home care, S. 1016. requires that
State or local agencies establish, Within the context of
Medicare, an ombudsman-like unit for investigating home care
patient comp ain
atsa
Should this function he established under Medicarc or under
the programs
ithin the context of the Older Americans Act'
A.

The Department's Office of Planninig and Esaluation is
currently funding a study to address that very issue -- to
determine the feasibility of expanding the nursing Home
Ombudsman Programs sponsored by the Administration on Aging
include oversight for home care services.

to

Under the Medicare program, we currently have the authority to
respond to beneficiaries' complaints.
The contract scope of
work for peer review organizations (PROsl requires that PROs
establish procedures to respond to beneficiary complaints.
In
addition, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986
requires that PROS review all written complaints by
beneficiaries about the quality of services provided.
The PRO
must also inform the individual of the final disposition of
the complaint and provide the practitioner with an opportunity
to disuses the complaint Where there is a finding that care
does not meet professionally re,!ognizd standards of health
care.
Regulations are being promulgated and implementation of
this provision is projected for Fall 1987.

PATIENT OUTCOME DATA FOR HOME CARE
Q. Bow far along is HCFA in developing patient
use in assessing the quality of home care?
A.

outcome data

for

Before we can develop patient data to assess home care
quality, we believe it is necessary to first
change the
orientation to su.eycing home health agencies.
The process
presently focuses on Written compliance with the conditions
participation rather thon on patient outcome measures.

of

We recently awarded a contract to ABT Associates,

ltc.,
Cambridge, MA to develop a patient-centered approach, using
outcome measures, for surveying home health agencies.
This
contract. uill
be completed by 1989 and the results, along with
results of other home care studies presently being conducted,
will be used to implement a new outcome-oriented process to
assess the quality of home health care.
The new process will
produce the patient outcome data necessary to develop more
objective measures of quality care in home care settings.

INTERMEDIATE SANCTIONS

FOR HOME CARE AGENCIES

Q. Currently, the only sanction against a home care agency that
is providing poor quality of care is termination from the
Medicare program.
Shouldn't we establish a series of intermediate sanctions,
fines, p-enlties, etc.--to
penalize poor performance?
A. Such sanctions are difficult
to administer.
Financial
penalties may have the effect of causing termination, since
many home care agencies 8sere primarily Medicare patients and
rely on the Medicare program to finance most of the services
provided.
Imposing financial penalties can also raise the
issue of potential skimping on quality -hen fewer funds are
available.
In addition, we want to avoid the imposition of
Federal requirements which might undermine current State
flexibility
to correct deficient performan-e.
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